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Abstract

The advent of 2D layered materials, boasting high-crystal quality and rich electronic proper-
ties, has provided a unique arena for exploring exotic condensed-matter phenomena, including
the emergence of ultra-relativistic Dirac fermions in graphene, topological insulating phases in
WS2, long-lived excitons in group-VI dichalcogenides and unconventional superconductivity in
twisted bilayer graphene.

The enhancement of spin-orbit effects in heterointerfaces, built from the vertical stacking of
different 2D layers, is recently attracting much attention. A series of crucial experiments have
demonstrated the induction of strong spin-orbit effects in graphene sheets proximity-coupled
to group-VI dichalcogenides. Owing to a combination of room-temperature spin transport over
long distances and gate-tunable spin orbit interactions, such systems hold great promise for all-
electrical generation and manipulation of spin currents, which is key to the realisation of the next
generation of spintronics devices.

To fully unlock the potential of 2D Dirac materials for spintronics, these recent experimental
findings call for the formulation of a solid theoretical framework which can underpin them, but
also—and more importantly—predict novel phenomena. This thesis aims to develop the found-
ations of such a framework, with a focus on spin dynamics and coupled charge-spin transport
in 2D Dirac materials with strong proximity-induced interactions.

A number of key results are established. We show that charge-to-spin interconversion in
2D Dirac materials can be understood in terms of exact symmetry relations (Ward identities).
Depending on the specific spin-orbit interactions present in a 2D Dirac system, the symmetry re-
lations dictate the relative contributions of the so-called spin-Hall effect (SHE) and inverse spin Gal-
vanic effect (ISGE). In particular, for materials with interfacial breaking of mirror symmetry and
unbroken (broken) sublattice symmetry, the SHE contribution is suppressed (sizable), whereas
the ISGE contribution stays typically large and robust in both scenarios. The extrinsic SHE has its
origin in a peculiar skew scattering mechanism—emerging from the non-coplanar spin texture
of spin–orbit-coupled Dirac bands—and can be tuned by a gate voltage. We propose a dia-
grammatic approach to obtain the coupled charge/spin diffusion equations, as well as the spin
relaxation times and the charge-to-spin interconversion rates. We supplement this study with
a density matrix-based approach, allowing one to gain more insight into the delicate competi-
tion of the various energy scales present in realistic systems, and to calculate the spin relaxation
time anisotropy of experimental relevance. Finally, we examine ferromagnetic 2D Dirac materials,
through a unified theory of charge carrier transport combining semiclassical and fully-quantum
mechanical approaches. We identify an experimental signature that characterises the crossover
from the nonquantised anomalous Hall effect to the topologically-nontrivial quantum anomalous
Hall effect, which can help future experimental efforts to unlock this fascinating quantum state
of matter with Dirac fermions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Spin–orbit phenomena in solids

Spintronics and spin–orbitronics

In 1921, Arthur Compton first suggested that “many magnetic phenomena find a satisfactory explan-
ation on the hypothesis that matter contains a large number of minute elementary magnets” [1]. The idea
of electrons’ spin however, took fully shape only after the pioneering works by Kronig, Uhlenbeck
and Goudsmit, proposing an explanation to the anomalous Zeeman-effect with the introduction
of a fourth quantum number in the Bohr-Sommerfeld atomic model [2, 3]. Given the numerous
subtleties a theoretical description of spin requires, including relativistic and quantum electro-
dynamic radiative corrections to its magnetic moment gs [4–6], it is not surprising that, at the
time of its origin, the existence of spin was considered highly controversial, being only fully
accepted by the community a few years later.

After almost one century, electrons’ spin lies at the centre of a conceptual and technological
revolution. This success is to be explained with the dusk of traditional silicon-based electronic
era; the downscaling of transistors below the “5 nm node” is limited by energy dissipation in
the dormant state (ON/OFF leakage currents) and quantum effects [7], imposing a halt to the
so-called Moore’s law—a prediction by Intel co-founder Gordon Moore stating that the number
of transistors in a semiconductor chip doubles roughly every year [8]. A call for disruptive
technologies based on alternative building blocks to electrons’ charge has emerged. In this
context, the field of spintronics has arisen, aiming at leveraging the spin degree of freedom (DOF)
of charge carriers to achieve that goal.

The principal advantage of promoting the spin DOF as the main carrier of information resides
in its non-volatile nature. In spintronics devices, information is encoded into the orientation of a
collection of spins, this having being fixed at a local minimum in the energy landscape. Leakage
of information would be represented by a change in this particular configuration, e.g. a transition
to another energy minimum due to thermal fluctuations. In magnets it is relatively easy to
design energy barriers on the order of DH ⇠ 10�18 J corresponding to an escape time of roughly
ten years at room temperature and rendering spin-based information highly stable [9, 10].

Despite its recent origin, spintronics research already numbers many breakthroughs. The
discovery of the giant magnetoresistance [11, 12] has led to an exponential increase in data stor-
age capacity. Non-volatile magnetic memories based on magnetic tunnel junctions, exploiting
the tunnel magnetoresistance and spin transfer torque (STT) effects, have offered lower power
consumption and new paradigms for storage devices [13, 14]. The applications mentioned so
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M1
<latexit sha1_base64="xCJv9kZb0EUq8YjXzhRauQjlmUY=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxFHypX7V+VQUvXoJF8FR2vai3ohcvQguuLbRLzabZNjSbXZNsoSz9HV48qHj1z3jz4m8x23rQ1oHAMPMebzJBIrg2jvOJCkvLK6trxfXSxubW9k55d+9Ox6mizKOxiFUrIJoJLplnuBGslShGokCwZjC8yv3miCnNY3lrxgnzI9KXPOSUGCv5nYiYQRBmN5OuW+qWK07VmQIvEveHVGoHja97AKh3yx+dXkzTiElDBdG67TqJ8TOiDKeCTUqdVLOE0CHps7alkkRM+9k09AQfW6WHw1jZJw2eqr83MhJpPY4CO5mH1PNeLv7ntVMTnvsZl0lqmKSzQ2EqsIlx3gDuccWoEWNLCFXcZsV0QBShxvaUl+DOf3mReKfVi6rbsGVcwgxFOIQjOAEXzqAG11AHDyg8wCM8wwsaoSf0it5mowX0s7MPf4DevwEXEJNe</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bO+ImOaScpuRWFAY8CH+b5V1kE0=">AAAB83icbVC7TgJBFL2LL8QXamJjM5GYWJFdG7Qj2NiYQOIKCWzI7DALE2Zn15lZErLhO2ws1NjyF36BnY3f4ixQKHiSSU7OuTf3zPFjzpS27S8rt7a+sbmV3y7s7O7tHxQPjx5UlEhCXRLxSLZ8rChngrqaaU5bsaQ49Dlt+sObzG+OqFQsEvd6HFMvxH3BAkawNpLXCbEe+EF6N+k6hW6xZJftGdAqcRakVD1pfLNp7aPeLX52ehFJQio04ViptmPH2kux1IxwOil0EkVjTIa4T9uGChxS5aWz0BN0bpQeCiJpntBopv7eSHGo1Dj0zWQWUi17mfif1050cOWlTMSJpoLMDwUJRzpCWQOoxyQlmo8NwUQykxWRAZaYaNNTVoKz/OVV4l6Wr8tOw5RRgznycApncAEOVKAKt1AHFwg8whO8wKs1sp6tN+t9PpqzFjvH8AfW9AdmlZUa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bO+ImOaScpuRWFAY8CH+b5V1kE0=">AAAB83icbVC7TgJBFL2LL8QXamJjM5GYWJFdG7Qj2NiYQOIKCWzI7DALE2Zn15lZErLhO2ws1NjyF36BnY3f4ixQKHiSSU7OuTf3zPFjzpS27S8rt7a+sbmV3y7s7O7tHxQPjx5UlEhCXRLxSLZ8rChngrqaaU5bsaQ49Dlt+sObzG+OqFQsEvd6HFMvxH3BAkawNpLXCbEe+EF6N+k6hW6xZJftGdAqcRakVD1pfLNp7aPeLX52ehFJQio04ViptmPH2kux1IxwOil0EkVjTIa4T9uGChxS5aWz0BN0bpQeCiJpntBopv7eSHGo1Dj0zWQWUi17mfif1050cOWlTMSJpoLMDwUJRzpCWQOoxyQlmo8NwUQykxWRAZaYaNNTVoKz/OVV4l6Wr8tOw5RRgznycApncAEOVKAKt1AHFwg8whO8wKs1sp6tN+t9PpqzFjvH8AfW9AdmlZUa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PgHDdtYw412iTz4fqWLLfBWWTHQ=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5J4UW9FL16ECkYLbSib7aZdutnE3ZdCCf0dXjyoePXPePPfuGl70NaBhWHmPd7shKkUBl332ymtrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2DB5NkmnGfJTLRrZAaLoXiPgqUvJVqTuNQ8sdweF34jyOujUjUPY5THsS0r0QkGEUrBZ2Y4iCM8ttJ16t0qzW37k5Blok3JzWYo9mtfnV6CctirpBJakzbc1MMcqpRMMknlU5meErZkPZ521JFY26CfBp6Qk6s0iNRou1TSKbq742cxsaM49BOFiHNoleI/3ntDKOLIBcqzZArNjsUZZJgQooGSE9ozlCOLaFMC5uVsAHVlKHtqSjBW/zyMvHP6pd1786tNa7mbZThCI7hFDw4hwbcQBN8YPAEz/AKb87IeXHenY/ZaMmZ7xzCHzifP4pOkXk=</latexit> M2

<latexit sha1_base64="TLz0fqvT2Q3LKqw9tQBU8FRzktU=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RQUvXhaL4Kkkvai3ohcvQgvGFtpQN9tNu3SzibubQgn9HV48qHj1z3jz4m9x0/agrQMLw8x7vNkJEs6Udpwvq7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O7Z+wf3Kk4loR6JeSxbAVaUM0E9zTSnrURSHAWcNoPhde43R1QqFos7PU6oH+G+YCEjWBvJ70RYD4Iwu510q6WuXXYqzhRombhzUq4dNb4fAKDetT87vZikERWacKxU23US7WdYakY4nZQ6qaIJJkPcp21DBY6o8rNp6Ak6NUoPhbE0T2g0VX9vZDhSahwFZjIPqRa9XPzPa6c6vPAzJpJUU0Fmh8KUIx2jvAHUY5ISzceGYCKZyYrIAEtMtOkpL8Fd/PIy8aqVy4rbMGVcwQxFOIYTOAMXzqEGN1AHDwg8whO8wKs1sp6tN+t9Nlqw5juH8AfWxw8YlJNf</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/FrC56EwlBlr/d00+gOT3w+IXjM=">AAAB83icbVC7TgJBFL2LL8QXamJjM5GYWJFdGrUj2NiYQOIKCWzI7DALE2Zn15lZErLhO2ws1NjyF36BnY3f4ixQKHiSSU7OuTf3zPFjzpS27S8rt7a+sbmV3y7s7O7tHxQPjx5UlEhCXRLxSLZ8rChngrqaaU5bsaQ49Dlt+sObzG+OqFQsEvd6HFMvxH3BAkawNpLXCbEe+EF6N+lWCt1iyS7bM6BV4ixIqXrS+GbT2ke9W/zs9CKShFRowrFSbceOtZdiqRnhdFLoJIrGmAxxn7YNFTikyktnoSfo3Cg9FETSPKHRTP29keJQqXHom8kspFr2MvE/r53o4MpLmYgTTQWZHwoSjnSEsgZQj0lKNB8bgolkJisiAywx0aanrARn+curxK2Ur8tOw5RRgznycApncAEOXEIVbqEOLhB4hCd4gVdrZD1bb9b7fDRnLXaO4Q+s6Q9oGZUb</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/FrC56EwlBlr/d00+gOT3w+IXjM=">AAAB83icbVC7TgJBFL2LL8QXamJjM5GYWJFdGrUj2NiYQOIKCWzI7DALE2Zn15lZErLhO2ws1NjyF36BnY3f4ixQKHiSSU7OuTf3zPFjzpS27S8rt7a+sbmV3y7s7O7tHxQPjx5UlEhCXRLxSLZ8rChngrqaaU5bsaQ49Dlt+sObzG+OqFQsEvd6HFMvxH3BAkawNpLXCbEe+EF6N+lWCt1iyS7bM6BV4ixIqXrS+GbT2ke9W/zs9CKShFRowrFSbceOtZdiqRnhdFLoJIrGmAxxn7YNFTikyktnoSfo3Cg9FETSPKHRTP29keJQqXHom8kspFr2MvE/r53o4MpLmYgTTQWZHwoSjnSEsgZQj0lKNB8bgolkJisiAywx0aanrARn+curxK2Ur8tOw5RRgznycApncAEOXEIVbqEOLhB4hCd4gVdrZD1bb9b7fDRnLXaO4Q+s6Q9oGZUb</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yUkOfoAa5qXLvgjQTPpn31znaTk=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxFHypX7V+VT16CRbBU9ntRb0VvXgRKri20C4lm2bb0Gx2TbKFsvR3ePGg4tU/481/Y7bdg7YOBIaZ93iTCRLBtXGcb1RaW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHjzpOFWUejUWsOgHRTHDJPMONYJ1EMRIFgrWD8U3utydMaR7LBzNNmB+RoeQhp8RYye9FxIyCMLub9RuVfrXm1J058CpxC1KDAq1+9as3iGkaMWmoIFp3XScxfkaU4VSwWaWXapYQOiZD1rVUkohpP5uHnuEzqwxwGCv7pMFz9fdGRiKtp1FgJ/OQetnLxf+8bmrCSz/jMkkNk3RxKEwFNjHOG8ADrhg1YmoJoYrbrJiOiCLU2J7yEtzlL68Sr1G/qrv3Tq15XbRRhhM4hXNw4QKacAst8IDCEzzDK7yhCXpB7+hjMVpCxc4x/AH6/AGL0pF6</latexit>

NM
<latexit sha1_base64="4vl/5SkNHbqoMUX8xSIxbDP7fN4=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0m8qAex6MWLUsHYQhPKZrtpl24+2J2IJRT8FV48qHj1f3j35r8xaXvQ6oOBx3szzMzzEyk0WtaXUZqbX1hcKi+bK6tr6xuVza1bHaeKcYfFMlYtn2ouRcQdFCh5K1Gchr7kTX9wXvjNO660iKMbHCbcC2kvEoFgFHPJdZHfowqzq8uR2alUrZo1BvlL7Cmpnn6YJw8A0OhUPt1uzNKQR8gk1bptWwl6GVUomOQj0001Tygb0B5v5zSiIddeNr55RPZypUuCWOUVIRmrPycyGmo9DP28M6TY17NeIf7ntVMMjrxMREmKPGKTRUEqCcakCIB0heIM5TAnlCmR30pYnyrKMI+pCMGeffkvcQ5qxzX72qrWz2CCMuzALuyDDYdQhwtogAMMEniEZ3gxUuPJeDXeJq0lYzqzDb9gvH8Dtw+TLA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h8BMQFxUQqtXbzbQA4KAW3IzKJA=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0m8qAex6MWLUsHYQhPKZrtpl26SZXciltC/4cWDSq/+D+9exH/j9uOgrQ8GHu/NMDMvlIJrcJxvq7CwuLS8Uly119Y3NrdK2zv3Os0UZR5NRaoaIdFM8IR5wEGwhlSMxKFg9bB3OfLrD0xpniZ30JcsiEkn4RGnBIzk+8AeQcX5zfXAbpXKTsUZA88Td0rK5x/2mRx+2bVW6dNvpzSLWQJUEK2briMhyIkCTgUb2H6mmSS0RzqsaWhCYqaDfHzzAB8YpY2jVJlKAI/V3xM5ibXux6HpjAl09aw3Ev/zmhlEJ0HOE5kBS+hkUZQJDCkeBYDbXDEKom8IoYqbWzHtEkUomJhGIbizL88T76hyWnFvnXL1Ak1QRHtoHx0iFx2jKrpCNeQhiiR6Qi/o1cqsZ+vNGk5aC9Z0Zhf9gfX+A6cqlKA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h8BMQFxUQqtXbzbQA4KAW3IzKJA=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0m8qAex6MWLUsHYQhPKZrtpl26SZXciltC/4cWDSq/+D+9exH/j9uOgrQ8GHu/NMDMvlIJrcJxvq7CwuLS8Uly119Y3NrdK2zv3Os0UZR5NRaoaIdFM8IR5wEGwhlSMxKFg9bB3OfLrD0xpniZ30JcsiEkn4RGnBIzk+8AeQcX5zfXAbpXKTsUZA88Td0rK5x/2mRx+2bVW6dNvpzSLWQJUEK2briMhyIkCTgUb2H6mmSS0RzqsaWhCYqaDfHzzAB8YpY2jVJlKAI/V3xM5ibXux6HpjAl09aw3Ev/zmhlEJ0HOE5kBS+hkUZQJDCkeBYDbXDEKom8IoYqbWzHtEkUomJhGIbizL88T76hyWnFvnXL1Ak1QRHtoHx0iFx2jKrpCNeQhiiR6Qi/o1cqsZ+vNGk5aC9Z0Zhf9gfX+A6cqlKA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yxNwLNp5B6AQHIGPlGZf9md3zI0=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokX9Vb04kWpYGyhCWWz3bRLdzdhdyKW0L/hxYOKV3+NN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4Adf9dpaWV1bX1isb1c2t7Z3d2t7+g0kyTZlPE5HoTkQME1wxHzgI1kk1IzISrB2Nrgq//ci04Ym6h3HKQkkGisecErBSEAB7Ai3z25tJtVeruw13CrxIvJLUUYlWr/YV9BOaSaaACmJM13NTCHOigVPBJtUgMywldEQGrGupIpKZMJ/ePMHHVunjONG2FOCp+nsiJ9KYsYxspyQwNPNeIf7ndTOIz8OcqzQDpuhsUZwJDAkuAsB9rhkFMbaEUM3trZgOiSYUbExFCN78y4vEP21cNLw7t968LNOooEN0hE6Qh85QE12jFvIRRSl6Rq/ozcmcF+fd+Zi1LjnlzAH6A+fzB0mkkV8=</latexit>

T
<latexit sha1_base64="wU0+pRE6sp+lgW/pSxeRdkQSODo=">AAAB8XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM55fUUubxSBYhTsbtRCDNpYRciaQHGFvs5cs2ds9dveEcAT8EzYWKrb+EHs7/417SQpNfDDweG+GeTNRypk2nvftLC2vrK6tlzbcza3tnd3y3v69lpkiNCCSS9WKsKacCRoYZjhtpYriJOK0GQ1vCr/5QJVmUjTMKKVhgvuCxYxgY6V2J8FmEMV5Y+x2yxWv6k2AFok/I5WrT/fyEQDq3fJXpydJllBhCMdat30vNWGOlWGE07HbyTRNMRniPm1bKnBCdZhPIo/RsVV6KJbKljBoov6eyHGi9SiJbGcRUc97hfif185MfB7mTKSZoYJMF8UZR0ai4n7UY4oSw0eWYKKYzYrIACtMjP1S8QR//uRFEpxWL6r+nVepXcMUJTiEIzgBH86gBrdQhwAISHiCF3h1jPPsvDnv09YlZzZzAH/gfPwA1ZiSqQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="W3IXRrWWdwBiMtA28UchoS2tljI=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0m8qAex6MVjhcYW0lA22027dJMNuxOhhP4MLx5U9OgP8e5F/Ddu2h609cHA470Z5s2EqeAaHOfbKi0tr6yuldftjc2t7Z3K7t6dlpmizKNSSNUOiWaCJ8wDDoK1U8VIHArWCofXhd+6Z0pzmTRhlLIgJv2ER5wSMJLfiQkMwihvju1uperUnAnwInFnpHr5YV+kb192o1v57PQkzWKWABVEa991UghyooBTwcZ2J9MsJXRI+sw3NCEx00E+iTzGR0bp4UgqUwngifp7Iiex1qM4NJ1FRD3vFeJ/np9BdBbkPEkzYAmdLooygUHi4n7c44pRECNDCFXcZMV0QBShYL5UPMGdP3mReCe185p761TrV2iKMjpAh+gYuegU1dENaiAPUSTRA3pCzxZYj9aL9TptLVmzmX30B9b7D8WzlB0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="W3IXRrWWdwBiMtA28UchoS2tljI=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0m8qAex6MVjhcYW0lA22027dJMNuxOhhP4MLx5U9OgP8e5F/Ddu2h609cHA470Z5s2EqeAaHOfbKi0tr6yuldftjc2t7Z3K7t6dlpmizKNSSNUOiWaCJ8wDDoK1U8VIHArWCofXhd+6Z0pzmTRhlLIgJv2ER5wSMJLfiQkMwihvju1uperUnAnwInFnpHr5YV+kb192o1v57PQkzWKWABVEa991UghyooBTwcZ2J9MsJXRI+sw3NCEx00E+iTzGR0bp4UgqUwngifp7Iiex1qM4NJ1FRD3vFeJ/np9BdBbkPEkzYAmdLooygUHi4n7c44pRECNDCFXcZMV0QBShYL5UPMGdP3mReCe185p761TrV2iKMjpAh+gYuegU1dENaiAPUSTRA3pCzxZYj9aL9TptLVmzmX30B9b7D8WzlB0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PU6icJBTXfQcTId8Q01Tll5BBuw=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16CRbBU0m8qLeiF48VGi20oWy2m3bpZjfsvggl9Gd48aDi1X/jzX/jps1BWwcWhpn32HkTpYIb9Lxvp7K2vrG5Vd2u7ezu7R/UD48ejMo0ZQFVQuluRAwTXLIAOQrWTTUjSSTYYzS5LfzHJ6YNV7KD05SFCRlJHnNK0Eq9fkJwHMV5Z1Yb1Bte05vDXSV+SRpQoj2of/WHimYJk0gFMabneymGOdHIqWCzWj8zLCV0QkasZ6kkCTNhPo88c8+sMnRjpe2T6M7V3xs5SYyZJpGdLCKaZa8Q//N6GcZXYc5lmiGTdPFRnAkXlVvc7w65ZhTF1BJCNbdZXTommlC0LRUl+Msnr5Lgonnd9O+9RuumbKMKJ3AK5+DDJbTgDtoQAAUFz/AKbw46L86787EYrTjlzjH8gfP5A2gtkNw=</latexit>

unpolarized
<latexit sha1_base64="nPqWU2kwYgchpwJYiqtBod3Yd0k=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMrGjx5WQyCp7DrRXMLePEYwZhAEsLspJMMmZ1dZnrFuAT8FS8eVLz6A36BNz/DP3DyOGhiQUNR1U13VxBLYcjzvpyl5ZXVtfXMRnZza3tnN7e3f2OiRHOs8khGuh4wg1IorJIgifVYIwsDibVgcDH2a7eojYjUNQ1jbIWsp0RXcEZWaucOmoR3pMM0UXEkmRb32Bll27mCV/QmcBeJPyOFcv77owwAlXbus9mJeBKiIi6ZMQ3fi6mVMk2CSxxlm4nBmPEB62HDUsVCNK10cv7IPbZKx+1G2pYid6L+nkhZaMwwDGxnyKhv5r2x+J/XSKh73kqFihNCxaeLuol0KXLHWbgdoZGTHFrCuBb2Vpf3mWacbGLjEPz5lxdJ9bRYKvpXNowSTJGBQziCE/DhDMpwCRWoAocUHuEZXpwH58l5dd6mrUvObCYPf+C8/wCFZZg7</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Q0wLMaZfvUZyVE5KUQFNHQTOtj0=">AAAB/XicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RYOVzWEQrMJdGk0XsLGMYEwgOcLe3iRZsrd37M6J8Qj4V2xEVGz9A1aWdv4M/4Gbj0ITHww83pthZp4fC67Rcb6szNLyyupadj23sbm1vZPf3bvSUaIY1FkkItX0qQbBJdSRo4BmrICGvoCGPzgb+41rUJpH8hKHMXgh7Une5YyikTr5/TbCDaowTWQcCar4LQSjXCdfdErOBPYicWekWC18v5c/Go+1Tv6zHUQsCUEiE1TrluvE6KVUIWcCRrl2oiGmbEB70DJU0hC0l07OH9lHRgnsbqRMSbQn6u+JlIZaD0PfdIYU+3reG4v/ea0Eu6deymWcIEg2XdRNhI2RPc7CDrgChmJoCGWKm1tt1qeKMjSJjUNw519eJPVyqVJyL0wYFTJFlhyQQ3JMXHJCquSc1EidMJKSe/JEnq0768F6sV6nrRlrNlMgf2C9/QDToJn2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Q0wLMaZfvUZyVE5KUQFNHQTOtj0=">AAAB/XicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RYOVzWEQrMJdGk0XsLGMYEwgOcLe3iRZsrd37M6J8Qj4V2xEVGz9A1aWdv4M/4Gbj0ITHww83pthZp4fC67Rcb6szNLyyupadj23sbm1vZPf3bvSUaIY1FkkItX0qQbBJdSRo4BmrICGvoCGPzgb+41rUJpH8hKHMXgh7Une5YyikTr5/TbCDaowTWQcCar4LQSjXCdfdErOBPYicWekWC18v5c/Go+1Tv6zHUQsCUEiE1TrluvE6KVUIWcCRrl2oiGmbEB70DJU0hC0l07OH9lHRgnsbqRMSbQn6u+JlIZaD0PfdIYU+3reG4v/ea0Eu6deymWcIEg2XdRNhI2RPc7CDrgChmJoCGWKm1tt1qeKMjSJjUNw519eJPVyqVJyL0wYFTJFlhyQQ3JMXHJCquSc1EidMJKSe/JEnq0768F6sV6nrRlrNlMgf2C9/QDToJn2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J9K0kl82ulGbopF0ryeeO6dHIuo=">AAAB/XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJS7AInkriRXsrePFYwdhCG8pmM2mXbjZhdyLWUPCvePGg4tX/4c1/Y9LmoK0PBh7vzTAzz08E12jb30ZlZXVtfaO6Wdva3tndM/cP7nScKgYui0Wsuj7VILgEFzkK6CYKaOQL6Pjjq8Lv3IPSPJa3OEnAi+hQ8pAzirk0MI/6CA+ooiyVSSyo4o8QTGsDs2437BmsZeKUpE5KtAfmVz+IWRqBRCao1j3HTtDLqELOBExr/VRDQtmYDqGXU0kj0F42O39qneZKYIWxykuiNVN/T2Q00noS+XlnRHGkF71C/M/rpRheehmXSYog2XxRmAoLY6vIwgq4AoZikhPKFM9vtdiIKsowT6wIwVl8eZm4541mw7mx661mmUaVHJMTckYcckFa5Jq0iUsYycgzeSVvxpPxYrwbH/PWilHOHJI/MD5/AHLhlfM=</latexit>

electron beam
<latexit sha1_base64="C2x1hihgPgfKQpUMTBjnNOkWHlE=">AAAB/3icbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+Vi0sbAaDYBV2bdRKwcYygqtCsoTZyY0OmZ1dZu6KYUnjr9hYqNja+Q12/o2TxMLXgYHDOfdw554kV9JSEHx4lanpmdm56nxtYXFpecVfXTu3WWEERiJTmblMuEUlNUYkSeFlbpCnicKLpH888i9u0FiZ6TMa5Bin/ErLnhScnNTxN9qEt2TSEhUKMplmiUsPax2/HjSCMdhfEn6R+uEbjNHs+O/tbiaKFDUJxa1thUFOcckNSaFwWGsXFnMu+vwKW45qnqKNy/EBQ7btlC7rZcY9TWysfk+UPLV2kCZuMuV0bX97I/E/r1VQbz8upc4LQi0mi3qFYpSxURusK407Ww0c4cJI91cmrrnhglxnoxLC3yf/JdFu46ARngb1o4NJGVCFTdiCHQhhD47gBJoQgYAh3MMjPHl33oP37L1MRiveV2YdfsB7/QS8fpdq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C2x1hihgPgfKQpUMTBjnNOkWHlE=">AAAB/3icbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+Vi0sbAaDYBV2bdRKwcYygqtCsoTZyY0OmZ1dZu6KYUnjr9hYqNja+Q12/o2TxMLXgYHDOfdw554kV9JSEHx4lanpmdm56nxtYXFpecVfXTu3WWEERiJTmblMuEUlNUYkSeFlbpCnicKLpH888i9u0FiZ6TMa5Bin/ErLnhScnNTxN9qEt2TSEhUKMplmiUsPax2/HjSCMdhfEn6R+uEbjNHs+O/tbiaKFDUJxa1thUFOcckNSaFwWGsXFnMu+vwKW45qnqKNy/EBQ7btlC7rZcY9TWysfk+UPLV2kCZuMuV0bX97I/E/r1VQbz8upc4LQi0mi3qFYpSxURusK407Ww0c4cJI91cmrrnhglxnoxLC3yf/JdFu46ARngb1o4NJGVCFTdiCHQhhD47gBJoQgYAh3MMjPHl33oP37L1MRiveV2YdfsB7/QS8fpdq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C2x1hihgPgfKQpUMTBjnNOkWHlE=">AAAB/3icbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+Vi0sbAaDYBV2bdRKwcYygqtCsoTZyY0OmZ1dZu6KYUnjr9hYqNja+Q12/o2TxMLXgYHDOfdw554kV9JSEHx4lanpmdm56nxtYXFpecVfXTu3WWEERiJTmblMuEUlNUYkSeFlbpCnicKLpH888i9u0FiZ6TMa5Bin/ErLnhScnNTxN9qEt2TSEhUKMplmiUsPax2/HjSCMdhfEn6R+uEbjNHs+O/tbiaKFDUJxa1thUFOcckNSaFwWGsXFnMu+vwKW45qnqKNy/EBQ7btlC7rZcY9TWysfk+UPLV2kCZuMuV0bX97I/E/r1VQbz8upc4LQi0mi3qFYpSxURusK407Ww0c4cJI91cmrrnhglxnoxLC3yf/JdFu46ARngb1o4NJGVCFTdiCHQhhD47gBJoQgYAh3MMjPHl33oP37L1MRiveV2YdfsB7/QS8fpdq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7WNxmArvsJZ1WSjCDmgxEDx71Mc=">AAAB/3icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfqxYWNoNBsAq7NpouYGMZwTVCEsLs5CYZMjO7zNwVw5LGX7GxULH1N+z8GyePQhMPDBzOuYc798SpFBaD4NsrrKyurW8UN0tb2zu7e/7+wZ1NMsMh4olMzH3MLEihIUKBEu5TA0zFEhrx8GriNx7AWJHoWxyl0Fasr0VPcIZO6vhHLYRHNCoHCRxNomns0uNSxy8HlWAKukzCOSmTOeod/6vVTXimQCOXzNpmGKTYzplBwSWMS63MQsr4kPWh6ahmCmw7nx4wpqdO6dJeYtzTSKfq70TOlLUjFbtJxXBgF72J+J/XzLB32c6FTjMEzWeLepmkmNBJG7QrjDtbjhxh3Aj3V8oHzDCOrrNJCeHiycskOq9UK+FNUK5V520UyTE5IWckJBekRq5JnUSEkzF5Jq/kzXvyXrx372M2WvDmmUPyB97nD2OKlms=</latexit>

STT
<latexit sha1_base64="DCRT10f8LZKluIOxm/9d/L6UCVY=">AAAB83icbVBNT8JAEJ36ifiFevSykZh4Iq0X5SSJF48YqZBAQ7bLAht227o7JZKG3+HFgxqv/gd/gzf/jW3hoOBLJnl5byYz8/xICoO2/W2trK6tb2wWtorbO7t7+6WDw3sTxppxl4Uy1C2fGi5FwF0UKHkr0pwqX/KmP7rO/OaYayPCoIGTiHuKDgLRF4xiKnkd5I+oVXLXaEyL3VLZrtg5yDJx5qR89Qk56t3SV6cXsljxAJmkxrQdO0IvoRoFk3xa7MSGR5SN6IC3UxpQxY2X5EdPyWmq9Eg/1GkFSHL190RClTET5aediuLQLHqZ+J/XjrF/6SUiiGLkAZst6seSYEiyBEhPaM5QTlJCmRbprYQNqaYM05yyEJzFl5eJe16pVpxbu1yrzsKAAhzDCZyBAxdQgxuogwsMHuAJXuDVGlvP1pv1PmtdseYzR/AH1scPWvKSvw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DCRT10f8LZKluIOxm/9d/L6UCVY=">AAAB83icbVBNT8JAEJ36ifiFevSykZh4Iq0X5SSJF48YqZBAQ7bLAht227o7JZKG3+HFgxqv/gd/gzf/jW3hoOBLJnl5byYz8/xICoO2/W2trK6tb2wWtorbO7t7+6WDw3sTxppxl4Uy1C2fGi5FwF0UKHkr0pwqX/KmP7rO/OaYayPCoIGTiHuKDgLRF4xiKnkd5I+oVXLXaEyL3VLZrtg5yDJx5qR89Qk56t3SV6cXsljxAJmkxrQdO0IvoRoFk3xa7MSGR5SN6IC3UxpQxY2X5EdPyWmq9Eg/1GkFSHL190RClTET5aediuLQLHqZ+J/XjrF/6SUiiGLkAZst6seSYEiyBEhPaM5QTlJCmRbprYQNqaYM05yyEJzFl5eJe16pVpxbu1yrzsKAAhzDCZyBAxdQgxuogwsMHuAJXuDVGlvP1pv1PmtdseYzR/AH1scPWvKSvw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DCRT10f8LZKluIOxm/9d/L6UCVY=">AAAB83icbVBNT8JAEJ36ifiFevSykZh4Iq0X5SSJF48YqZBAQ7bLAht227o7JZKG3+HFgxqv/gd/gzf/jW3hoOBLJnl5byYz8/xICoO2/W2trK6tb2wWtorbO7t7+6WDw3sTxppxl4Uy1C2fGi5FwF0UKHkr0pwqX/KmP7rO/OaYayPCoIGTiHuKDgLRF4xiKnkd5I+oVXLXaEyL3VLZrtg5yDJx5qR89Qk56t3SV6cXsljxAJmkxrQdO0IvoRoFk3xa7MSGR5SN6IC3UxpQxY2X5EdPyWmq9Eg/1GkFSHL190RClTET5aediuLQLHqZ+J/XjrF/6SUiiGLkAZst6seSYEiyBEhPaM5QTlJCmRbprYQNqaYM05yyEJzFl5eJe16pVpxbu1yrzsKAAhzDCZyBAxdQgxuogwsMHuAJXuDVGlvP1pv1PmtdseYzR/AH1scPWvKSvw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9Xoo6Kb72mAjYofm0zIWVftQ9QY=">AAAB83icbVBNT8JAEN3iF+IX6tHLRmLiibRelBuJF48YqZhAQ7bLFjbsbuvulEgafocXD2q8+me8+W/cQg8KvmSSl/dmMjMvTAQ34LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh7dmzjVlPk0FrF+CIlhgivmAwfBHhLNiAwF64Tj69zvTJg2PFZtmCYskGSoeMQpASsFPWBPoGV2127PKv1qza27c+BV4hWkhgq0+tWv3iCmqWQKqCDGdD03gSAjGjgVbFbppYYlhI7JkHUtVUQyE2Tzo2f4zCoDHMXalgI8V39PZEQaM5Wh7ZQERmbZy8X/vG4K0VWQcZWkwBRdLIpSgSHGeQJ4wDWjIKaWEKq5vRXTEdGEgs0pD8FbfnmV+Bf1Rt27dWvNRpFGGZ2gU3SOPHSJmugGtZCPKHpEz+gVvTkT58V5dz4WrSWnmDlGf+B8/gAB/pHA</latexit>

M2
<latexit sha1_base64="TLz0fqvT2Q3LKqw9tQBU8FRzktU=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RQUvXhaL4Kkkvai3ohcvQgvGFtpQN9tNu3SzibubQgn9HV48qHj1z3jz4m9x0/agrQMLw8x7vNkJEs6Udpwvq7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O7Z+wf3Kk4loR6JeSxbAVaUM0E9zTSnrURSHAWcNoPhde43R1QqFos7PU6oH+G+YCEjWBvJ70RYD4Iwu510q6WuXXYqzhRombhzUq4dNb4fAKDetT87vZikERWacKxU23US7WdYakY4nZQ6qaIJJkPcp21DBY6o8rNp6Ak6NUoPhbE0T2g0VX9vZDhSahwFZjIPqRa9XPzPa6c6vPAzJpJUU0Fmh8KUIx2jvAHUY5ISzceGYCKZyYrIAEtMtOkpL8Fd/PIy8aqVy4rbMGVcwQxFOIYTOAMXzqEGN1AHDwg8whO8wKs1sp6tN+t9Nlqw5juH8AfWxw8YlJNf</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/FrC56EwlBlr/d00+gOT3w+IXjM=">AAAB83icbVC7TgJBFL2LL8QXamJjM5GYWJFdGrUj2NiYQOIKCWzI7DALE2Zn15lZErLhO2ws1NjyF36BnY3f4ixQKHiSSU7OuTf3zPFjzpS27S8rt7a+sbmV3y7s7O7tHxQPjx5UlEhCXRLxSLZ8rChngrqaaU5bsaQ49Dlt+sObzG+OqFQsEvd6HFMvxH3BAkawNpLXCbEe+EF6N+lWCt1iyS7bM6BV4ixIqXrS+GbT2ke9W/zs9CKShFRowrFSbceOtZdiqRnhdFLoJIrGmAxxn7YNFTikyktnoSfo3Cg9FETSPKHRTP29keJQqXHom8kspFr2MvE/r53o4MpLmYgTTQWZHwoSjnSEsgZQj0lKNB8bgolkJisiAywx0aanrARn+curxK2Ur8tOw5RRgznycApncAEOXEIVbqEOLhB4hCd4gVdrZD1bb9b7fDRnLXaO4Q+s6Q9oGZUb</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/FrC56EwlBlr/d00+gOT3w+IXjM=">AAAB83icbVC7TgJBFL2LL8QXamJjM5GYWJFdGrUj2NiYQOIKCWzI7DALE2Zn15lZErLhO2ws1NjyF36BnY3f4ixQKHiSSU7OuTf3zPFjzpS27S8rt7a+sbmV3y7s7O7tHxQPjx5UlEhCXRLxSLZ8rChngrqaaU5bsaQ49Dlt+sObzG+OqFQsEvd6HFMvxH3BAkawNpLXCbEe+EF6N+lWCt1iyS7bM6BV4ixIqXrS+GbT2ke9W/zs9CKShFRowrFSbceOtZdiqRnhdFLoJIrGmAxxn7YNFTikyktnoSfo3Cg9FETSPKHRTP29keJQqXHom8kspFr2MvE/r53o4MpLmYgTTQWZHwoSjnSEsgZQj0lKNB8bgolkJisiAywx0aanrARn+curxK2Ur8tOw5RRgznycApncAEOXEIVbqEOLhB4hCd4gVdrZD1bb9b7fDRnLXaO4Q+s6Q9oGZUb</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yUkOfoAa5qXLvgjQTPpn31znaTk=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxFHypX7V+VT16CRbBU9ntRb0VvXgRKri20C4lm2bb0Gx2TbKFsvR3ePGg4tU/481/Y7bdg7YOBIaZ93iTCRLBtXGcb1RaW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHjzpOFWUejUWsOgHRTHDJPMONYJ1EMRIFgrWD8U3utydMaR7LBzNNmB+RoeQhp8RYye9FxIyCMLub9RuVfrXm1J058CpxC1KDAq1+9as3iGkaMWmoIFp3XScxfkaU4VSwWaWXapYQOiZD1rVUkohpP5uHnuEzqwxwGCv7pMFz9fdGRiKtp1FgJ/OQetnLxf+8bmrCSz/jMkkNk3RxKEwFNjHOG8ADrhg1YmoJoYrbrJiOiCLU2J7yEtzlL68Sr1G/qrv3Tq15XbRRhhM4hXNw4QKacAst8IDCEzzDK7yhCXpB7+hjMVpCxc4x/AH6/AGL0pF6</latexit>

NM
<latexit sha1_base64="4vl/5SkNHbqoMUX8xSIxbDP7fN4=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0m8qAex6MWLUsHYQhPKZrtpl24+2J2IJRT8FV48qHj1f3j35r8xaXvQ6oOBx3szzMzzEyk0WtaXUZqbX1hcKi+bK6tr6xuVza1bHaeKcYfFMlYtn2ouRcQdFCh5K1Gchr7kTX9wXvjNO660iKMbHCbcC2kvEoFgFHPJdZHfowqzq8uR2alUrZo1BvlL7Cmpnn6YJw8A0OhUPt1uzNKQR8gk1bptWwl6GVUomOQj0001Tygb0B5v5zSiIddeNr55RPZypUuCWOUVIRmrPycyGmo9DP28M6TY17NeIf7ntVMMjrxMREmKPGKTRUEqCcakCIB0heIM5TAnlCmR30pYnyrKMI+pCMGeffkvcQ5qxzX72qrWz2CCMuzALuyDDYdQhwtogAMMEniEZ3gxUuPJeDXeJq0lYzqzDb9gvH8Dtw+TLA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h8BMQFxUQqtXbzbQA4KAW3IzKJA=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0m8qAex6MWLUsHYQhPKZrtpl26SZXciltC/4cWDSq/+D+9exH/j9uOgrQ8GHu/NMDMvlIJrcJxvq7CwuLS8Uly119Y3NrdK2zv3Os0UZR5NRaoaIdFM8IR5wEGwhlSMxKFg9bB3OfLrD0xpniZ30JcsiEkn4RGnBIzk+8AeQcX5zfXAbpXKTsUZA88Td0rK5x/2mRx+2bVW6dNvpzSLWQJUEK2briMhyIkCTgUb2H6mmSS0RzqsaWhCYqaDfHzzAB8YpY2jVJlKAI/V3xM5ibXux6HpjAl09aw3Ev/zmhlEJ0HOE5kBS+hkUZQJDCkeBYDbXDEKom8IoYqbWzHtEkUomJhGIbizL88T76hyWnFvnXL1Ak1QRHtoHx0iFx2jKrpCNeQhiiR6Qi/o1cqsZ+vNGk5aC9Z0Zhf9gfX+A6cqlKA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h8BMQFxUQqtXbzbQA4KAW3IzKJA=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0m8qAex6MWLUsHYQhPKZrtpl26SZXciltC/4cWDSq/+D+9exH/j9uOgrQ8GHu/NMDMvlIJrcJxvq7CwuLS8Uly119Y3NrdK2zv3Os0UZR5NRaoaIdFM8IR5wEGwhlSMxKFg9bB3OfLrD0xpniZ30JcsiEkn4RGnBIzk+8AeQcX5zfXAbpXKTsUZA88Td0rK5x/2mRx+2bVW6dNvpzSLWQJUEK2briMhyIkCTgUb2H6mmSS0RzqsaWhCYqaDfHzzAB8YpY2jVJlKAI/V3xM5ibXux6HpjAl09aw3Ev/zmhlEJ0HOE5kBS+hkUZQJDCkeBYDbXDEKom8IoYqbWzHtEkUomJhGIbizL88T76hyWnFvnXL1Ak1QRHtoHx0iFx2jKrpCNeQhiiR6Qi/o1cqsZ+vNGk5aC9Z0Zhf9gfX+A6cqlKA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yxNwLNp5B6AQHIGPlGZf9md3zI0=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokX9Vb04kWpYGyhCWWz3bRLdzdhdyKW0L/hxYOKV3+NN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4Adf9dpaWV1bX1isb1c2t7Z3d2t7+g0kyTZlPE5HoTkQME1wxHzgI1kk1IzISrB2Nrgq//ci04Ym6h3HKQkkGisecErBSEAB7Ai3z25tJtVeruw13CrxIvJLUUYlWr/YV9BOaSaaACmJM13NTCHOigVPBJtUgMywldEQGrGupIpKZMJ/ePMHHVunjONG2FOCp+nsiJ9KYsYxspyQwNPNeIf7ndTOIz8OcqzQDpuhsUZwJDAkuAsB9rhkFMbaEUM3trZgOiSYUbExFCN78y4vEP21cNLw7t968LNOooEN0hE6Qh85QE12jFvIRRSl6Rq/ozcmcF+fd+Zi1LjnlzAH6A+fzB0mkkV8=</latexit>

T
<latexit sha1_base64="wU0+pRE6sp+lgW/pSxeRdkQSODo=">AAAB8XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM55fUUubxSBYhTsbtRCDNpYRciaQHGFvs5cs2ds9dveEcAT8EzYWKrb+EHs7/417SQpNfDDweG+GeTNRypk2nvftLC2vrK6tlzbcza3tnd3y3v69lpkiNCCSS9WKsKacCRoYZjhtpYriJOK0GQ1vCr/5QJVmUjTMKKVhgvuCxYxgY6V2J8FmEMV5Y+x2yxWv6k2AFok/I5WrT/fyEQDq3fJXpydJllBhCMdat30vNWGOlWGE07HbyTRNMRniPm1bKnBCdZhPIo/RsVV6KJbKljBoov6eyHGi9SiJbGcRUc97hfif185MfB7mTKSZoYJMF8UZR0ai4n7UY4oSw0eWYKKYzYrIACtMjP1S8QR//uRFEpxWL6r+nVepXcMUJTiEIzgBH86gBrdQhwAISHiCF3h1jPPsvDnv09YlZzZzAH/gfPwA1ZiSqQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="W3IXRrWWdwBiMtA28UchoS2tljI=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0m8qAex6MVjhcYW0lA22027dJMNuxOhhP4MLx5U9OgP8e5F/Ddu2h609cHA470Z5s2EqeAaHOfbKi0tr6yuldftjc2t7Z3K7t6dlpmizKNSSNUOiWaCJ8wDDoK1U8VIHArWCofXhd+6Z0pzmTRhlLIgJv2ER5wSMJLfiQkMwihvju1uperUnAnwInFnpHr5YV+kb192o1v57PQkzWKWABVEa991UghyooBTwcZ2J9MsJXRI+sw3NCEx00E+iTzGR0bp4UgqUwngifp7Iiex1qM4NJ1FRD3vFeJ/np9BdBbkPEkzYAmdLooygUHi4n7c44pRECNDCFXcZMV0QBShYL5UPMGdP3mReCe185p761TrV2iKMjpAh+gYuegU1dENaiAPUSTRA3pCzxZYj9aL9TptLVmzmX30B9b7D8WzlB0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="W3IXRrWWdwBiMtA28UchoS2tljI=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0m8qAex6MVjhcYW0lA22027dJMNuxOhhP4MLx5U9OgP8e5F/Ddu2h609cHA470Z5s2EqeAaHOfbKi0tr6yuldftjc2t7Z3K7t6dlpmizKNSSNUOiWaCJ8wDDoK1U8VIHArWCofXhd+6Z0pzmTRhlLIgJv2ER5wSMJLfiQkMwihvju1uperUnAnwInFnpHr5YV+kb192o1v57PQkzWKWABVEa991UghyooBTwcZ2J9MsJXRI+sw3NCEx00E+iTzGR0bp4UgqUwngifp7Iiex1qM4NJ1FRD3vFeJ/np9BdBbkPEkzYAmdLooygUHi4n7c44pRECNDCFXcZMV0QBShYL5UPMGdP3mReCe185p761TrV2iKMjpAh+gYuegU1dENaiAPUSTRA3pCzxZYj9aL9TptLVmzmX30B9b7D8WzlB0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PU6icJBTXfQcTId8Q01Tll5BBuw=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16CRbBU0m8qLeiF48VGi20oWy2m3bpZjfsvggl9Gd48aDi1X/jzX/jps1BWwcWhpn32HkTpYIb9Lxvp7K2vrG5Vd2u7ezu7R/UD48ejMo0ZQFVQuluRAwTXLIAOQrWTTUjSSTYYzS5LfzHJ6YNV7KD05SFCRlJHnNK0Eq9fkJwHMV5Z1Yb1Bte05vDXSV+SRpQoj2of/WHimYJk0gFMabneymGOdHIqWCzWj8zLCV0QkasZ6kkCTNhPo88c8+sMnRjpe2T6M7V3xs5SYyZJpGdLCKaZa8Q//N6GcZXYc5lmiGTdPFRnAkXlVvc7w65ZhTF1BJCNbdZXTommlC0LRUl+Msnr5Lgonnd9O+9RuumbKMKJ3AK5+DDJbTgDtoQAAUFz/AKbw46L86787EYrTjlzjH8gfP5A2gtkNw=</latexit>

unpolarized
<latexit sha1_base64="nPqWU2kwYgchpwJYiqtBod3Yd0k=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMrGjx5WQyCp7DrRXMLePEYwZhAEsLspJMMmZ1dZnrFuAT8FS8eVLz6A36BNz/DP3DyOGhiQUNR1U13VxBLYcjzvpyl5ZXVtfXMRnZza3tnN7e3f2OiRHOs8khGuh4wg1IorJIgifVYIwsDibVgcDH2a7eojYjUNQ1jbIWsp0RXcEZWaucOmoR3pMM0UXEkmRb32Bll27mCV/QmcBeJPyOFcv77owwAlXbus9mJeBKiIi6ZMQ3fi6mVMk2CSxxlm4nBmPEB62HDUsVCNK10cv7IPbZKx+1G2pYid6L+nkhZaMwwDGxnyKhv5r2x+J/XSKh73kqFihNCxaeLuol0KXLHWbgdoZGTHFrCuBb2Vpf3mWacbGLjEPz5lxdJ9bRYKvpXNowSTJGBQziCE/DhDMpwCRWoAocUHuEZXpwH58l5dd6mrUvObCYPf+C8/wCFZZg7</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Q0wLMaZfvUZyVE5KUQFNHQTOtj0=">AAAB/XicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RYOVzWEQrMJdGk0XsLGMYEwgOcLe3iRZsrd37M6J8Qj4V2xEVGz9A1aWdv4M/4Gbj0ITHww83pthZp4fC67Rcb6szNLyyupadj23sbm1vZPf3bvSUaIY1FkkItX0qQbBJdSRo4BmrICGvoCGPzgb+41rUJpH8hKHMXgh7Une5YyikTr5/TbCDaowTWQcCar4LQSjXCdfdErOBPYicWekWC18v5c/Go+1Tv6zHUQsCUEiE1TrluvE6KVUIWcCRrl2oiGmbEB70DJU0hC0l07OH9lHRgnsbqRMSbQn6u+JlIZaD0PfdIYU+3reG4v/ea0Eu6deymWcIEg2XdRNhI2RPc7CDrgChmJoCGWKm1tt1qeKMjSJjUNw519eJPVyqVJyL0wYFTJFlhyQQ3JMXHJCquSc1EidMJKSe/JEnq0768F6sV6nrRlrNlMgf2C9/QDToJn2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Q0wLMaZfvUZyVE5KUQFNHQTOtj0=">AAAB/XicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RYOVzWEQrMJdGk0XsLGMYEwgOcLe3iRZsrd37M6J8Qj4V2xEVGz9A1aWdv4M/4Gbj0ITHww83pthZp4fC67Rcb6szNLyyupadj23sbm1vZPf3bvSUaIY1FkkItX0qQbBJdSRo4BmrICGvoCGPzgb+41rUJpH8hKHMXgh7Une5YyikTr5/TbCDaowTWQcCar4LQSjXCdfdErOBPYicWekWC18v5c/Go+1Tv6zHUQsCUEiE1TrluvE6KVUIWcCRrl2oiGmbEB70DJU0hC0l07OH9lHRgnsbqRMSbQn6u+JlIZaD0PfdIYU+3reG4v/ea0Eu6deymWcIEg2XdRNhI2RPc7CDrgChmJoCGWKm1tt1qeKMjSJjUNw519eJPVyqVJyL0wYFTJFlhyQQ3JMXHJCquSc1EidMJKSe/JEnq0768F6sV6nrRlrNlMgf2C9/QDToJn2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J9K0kl82ulGbopF0ryeeO6dHIuo=">AAAB/XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJS7AInkriRXsrePFYwdhCG8pmM2mXbjZhdyLWUPCvePGg4tX/4c1/Y9LmoK0PBh7vzTAzz08E12jb30ZlZXVtfaO6Wdva3tndM/cP7nScKgYui0Wsuj7VILgEFzkK6CYKaOQL6Pjjq8Lv3IPSPJa3OEnAi+hQ8pAzirk0MI/6CA+ooiyVSSyo4o8QTGsDs2437BmsZeKUpE5KtAfmVz+IWRqBRCao1j3HTtDLqELOBExr/VRDQtmYDqGXU0kj0F42O39qneZKYIWxykuiNVN/T2Q00noS+XlnRHGkF71C/M/rpRheehmXSYog2XxRmAoLY6vIwgq4AoZikhPKFM9vtdiIKsowT6wIwVl8eZm4541mw7mx661mmUaVHJMTckYcckFa5Jq0iUsYycgzeSVvxpPxYrwbH/PWilHOHJI/MD5/AHLhlfM=</latexit>

electron beam
<latexit sha1_base64="C2x1hihgPgfKQpUMTBjnNOkWHlE=">AAAB/3icbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+Vi0sbAaDYBV2bdRKwcYygqtCsoTZyY0OmZ1dZu6KYUnjr9hYqNja+Q12/o2TxMLXgYHDOfdw554kV9JSEHx4lanpmdm56nxtYXFpecVfXTu3WWEERiJTmblMuEUlNUYkSeFlbpCnicKLpH888i9u0FiZ6TMa5Bin/ErLnhScnNTxN9qEt2TSEhUKMplmiUsPax2/HjSCMdhfEn6R+uEbjNHs+O/tbiaKFDUJxa1thUFOcckNSaFwWGsXFnMu+vwKW45qnqKNy/EBQ7btlC7rZcY9TWysfk+UPLV2kCZuMuV0bX97I/E/r1VQbz8upc4LQi0mi3qFYpSxURusK407Ww0c4cJI91cmrrnhglxnoxLC3yf/JdFu46ARngb1o4NJGVCFTdiCHQhhD47gBJoQgYAh3MMjPHl33oP37L1MRiveV2YdfsB7/QS8fpdq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C2x1hihgPgfKQpUMTBjnNOkWHlE=">AAAB/3icbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+Vi0sbAaDYBV2bdRKwcYygqtCsoTZyY0OmZ1dZu6KYUnjr9hYqNja+Q12/o2TxMLXgYHDOfdw554kV9JSEHx4lanpmdm56nxtYXFpecVfXTu3WWEERiJTmblMuEUlNUYkSeFlbpCnicKLpH888i9u0FiZ6TMa5Bin/ErLnhScnNTxN9qEt2TSEhUKMplmiUsPax2/HjSCMdhfEn6R+uEbjNHs+O/tbiaKFDUJxa1thUFOcckNSaFwWGsXFnMu+vwKW45qnqKNy/EBQ7btlC7rZcY9TWysfk+UPLV2kCZuMuV0bX97I/E/r1VQbz8upc4LQi0mi3qFYpSxURusK407Ww0c4cJI91cmrrnhglxnoxLC3yf/JdFu46ARngb1o4NJGVCFTdiCHQhhD47gBJoQgYAh3MMjPHl33oP37L1MRiveV2YdfsB7/QS8fpdq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C2x1hihgPgfKQpUMTBjnNOkWHlE=">AAAB/3icbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+Vi0sbAaDYBV2bdRKwcYygqtCsoTZyY0OmZ1dZu6KYUnjr9hYqNja+Q12/o2TxMLXgYHDOfdw554kV9JSEHx4lanpmdm56nxtYXFpecVfXTu3WWEERiJTmblMuEUlNUYkSeFlbpCnicKLpH888i9u0FiZ6TMa5Bin/ErLnhScnNTxN9qEt2TSEhUKMplmiUsPax2/HjSCMdhfEn6R+uEbjNHs+O/tbiaKFDUJxa1thUFOcckNSaFwWGsXFnMu+vwKW45qnqKNy/EBQ7btlC7rZcY9TWysfk+UPLV2kCZuMuV0bX97I/E/r1VQbz8upc4LQi0mi3qFYpSxURusK407Ww0c4cJI91cmrrnhglxnoxLC3yf/JdFu46ARngb1o4NJGVCFTdiCHQhhD47gBJoQgYAh3MMjPHl33oP37L1MRiveV2YdfsB7/QS8fpdq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7WNxmArvsJZ1WSjCDmgxEDx71Mc=">AAAB/3icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfqxYWNoNBsAq7NpouYGMZwTVCEsLs5CYZMjO7zNwVw5LGX7GxULH1N+z8GyePQhMPDBzOuYc798SpFBaD4NsrrKyurW8UN0tb2zu7e/7+wZ1NMsMh4olMzH3MLEihIUKBEu5TA0zFEhrx8GriNx7AWJHoWxyl0Fasr0VPcIZO6vhHLYRHNCoHCRxNomns0uNSxy8HlWAKukzCOSmTOeod/6vVTXimQCOXzNpmGKTYzplBwSWMS63MQsr4kPWh6ahmCmw7nx4wpqdO6dJeYtzTSKfq70TOlLUjFbtJxXBgF72J+J/XzLB32c6FTjMEzWeLepmkmNBJG7QrjDtbjhxh3Aj3V8oHzDCOrrNJCeHiycskOq9UK+FNUK5V520UyTE5IWckJBekRq5JnUSEkzF5Jq/kzXvyXrx372M2WvDmmUPyB97nD2OKlms=</latexit>

SOT
<latexit sha1_base64="NixAz/GgD/mJTAJoXvdb8t+mv8U=">AAAB83icbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRFovykkSL97ESIUEGrJdtrBht627UyJp+B1ePKjx6n/wN3jz39gWDgq+ZJKX92YyM8+LBNdoWd9GYWV1bX2juFna2t7Z3SvvH9zrMFaUOTQUoWp7RDPBA+YgR8HakWJEeoK1vNFV5rfGTGkeBk2cRMyVZBBwn1OCqeR2kT2iksndTXNa6pUrVtXKYS4Te04ql5+Qo9Erf3X7IY0lC5AKonXHtiJ0E6KQU8GmpW6sWUToiAxYJ6UBkUy7SX701DxJlb7phyqtAM1c/T2REKn1RHpppyQ41IteJv7ndWL0L9yEB1GMLKCzRX4sTAzNLAGzzxWjKCYpIVTx9FaTDokiFNOcshDsxZeXiXNWrVXtW6tSr83CgCIcwTGcgg3nUIdraIADFB7gCV7g1Rgbz8ab8T5rLRjzmUP4A+PjB1NUkro=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NixAz/GgD/mJTAJoXvdb8t+mv8U=">AAAB83icbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRFovykkSL97ESIUEGrJdtrBht627UyJp+B1ePKjx6n/wN3jz39gWDgq+ZJKX92YyM8+LBNdoWd9GYWV1bX2juFna2t7Z3SvvH9zrMFaUOTQUoWp7RDPBA+YgR8HakWJEeoK1vNFV5rfGTGkeBk2cRMyVZBBwn1OCqeR2kT2iksndTXNa6pUrVtXKYS4Te04ql5+Qo9Erf3X7IY0lC5AKonXHtiJ0E6KQU8GmpW6sWUToiAxYJ6UBkUy7SX701DxJlb7phyqtAM1c/T2REKn1RHpppyQ41IteJv7ndWL0L9yEB1GMLKCzRX4sTAzNLAGzzxWjKCYpIVTx9FaTDokiFNOcshDsxZeXiXNWrVXtW6tSr83CgCIcwTGcgg3nUIdraIADFB7gCV7g1Rgbz8ab8T5rLRjzmUP4A+PjB1NUkro=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NixAz/GgD/mJTAJoXvdb8t+mv8U=">AAAB83icbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRFovykkSL97ESIUEGrJdtrBht627UyJp+B1ePKjx6n/wN3jz39gWDgq+ZJKX92YyM8+LBNdoWd9GYWV1bX2juFna2t7Z3SvvH9zrMFaUOTQUoWp7RDPBA+YgR8HakWJEeoK1vNFV5rfGTGkeBk2cRMyVZBBwn1OCqeR2kT2iksndTXNa6pUrVtXKYS4Te04ql5+Qo9Erf3X7IY0lC5AKonXHtiJ0E6KQU8GmpW6sWUToiAxYJ6UBkUy7SX701DxJlb7phyqtAM1c/T2REKn1RHpppyQ41IteJv7ndWL0L9yEB1GMLKCzRX4sTAzNLAGzzxWjKCYpIVTx9FaTDokiFNOcshDsxZeXiXNWrVXtW6tSr83CgCIcwTGcgg3nUIdraIADFB7gCV7g1Rgbz8ab8T5rLRjzmUP4A+PjB1NUkro=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j71IN8dQsreC8hVFNBcbqHy7lsA=">AAAB83icbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxInc2SkdiYydGTkjgQvaWBTbs7p27c0Ry4XfYWKix9c/Y+W/cgysUfMkkL+/NZGZeGAtuwHW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjx6MFGiKfNpJCLdDolhgivmAwfB2rFmRIaCtcLxdea3JkwbHqkmTGMWSDJUfMApASsFXWBPoGV6f9uclXrlilt158CrxMtJBeVo9Mpf3X5EE8kUUEGM6XhuDEFKNHAq2KzUTQyLCR2TIetYqohkJkjnR8/wmVX6eBBpWwrwXP09kRJpzFSGtlMSGJllLxP/8zoJDK6ClKs4AaboYtEgERginCWA+1wzCmJqCaGa21sxHRFNKNicshC85ZdXiX9RrVW9O7dSr+VpFNEJOkXnyEOXqI5uUAP5iKJH9Ixe0ZszcV6cd+dj0Vpw8plj9AfO5w/6UZG7</latexit>

(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="VVomBYD6WhzhZxlLYfRAn1jioVM=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1ZN4CRahXkriRXsrePFYwdhCG8pmu2mXbjZxd1IsoeC/8OJBxat/xpv/xk3bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCARXKPjfFsrq2vrG5uFreL2zu7efung8F7HqaLMo7GIVSsgmgkumYccBWslipEoEKwZDK9zvzliSvNY3uE4YX5E+pKHnBI0kt9B9ogqyirkfFLslspO1ZnCXibunJTrx0+Qo9EtfXV6MU0jJpEKonXbdRL0M6KQU8EmxU6qWULokPRZ21BJIqb9bHr0xD4zSs8OY2VKoj1Vf09kJNJ6HAWmMyI40IteLv7ntVMMr/yMyyRFJulsUZgKG2M7T8DuccUoirEhhCpubrXpgChC0eSUh+AuvrxMvItqreremjBqMEMBTuAUKuDCJdThBhrgAYUHeIZXeLNG1ov1bn3MWles+cwR/IH1+QO30pJQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VVomBYD6WhzhZxlLYfRAn1jioVM=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1ZN4CRahXkriRXsrePFYwdhCG8pmu2mXbjZxd1IsoeC/8OJBxat/xpv/xk3bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCARXKPjfFsrq2vrG5uFreL2zu7efung8F7HqaLMo7GIVSsgmgkumYccBWslipEoEKwZDK9zvzliSvNY3uE4YX5E+pKHnBI0kt9B9ogqyirkfFLslspO1ZnCXibunJTrx0+Qo9EtfXV6MU0jJpEKonXbdRL0M6KQU8EmxU6qWULokPRZ21BJIqb9bHr0xD4zSs8OY2VKoj1Vf09kJNJ6HAWmMyI40IteLv7ntVMMr/yMyyRFJulsUZgKG2M7T8DuccUoirEhhCpubrXpgChC0eSUh+AuvrxMvItqreremjBqMEMBTuAUKuDCJdThBhrgAYUHeIZXeLNG1ov1bn3MWles+cwR/IH1+QO30pJQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VVomBYD6WhzhZxlLYfRAn1jioVM=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1ZN4CRahXkriRXsrePFYwdhCG8pmu2mXbjZxd1IsoeC/8OJBxat/xpv/xk3bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCARXKPjfFsrq2vrG5uFreL2zu7efung8F7HqaLMo7GIVSsgmgkumYccBWslipEoEKwZDK9zvzliSvNY3uE4YX5E+pKHnBI0kt9B9ogqyirkfFLslspO1ZnCXibunJTrx0+Qo9EtfXV6MU0jJpEKonXbdRL0M6KQU8EmxU6qWULokPRZ21BJIqb9bHr0xD4zSs8OY2VKoj1Vf09kJNJ6HAWmMyI40IteLv7ntVMMr/yMyyRFJulsUZgKG2M7T8DuccUoirEhhCpubrXpgChC0eSUh+AuvrxMvItqreremjBqMEMBTuAUKuDCJdThBhrgAYUHeIZXeLNG1ov1bn3MWles+cwR/IH1+QO30pJQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6hRcaJZAhI0qWaecgDqSWLO4Zjs=">AAAB83icbVBNT8JAEN36ifiFevSykZjghbRelBuJF4+YWCGBhmyXLWzY3dbdKZE0/A4vHtR49c9489+4hR4UfMkkL+/NZGZemAhuwHW/nbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnT8YOJUU+bTWMS6ExLDBFfMBw6CdRLNiAwFa4fjm9xvT5g2PFb3ME1YIMlQ8YhTAlYKesCeQMusRi5m5X6l6tbdOfAq8QpSRQVa/cpXbxDTVDIFVBBjup6bQJARDZwKNiv3UsMSQsdkyLqWKiKZCbL50TN8bpUBjmJtSwGeq78nMiKNmcrQdkoCI7Ps5eJ/XjeF6DrIuEpSYIouFkWpwBDjPAE84JpREFNLCNXc3orpiGhCweaUh+Atv7xK/Mt6o+7dudVmo0ijhE7RGaohD12hJrpFLeQjih7RM3pFb87EeXHenY9F65pTzJygP3A+fwCSuZF3</latexit>

(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="J/BpRGtOsOxGFqhLwmuFes0LAQA=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1ZN4CRahXkriRXsrePFYwdhCG8pmu2mX7iZxd1IsoeC/8OJBxat/xpv/xk3bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCARXKPjfFsrq2vrG5uFreL2zu7efung8F7HqaLMo7GIVSsgmgkeMQ85CtZKFCMyEKwZDK9zvzliSvM4usNxwnxJ+hEPOSVoJL+D7BGVzCrB+aTYLZWdqjOFvUzcOSnXj58gR6Nb+ur0YppKFiEVROu26yToZ0Qhp4JNip1Us4TQIemztqERkUz72fToiX1mlJ4dxspUhPZU/T2REan1WAamUxIc6EUvF//z2imGV37GoyRFFtHZojAVNsZ2noDd44pRFGNDCFXc3GrTAVGEoskpD8FdfHmZeBfVWtW9NWHUYIYCnMApVMCFS6jDDTTAAwoP8Ayv8GaNrBfr3fqYta5Y85kj+APr8we5WJJR</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J/BpRGtOsOxGFqhLwmuFes0LAQA=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1ZN4CRahXkriRXsrePFYwdhCG8pmu2mX7iZxd1IsoeC/8OJBxat/xpv/xk3bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCARXKPjfFsrq2vrG5uFreL2zu7efung8F7HqaLMo7GIVSsgmgkeMQ85CtZKFCMyEKwZDK9zvzliSvM4usNxwnxJ+hEPOSVoJL+D7BGVzCrB+aTYLZWdqjOFvUzcOSnXj58gR6Nb+ur0YppKFiEVROu26yToZ0Qhp4JNip1Us4TQIemztqERkUz72fToiX1mlJ4dxspUhPZU/T2REan1WAamUxIc6EUvF//z2imGV37GoyRFFtHZojAVNsZ2noDd44pRFGNDCFXc3GrTAVGEoskpD8FdfHmZeBfVWtW9NWHUYIYCnMApVMCFS6jDDTTAAwoP8Ayv8GaNrBfr3fqYta5Y85kj+APr8we5WJJR</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J/BpRGtOsOxGFqhLwmuFes0LAQA=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1ZN4CRahXkriRXsrePFYwdhCG8pmu2mX7iZxd1IsoeC/8OJBxat/xpv/xk3bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCARXKPjfFsrq2vrG5uFreL2zu7efung8F7HqaLMo7GIVSsgmgkeMQ85CtZKFCMyEKwZDK9zvzliSvM4usNxwnxJ+hEPOSVoJL+D7BGVzCrB+aTYLZWdqjOFvUzcOSnXj58gR6Nb+ur0YppKFiEVROu26yToZ0Qhp4JNip1Us4TQIemztqERkUz72fToiX1mlJ4dxspUhPZU/T2REan1WAamUxIc6EUvF//z2imGV37GoyRFFtHZojAVNsZ2noDd44pRFGNDCFXc3GrTAVGEoskpD8FdfHmZeBfVWtW9NWHUYIYCnMApVMCFS6jDDTTAAwoP8Ayv8GaNrBfr3fqYta5Y85kj+APr8we5WJJR</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AM33jP1RirSO8/0rspo320ZjJsw=">AAAB83icbVBNT8JAEN36ifiFevSykZjghbRelBuJF4+YWCGBhmyXLWzY3dbdKZE0/A4vHtR49c9489+4hR4UfMkkL+/NZGZemAhuwHW/nbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnT8YOJUU+bTWMS6ExLDBFfMBw6CdRLNiAwFa4fjm9xvT5g2PFb3ME1YIMlQ8YhTAlYKesCeQMusFl7Myv1K1a27c+BV4hWkigq0+pWv3iCmqWQKqCDGdD03gSAjGjgVbFbupYYlhI7JkHUtVUQyE2Tzo2f43CoDHMXalgI8V39PZEQaM5Wh7ZQERmbZy8X/vG4K0XWQcZWkwBRdLIpSgSHGeQJ4wDWjIKaWEKq5vRXTEdGEgs0pD8FbfnmV+Jf1Rt27c6vNRpFGCZ2iM1RDHrpCTXSLWshHFD2iZ/SK3pyJ8+K8Ox+L1jWnmDlBf+B8/gCUP5F4</latexit>

FM1
<latexit sha1_base64="3LG9gZ3HLdFJ/o0IhOPA/FKjrUg=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lcSL9mRBEC9CBWMLbSib7bZdupvE3UmxhP4OLx5UvPof/A3e/Ddu0h609cHA470ZZuYFseAaHefbWlpeWV1bL2wUN7e2d3ZLe/v3OkoUZR6NRKSaAdFM8JB5yFGwZqwYkYFgjWB4mfmNEVOaR+EdjmPmS9IPeY9Tgkby28geUcn06sadFDulslNxctiLxJ2R8sUn5Kh3Sl/tbkQTyUKkgmjdcp0Y/ZQo5FSwSbGdaBYTOiR91jI0JJJpP82PntjHRunavUiZCtHO1d8TKZFaj2VgOiXBgZ73MvE/r5Vg79xPeRgnyEI6XdRLhI2RnSVgd7liFMXYEEIVN7fadEAUoWhyykJw519eJN5ppVpxb51yrToNAwpwCEdwAi6cQQ2uoQ4eUHiAJ3iBV2tkPVtv1vu0dcmazRzAH1gfPwc+kog=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3LG9gZ3HLdFJ/o0IhOPA/FKjrUg=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lcSL9mRBEC9CBWMLbSib7bZdupvE3UmxhP4OLx5UvPof/A3e/Ddu0h609cHA470ZZuYFseAaHefbWlpeWV1bL2wUN7e2d3ZLe/v3OkoUZR6NRKSaAdFM8JB5yFGwZqwYkYFgjWB4mfmNEVOaR+EdjmPmS9IPeY9Tgkby28geUcn06sadFDulslNxctiLxJ2R8sUn5Kh3Sl/tbkQTyUKkgmjdcp0Y/ZQo5FSwSbGdaBYTOiR91jI0JJJpP82PntjHRunavUiZCtHO1d8TKZFaj2VgOiXBgZ73MvE/r5Vg79xPeRgnyEI6XdRLhI2RnSVgd7liFMXYEEIVN7fadEAUoWhyykJw519eJN5ppVpxb51yrToNAwpwCEdwAi6cQQ2uoQ4eUHiAJ3iBV2tkPVtv1vu0dcmazRzAH1gfPwc+kog=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3LG9gZ3HLdFJ/o0IhOPA/FKjrUg=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lcSL9mRBEC9CBWMLbSib7bZdupvE3UmxhP4OLx5UvPof/A3e/Ddu0h609cHA470ZZuYFseAaHefbWlpeWV1bL2wUN7e2d3ZLe/v3OkoUZR6NRKSaAdFM8JB5yFGwZqwYkYFgjWB4mfmNEVOaR+EdjmPmS9IPeY9Tgkby28geUcn06sadFDulslNxctiLxJ2R8sUn5Kh3Sl/tbkQTyUKkgmjdcp0Y/ZQo5FSwSbGdaBYTOiR91jI0JJJpP82PntjHRunavUiZCtHO1d8TKZFaj2VgOiXBgZ73MvE/r5Vg79xPeRgnyEI6XdRLhI2RnSVgd7liFMXYEEIVN7fadEAUoWhyykJw519eJN5ppVpxb51yrToNAwpwCEdwAi6cQQ2uoQ4eUHiAJ3iBV2tkPVtv1vu0dcmazRzAH1gfPwc+kog=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="srKhMSOlK9If+MYfQx55AWTuWck=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokX7a0giBehgrGFNpTNdtMu3d3E3UmxhP4OLx5UvPpnvPlv3LQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPBDbjut7Oyura+sVnaKm/v7O7tVw4OH0ycasp8GotYt0NimOCK+cBBsHaiGZGhYK1wdJX7rTHThsfqHiYJCyQZKB5xSsBKQRfYE2iZXd9603KvUnVr7gx4mXgFqaICzV7lq9uPaSqZAiqIMR3PTSDIiAZOBZuWu6lhCaEjMmAdSxWRzATZ7OgpPrVKH0extqUAz9TfExmRxkxkaDslgaFZ9HLxP6+TQnQZZFwlKTBF54uiVGCIcZ4A7nPNKIiJJYRqbm/FdEg0oWBzykPwFl9eJv55rV7z7txqo16kUULH6ASdIQ9doAa6QU3kI4oe0TN6RW/O2Hlx3p2PeeuKU8wcoT9wPn8ArjuRiQ==</latexit> FM2
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Figure 1.1: STT and spin–orbit torque (SOT) as methods to exchange angular momentum between different
elements. (a) In a STT, an initially unpolarised electron beam is sent through a first ferromagnet FM1 with
magnetisation M1, where spins get polarised. After having gone through a normal metal (NM), electrons
with fixed spin polarisation pass through a second ferromagnet FM2 with magnetisation M2 not parallel
to M1. This results in the exertion of a torque T on FM2. (b) In a SOT configuration, the initial beam
of electrons acquires spin angular momentum by passing through a material with SO coupling, therefore
without the need of M1. Successively spins exert a torque T on FM2, similarly to what happens in a STT
device.

far fall into the so-called classical spintronics category, where the conversion from electrical to
magnetic power—needed to interface the magnets with electrical input and output—is realised
by means of exchange of angular momentum between itinerant spins and fixed local moments
or magnetic components [see Fig. 1.1(a)]. The major limitation of these approaches is represen-
ted by their energy cost: typically for a single operation in a STT device, the required energy is
about ⇠ 10�13 J � DH , which can potentially delete any non-volatile character of the spin DOF
by closing the gap DH [9, 10].

Novel approaches are hence needed to realise the transfer of spin angular momentum between
different components of a spintronics device. Amongst them, a particularly promising one aims
at exploiting directly the relativistic coupling between orbital and spin DOFs enabled by the spin–
orbit (SO) interaction [see Fig. 1.1(b)]. All-electrical control of spintronics devices by means of
the SO interaction is set to add substantially more capability and performance to electronic
devices [15].

Origin of spin–orbit interaction in solids

In atoms, the SO coupling is a relativistic correction to the electrons’ energy levels of atomic
spectra. To illustrate its origin however, it suffices to adopt semiclassical (SC) electrodynamics
and non-relativistic quantum mechanics arguments. Let us consider a hydrogen atom, i.e. a
two-body system made up of a positive charged nucleus and an orbiting electron. According to
electrodynamics, in the presence of a radial electric field E generated by the nucleus, electron’s
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perceive in their rest frame a effective magnetic field B

B = �
v⇥ E

c2 , (1.1)

where v is the velocity of the electron and c ' 3⇥ 108 m/s is the speed of light. Eq. (1.1) can be
rewritten expressing the electric field in radial coordinates, i.e. E = |E | r̂ = �e�1∂rV(r)r̂, where
e = +1.6 ⇥ 10�19 C is the elementary charge, V(r) is the electrostatic energy of the electron
in the central field. Also using v = p/me, where p = �ı h̄r is the momentum operator,
me = 9.11⇥ 10�31 kg is the electron mass, and the definition of angular momentum L = r⇥ p,
we arrive at

B =
1

me e c2
1
r

∂V(r)
∂r

L , (1.2)

stating that the effective magnetic field is parallel to the angular momentum of the electron. This
enters the Hamiltonian of the system via the Larmor coupling to the spin magnetic moment
µs = gsµB S/h̄, where S = h̄s/2 is the spin operator, with s = (sx, sy, sz) being Pauli matrices
acting on the spinorial part of the wavefunction, µB = eh̄/2me is the Bohr magneton and gs ' 2
is the spin Landé factor (gyromagnetic ratio) of a free electron [6]. We have

HSOC = �µs · B =
�gsµB
h̄me e c2

1
r

∂V(r)
∂r

S · L . (1.3)

Eq. (1.3) describes a coupling between spin and orbital DOFs, i.e. the SO coupling. Since the
SO interaction is sensitive to the relative orientation of the spin polarisation to the angular
momentum, orthogonal spin states are separated by a SO energy gap.

Let us now focus our attention on the SO interaction in condensed matter systems. The
description of the motion of electrons in solids is usually given in terms of the energy bands enk,
where n is the band index and h̄k the crystal momentum or quasimomentum [16]. The energy
bands are spin degenerate if both time reversal Q and inversion symmetry I are present. In fact,
considering an additional spin index s =", # to enk, one has

Q ensk = ens̄k̄ , (1.4)

I ensk = ensk̄ , (1.5)

where s̄ = �s and k̄ = �k, from which one easily derives

ensk = ens̄k . (1.6)

An interesting consequence is that nonmagnetic materials (time-reversal invariant systems) which
lack a inversion centre can display a spin splitting at a given k.

From a microscopic point of view, the SO Hamiltonian in solids can be obtained by consid-
ering a generalised version of Eq. (1.3) for arbitrary direction of V, reading1

HSOC =
h̄

4 m2
e c2 (rV ⇥ p) · s . (1.7)

V(r) = V0(r) + Vimp(r) in this case is the result of the joint effect of the periodic crystal potential
(V0) and disorder potential Vimp stemming from the presence of impurities, lattice defects etc.
In this thesis, we will be mainly interested in the first type of SO interaction, i.e. H0

SOC. The

1The different numeric prefactor in Eq (1.7) with respect to Eq. (1.3) is due to the Thomas precession which is such
that the effective magnetic field is half the value of Eq. (1.2), i.e. B = �v⇥ E/2c2 [4].
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exact form for H0
SOC ideally requires the full knowledge of V0(r), hence the matrix elements of

the SO interaction between the Bloch states of the SO–free Hamiltonian: hnsk|H0
SOC|n0s0ki [17].

In the description of the band structure of pristine materials V0(r) preserves the periodicity
of the lattice potential, so that one can use symmetry arguments to obtain a representation of
Eq. (1.7) in terms of known Bloch states. We provide a detailed derivation of the SO interaction
in 2D honeycomb layers, which is of interest in this work, based on the symmetries of the lattice
Hamiltonian in Appendix A . However, for a first visualisation of the effect of the SO interaction
on the energy bands, we can consider a simple parabolic model, which in second quantised-form
reads [17]

H0 = Hkin + H0
SOC = Â

k
b+

k [xk + gk · s]bk , (1.8)

xk = h̄2k2/2m , (1.9)

where b+
k (bk) is the fermionic creation (annihilation) operator, with anti-commutation rules

{bk, b†
k0} = 1 dkk0 , {bk, bk0} = {b†

k, b†
k0} = 0 . It can be seen that the SO coupling gk, whose

functional form depends on the specific details of the lattice, encodes the splitting of the energy
bands into two spin-split subbands s = ±1(⌘", #)

esk = xk ± |gk| . (1.10)

Nonequilibrium effects: manifestation of the spin–orbit interaction

The spin Hall effect

The SO interaction manifests in materials via a category of effects allowing an efficient conversion
between charge and spin signals. The most famous example is the spin Hall effect (SHE) [18,19].

In a spin analogy to its charge counterpart, i.e. the classical Hall effect [20], the SHE consists
of a spin accumulation at the boundaries of a conductor, the “spin voltage” building up in
orthogonal direction with respect to the applied current [cf. Fig. 1.2(a)]. In a sample with width
L, this induces a spin-dependent shift of the chemical potential across the transverse direction
[19]

µ",#(y) = ±
µs(2y� L)

L
, (1.11)

y 2 [0, L] . (1.12)

The SO interaction, which can be responsible for µs 6= 0, plays a similar role to the Lorentz
field in the classical Hall effect, such that no magnetic field is required for the SHE to happen.
In fact, similarly to Mott scattering in vacuum [21], the “electron beam” is separated by the
SO interaction present in the material into its spin components. Indeed this mechanism in
normal metals was proposed by Dyakonov and Perel (DP) [18] as a solid-state realisation of
Mott scattering. The SHE was first measured in semiconductors, with the spin accumulation
at the boundaries of the samples probed by optical means [22, 23]. Onsager reciprocity [24],
allows also the inverse effect to exist, i.e. the conversion of a spin-polarised current into a charge
voltage. Such inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE) was discovered in semiconductors and in metals
shortly after the reports on the discovery of the SHE [25–27].

It is curious that the experimental detection of SHE/ISHE was first made more than thirty
years later than the theorisation of these phenomena. Their elusive nature stems from the dif-
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Unpolarized beam

High-SOC
conductor

Figure 1.2: (a) In the SHE, a initially unpolarised electric current is separated into its spin components by
some source of SO coupling (e.g. intrinsically present in the material or mediated by impurities). Different
from the classical Hall effect, no magnetic field is needed. A spin accumulation of opposite signs builds up
at the boundary of the sample. In (b.1) and (b.2) [respectively from Ref. [22] and [23]] the data obtained by
optical means revealing this reversed spin accumulation. To observe the SHE by electrical means instead,
recent proposals are based on the analogy with Mott scattering of electron beams in vacuum (c.1). Both the
H-bar (c.2) and the Hirsch (c.3) geometry operate by combination of SHE and inverse SHE (ISHE). More
recently, spin measurements mainly rely on non-local transport geometries ((d.1) and a scanning tunnelling
microscopy image (d.2), both from Ref. [29]), where the spin accumulation generated by the SHE can be
revealed far away from the source by inducing Larmor precession on itinerant spins (Hanle geometry).

ficulty of coupling pure spin currents to common electrical probes. To detect signatures of SO-
coupled transport effects overcoming this barrier, different set-ups have been proposed, e.g. by
Hirsch [19] and Hankiewicz et al. [28]. The former proposal borrows directly from the ordinary
Hall effect, whereby a current flows in the closed circuit obtained by connecting the boundaries
with opposite charge accumulation. In the spin equivalence envisioned in Ref. [19], the spin Hall
current, carrying no charge, would be detected by means of a ISHE detector [see Fig. 1.2(c.3)]. The
difficulties in realising Hirsch’s device lie in the profound difference between a charge and a spin
current. Whereas charge is a conserved quantity, implying the charge accumulation completely
determines the induced uniform current, spin is not. The spin density vanishes on a length scale
set by the spin-relaxation time (SRT) ts. The charge (spin) current satisfies the continuity(-like)
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equation

∂t r + r · J = 0 (1.13)

∂t Sa + r · Ja
s = �

Sa

ts
, (1.14)

where r is the charge density and J, Js are the charge and spin current respectively, a = (x, y, z)
is the spin index. From the arguments above, it can be understood that as the connecting wire
in the Hirsch circuit is longer that a certain length scale ls = vts, where v is the Fermi velocity,
no difference exists between an open and a closed circuit [30].

In a complete analogy with Mott’s vacuum chamber double scattering geometry, in the
Hankiewicz’s proposal a H-bar device had been put forward, where a charge current is applied
along the first branch, is then converted into a perpendicular spin current by the SHE and finally
reconverted into a detectable charge current by the ISHE in the second branch [see Fig. 1.2(c.2)].
Using this technique, the SHE was detected in ballistic semiconductors [31]. The H-bar tech-
nique falls into the class of non-local transport measurements, as there is a spatial separation
between the injection and the detection point. Related to that and recently widely adopted is the
non-local spin valve geometry originally discussed by Johnson and Silsbee [32], where two ferro-
magnetic electrodes (FM1 and FM2) are connected via a normal metal channel [see Fig. 1.2(d)].
Spin-polarised electrons are injected into the normal metal by passing a current into FM1. This
creates a spin accumulation in the normal metal that acts as a source for a voltage VNL building
up on the far end of the samples and detectable via FM2. No charge current flows in the normal
metal, hence the measured voltage is only sensitive to S. A variation of this set-up has been
proposed by Valenzuela and Tinkham to study the SHE/ISHE [26, 33]: a platform with CoFe
magnetic electrodes and Al (normal metal channel), without the usage of a second ferromagnet
(open circuit). In both geometries a magnetic field B is applied, modulating the extracted spin
signal by inducing Larmor precession. The extracted spin signal gives rise to the so-called Hanle
curve [34,35]. The analysis and interpretation of the Hanle curve is of ultimate relevance for the
extraction of important parameters such as the SRT, the spin diffusion length, but also providing
more insightful information, e.g. the relative importance of the SHE/ISHE compared to other
possible sources of the observed signal [36].

The inverse spin Galvanic effect

Despite its historical significance, the SHE is not the only possible charge-to-spin conversion
(CSC) mechanism induced by SO effects. Broken structural inversion symmetry allows for the
appearance of a current-induced spin polarisation, commonly known as inverse spin Galvanic ef-
fect2 (ISGE) (see Fig. 1.3). Originally proposed by Ivchenko and Pikus [37], and observed by
Vorobev et al. in Te [38], the ISGE was later theoretically studied by Lyanda-Geller, Aronov and
Edelstein in a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) with SO coupling of the Bychkov-Rashba
type3 [39, 40], whose Hamiltonian is (see also Section 4)

H2DEG
0 =

p2

2m
+ l2DEG (p⇥ ẑ) · s , (1.15)

where s = (sx, sy) are Pauli matrices x, y acting on the spin DOF, m is the effective electron mass,
and l2DEG is the Rashba parameter. The spin-Galvanic effect (SGE), the Onsager reciprocal of

2Also known as the Edelstein effect.
3For brevity, in the following we will adopt the common choice of referring to the ’Bychkov-Rashba interaction’ as

simply ’Rashba interaction’.
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Figure 1.3: The ISGE. Due to the spin-momentum locking produced by the Rashba pseudomagnetic field
(a.1), an out-of-equilibrium spin polarisation establishes orthogonally to the applied electric field E (see
Chapter 3); the distorted Fermi surface is represented in (a.2) by the shaded circle. (b) Such a spin-current
coupling cannot occur under preserved z! �z symmetry conditions, since spin density and charge current
transform differently under out-of-plane mirror reflection, the former (latter) being a axial (polar) vector.
Breaking of this symmetry is hence required to have the ISGE. (c.1) and (c.2) (from Ref. [42]) show a
recently-introduced method to measure the SGE in the 2DEG at Ag/Bi interface. A spin current is injected
from a ferromagnet by magnetic resonance. The magnetic resonance signal is reported in the upper panels
in (c.2). The three panels below refer to different systems, in order: NiFe(15)/Ag(10), NiFe(15)/Bi(8), and
NiFe(15)/Ag(5)/Bi(8), of which only the latter realises a Rashba 2DEG. Accordingly, the charge current
induced by the SGE is measured only when a 2DEG is formed (last panel)

the ISGE, has also been observed in GaAs semiconducting quantum wells [41].

The role of the ISGE for spintronics application is recently gaining strength, with experi-
mental reports in Rashba 2DEG formed in Bi/Ag and LaAlO3/SrTiO3, as well as in topological
insulator (TI) a-Sn thin films [42–44]. Moreover, novel techniques have been proposed to observe
the effect. Rojas-Sanchez et al. [42] have recently put forward a set-up whereby probing the ferro-
magnet with magnetic-resonance technique, a spin current is injected to the 2DEG formed at the
interface, which is then converted by the SGE into a detectable electric signal [see Fig. 1.3(c.1)].
Such signal is only measured when a 2DEG is effectively formed in the presence of both Bi and
Ag, realising a Bi/Ag Rashba interface [see Fig. 1.3(c.2)].

The phenomenology of ISGE/SGE can be understood by symmetry arguments [45]. Electrical
currents and spin polarisations are respectively polar and axial vectors. In centrosymmetric
systems, where inversion symmetry is preserved, polar and axial vectors transform differently,
hence no coupling between non-equilibrium spin density and charge current is allowed [see
Fig. 1.3(b)]. However, in reduced symmetry conditions, polar and axial vectors components may
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Figure 1.4: A spin skyrmion. The spin texture is such that inversion of the out-of-plane component is
realised by varying some parameter, e.g. the position (real-space skyrmion) or the momentum (momentum-
space skyrmion).

transform similarly. Consider, for instance, the case of electrons confined in the x � y plane
with mirror reflection about the y � z plane (Sh

yz) preserved but with broken z ! �z (Sv
xy)

symmetry–e.g. induced by the presence of a substrate. Under the vertical plane reflection Sv
xy,

the electrical current and spin polarisation transform as

Sv
xy : Jx, Jy ! �Jx, Jy , (1.16)

Sv
xy : Sx, Sy ! Sx,�Sy . (1.17)

A coupling between Ji � Sj with i ? j is therefore allowed for broken Sv
xy symmetry. Microscop-

ically, such a coupling is mediated by the SO interaction.

Other spin–orbit effects

The interplay of SO and magnetic exchange interactions is yet another research line attract-
ing growing interest [46]. Ferromagnetic systems with broken inversion symmetry display a
Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction

HDM = Â
ij

Dij · (Si ⇥ Sj) , (1.18)

where Dij is the Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya coupling for spins in lattice sites i, j. According to
Eq. (1.18) , the energy of two neighbouring spins S1, S2 decreases (increases) if the respective
orientation are connected by a clockwise (anti-clockwise) rotation around the Dzyaloshinskii–
Moriya vector [47, 48]. Such a term enables the formation of chiral spin structures, e.g. domain
walls and magnetic skyrmions [49,50]. The latter are defined as spin textures displaying inverted
out-of-plane magnetisation along the rotating pattern (see Fig. 1.4). Skyrmions are characterised
by a topological number Ssk = ±1, indicating the protection of the spin texture against smooth
deformation and rendering them suitable for device applications [51]. Albeit originally proposed
to exist in condensed matter systems as quasiparticles in real-space, skyrmionic band structures
in reciprocal space can be established due to the interplay of SO coupling and magnetic exchange
interaction [52, 53]: in this thesis we will be interested in this latter case (see Chapter 7).
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2D material-based spintronics

The advent of 2D materials

Atomically-thin material sheets have been for a long time only abstract objects, as they were
thought not to exist as a stable state of matter. According to the so-called Mermin-Wagner
theorem in fact, long wavelength fluctuations inevitably destroy the long-range order of 2D
crystals [54]. Nevertheless, such 2D systems played an important role as theoretical platforms.
For instance, most of the properties of carbon allotropes with complicated geometry, such as
carbon nanotubes, were found to be captured by a simplified 2D graphite layer model [55].
Witness to the successful employment of those 2D models is the broad range of applications
of carbon allotropes reached nowadays, ranging from antibiotics and flexible screens to solar
cells [56–58].

The physical isolation of a carbon monolayer however has not been a reality until the discovery
of graphene in 2004 [59], which truly initiated the field of 2D materials. The contradiction between
the ’birth’ of graphene and the Mermin-Wagner theorem is resolved by considering that the ther-
modynamic fluctuations detrimental to the 2D crystal phase can be suppressed by anharmonic
(nonlinear) coupling between bending and stretching modes, giving rise to rippled membranes
embedded in the 3D space [60]. The low dimensionality is the key for unprecedentedly-known
electrical, optical, structural and thermal properties [61]. Research on 2D materials is currently
one of the most active areas in condensed matter physics; it is tempting to assume that 2D mater-
ials will soon be materials of choice across a range of applications. With Richard Feynman’s 1959
prediction “There is plenty of room at the bottom” seeing its realisation [62], the family of 2D
materials encompasses numerous and diverse compounds, including insulators (e.g. hexagonal
boron-nitride), semiconductors [e.g. group-VI transition metals dichalcogenides (TMDs)], semi-
metals (graphene) and metals (e.g. NbS2). The progress in exfoliation techniques (micromech-
anical cleavage, ion intercalation, surfactant-assisted ultrasonication, etc.) has allowed for the
reduction of essentially any given layered bulk material into the monolayer limit [63–65]. Paral-
lel to that, bottom-up approaches—such as chemical vapour deposition, where gaseous reactants
are deposited onto a substrate to grow high quality 2D monolayers, also guarantee production
of atomically thin compounds on a large scale [66].

Suitability of 2D materials for spintronics

Since their advent, 2D materials have been very attractive for spintronics purposes. To un-
derstand why, it is worth examining the prototype of a spin-logic device: the Datta-Das spin
transistor [67] (see Fig. 1.5). In the device imagined by Datta and Das, spins injected from a
ferromagnet (source) are free to propagate into a channel where they experience SO coupling
(in Ref. [67] it is assumed to be of the Rashba type), its strength being tunable by gate voltage.
The SO coupling is perceived by itinerant electrons as a pseudomagnetic field in their rest frame,
controlling their precession period and allowing in turn selective extraction by a second ferro-
magnet (drain), e.g. collinear with the source. The maximum (minimum) extracted spin signal
is obtained when the orientation of precessing spins coming in contact with the drain is par-
allel (antiparallel) to the drain magnetisation. The Datta-Das transistor assumes basically three
operating principles: (1) spin-polarised carrier injection from the source into the device active
channel, (2) large spin-propagation length and spin manipulation by the applied bias, and (3)
spin-selective detection at the device drain [68].

In this respect, the idea of using the recently-discovered monolayer graphene as a spin chan-
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Figure 1.5: The Datta-Das transistor. A spin current is injected into the channel from a ferromagnetic source
by passing through it a charge current. A gate electrode controls the strength of the SO coupling, which
reflects in a different precession period of itinerant spins. Depending on the magnetisation direction of
the drain electrode, the extracted spin signal can be modulated by the gate, with the spin current being at
his maximum (minimum) if spins exiting the channel are parallel (antiparallel) to the drain magnetisation
vector.

nel in the Datta-Das modulator emerged as natural. Firstly, due to the low dimensionality, it is
intuitive to understand the advantages in interfacing graphene with source/drain ferromagnetic
electrodes. Secondly, the large mean free path due to Dirac-like electron dispersion combined
with low intrinsic SO coupling and hyperfine interaction [69–72], makes spin transport in this
material virtually ballistic. On the other hand, the lack of sizable intrinsic SO coupling hinders
spin manipulation by a gate: the Rashba parameter l for typical electric fields |E | ⇠ 0.15 V/nm
is estimated as

l = A |E | = 0.01 meV , (1.19)

where A is a dimensional constant [73]. Here l has to be compared with the typical kinetic
energy of carriers in graphene, l⌧ ekin ' 4.6 eV (see Appendix A).

A solution to this shortcoming of graphene might be found within the 2D-materials family.
Many 2D systems present interesting spin-related properties [74]: for example, group-VI TMDs
possess a unique spin-valley coupling (see Fig. 1.9), which we anticipate might serve—by exploit-
ing proximity effects—as a key to manipulate the spin DOF of Dirac electrons; graphene/h-BN
hybrids instead display enhanced spin-diffusion length with preserved high Dirac mobility, with
also potential applications for spin filtering [75, 76]. From these considerations, it is clear how
the variety inherent to the library of 2D materials render those systems particularly suitable to
harnessing the spin DOF of electrons.

Van der Waals heterostructures: band-structure engineering and nonequilib-
rium effects

From the discussion above, it appears that the idea of combining different systems of reduced
dimensionality into a new compound, which would ideally integrate the best properties of the
single host materials, is very desirable. Such a route, concerning the vertical stacking of the 2D
layers, is in fact already established experimentally. This Lego-approach give rise to so called
Van der Waals (vdW) heterostructures, provided that vdW forces are responsible to keep the stack
together [see Fig. 1.6(b)] [77]. Due to the reduced dimensionality, charge redistribution, struc-
tural changes and proximity effects—i.e. transfer of properties from one material to another
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Figure 1.6: By vertically stacking 2D materials with different properties, one can potentially obtain new
platforms with enhanced properties. This Lego-like approach goes under the name of vdW epitaxy. The
figure is taken from Ref. [77].

via quantum tunnelling or Coloumb interaction—may occur in a very different way from usual
3D semiconducting heterostructures [78], opening a completely new venue for band structure
engineering. Despite the recent origin of the research line, many successes have been reported
by implementing vdW stacking. The emergence of superlattice Dirac points, surface reconstruc-
tion, gap opening and Hofstadter patterns are some examples of what have been observed in
graphene on h-BN [79–81].

The rapid surge of vdW heterostructures has also offered unprecedented opportunities for ex-
ploration of nonequilibrium effects [82]. For instance, efficient phototransistors can be obtained
by combining graphene high carrier mobility and TMDs sensitivity to light absorption [83, 84].
Long-living excitons could be created by using layered materials with different work functions,
such as MoSe2/WSe2 [85]. Encapsulation of graphene with hBN has been shown to give rise
to stable gate-controllable plasmonic modes, with low optical losses [86]. In this respect, vdW
heterostructures represent a landmark for future technological advances.

Graphene-based spintronics

Spintronics (and valleytronics) with Dirac quasiparticles

Historically, graphene has been recognised as an attractive platform to be used in spintronics
applications amongst the members of the ever-increasing family of 2D materials, as mentioned
above. Low-energy excitations of its many-body ground state have a massless 2D Dirac character
(for a detailed treatment see Appendix A), described by the continuum-limit Hamiltonian

HG = v (tzsx px + sy py), (1.20)

where the Fermi velocity v ' 106 m/s is an effective velocity of light. Above, si, ti, with i =

x, y, z are Pauli matrices describing emergent effective spin-like DOFs of Dirac carriers associated
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Figure 1.7: (a) The honeycomb lattice of graphene, with interpenetrating Bravais triangular sublattices
A, B, respectively in red and blue. The first Brillouin zone is shown in dashed, with inequivalent corners
K, K0. To describe electron dynamics in this particular crystal environment one adopts a massless Dirac 2D
Hamiltonian. Carriers have here a spin-like DOF (pseudospin), stemming from the presence of two sublat-
tices, which can be either parallel or antiparallel to the momentum vector, giving then a chiral characters
to Dirac fermions. (c) The associated low-energy dispersion is linear, with two zero-energy points at the
corners of the Brillouin zone K, K0. Carriers with positive energy at K(K0) have positive (negative) chirality,
conversely for negative. The chirality of Dirac particles is also responsible for the acquisition of a nonzero
Berry phase upon adiabatic loops around the Dirac points, which might result in nontrivial topological
phases when a bandgap is opened in the spectrum.

with sublattice and valley spaces, as we discuss below.

The Hamiltonian Eq. (1.20) possesses many noteworthy properties. Firstly, the associate en-
ergy dispersion has a linear (massless) relativistic behaviour, with six zero-energy band crossing
points (Dirac points) at the Brillouin zone corners (Fig. 1.7, see also Appendix A). Note, how-
ever, that the six bands can be grouped into two distinct categories due to rotational symmetry
of the hexagonal honeycomb lattice—reducing the description to K or K0 bands, obtainable from
Eq. (1.20) by replacing tz with k = ±1 respectively. Using the language of semiconductor phys-
ics, the double energy-degenerate extremal band points are referred to as valleys. We remark that
the effective double degeneracy of the Dirac cones is guaranteed by the fermion doubling the-
orem [87]. Secondly, it is well known that in the massless limit, the Dirac equation is decoupled
into two separate equations, describing left- and right-handed chiral particles [88]. Mathematically,
the chirality of Dirac carriers is encoded in the presence in Eq. (1.20) of Pauli matrices si asso-
ciated to a spin-like DOF, commonly referred to as pseudospin [89]. To see that, one can rewrite
Eq. (1.20) by introducing the chiral operator cs = s· p/|p|, whose eigenstates are associated
with eigenvalues ±1. Thus, in analogy to the real spin of massless relativistic particles in the va-
cuum, the pseudospin of graphene’s quasiparticles points in the parallel/antiparallel directions
with respect to their momentum [see Fig. 1.7(b)]. Note that chiral symmetry in crystal structures
coincides with sublattice symmetry. Indeed the chiral symmetry inherent to the Dirac Hamilto-
nian is due to the fact that the electron density is equally shared between A and B sublattice sites
of the honeycomb structure. The ground state wavefunction is given then as an equal-weight
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linear combination of orthogonal pseudospin “up/down” states (i.e. electrons living on A, B
sites respectively) from which it follows that pseudospin of quasiparticles in graphene lies on
the 2D plane, in agreement with our explanation above.

The chirality of Dirac carriers greatly contributes to the outstanding electronic properties
of graphene and exotic phenomena such as the Klein tunnelling [90–92], crossover from weak
antilocalisation to weak localisation [93, 94] and the chiral quantum Hall effect [95, 96]. Chiral
symmetry is also behind the absence of backscattering [89] and the presence of completely de-
localised critical zero-energy modes [97, 98].

A further signature of the chirality of graphene’s quasiparticles manifests upon adiabatic
evolution of the electron wavefunction along a closed loop C in k space [see Fig. 1.7(c)]. The
acquired Berry phase is

gn =
˛

C
Ank dl = p, (1.21)

where Ank is the Berry connection given in terms of the periodic part of the Bloch eigenstates
|unki associated to Eq. (1.20), as Ank = ı hunk|rkunki. This fact signifies the underlying non-
trivial topology of this material. As such, by breaking chiral symmetry, graphene can be driven
into different topological insulating phases, such as the quantum spin Hall (QSH) [99], quantum
anomalous Hall (QAH) [100] or the quantum valley Hall phases.

Despite the Hamiltonian Eq. (1.20) describes spin degenerate quasiparticles, a SO term pos-
sessing the full point-group symmetry D6h of the pristine honeycomb lattice is in principle al-
lowed [99, 101]; the so-called intrinsic SO coupling is written as

HI = lItzszsz . (1.22)

The reason why HI is usually neglected in Eq. (1.20) such that real spin only appears as a dummy
DOF, is the smallness of the intrinsic SO strength lI. Early estimations by heuristic arguments
in Ref. [99] yielded lI ⇠ 200 µeV, whereas later and more accurate tight-binding studies and
first-principles results predicted values ranging from 1� 50 µeV ⇠ 11� 500 mK [71,73,102–104],
meaning lI ⌧ h̄ v/a ' 4.6 eV, where a = 0.142 nm is the carbon-carbon bond length, justifying
the negligence of the SO gap lI in the minimal Dirac model of graphene, Eq. (1.20).

If on the one hand, the low intrinsic SO coupling—in combination with the ultra-high mo-
bility of chiral carriers—yields extremely long spin lifetimes, hence being desirable for utilising
graphene as an exceptional spin channel, it would also, conversely, represent a shortcoming to
harnessing the spin DOF of Dirac fermions, as discussed above. The extremely narrow intrinsic
SO-gap region, which is unlikely to be accessed in realistic conditions, is in fact a very important
limitation. Kane and Mele showed that the presence of such a SO term is associated with a
Z2 QSH phase, manifesting with the appearance of topologically-protected edge states carrying
a spin current winding around the boundary of a finite sample [99]. Hence, the excessively
low intrinsic SO coupling poses an halt to the dream of utilising graphene as a perfect spintronic
platform, allowing manipulation of multiple spin-like DOFs, with non-quantised long-lived spin
currents at finite carrier density and quantised topologically-protected spin currents as the Fermi
energy e is tuned inside the QSH insulating gap.

In the light of the above considerations however, it is easy to understand how the gentle
enhancement of SO coupling in graphene, preserving the Dirac structure, has become in recent
years one of the most attractive experimental lines of research.
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Figure 1.8: Adatom-decorated graphene and graphene-on-TMDs. (a) One-side decoration of graphene with
external species, e.g. H, produces a modification of the chemical bonds sp2 ! sp3 (tetragonal structure).
This induces a local enhancement of the SO coupling, as demonstrated in Ref. [105]. (b) Side view and top
view of graphene/TMD bilayers, which have already been proven extremely successful to enhance the SO
coupling experienced by Dirac fermions up to 1-10 meV.

Enhancing spin–orbit coupling in carbon layers: from spin–orbit coupling-
active adatoms to graphene-on-a-substrate

One of the first proposals to enhance SO coupling in graphene [105] concerned adatom decor-
ation. Even in the dilute limit ni ⇠ 0.01� 0.05%, with ni being the impurity density, adatoms,
e.g. hydrogen, can produce giant local SO coupling ladat = 1 meV � lI by locally introducing
sp3 bonding (see Fig. 1.8). Using heavier adatoms, e.g. indium or tantalum, can give rise to even
larger SO coupling [106, 107], with a topological band gap in Ref. [106] predicted as large as
20 meV. However, experiments are facing difficulties to show a signature of the Z2 insulating
phase [108–112], most likely due to strong valley mixing that takes place for the dilute adatom
coverage of experimental relevance [113].

Graphene-based vdW systems with proximity-induced SO coupling offer good prospects
in the circumvention of this situation. In particular, TMD monolayers have been recognised
as an ideal matching to graphene. TMDs are compounds of the type MX2, where M, X are
respectively a transition metal and the chalcogen element; their crystal structure is such that an
M layer is “sandwiched” between two X atomic layers in a trigonal prismatic or an octahedral
phase [see Fig. 1.9(a)] [114–116]. Relevant to our purposes, we will mainly focus on group-VI
semiconducting TMDs, e.g. M =Mo, W; X = S, Se. Henceforth we will refer to this subgroup
when mentioning TMDs. Lack of inversion symmetry and the presence of a heavy metal atom in
the lattice are responsible for a very large SO coupling splitting of the valence bands ⇠ 150� 450
meV [117]. Time reversal symmetry forces the spin splitting to be opposite at different band
edges (valleys) K, K0 [see Fig. 1.9(a)]. A strong peculiar spin-valley coupling is hence present in
TMDs [118]. Inversion-symmetry breaking is also responsible for circular dichroism in TMDs in
different k-space regions, which takes the extreme form of optical selection rules at K, K0 [119]
[see Fig. 1.9(a)]. The spin-valley coupling can be then exploited to selectively create opposite
spin-polarised populations at different valleys by optical means [120, 121].

The suitability of graphene on TMD bilayers for spintronics has been endorsed by recent the-
oretical and experimental results: electronic structure calculations show that relativistic effects in
graphene on a TMD are greatly enhanced [122,123] consistent with the SO coupling fingerprints
in transport measurements [123–126]. These works point to a Rashba SO coupling in the range
of 1–10 meV, up to four orders of magnitude larger than graphene on a standard substrate. A
further advantage of these heterostructures stems from the optical selection rules characteristic
of TMDs mentioned above, which would allow all-optical injection of spins into the graphene
layer [84]. In fact, spin injection from a MoS2 to an adjacent graphene layer has been recently
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Figure 1.9: Transition metal dichalcogenides. (a) A 3D visualisation of typical MX2 layered compounds.
(b) Top view, showing the honeycomb structure with different species sitting on different corner of the
hexagon. (c) Due to the structural inversion asymmetry, TMDs display spin-split bands at K, K0 points,
with a large [~(0.1� 0.5) eV] band gap. Time reversal symmetry guarantees that the spin polarisation is
reversed at opposite valley, allowing selective spin excitation to the conduction bands by circularly polarised
light (circular dichroism).

achieved [127], demonstrating the viability of the optospintronics route.
We briefly want to point out that more general graphene-on-a-substrate heterostructures,

which strictly speaking do not fall into the vdW family—the substrate being a bulk, rather than
a layer—are also attracting much attention. Proximity effects can be equally efficient, allowing
the transfer of additional interactions to Dirac fermions beyond the SO coupling. For instance,
the anomalous Hall effect (AHE) has been observed in graphene on YIG [128, 129], indicating
the successful transfer of magnetic exchange coupling (MEC) to the carbon layer. The interest
in magnetised graphene is also been fuelled by the expectation of accessing the topologically-
protected regime of quantised transverse conductivity, i.e. the quantum AHE, as predicted few
years ago [52, 130]. This sought-after regime has also been proposed in vdW heterostructures
of graphene and layered ferromagnetic insulator Cr2Ge2Te6 [131]. Another very interesting re-
search line concerns induced superconductivity in graphene. The penetration of Cooper pairs
from Nb contacts to graphene sheet has been recently obtained [132]. All these recent devel-
opments have paved the way to a new material-science era, having as protagonists atomically
well-defined interfaces of materials with tailored on-demand properties.

Summary and outline: structure of this thesis

The scope of this thesis is to study theoretically coupled charge-spin transport and SO-related
phenomena in 2D Dirac materials with proximity-induced SO interactions. As representative
systems in this respect, particular focus will be devoted to graphene-on-TMD bilayers. This
thesis is organised as follows: in Chapter 2 we will introduce the technical ingredients to present
our work. In particular, we will revise the SC treatments commonly adopted to study trans-
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port phenomena, and present our fully quantum mechanical (FQM) self-consistent formalism.
The latter will allow for an accurate description of honeycomb layers with strong pseudospin-
spin coupling, which takes into account on equal footing extrinsic (impurity-dependent) and
intrinsic (band-structure driven) contributions to transport coefficients. In Chapter 3 we analyse
thoroughly the electronic properties of the relevant models to study the dynamics of Dirac fermi-
ons subject to SO effects, i.e. the minimal (C6v point symmetry group) and generalised (C3v point
symmetry group) 2D Dirac-Rashba models; the latter in particular encompasses all orbital and
SO terms which are needed to capture the physics of realistic graphene/TMD heterostructures.
In Chapter 4 we start to concentrate more specifically on transport effects in the nonequilibrium
steady state, by considering the occurrence of the SHE and the ISGE in the C6v model. We
show the suppression (enhancement) of the SHE (ISGE), in a unified picture combining SC and
quantum formalisms. We unveil the connection of the resulting nonequilibrium physics to the
underlying conservation laws of the theory. In Chapter 5 we tackle the time-dependent descrip-
tion of charge-spin transport in the C6v model; we establish a microscopic theory of coupled
charge-spin dynamics starting from the diagrammatic FQM approach. The SRTs and the CSC
rates will be then obtained. In Chapter 6 we extend our work to generalised 2D Dirac-Rashba
systems. We examine the impact on the SHE and the ISGE of additional interactions present in
realistic materials, exploring the conditions for the emergence of the SHE; then, we focus our
attention on the description of spin relaxation in graphene/TMDs, based on a SC treatment of
the density matrix. In particular, analytical formulas will be obtained for the spin dynamics
and the SRTs in the strong SO regime, with interesting consequences in connection to on-going
experiments. In Chapter 7 we broaden our horizon by applying our developed formalism to
the case of graphene on a ferromagnetic substrate. We discuss the approaching of the quantum
anomalous Hall state, identifying a robust experimental smoking gun forerunning this regime.
Finally, Chapter 8 contains a final discussion and the conclusions of our work.
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Chapter 2

Methods for Spin and Charge
Transport in Disordered 2D Dirac
Materials

Overview

In this Chapter we present the various formalisms adopted in the rest of this thesis to develop
a unified theory of charge-spin transport phenomena in 2D Dirac materials. These formal-
isms can be categorised into two families: SC and FQM. The first class encompasses the SC
Boltzmann transport theory and its quantum extensions based on the kinetic equation for the
density matrix—we will briefly review both below. Their common SC trait is due to the average
over some quantum DOF (e.g. spin) and the partial negligence of quantum coherence. This tech-
nical simplification allows for a more transparent physical interpretation of the results. However,
lacking a rigorous treatment of the quantum nature of the electrons’ wavefunction, its regime
of validity is restricted to the situation where kFl � 1, with kF being the Fermi wavector and
l the mean-free path between collisions with impurity (or phonons). A more refined physical
description can be obtained within the second class of FQM formalisms, based on a diagram-
matic treatment of the Kubo linear response functions. Within the latter framework, one would
in principle be able to capture not only leading SC contributions to the transport coefficients, but
also quantum processes and interference effects, e.g. quantum side jump and diffractive skew
scattering. However, we will mainly focus in this thesis on SC effects. Hence our approach aims
at matching the FQM and SC results. We will find useful to adopt this strategy mainly for two
reasons:

1. to benchmark our calculations by independent derivations within the two SC and FQM
frameworks. This is of particular relevance in those cases where the physics is the result of
the competition of several energy scales, especially when two or more of them are treated
non-perturbatively;

2. to get a unified and more in-depth qualitative understanding of the results, along with a
more transparent interpretation of them.

Finally, we note that the within the FQM-methods class, we also include the derivation and the
analysis of the Ward identities (WIs). The latter, being exact symmetry relations based on the
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underlying conservation laws of the model, represent a powerful tool, not only to benchmark the
obtained results, but also—and more importantly—to directly predict the emergence of genuine
relativistic transport effects.

Semiclassical formalisms

The 2D semiclassical Boltzmann transport theory

The Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) provides a statistical description of a system in terms
of the function f (r, k, t), i.e. the probability density of quasiparticles that can be found at time t
in a very small region ddr ddk of configuration space centred at (r,k), with d being the dimension
of the system. The distribution function f is linked to the total number of particles N via

ddW f (r, k, t) = ddr ddk f (r, k, t) = dN , (2.1)

where dN is the number of particle in the small volume ddW. Knowing f , the macroscopic
observables describing the system can be obtained, as we shall see below. We will consider from
now on the case d = 2, which is relevant to the work in this thesis. By introducing a momentum
distribution function with a precise value at each point in space, the Boltzmann approach clearly
violates Heisenberg uncertainty principles, which poses limits to its validity. However the usage
of the BTE is justified in terms of wavepackets with well-defined average momentum or centre
of mass coordinates, spin, etc. [133, 134]. In a solid, f is also labeled by a band index n. We will
omit that for a while and discuss its inclusion below.

The BTE is derived on the assumption of Hamiltonian dynamics for the centre of mass
and the average momentum of the wavepacket [135]. Under the SC equations of motion,
the assumption of incompressible fluid holds, which means an external electromagnetic force
F = �e(E + v⇥B), where E ,B are the electric and magnetic field respectively, only produces
a shift in position and momentum of the wavepacket, respectively r0 = r + vdt, k0 = k + F dt/h̄,
where v is the velocity. Instead, the number of particles in ddW can only be altered by collisions.
For later convenience we use the notation f (r, k, t) = fk(r, t). Taking the total time derivative of
the distribution function, we get

d fk(r, t)
dt

=
∂ fk(r, t)

∂t
+ v · rr fk(r, t) +

1
h̄

F · rk fk(r, t) = I[ f ] , (2.2)

where on the right-hand side (RHS) of Eq. (2.2) we have the collision integral I[ f ]. To find an
analytic form for I[ f ] we consider transitions between states with different momenta k ! k0

induced by a static potential V. In this thesis we will consider point-like random potentials
generated by Ni impurities located at position ri

V(r) = u0

Ni

Â
i

d(r� ri) , (2.3)

where u0—dimension of energy ⇥ area—measures the scattering strength. We have taken here
for simplicity a scalar impurity potential, i.e. a potential diagonal in all internal DOFs. We
generalise our treatment later to more realistic forms, including intervalley and spin-dependent
scattering. Standardly, the random potential is treated by means of a disorder-average procedure
over all the possible impurity configurations [136]. After having performed disorder average and
having taken the thermodynamic limit N, W ! •, it can be shown that, rather than involving
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a sum of scattering terms from different centres, the collision integral is reduced to a single-
impurity term, scaling with the impurity concentration ni = N/W [136, 137]. The probability of
the elastic collision event can be obtained by invoking the Fermi’s golden rule [138]

Wkk0 =
2pni

h̄
|hk0|T|ki|2d(ek � ek0) , (2.4)

where the Dirac delta function ensures conservation of energy in the scattering event. In Eq. (2.4)
T is the single-impurity T-matrix defined in terms of V as

Tkk0 = hk0|V|Yki , (2.5)

where Yk is an eigenstate of the full Hamiltonian of the system H = H0 + V that satisfies the
Lippman-Schwinger equation1 [136]

|Yki = |ki+
V

ek � H0 + ı0+ |Yki , (2.6)

and |ki represents a plane wave. The collision integral will then be written as [ fk ⌘ fk(r, t)]

I[ f ] = �
1
W Â

k0
(Wkk0 fk �Wk0k fk0) . (2.7)

In addition to a sum over all scattered waves with different momenta k0, collision events also
produce a coordinate shift of the centre of mass of the wavepacket, known as side-jump [140–142],
which is not included in Eq. (2.7). However it is of secondary importance in this thesis, as we are
interested in dominant contributions to transport coefficient in the dilute limit, as we explain in
more detail in the following. Note that number conservation imposes [143–145]

ˆ
d2r

1
W Â

k
I[ f (r, k, t)] = 0 . (2.8)

The Fermi-Dirac distribution function

f 0
k =

1
1 + e(ek�µ)/kBT , (2.9)

where µ, kB, T are the chemical potential, Boltzmann constant and temperature respectively, is
a space- and time-independent solution to the BTE, i.e. an equilibrium solution. However, in
the presence of weak external forces F the system is driven out of equilibrium and the electron
density is redistributed. A solution to the BTE can be found on the assumption that the system
only slightly departs from the local equilibrium, i.e.

fk = f 0
k + d fk , (2.10)

where d fk is a correction linear in the external field. The corresponding linearised BTE is written
as [137]

∂ d fk
∂t

+ v · rr d fk +
1
h̄

v · F

 
�

∂ f 0
k

∂µ

!
= I[d fk] . (2.11)

To study the dynamics of electrons in solid-state systems, a label for the electronic bands needs

1The sign of the imaginary, small addend ı 0+ is selected to describe the physical scattering problem (outgoing
wave) [139].
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to be added to the distribution function, beyond additional quantum indices including the spin
and other quantum DOFs, i.e. fk ! fak with a = {n, s, ...}. v in Eq. (2.11) is replaced by the band
velocity vak . The displacement of the physical observables O with respect to their equilibrium
value are obtainable from the solution of the BTE as

dO(r, t) = Â
a

Â
k
hOiak d fak(r, t) , (2.12)

where hOiak = hak|O|kai is the average value of O on the eigenstate of the system |kai. For
example, the nonequilibrium part of the charge current is given by

dJ(r, t) = Â
a

Â
k
hJiak d fak(r, t) = �e Â

a
Â
k

vak d fak(r, t) . (2.13)

In its simplest form, the BTE presented in this section for electrons in solids completely neglects
quantum coherence effects. In the following we will introduce refinements to the SC formalism
allowing one to partially capture quantum coherence.

Time-dependent perturbation theory for the density matrix: a Boltzmann-like
equation

A “quantum upgrade” to the SC Boltzmann equation can be obtained by replacement of the
classical distribution function with the density matrix of the system r obeying the quantum
Liouville equation [146]

∂r

∂t
+

ı
h̄
[Htot, r] = 0 . (2.14)

The total Hamiltonian includes the bare part (H0), the interaction with the electromagnetic field,
and the impurity potential V. In principle Eq. (2.14) takes fully into account the quantum nature
of the electronic wavefunctions. In practice, however, it is difficult to solve it in its full generality.
To simplify the treatment, one usually adopts the diffusive limit kFl � 1 and integrates out
some DOF, while keeping the quantum coherence for some other. To give a concrete example,
one may think about neglecting interband transitions (pseudospin coherence) in graphene, while
preserving real spin coherence. We will adopt a similar prescription in Chapter 6. Following the
procedure put forward in Ref. [147], Eq. (2.14) can be projected onto a set of time-independent
states with definite wavevector {|kai}. We will chose them, later on, as the eigenstates of the
2D Dirac Hamiltonian of graphene. We use the notation rkk0 ⌘ raa0

kk0 = hka|r|k0a0i. The density
matrix is then decomposed into its diagonal and off-diagonal parts in momentum space i.e.
rkk0 = fkdkk0 + gkk0 , where for gkk0 we take k 6= k0. As implicitly assumed when writing
Eq. (2.12), the majority of observables are diagonal in momentum, hence we are mainly interested
in the form of fk. As discussed in detail in Refs. [147,148], a closed equation for fk can be derived
upon assuming a Gaussian-noise statistics for the configurational average of the weak random
scattering potential V in Eq. (2.3), i.e.

hVkk0 idis = 0 , (2.15)

hVkk0Vk0k00 idis = dk,k00niu2
0 , (2.16)
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where the disorder average for a generic operator A is defined as [136]

hAidis = lim
Ni ,W!•

Ni

’
i=1

ˆ
W

dri
W

A(r1, r2, .., rNi )

����� Ni
W =ni

. (2.17)

Note the Eqs. (2.15)-(2.16) are obtained on the assumption of a scalar scattering potential. As
anticipated above, we will discuss in Chapter 3 and in subsequent Chapters a more general case.
After lengthy calculations [148–150], the final equation is found as

∂ fk
∂t

+
ı
h̄
[H0, fk]�

e
h̄
(E + v⇥B) · rk fk = I[ f ] (2.18)

with
I[ f ] = �

p

h̄
hÂ

k0
d(ek � ek0) [Vkk0Vk0k fk + fkVkk0Vk0k � 2Vkk0 fk0Vk0k]idis . (2.19)

The latter represents the matrix generalisation of the collision integral in the RHS of Eq. (2.2).
Also note that Eq. (2.18) contains on the left-hand side (LHS) a Larmor term [H0, fk] describing
coherent precession of electrons’ spin or pseudospin DOFs: we will focus our attention on its
effect in Chapter 6. The Kubo formalism, which we are about to present, allows very naturally
to go beyond the limitations of SC Boltzmann-like descriptions.

Fully quantum mechanical formalisms

Kubo linear response theory

The SC formalism presented above describes how the electron distribution, and thus the ob-
servables, responds to the application of weak external forces. An analogous FQM approach is
given by the Kubo formula [151]. We present here a short derivation. For simplicity, we restrict
our focus to the zero temperature formalism. Let us consider an external spatially homogenous
perturbation2

Hext
µ (t) = fµ(t)Oµ(t) , (2.20)

which drives a system with Hamiltonian H out of equilibrium. Above, fµ is a source field
coupled to some operator Oµ, µ being a index related to the spatial orientation of the fields
and/or their associated matrix structure (see Chapter 5). In the linear response spirit, the ex-
pectation value of any other generic observable On is linear in the perturbing source, i.e.

hOn(t)if = hOn(t)ieq +
ˆ

dt0 cn µ(t, t0) fµ(t0) , (2.21)

where h...ieq and h...if denote respectively quantum average over a basis set of many-body
quantum states {neq}, {nint} respectively in the absence (equilibrium) or presence of the external
field. Explicitly

hOnif =
1
Z Â

{nint}

e�bEint
n hnint

|On|nint
i =

Â{nint} e�beint
n hnint|On|ninti

Â{nint} e�eint
n /kBT

, (2.22)

where eint
n is the energy of the interacting state |ninti. Eq. (2.22) holds in a similar fashion for the

equilibrium average h...ieq . cn µ(t, t0) is the so-called response function, whose explicit form can

2We work here in the Heisenberg picture, so that operators are time dependent.
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be derived by means of the Kubo formula [152]. Suppose the external perturbation is switched
on at some time t = t0, i.e.

Htot = H + Hext
µ (t) q(t� t0) = H + fµ(t)Oµ(t) q(t� t0) , (2.23)

where q(.) is the Heaviside step function. The time evolution of the perturbed states is described
by

Htot(t) |nint(t)i = ıh̄
∂

∂t
|nint(t)i . (2.24)

It is convenient to switch from the Heisenberg to the interaction picture considering

|nint(t)i = e�
ı
h̄ H t

|n̂int(t)i = e�
ı
h̄ H tÛµ(t, t0)|n̂int(t0)i

= e�
ı
h̄ H tÛµ(t, t0)|neq

i , (2.25)

where the hat ·̂ denotes a quantity taken in the interaction picture, and we have used that the
states at t = t0 coincide with those of the unperturbed system {|neqi}. We have introduced
above the evolution operator

Ûµ(t, t0) = T exp
✓
�ı/h̄

ˆ t

t0

Ĥext
µ (t0) dt0

◆
, (2.26)

with T denoting time-ordering. Substituting Eqs. (2.25), (2.26) into Eq. (2.22) and expanding to
linear order in fµ(t), one arrives at the celebrated Kubo formula [151]

cn µ(t, t0) = cn µ(t� t0) = �
ı
h̄

q(t� t0)h[hÔn(t), Ôµ(t0)]ieq . (2.27)

Eq. (2.27) is generally valid for any operators Oµ,n. For pedagogical purposes here, we now con-
tinue the presentation considering the 2D conductivity tensor sij of disordered electron systems,
neglecting many-body effects. sij describes how a charge current—precisely, the paramagnetic
part) hJii = �ehvii, vi being the velocity along î—builds up in the system in a parallel or trans-
verse direction to an applied electric field, homogeneous in space

hJi(t)i =
ˆ +•

�•
dt0 sij(t� t0)Ej(t0) . (2.28)

It can be shown [153] that in Fourier space one finds

sij(w) =
ˆ +•

�•
dt eı (w+ı0+)tsij(t)

= ıh̄W Â
neq 6=meq

hmeq
|Ji|neq

ihneq
|Jj|meq

i

 
f 0(e

eq
m )� f 0(e

eq
n )

(e
eq
n � e

eq
m )(e

eq
n � e

eq
m � h̄w + ı0+)

!
, (2.29)

where f 0(e) is the Fermi distribution function. Beyond the charge conductivity tensor, in this
thesis we will also be concerned with spin-dependent responses. Whereas those are meant in
response to an electric field, the corresponding formulas to Eq. (2.29) are obtained upon re-
placement of Ji ! O(S), where O(S) is some spin-dependent operator, e.g. spin-density or
spin-current.

In the static case w = 0, i.e. the DC response of the system, a more transparent form of
Eq. (2.29)—commonly referred to as Kubo-Streda formula [154]—can be obtained by introducing
the single-particle Green’s functions in the retarded/advanced (R/A) sectors (see Sec. 2 for a
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more complete presentation)

GR/A
e (w = 0) ⌘ GR/A(e) =

1
e� H ± ı0+ =

1
e� (H0 + V) ± ı0+ = Â

{neq}

|neqihneq|

e� e
eq
n ± ı0+

. (2.30)

We now assume the zero-temperature limit T = 0; thermal effects will be discussed in the next
Chapters. In Ref. [153] it is shown that sij(w ! 0) can be split into two terms: a first one sI

ij
carrying information about the contribution of electrons at the Fermi level e, and a second one,
sI I

ij , taking into account off-Fermi surface processes

sI
ij(e) =

e2h̄
4pW

Tr
h
vi(GR(e)� GA(e))vjGA(e)� viGR(e)vj(GR(e)� GA(e))

i
, (2.31)

sI I
ij (e) =

e2h̄
4pW

ˆ +•

�•
de0 f 0(e0) Tr

h
viGR(e0)vj(∂e0GR(e0))� vi(∂e0GR(e0))vjGR(e0) + h.c.

i
, (2.32)

where the Tr is meant on motional (position or momentum) and quantum indices. In Chapter 5,
we discuss the generalisation to time-dependent dynamics, i.e. the case of finite w.

It is worth anticipating here that the type-I contribution of generic response functions in-
cludes in principle the SC-like part of the response, scaling as µ n�1

i . More generally, resulting
from the contribution of Green’s functions with analyticity in opposite halves of the complex
plane, simple complex-analysis considerations show that it is the dominant term in the diffusive
limit kFl ⇠ e t � 1, where t is the effective relaxation time of bare eigenstates at the Fermi level
e introduced by disorder (see discussion below) [136, 155].

Diagrammatic treatment of the response function for disordered materials

The equilibrium Hamiltonian H generally contains a bare and a disordered part

H = H0 + V . (2.33)

The presence of a random potential V requires additional care for Eqs. (2.31)-(2.32). Those are
modified by introducing disorder average over all possible impurity configurations as defined
in Eq. (2.17). For instance, sI

ij is given by

sI
ij(e) =

e2h̄
4pW

Tr
h
vi(GR(e)� GA(e))vjGA(e)� viGR(e)vj(GR(e)� GA(e))

i
, (2.34)

where the bar A ⌘ hAidis is an alternative notation to indicate disorder average, Eq. (2.17).
The internal Green’s functions in Eq. (2.34) are associated to the total Hamiltonian H0 + V, see
Eq. (2.30). To work out an explicit form for Eq. (2.34) (and generically any disorder-dependent
response) a possibility is to adopt a diagrammatic technique, which we illustrate below. It is more
instructive to first visualise this prescription for the two-point (Green’s) function, upper part
of Fig. 2.1. The standard procedure requires a Feynman expansion of the two-point function
in Eq. (2.30) in terms of interaction lines with the scattering potential V [136]. This produces a
series of diagrams with an arbitrary number of interaction vertices (first line of Fig. 2.1). These
diagrams are then averaged over all possible impurity configurations, which yields contractions
of scattering potential legs V with impurity density ni crosses (to all orders in ni and V), as
shown in Fig. 2.1, second-fourth lines. In mathematical terms, the Green’s functions satisfy a
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<latexit sha1_base64="Q9QJZ8eiTBMuieUGCOfjZ971+/Q=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R1FvAi8eIbhJIljA7mU3GzGOZmRXCkn/w4kHFqx/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuurvilDNjff/bW1ldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4dNozJNaEgUV7odY0M5kzS0zHLaTjXFIua0FY9upn7riWrDlHyw45RGAg8kSxjB1knN7j0bCNyrVP2aPwNaJkFBqlCg0at8dfuKZIJKSzg2phP4qY1yrC0jnE7K3czQFJMRHtCOoxILaqJ8du0EnTqljxKlXUmLZurviRwLY8Yidp0C26FZ9Kbif14ns8lVlDOZZpZKMl+UZBxZhaavoz7TlFg+dgQTzdytiAyxxsS6gMouhGDx5WUSnteua8GdX61fFGmU4BhO4AwCuIQ63EIDQiDwCM/wCm+e8l68d+9j3rriFTNH8Afe5w/SZo7F</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="Q9QJZ8eiTBMuieUGCOfjZ971+/Q=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R1FvAi8eIbhJIljA7mU3GzGOZmRXCkn/w4kHFqx/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuurvilDNjff/bW1ldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4dNozJNaEgUV7odY0M5kzS0zHLaTjXFIua0FY9upn7riWrDlHyw45RGAg8kSxjB1knN7j0bCNyrVP2aPwNaJkFBqlCg0at8dfuKZIJKSzg2phP4qY1yrC0jnE7K3czQFJMRHtCOoxILaqJ8du0EnTqljxKlXUmLZurviRwLY8Yidp0C26FZ9Kbif14ns8lVlDOZZpZKMl+UZBxZhaavoz7TlFg+dgQTzdytiAyxxsS6gMouhGDx5WUSnteua8GdX61fFGmU4BhO4AwCuIQ63EIDQiDwCM/wCm+e8l68d+9j3rriFTNH8Afe5w/SZo7F</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="OPY7wSLQUVolyOZMeItUh3dpHcI=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16CRbBU0m8qLeiBz1WMLbQhrLZbtqlm92w+yKU0J/hxYOKV/+NN/+NmzYHrQ4sDDPvsfMmSgU36HlfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x88GJVpygKqhNLdiBgmuGQBchSsm2pGkkiwTjS5LvzOI9OGK3mP05SFCRlJHnNK0Eq9fkJwTInIb2aDesNrenO4f4lfkgaUaA/qn/2holnCJFJBjOn5XophTjRyKtis1s8MSwmdkBHrWSpJwkyYzyPP3BOrDN1YafskunP150ZOEmOmSWQni4hm2SvE/7xehvFFmHOZZsgkXXwUZ8JF5Rb3u0OuGUUxtYRQzW1Wl46JJhRtSzVbgr988l8SnDUvm/6d12hdlW1U4QiO4RR8OIcW3EIbAqCg4Ale4NVB59l5c94XoxWn3DmEX3A+vgHifJEt</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="k5fPkdaDn8Mbouceg63xrCwZPqA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0i8qLeiF48VjS20oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePKh49R9589+4bXPQ6oOBx3szzMyLMikMet6XU1lZXVvfqG7WtrZ3dvfq+wcPJs014wFLZao7ETVcCsUDFCh5J9OcJpHk7Wh8PfPbj1wbkap7nGQ8TOhQiVgwila6c123X294rjcH+Uv8kjSgRKtf/+wNUpYnXCGT1Jiu72UYFlSjYJJPa73c8IyyMR3yrqWKJtyExfzUKTmxyoDEqbalkMzVnxMFTYyZJJHtTCiOzLI3E//zujnGF2EhVJYjV2yxKM4lwZTM/iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbTo1G4K//PJfEpy5l65/6zWaV2UaVTiCYzgFH86hCTfQggAYDOEJXuDVkc6z8+a8L1orTjlzCL/gfHwDuOeM8g==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Q9QJZ8eiTBMuieUGCOfjZ971+/Q=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R1FvAi8eIbhJIljA7mU3GzGOZmRXCkn/w4kHFqx/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuurvilDNjff/bW1ldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4dNozJNaEgUV7odY0M5kzS0zHLaTjXFIua0FY9upn7riWrDlHyw45RGAg8kSxjB1knN7j0bCNyrVP2aPwNaJkFBqlCg0at8dfuKZIJKSzg2phP4qY1yrC0jnE7K3czQFJMRHtCOoxILaqJ8du0EnTqljxKlXUmLZurviRwLY8Yidp0C26FZ9Kbif14ns8lVlDOZZpZKMl+UZBxZhaavoz7TlFg+dgQTzdytiAyxxsS6gMouhGDx5WUSnteua8GdX61fFGmU4BhO4AwCuIQ63EIDQiDwCM/wCm+e8l68d+9j3rriFTNH8Afe5w/SZo7F</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="LWbybQAiL8TGLASoFSPEA5OX77s=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hEUG8FLx4rGltoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXZYJr43lfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886DRXDAOWilR1IqpRcImB4UZgJ1NIk0hgOxpfz/z2IyrNU3lvJhmGCR1KHnNGjZXuXNft1xue681B/hK/JA0o0erXP3uDlOUJSsME1brre5kJC6oMZwKntV6uMaNsTIfYtVTSBHVYzE+dkhOrDEicKlvSkLn6c6KgidaTJLKdCTUjvezNxP+8bm7iy7DgMssNSrZYFOeCmJTM/iYDrpAZMbGEMsXtrYSNqKLM2HRqNgR/+eW/JDhzr1z/1ms0z8s0qnAEx3AKPlxAE26gBQEwGMITvMCrI5xn5815X7RWnHLmEH7B+fgGtLGM5A==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="k5fPkdaDn8Mbouceg63xrCwZPqA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0i8qLeiF48VjS20oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePKh49R9589+4bXPQ6oOBx3szzMyLMikMet6XU1lZXVvfqG7WtrZ3dvfq+wcPJs014wFLZao7ETVcCsUDFCh5J9OcJpHk7Wh8PfPbj1wbkap7nGQ8TOhQiVgwila6c123X294rjcH+Uv8kjSgRKtf/+wNUpYnXCGT1Jiu72UYFlSjYJJPa73c8IyyMR3yrqWKJtyExfzUKTmxyoDEqbalkMzVnxMFTYyZJJHtTCiOzLI3E//zujnGF2EhVJYjV2yxKM4lwZTM/iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbTo1G4K//PJfEpy5l65/6zWaV2UaVTiCYzgFH86hCTfQggAYDOEJXuDVkc6z8+a8L1orTjlzCL/gfHwDuOeM8g==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="iDxxWlBmywcjceWiDlvh5iBNHAI=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6kEoePHYgrGFNpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwcVr/4lb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwlRwbVz321lZXVvf2Cxtlbd3dvf2KweHDzrJFEOfJSJR7ZBqFFyib7gR2E4V0jgU2ApHt1O/9YRK80Tem3GKQUwHkkecUWOl5k2vUnVr7gxkmXgFqUKBRq/y1e0nLItRGiao1h3PTU2QU2U4EzgpdzONKWUjOsCOpZLGqIN8duiEnFqlT6JE2ZKGzNTfEzmNtR7Hoe2MqRnqRW8q/ud1MhNdBTmXaWZQsvmiKBPEJGT6NelzhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxIFWXGZlO2IXiLLy8T/7x2XfOabrV+UaRRgmM4gTPw4BLqcAcN8IEBwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HvHXFKWaO4A+czx/16YyD</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="iDxxWlBmywcjceWiDlvh5iBNHAI=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6kEoePHYgrGFNpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwcVr/4lb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwlRwbVz321lZXVvf2Cxtlbd3dvf2KweHDzrJFEOfJSJR7ZBqFFyib7gR2E4V0jgU2ApHt1O/9YRK80Tem3GKQUwHkkecUWOl5k2vUnVr7gxkmXgFqUKBRq/y1e0nLItRGiao1h3PTU2QU2U4EzgpdzONKWUjOsCOpZLGqIN8duiEnFqlT6JE2ZKGzNTfEzmNtR7Hoe2MqRnqRW8q/ud1MhNdBTmXaWZQsvmiKBPEJGT6NelzhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxIFWXGZlO2IXiLLy8T/7x2XfOabrV+UaRRgmM4gTPw4BLqcAcN8IEBwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HvHXFKWaO4A+czx/16YyD</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="iDxxWlBmywcjceWiDlvh5iBNHAI=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6kEoePHYgrGFNpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwcVr/4lb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwlRwbVz321lZXVvf2Cxtlbd3dvf2KweHDzrJFEOfJSJR7ZBqFFyib7gR2E4V0jgU2ApHt1O/9YRK80Tem3GKQUwHkkecUWOl5k2vUnVr7gxkmXgFqUKBRq/y1e0nLItRGiao1h3PTU2QU2U4EzgpdzONKWUjOsCOpZLGqIN8duiEnFqlT6JE2ZKGzNTfEzmNtR7Hoe2MqRnqRW8q/ud1MhNdBTmXaWZQsvmiKBPEJGT6NelzhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxIFWXGZlO2IXiLLy8T/7x2XfOabrV+UaRRgmM4gTPw4BLqcAcN8IEBwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HvHXFKWaO4A+czx/16YyD</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="uJZ1rgoKpKlcf2vJ/YThkYWTE7Y=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklEUG8FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aDi1b/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eDwQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocCW+Hoduq3nlBpnsh7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzUPO9Vqm7NnYEsE68gVSjQ6FW+uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAiflbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPDp2QU6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqLrIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEy/Jn2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYbMo2BG/x5WXiX9Rual7TrdYvizRKcAwncAYeXEEd7qABPjBAeIZXeHMenRfn3fmYt644xcwR/IHz+QPas4xx</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="uJZ1rgoKpKlcf2vJ/YThkYWTE7Y=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklEUG8FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aDi1b/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eDwQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocCW+Hoduq3nlBpnsh7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzUPO9Vqm7NnYEsE68gVSjQ6FW+uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAiflbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPDp2QU6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqLrIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEy/Jn2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYbMo2BG/x5WXiX9Rual7TrdYvizRKcAwncAYeXEEd7qABPjBAeIZXeHMenRfn3fmYt644xcwR/IHz+QPas4xx</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="uJZ1rgoKpKlcf2vJ/YThkYWTE7Y=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklEUG8FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aDi1b/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eDwQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocCW+Hoduq3nlBpnsh7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzUPO9Vqm7NnYEsE68gVSjQ6FW+uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAiflbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPDp2QU6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqLrIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEy/Jn2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYbMo2BG/x5WXiX9Rual7TrdYvizRKcAwncAYeXEEd7qABPjBAeIZXeHMenRfn3fmYt644xcwR/IHz+QPas4xx</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="iDxxWlBmywcjceWiDlvh5iBNHAI=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6kEoePHYgrGFNpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwcVr/4lb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwlRwbVz321lZXVvf2Cxtlbd3dvf2KweHDzrJFEOfJSJR7ZBqFFyib7gR2E4V0jgU2ApHt1O/9YRK80Tem3GKQUwHkkecUWOl5k2vUnVr7gxkmXgFqUKBRq/y1e0nLItRGiao1h3PTU2QU2U4EzgpdzONKWUjOsCOpZLGqIN8duiEnFqlT6JE2ZKGzNTfEzmNtR7Hoe2MqRnqRW8q/ud1MhNdBTmXaWZQsvmiKBPEJGT6NelzhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxIFWXGZlO2IXiLLy8T/7x2XfOabrV+UaRRgmM4gTPw4BLqcAcN8IEBwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HvHXFKWaO4A+czx/16YyD</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="iDxxWlBmywcjceWiDlvh5iBNHAI=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6kEoePHYgrGFNpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwcVr/4lb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwlRwbVz321lZXVvf2Cxtlbd3dvf2KweHDzrJFEOfJSJR7ZBqFFyib7gR2E4V0jgU2ApHt1O/9YRK80Tem3GKQUwHkkecUWOl5k2vUnVr7gxkmXgFqUKBRq/y1e0nLItRGiao1h3PTU2QU2U4EzgpdzONKWUjOsCOpZLGqIN8duiEnFqlT6JE2ZKGzNTfEzmNtR7Hoe2MqRnqRW8q/ud1MhNdBTmXaWZQsvmiKBPEJGT6NelzhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxIFWXGZlO2IXiLLy8T/7x2XfOabrV+UaRRgmM4gTPw4BLqcAcN8IEBwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HvHXFKWaO4A+czx/16YyD</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="uJZ1rgoKpKlcf2vJ/YThkYWTE7Y=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklEUG8FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aDi1b/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eDwQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocCW+Hoduq3nlBpnsh7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzUPO9Vqm7NnYEsE68gVSjQ6FW+uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAiflbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPDp2QU6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqLrIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEy/Jn2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYbMo2BG/x5WXiX9Rual7TrdYvizRKcAwncAYeXEEd7qABPjBAeIZXeHMenRfn3fmYt644xcwR/IHz+QPas4xx</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="uJZ1rgoKpKlcf2vJ/YThkYWTE7Y=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklEUG8FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aDi1b/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eDwQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocCW+Hoduq3nlBpnsh7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzUPO9Vqm7NnYEsE68gVSjQ6FW+uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAiflbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPDp2QU6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqLrIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEy/Jn2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYbMo2BG/x5WXiX9Rual7TrdYvizRKcAwncAYeXEEd7qABPjBAeIZXeHMenRfn3fmYt644xcwR/IHz+QPas4xx</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="uJZ1rgoKpKlcf2vJ/YThkYWTE7Y=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklEUG8FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aDi1b/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eDwQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocCW+Hoduq3nlBpnsh7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzUPO9Vqm7NnYEsE68gVSjQ6FW+uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAiflbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPDp2QU6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqLrIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEy/Jn2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYbMo2BG/x5WXiX9Rual7TrdYvizRKcAwncAYeXEEd7qABPjBAeIZXeHMenRfn3fmYt644xcwR/IHz+QPas4xx</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="uJZ1rgoKpKlcf2vJ/YThkYWTE7Y=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklEUG8FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aDi1b/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eDwQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocCW+Hoduq3nlBpnsh7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzUPO9Vqm7NnYEsE68gVSjQ6FW+uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAiflbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPDp2QU6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqLrIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEy/Jn2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYbMo2BG/x5WXiX9Rual7TrdYvizRKcAwncAYeXEEd7qABPjBAeIZXeHMenRfn3fmYt644xcwR/IHz+QPas4xx</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="uJZ1rgoKpKlcf2vJ/YThkYWTE7Y=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklEUG8FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aDi1b/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eDwQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocCW+Hoduq3nlBpnsh7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzUPO9Vqm7NnYEsE68gVSjQ6FW+uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAiflbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPDp2QU6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqLrIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEy/Jn2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYbMo2BG/x5WXiX9Rual7TrdYvizRKcAwncAYeXEEd7qABPjBAeIZXeHMenRfn3fmYt644xcwR/IHz+QPas4xx</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="uJZ1rgoKpKlcf2vJ/YThkYWTE7Y=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklEUG8FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aDi1b/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eDwQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocCW+Hoduq3nlBpnsh7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzUPO9Vqm7NnYEsE68gVSjQ6FW+uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAiflbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPDp2QU6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqLrIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEy/Jn2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYbMo2BG/x5WXiX9Rual7TrdYvizRKcAwncAYeXEEd7qABPjBAeIZXeHMenRfn3fmYt644xcwR/IHz+QPas4xx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uJZ1rgoKpKlcf2vJ/YThkYWTE7Y=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklEUG8FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aDi1b/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eDwQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocCW+Hoduq3nlBpnsh7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzUPO9Vqm7NnYEsE68gVSjQ6FW+uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAiflbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPDp2QU6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqLrIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEy/Jn2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYbMo2BG/x5WXiX9Rual7TrdYvizRKcAwncAYeXEEd7qABPjBAeIZXeHMenRfn3fmYt644xcwR/IHz+QPas4xx</latexit>
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Figure 2.1: Diagrammatic representation of the disordered Green’s functions and of the self-energy. In the
first line, the Dyson expansion of the total Green’s function (red arrow) in terms of the bare propagators
(green arrow) and the scattering potential V (dashed legs with dots). When performing disorder average
(second line) one obtains the disorder-averaged Green’s function (black arrow), which can be represented as
a function of the self-energy S. The latter (third/fourth lines) contains in principle all irreducible diagrams
with an arbitrary number of impurity legs, which after disorder average are contracted in pairs, triplets, etc.
with an impurity density cross ni (red cross). In practice one performs some approximation. For instance,
in the Gaussian approximation, one only consider SG with the “triangle diagram” [LHS of fifth line). In
the T-matrix approximation (RHS of fifth line) all diagrams to all powers in V but with just one impurity
density insertion are taken into account.

Dyson equation of the type

Ga = Ga
0 + Ga

0 V Ga
0 + ... = Ga

0 + Ga
0 V Ga , (2.35)

which after impurity average yields

G
a(e) ⌘ Ga(e) =

1
(Ga

0(e))�1 � Sa(e)
=

1
e� H0 � ReSa(e)⌥ ı ImSa(e)

. (2.36)

In the above, the self-energy Sa can be seen as a shift of the Fermi energy (real part)3 e, plus
a broadening of spectral lines (imaginary part), endowing the eigenstates of H0 with a finite
lifetime. Sa contains in principle the sum of all possible irreducible diagrams without external
bare-propagators lines. In practice, one usually adopts some approximation to reduce the com-
plexity of Sa to a subset of all these possible diagrams. To understand the hierarchy of these

3We discuss this point in more detail in Sec. 3.
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<latexit sha1_base64="n4DmnueBBqhVxKLNKakW+3joAWs=">AAACAnicbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tf1F3uhksgquSiKDuCm5cVjCt0JYwmU7aoZNJmJkIJQTc+CpuXKi49Snc+TZO2iDaemDg49x7mXtPkHCmtON8WZWl5ZXVtep6bWNza3vH3t1rqziVhHok5rG8C7CinAnqaaY5vUskxVHAaScYXxX1zj2VisXiVk8S2o/wULCQEayN5dsHbT/rRViPgjAb+27+w3nu23Wn4UyFFsEtoQ6lWr792RvEJI2o0IRjpbquk+h+hqVmhNO81ksVTTAZ4yHtGhQ4oqqfTW/I0bFxBiiMpXlCo6n7eyLDkVKTKDCdxYpqvlaY/9W6qQ4v+hkTSaqpILOPwpQjHaMiEDRgkhLNJwYwkczsisgIS0y0ia1mQnDnT14E77Rx2XBvnHrzrEyjCodwBCfgwjk04Rpa4AGBB3iCF3i1Hq1n6816n7VWrHJmH/7I+vgGQDKYEA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="THlL9nP80dgRQgNlaKTVa2cY3rU=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genj0qJNMMfRZIhLVCalGwSX6hhuBnVQhjUOB7XB8M/PbT6g0T+SDmaQYxHQoecQZNVa6l33er9bcujsHWSVeQWpQoNWvfvUGCctilIYJqnXXc1MT5FQZzgROK71MY0rZmA6xa6mkMeogn586JWdWGZAoUbakIXP190ROY60ncWg7Y2pGetmbif953cxEV0HOZZoZlGyxKMoEMQmZ/U0GXCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZselUbAje8surxL+oX9e9O7fWvCzSKMMJnMI5eNCAJtxCC3xgMIRneIU3RzgvzrvzsWgtOcXMMfyB8/kDuXWNkA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="THlL9nP80dgRQgNlaKTVa2cY3rU=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genj0qJNMMfRZIhLVCalGwSX6hhuBnVQhjUOB7XB8M/PbT6g0T+SDmaQYxHQoecQZNVa6l33er9bcujsHWSVeQWpQoNWvfvUGCctilIYJqnXXc1MT5FQZzgROK71MY0rZmA6xa6mkMeogn586JWdWGZAoUbakIXP190ROY60ncWg7Y2pGetmbif953cxEV0HOZZoZlGyxKMoEMQmZ/U0GXCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZselUbAje8surxL+oX9e9O7fWvCzSKMMJnMI5eNCAJtxCC3xgMIRneIU3RzgvzrvzsWgtOcXMMfyB8/kDuXWNkA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="v6A8wMKDLivymCviE8Es6TCWj60=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN4KXjxWMLbQlLLZvrRLN5uwuxFK6N/w4kHFq7/Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPv8WYnTAXXxnW/ncra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzx61EmmGPosEYnqhlSj4BJ9w43AbqqQxqHATji5LfzOEyrNE/lgpin2YzqSPOKMGisFQUzNOIzyycCbDeoNt+nOQVaJV5IGlGgP6l/BMGFZjNIwQbXueW5q+jlVhjOBs1qQaUwpm9AR9iyVNEbdz+eZZ+TMKkMSJco+achc/b2R01jraRzaySKjXvYK8T+vl5noup9zmWYGJVscijJBTEKKAsiQK2RGTC2hTHGblbAxVZQZW1PNluAtf3mV+BfNm6Z37zZal2UbVTiBUzgHD66gBXfQBh8YpPAMr/DmZM6L8+58LEYrTrlzDH/gfP4AeqiRdQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Kafz8/DY/XWyfUi2WSSjFy4FVwE=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAFHzxs9avqkcvi0XwVJIiqLeCF48VjC00oWy2L+3SzSbsboQS+je8eFDx6q/x5r9x2+agrQMLw8x7vNmJMsG1cd1vZ219Y3Nru7JT3d3bPzisHR0/6jRXDH2WilR1I6pRcIm+4UZgN1NIk0hgJxrfzvzOEyrNU/lgJhmGCR1KHnNGjZWCIKFmFMXFuN+c9mt1t+HOQVaJV5I6lGj3a1/BIGV5gtIwQbXueW5mwoIqw5nAaTXINWaUjekQe5ZKmqAOi3nmKTm3yoDEqbJPGjJXf28UNNF6kkR2cpZRL3sz8T+vl5v4Oiy4zHKDki0OxbkgJiWzAsiAK2RGTCyhTHGblbARVZQZW1PVluAtf3mV+M3GTcO7d+uty7KNCpzCGVyAB1fQgjtogw8MMniGV3hzcufFeXc+FqNrTrlzAn/gfP4AfCyRdg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="wv3gCqjjrJKfW17SBjcOvILFcmA=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FQTxWMLbQhrDZTtqlu5t0d1Moob/DiwcVr/4Zb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzopQzbVz32ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH1cOjJ51kioJPE56odkQ0cCbBN8xwaKcKiIg4tKLh7cxvjUFplshHM0khEKQvWcwoMVYKhqHX1UzACA/Du7Bac+vuHHiVeAWpoQLNsPrV7SU0EyAN5UTrjuemJsiJMoxymFa6mYaU0CHpQ8dSSQToIJ8fPcVnVunhOFG2pMFz9fdEToTWExHZTkHMQC97M/E/r5OZ+DrImUwzA5IuFsUZxybBswRwjymghk8sIVQxeyumA6IINTanig3BW355lfgX9Zu69+DWGpdFGmV0gk7ROfLQFWqge9REPqJohJ7RK3pzxs6L8+58LFpLTjFzjP7A+fwBeOmRZA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="QvTzUJ/hU3EoTqGMIGUp3CNGXNo=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR1FtBEI8VjC20IWy2m3bJ7ibd3RRK6e/w4kHFq3/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8KONMG9f9dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytHxk05zRahPUp6qdoQ15UxS3zDDaTtTFIuI01aU3M781ogqzVL5aMYZDQTuSxYzgo2VgiSsdzUTdIiS8C6sVN2aOwdaJV5BqlCgGVa+ur2U5IJKQzjWuuO5mQkmWBlGOJ2Wu7mmGSYJ7tOOpRILqoPJ/OgpOrdKD8WpsiUNmqu/JyZYaD0Wke0U2Az0sjcT//M6uYmvgwmTWW6oJItFcc6RSdEsAdRjihLDx5Zgopi9FZEBVpgYm1PZhuAtv7xK/HrtpuY9uNXGZZFGCU7hDC7AgytowD00wQcCQ3iGV3hzRs6L8+58LFrXnGLmBP7A+fwBenaRZQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="yD8QQx+uw0VReYNyAliwgdvIh0s=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU01EUA9CQQ8eKxhbaELZbKft0s0m7E6EEvo3vHhQ8eqv8ea/cdvmoNUHA4/3ZpiZF6VSGHTdL6e0tLyyulZer2xsbm3vVHf3HkySaQ4+T2Si2xEzIIUCHwVKaKcaWBxJaEWj66nfegRtRKLucZxCGLOBEn3BGVopCG5AIqOjK+9Edqs1t+7OQP8SryA1UqDZrX4GvYRnMSjkkhnT8dwUw5xpFFzCpBJkBlLGR2wAHUsVi8GE+ezmCT2ySo/2E21LIZ2pPydyFhszjiPbGTMcmkVvKv7ndTLsX4S5UGmGoPh8UT+TFBM6DYD2hAaOcmwJ41rYWykfMs042pgqNgRv8eW/xD+tX9a9O7fWOCvSKJMDckiOiUfOSYPckibxCScpeSIv5NXJnGfnzXmft5acYmaf/ILz8Q0ZdpCO</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="yqrJn7dzcLP+M+kwVcWUGdzxm98=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLUS0lEUG8FLx4rWFtoQtlsN+3SzSbsTsQS+je8eFDx6q/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOTh8MEmmGW+xRCa6E1LDpVC8hQIl76Sa0ziUvB2ObqZ++5FrIxJ1j+OUBzEdKBEJRtFKfs1H/oQ6zunkrFepunV3BrJMvIJUoUCzV/ny+wnLYq6QSWpM13NTDHKqUTDJJ2U/MzylbEQHvGupojE3QT67eUJOrdInUaJtKSQz9fdETmNjxnFoO2OKQ7PoTcX/vG6G0VWQC5VmyBWbL4oySTAh0wBIX2jOUI4toUwLeythQ6opQxtT2YbgLb68TFrn9eu6d+dWGxdFGiU4hhOogQeX0IBbaEILGKTwDK/w5mTOi/PufMxbV5xi5gj+wPn8AVaQkV4=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="b4IDvAKpzwKDQqSXJi5jqyaWARQ=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHzxs9avqkcvi0XwVBIR1FvBi8cKxhbbUDbbl3bpZhN2N0IJ/RdePKh49ed489+4aXPQ1oGFYeY9dt6EqeDauO63s7K6tr6xWdmqbu/s7u3XDg4fdJIphj5LRKI6IdUouETfcCOwkyqkcSiwHY5vCr/9hErzRN6bSYpBTIeSR5xRY6XHXkzNKIzy8bRfq7sNdwayTLyS1KFEq1/76g0SlsUoDRNU667npibIqTKcCZxWe5nGlLIxHWLXUklj1EE+Szwlp1YZkChR9klDZurvjZzGWk/i0E4WCfWiV4j/ed3MRFdBzmWaGZRs/lGUCWISUpxPBlwhM2JiCWWK26yEjaiizNiSqrYEb/HkZeKfN64b3p1bb16UbVTgGE7gDDy4hCbcQgt8YCDhGV7hzdHOi/PufMxHV5xy5wj+wPn8AU6mkNE=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="v6A8wMKDLivymCviE8Es6TCWj60=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN4KXjxWMLbQlLLZvrRLN5uwuxFK6N/w4kHFq7/Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPv8WYnTAXXxnW/ncra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzx61EmmGPosEYnqhlSj4BJ9w43AbqqQxqHATji5LfzOEyrNE/lgpin2YzqSPOKMGisFQUzNOIzyycCbDeoNt+nOQVaJV5IGlGgP6l/BMGFZjNIwQbXueW5q+jlVhjOBs1qQaUwpm9AR9iyVNEbdz+eZZ+TMKkMSJco+achc/b2R01jraRzaySKjXvYK8T+vl5noup9zmWYGJVscijJBTEKKAsiQK2RGTC2hTHGblbAxVZQZW1PNluAtf3mV+BfNm6Z37zZal2UbVTiBUzgHD66gBXfQBh8YpPAMr/DmZM6L8+58LEYrTrlzDH/gfP4AeqiRdQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Kafz8/DY/XWyfUi2WSSjFy4FVwE=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAFHzxs9avqkcvi0XwVJIiqLeCF48VjC00oWy2L+3SzSbsboQS+je8eFDx6q/x5r9x2+agrQMLw8x7vNmJMsG1cd1vZ219Y3Nru7JT3d3bPzisHR0/6jRXDH2WilR1I6pRcIm+4UZgN1NIk0hgJxrfzvzOEyrNU/lgJhmGCR1KHnNGjZWCIKFmFMXFuN+c9mt1t+HOQVaJV5I6lGj3a1/BIGV5gtIwQbXueW5mwoIqw5nAaTXINWaUjekQe5ZKmqAOi3nmKTm3yoDEqbJPGjJXf28UNNF6kkR2cpZRL3sz8T+vl5v4Oiy4zHKDki0OxbkgJiWzAsiAK2RGTCyhTHGblbARVZQZW1PVluAtf3mV+M3GTcO7d+uty7KNCpzCGVyAB1fQgjtogw8MMniGV3hzcufFeXc+FqNrTrlzAn/gfP4AfCyRdg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="7rahurB54o0tw5Dh2r1PjK9Oq7Q=">AAACBHicbZDNSsNAFIVv/K31L+pSF8EiuCpJFdRdwY3LCqYttCFMppN26GQSZiZCCdm48VXcuFBx60O4822ctAG19cDAx7n3MveeIGFUKtv+MpaWV1bX1isb1c2t7Z1dc2+/LeNUYOLimMWiGyBJGOXEVVQx0k0EQVHASCcYXxf1zj0Rksb8Tk0S4kVoyGlIMVLa8s2jtp/1I6RGQZiN/Ub+w2d57ps1u25PZS2CU0INSrV887M/iHEaEa4wQ1L2HDtRXoaEopiRvNpPJUkQHqMh6WnkKCLSy6ZX5NaJdgZWGAv9uLKm7u+JDEVSTqJAdxZLyvlaYf5X66UqvPQyypNUEY5nH4Ups1RsFZFYAyoIVmyiAWFB9a4WHiGBsNLBVXUIzvzJi+A26ld159auNc/LNCpwCMdwCg5cQBNuoAUuYHiAJ3iBV+PReDbejPdZ65JRzhzAHxkf332/mLc=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="sAl0DpWpeLLBxBxtRevkA5w1hvk=">AAACAnicbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tf1F3ugkWwVVJVFB3BTcuK5i20IYwmU7aoZNJmJkIJQTc+CpuXKi49Snc+TZO2iDaemDg49x7mXtPkDAqlW1/GZWl5ZXVtep6bWNza3vH3N1ryzgVmLg4ZrHoBkgSRjlxFVWMdBNBUBQw0gnG10W9c0+EpDG/U5OEeBEachpSjJS2fPOg7Wf9CKlREGZj/yz/4Tz3zbrdsKeyFsEpoQ6lWr752R/EOI0IV5ghKXuOnSgvQ0JRzEhe66eSJAiP0ZD0NHIUEell0xty61g7AyuMhX5cWVP390SGIiknUaA7ixXlfK0w/6v1UhVeehnlSaoIx7OPwpRZKraKQKwBFQQrNtGAsKB6VwuPkEBY6dhqOgRn/uRFcE8bVw3n1q43z8s0qnAIR3ACDlxAE26gBS5geIAneIFX49F4Nt6M91lrxShn9uGPjI9vQ1CYEg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="CkfcJO407vdXKmEQwj6GZVxJq6I=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KooN4KXjxWMLbQlLLZbtqlm03YfRFK6N/w4kHFq7/Gm//GTZuDVgcWhpn3eLMTplIYdN0vp7Kyura+Ud2sbW3v7O7V9w8eTJJpxn2WyER3Q2q4FIr7KFDybqo5jUPJO+HkpvA7j1wbkah7nKa8H9OREpFgFK0UBDHFcRjlk8H5bFBvuE13DvKXeCVpQIn2oP4ZDBOWxVwhk9SYnuem2M+pRsEkn9WCzPCUsgkd8Z6lisbc9PN55hk5scqQRIm2TyGZqz83chobM41DO1lkNMteIf7n9TKMrvq5UGmGXLHFoSiTBBNSFECGQnOGcmoJZVrYrISNqaYMbU01W4K3/OW/xD9rXje9O7fRuijbqMIRHMMpeHAJLbiFNvjAIIUneIFXJ3OenTfnfTFaccqdQ/gF5+MbfbCRdw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="b4IDvAKpzwKDQqSXJi5jqyaWARQ=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHzxs9avqkcvi0XwVBIR1FvBi8cKxhbbUDbbl3bpZhN2N0IJ/RdePKh49ed489+4aXPQ1oGFYeY9dt6EqeDauO63s7K6tr6xWdmqbu/s7u3XDg4fdJIphj5LRKI6IdUouETfcCOwkyqkcSiwHY5vCr/9hErzRN6bSYpBTIeSR5xRY6XHXkzNKIzy8bRfq7sNdwayTLyS1KFEq1/76g0SlsUoDRNU667npibIqTKcCZxWe5nGlLIxHWLXUklj1EE+Szwlp1YZkChR9klDZurvjZzGWk/i0E4WCfWiV4j/ed3MRFdBzmWaGZRs/lGUCWISUpxPBlwhM2JiCWWK26yEjaiizNiSqrYEb/HkZeKfN64b3p1bb16UbVTgGE7gDDy4hCbcQgt8YCDhGV7hzdHOi/PufMxHV5xy5wj+wPn8AU6mkNE=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="n4DmnueBBqhVxKLNKakW+3joAWs=">AAACAnicbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tf1F3uhksgquSiKDuCm5cVjCt0JYwmU7aoZNJmJkIJQTc+CpuXKi49Snc+TZO2iDaemDg49x7mXtPkHCmtON8WZWl5ZXVtep6bWNza3vH3t1rqziVhHok5rG8C7CinAnqaaY5vUskxVHAaScYXxX1zj2VisXiVk8S2o/wULCQEayN5dsHbT/rRViPgjAb+27+w3nu23Wn4UyFFsEtoQ6lWr792RvEJI2o0IRjpbquk+h+hqVmhNO81ksVTTAZ4yHtGhQ4oqqfTW/I0bFxBiiMpXlCo6n7eyLDkVKTKDCdxYpqvlaY/9W6qQ4v+hkTSaqpILOPwpQjHaMiEDRgkhLNJwYwkczsisgIS0y0ia1mQnDnT14E77Rx2XBvnHrzrEyjCodwBCfgwjk04Rpa4AGBB3iCF3i1Hq1n6816n7VWrHJmH/7I+vgGQDKYEA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="6GhkwFLrHYT/jHGnW4BQ3hxXgxc=">AAACBHicbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tf1GXuggWwVVJiqDuCm5cVjBtoQ1hMp20QyeTMDMRSsjGja/ixoWKWx/CnW/jpA2orQcGPs69l7n3BAmjUtn2l1FZWV1b36hu1ra2d3b3zP2DjoxTgYmLYxaLXoAkYZQTV1HFSC8RBEUBI91gcl3Uu/dESBrzOzVNiBehEachxUhpyzePO342iJAaB2E28Z38h5t57pt1u2HPZC2DU0IdSrV983MwjHEaEa4wQ1L2HTtRXoaEopiRvDZIJUkQnqAR6WvkKCLSy2ZX5NapdoZWGAv9uLJm7u+JDEVSTqNAdxZLysVaYf5X66cqvPQyypNUEY7nH4Ups1RsFZFYQyoIVmyqAWFB9a4WHiOBsNLB1XQIzuLJy+A2G1cN59aut87LNKpwBCdwBg5cQAtuoA0uYHiAJ3iBV+PReDbejPd5a8UoZw7hj4yPb3qpmLU=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="THlL9nP80dgRQgNlaKTVa2cY3rU=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genj0qJNMMfRZIhLVCalGwSX6hhuBnVQhjUOB7XB8M/PbT6g0T+SDmaQYxHQoecQZNVa6l33er9bcujsHWSVeQWpQoNWvfvUGCctilIYJqnXXc1MT5FQZzgROK71MY0rZmA6xa6mkMeogn586JWdWGZAoUbakIXP190ROY60ncWg7Y2pGetmbif953cxEV0HOZZoZlGyxKMoEMQmZ/U0GXCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZselUbAje8surxL+oX9e9O7fWvCzSKMMJnMI5eNCAJtxCC3xgMIRneIU3RzgvzrvzsWgtOcXMMfyB8/kDuXWNkA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="THlL9nP80dgRQgNlaKTVa2cY3rU=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genj0qJNMMfRZIhLVCalGwSX6hhuBnVQhjUOB7XB8M/PbT6g0T+SDmaQYxHQoecQZNVa6l33er9bcujsHWSVeQWpQoNWvfvUGCctilIYJqnXXc1MT5FQZzgROK71MY0rZmA6xa6mkMeogn586JWdWGZAoUbakIXP190ROY60ncWg7Y2pGetmbif953cxEV0HOZZoZlGyxKMoEMQmZ/U0GXCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZselUbAje8surxL+oX9e9O7fWvCzSKMMJnMI5eNCAJtxCC3xgMIRneIU3RzgvzrvzsWgtOcXMMfyB8/kDuXWNkA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Y+ht883x0duzqYjhRyvPrMwkhrc=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCF0signorePFYwWihDWWzfWmXbjZxd1Moob/DiwcVr/4Zb/4bN20P2jqwMMy8x5udMBVcG9f9dkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf/gQSeZYuizRCSqFVKNgkv0DTcCW6lCGocCH8PhTeE/jlBpnsh7M04xiGlf8ogzaqwUnHViagZhlA+73qRbrbl1dwqyTLw5qcEczW71q9NLWBajNExQrduem5ogp8pwJnBS6WQaU8qGtI9tSyWNUQf5NPSEnFilR6JE2ScNmaq/N3Iaaz2OQztZZNSLXiH+57UzE10FOZdpZlCy2aEoE8QkpGiA9LhCZsTYEsoUt1kJG1BFmbE9VWwJ3uKXl4l/Xr+ue3durXExb6MMR3AMp+DBJTTgFprgA4MneIZXeHNGzovz7nzMRkvOfOcQ/sD5/AHlxJGs</latexit>
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Figure 2.2: Crossing self-energy diagrams (b) are subdominant with respect to noncrossing ones (a). Under
the constraint of momentum conservation (elastic scattering), the available phase-space volume for mo-
mentum relaxation is reduced in processes described by crossing diagrams (b) by a factor (kFl)�1, which in
metals is usually very small (kFl)�1 ⌧ 1. It has to be noted that (kFl)�1 approaching the unity indicates the
crossover to the quantum regime, as quantum interference effects become non-negligible. This justifies the
usage of the noncrossing approximation for the description of SC transport effects. The figure is adapted
from Ref. [156].

diagrams, let us compare non-crossing and crossing wigwam diagrams, of the same order in
ni, V (Fig. 2.2) [156]. To illustrate this we take a simple parabolic system [Eq. (1.15) without SO
coupling]

H0k = hk|H0|ki =
h̄2k2

2m
, (2.37)

and assuming Re Sa = 0 , Im Sa = h̄/t. This can also be seen as a spreading of the wavepacket
in k space: kF ! kF + Dk. The modulus of the wavevector spreading is found by imposing

h̄2(kF + Dk)2

2m
�

h̄2k2
F

2m
=

h̄
t

=) Dk '
1

vFt
=

1
l

, (2.38)

where vF is the Fermi velocity. Therefore the phase-space volume available for electron-states
relaxation at the Fermi level after scattering is given by

Wscatt = p[(kF + Dk)2
� k2

F] = 2pkFDk =
2pkF

l
. (2.39)

We consider elastic scattering from impurities, so that conservation of momentum is obeyed
and all internal and external propagator lines in the diagrams Fig. 2.2 are associated with a
momentum k ' kF. For the diagram Fig. 2.2(a) we see the internal momenta k1, k2 ' kF relax
independently so that the total phase-space volume is given by Wscatt|a = (2pkF/l)2. On the
other hand for the wigwam diagram Fig. 2.2(b) a further constraint needs to be fulfilled, i.e.
k3 = |k + k2 � k1| ' kF. This bounds the available phase-space volume to a ring with radius kF
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and cross section (1/l)2, meaning Wscatt|b = (2pkF/l)(p/l2), see Fig. 2.2(b). Therefore

Wscatt|b
Wscatt|a

=
p/l2

2pkF/l
'

1
kFl

. (2.40)

In metals (kFl)�1 ⌧ 1 so that neglecting crossing diagrams is justified [156]. The latter parameter
(kFl)�1 is indeed, according to Ioffe and Regel, what controls the validity of the SC Boltzmann-
Drude theory for metals, as for (kFl)�1 ⇠ 1 quantum interference effects become important
[157]. Therefore it can be used to control the diagrammatic expansion, in that leading order
diagrams in (kFl)�1 are associated to SC processes, whereas higher-order terms encode quantum
corrections. As in this thesis we are mainly interested in SC effects, we will adopt the noncrossing
approximation for the self-energy; we shall discuss in more detail in the following.

We discuss now the generalisation of the diagrammatic treatment to the four-point dis-
ordered response function, of the type of Eq. (2.34). According to the Feynman rules, the dis-
order average procedure here can be understood in two steps: a first partial resummation of
diagrams to all orders produces Green’s function renormalisation G ! G, for each of the two
fermionic lines; secondly, the renormalised upper and lower lines are further connected by scat-
tering potential legs. In the noncrossing approximation—i.e. neglecting diagrams where these
potential legs intersect each other—this produces the so-called ladder series (see Fig. 2.3, second
line). Those diagrams can be resummed in a self-consistent equation [Bethe-Salpeter (BS)] for
one of the vertices. For instance, for the leading terms involving propagators with analyticity
in opposite semi-halves of the complex e-plane (R/A sectors) of the conductivity sI

ij Eq. (2.34)
one can consider renormalisation of the velocity vertex (third line of Fig. 2.3). Mathematically,
Eq. (2.34) becomes

sI
ij(e) =

e2h̄
4pW

Tr[viGR(e)vjGA(e)] =
e2h̄

4pW
Tr[viG

R(e)ṽj(e)GA(e)] , (2.41)

where the renormalised vertex ṽj solution to the BS equation is represented diagrammatically in
Fig. 2.3 third line, and it is written, for a scalar potential with Gaussian statistics Eqs. (2.15)-(2.16)
as

ṽj(e) = vj(e) + niu2
0 Tr

h
G

R(e)ṽj(e)GA(e)
i

. (2.42)

Finally, let us note an important point. The treatment just discussed, where vertex renorm-
alisation is given by Eq. (2.42) (and diagrammatic version in Fig. 2.3), is customary for parabolic
systems. This is consistent with the assumption of weak scattering, i.e. the Born Approxima-
tion (BA), where usually also a Gaussian white-noise statistics [Eqs. (2.15)-(2.16)] is taken into
account. However, as put forward in Refs. [158,159] the latter approach is generally not suitable
for 2D massless fermions, where perturbation introduced by impurities can fall into the resonant
regime of very strong scattering [160]. Therefore we will work within the T-matrix approxima-
tion for the self-energy and the ladder series, as shown in Fig. 2.4. We can notice simple potential
insertions (dots) are replaced with T-matrix insertions. We will discuss when it is required in
the following Chapters of this thesis, how the different approaches provide different results.

Conservation laws and Ward Identities

The response functions introduced above generally obey some constraints, encoding the conser-
vation laws of the physical systems under study. Another formulation of this sentence involves
Noether’s theorem [161]: if a system possesses some symmetry then there is an associated con-
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Figure 2.3: Diagrammatic representation of the disordered responses. The full disordered response [bubble
with full (red) propagators] is first expanded in a product of Feynman series for the two fermionic lines, as
shown in the first line. Disorder averaging (second line) produces single Green’s function renormalisation
(black lines) as shown in Fig. 2.1 but also a series of diagrams where the propagators are connected. This
gives rise, in the noncrossing approximation, to the ladder series, which can be viewed as a self-consistent
equation (BS) for the renormalised vertex. For instance, for the leading sI

ij contribution to the conductivity,
one of the two charge current vertices is renormalised.

served quantity.

Gauge invariance, i.e. the invariance of a theory under certain Lie groups of local trans-
formations, is of fundamental importance in modern field theories. In the field-theory language,
charge conservation, i.e. the continuity equation Eq. (1.13) introduced above

∂t r(x) + rJ(x) ⌘ ∂µ Jµ(x) = 0 , (2.43)

with x ⌘ (t, x), ∂µ ⌘ (∂t,r), Jµ ⌘ (J0, J) where J0 = r is the charge density, can be understood
as a consequence of the U(1) gauge invariance of quantum electrodynamics. Under local gauge
transformations, the electromagnetic potential Aµ(x) = (f(x), A(x)) and the fermionic fields
transform as

Aµ(x)! A0µ(x) = Aµ(t, x) + ∂µc(t, x) , (2.44)

Y(x)! Y0(x) = eı e c(x)Y(x) . (2.45)

where c(x) is a local phase and ∂µ = gµn∂n = (�∂t,r), with gµn = diag(�1, +1, +1) being the
Minkowski (2+1)D metric tensor [6].

In a system with SU(2)-invariant SO interaction, the companion equation to Eq. (1.13), i.e. the
spin continuity-like Eq. (1.14) can also be understood as a consequence of the gauge invariance of
the theory [162]. Under SU(2) local rotations, the vector potential and the (spinorial) fermionic
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Figure 2.4: T-matrix ladder. In the T-matrix ladder each simple impurity potential insertion, represented
by a simple dot as shown in Fig. 2.3, is replaced by a T-matrix insertion (black and green-bordered white
square, indicating respectively the T-matrix in the R/A sectors), whose diagrammatic expansion is shown
in the second line.

fields transform as

Aµ(x)! A0µ(x) = e
ı
2 Âa qa(x)sa Aµ(x) e�

ı
2 Âa qa(x)sa � ı(∂µ e

ı
2 Âa qa(x)sa) e�

ı
2 Âa qa(x)sa , (2.46)

Y(x)! Y0(x) = e
ı
2 Âa qa(x)sa Y(x), (2.47)

where qa(x) = qa(t, x), a = (x, y, z) are the components of the non-Abelian gauge field.
We will see below in detail a field-theoretical derivation of the conservation laws for the

Dirac-Rashba model of our interest. Once the conservation laws are obtained, they can be ex-
ploited to establish a connection between the two-points and the four-points functions, i.e. the
Green’s and the response functions respectively. The resulting equations are known as WIs [152].
We limit ourselves in this introductory paragraph to saying that formally the WIs are obtained
by defining a vertex function

Lµ(x, y, z) = hT (Jµ(x)Y(y)Y†(z))i , (2.48)

and evaluating the space-time derivative ∂µLµ. Below we make use of this further theoretical
ingredient to show how in the minimal 2D Dirac-Rashba model, an evaluation of the WIs leads
to a complete determination of the spin Hall response of the disordered system. Going beyond
the minimal model, such a complete determination of the SHE is not generally possible. Still,
the WIs provide strong constraints on the spin Hall response, being then a powerful tool to
understand the nonequilibrium physics of systems with SO interaction.
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Chapter 3

2D Dirac Materials with Broken
Mirror Symmetry: Electronic
Structure and Disorder Effects

Overview

To set the stage for our study of SO phenomena in honeycomb layers, we discuss the fun-
damental electronic properties of 2D Dirac materials with broken mirror symmetry z ! �z,
starting from low-energy continuum models. In this respect, the starting point is the minimal
2D Dirac-Rashba model, where the bare graphene Hamiltonian [Eq. (1.20)] is supplemented with
a Rashba interaction resulting from the interfacial breaking about the 2D plane (e.g. in the pres-
ence of a substrate), see discussion in Sec. 1. From a symmetry standpoint, this is described by
the C6v group of the hexagonal lattice [163]. Honeycomb layers with C6v symmetry are invariant
under 6-fold rotations about the ẑ axis, such that A, B sublattice sites remain equivalent; how-
ever asymmetric spin-flip hopping among nearest- and next-nearest neighbours is allowed [see
Fig. 3.1(b)].

Another important class is represented by honeycomb layers which are invariant under the
C3v point symmetry group. This is the case, e.g., for semihydrogenated graphene—i.e. graphone,
where only one sublattice is affected by hybridisation with intercalated hydrogen atom [164]—or
graphene/TMD heterostructures, where the small lattice mismatch produces different effective
fields on A, B carbon atoms sitting closer to either the chalcogen or the metal element (see also
Fig. 1.8). In the continuum limit, this is reflected in the appearance of additional orbital and SO
terms in the Hamiltonian.

In the following, we discuss the properties of the minimal 2D Dirac-Rashba model in the
presence of disorder, which will serve as a testbed to explore SO effects for Dirac fermions.
In Sec. 3 we extend the discussion to the class of C3v invariant Hamiltonians, which faithfully
describe the electronic structure of graphene/TMD heterostructures of our interest. In particular,
we will see how the spin texture of the energy states is dramatically affected by the broken
sublattice symmetry, which lies at the heart of the novel physics uncovered in this thesis.
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Figure 3.1: Point-group symmetries of the honeycomb lattice. (a) The bare hexagonal plaquette is charac-
terised by the D6h point-symmetry group. (b) Breaking of inversion symmetry about the 2D plane (e.g. by
application of perpendicular electric field, or a substrate) reduces the point symmetry group D6h ! C6v.
(c) If the sublattice symmetry is also broken, the symmetry group is further reduced C6v ! C3v. The latter
model is representative of graphene/TMD hybrids we are interested in. Figure adapted from Ref. [163].

The minimal Dirac-Rashba model: from D6h to C6v

The effective low-energy Hamiltonian describing the electronic properties of 2D Dirac fermions
subject to a uniform Rashba interaction1 is

H =
ˆ

dx Y†(x) H Y(x) , (3.1)

H = tz (h̄ v s · p + l (s ⇥ s) · ẑ) + V(x) , (3.2)

where v is the bare velocity of massless Dirac fermions, p = �ır is the 2D kinematic mo-
mentum operator, l is the SOC strength and ti, si, si (i = x, y, z) are Pauli matrices associated
respectively with valley, sublattice (pseudospin) and spin DOFs. Y† (Y) are fermionic field cre-
ation (annihilation) operators. To simplify the presentation in the following we use natural units
(} ⌘ 1 ⌘ e).

It is convenient to define the Hamiltonian density on a given valley K (K0) associated with
index k = +1(�1), as

Hk =
ˆ

dx Y†
k(x) Hk Yk(x) (3.3)

Hk = k (v s · p + l (s ⇥ s) · ẑ) + V(x) . (3.4)

Here, V(x) is a disorder potential describing elastic scattering from nonmagnetic short-range
impurities (see below). For the moment, to simplify the presentation, we also neglect intervalley
scattering processes.

Bare system

We fix the valley index for the moment to be k = 1. The energy dispersion relation associated
with the free part of Hamiltonian Eq. (3.3) is

eµnk = µl + n
q

l2 + v2|k|2 , (3.5)

1 In the magic-basis representation (KA ", KA #, KB ", KB #, K0B ", K0B #, K0A ", K0A #)t [see Eq. (A.16)].
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Figure 3.2: (a) Energy dispersion of the Dirac-Rashba model around the K point. The splitting of the Dirac
bands leads to a spin gap or pseudogap of width 2l. (b) Tangential winding of the spin texture in regimes I
and II.

where µ, n = ±1 represents the various subbands [Fig. 3.2(a)]. While the quantum index n is
associated to the carrier polarity, n = 1 (n = �1) for electrons (holes), µ is related to the spin
chirality of energy states, as we explain below. To write the associated eigenstates in compact
form, it is convenient to introduce the quantity vµ = arcsinh(�µ l/vk)

Y0µnk(x) ⌘ F0µnkeık·x =
1

2
p

cosh vµ

0

BBBB@

�ı µ n e�ıfk envµ/2

e�nvµ/2

�ı µ e�nvµ/2

n eı fk envµ/2

1

CCCCA
eık·x, (3.6)

and fk is the angle formed by the wavevector with k̂x.

Given Eq. (3.6), it can be seen, by direct evaluation, that the Rashba interaction aligns the elec-
tron spin at right angles to the wavevector, the so-called spin–momentum locking configuration
[Fig. 3.2(b)], i.e.

hFµnk|s|Fµnki ⌘ hsiµnk = µn(sin fk,� cos fk, 0) . (3.7)

The latter equation suggests to define a spin helicity index c = µn = ±1, which will in turn be
useful in the following. For Fermi energy |e| > 2|l| (region II), the split Fermi surface displays
counter-rotating spin textures reminiscent of (nonchiral) 2DEGs with Rashba interaction [165].
A regime (pseudogap or region I) where the Fermi energy intersects a single subband, with
electronic states having well-defined spin helicity, extends for energies |e| < 2|l|, which is
strictly similar to the situation for surface states of TIs [166, 167]. In the conventional 2DEG
this circumstance only happens at a single point i.e., the intersection between the parabolic
bands [168]. Importantly, the spin texture of energy bands in the 2D Dirac–Rashba model is
modulated by the band velocity, which can be seen by recasting Eq. (3.7) as

hsiµnk = �µhsiµnk ⇥ ẑ , (3.8)

where hsiµnk = (1/v)rkeµnk is the pseudospin polarisation vector. As we show in the following
Chapters, the entanglement between pseudospin and spin DOFs in the model is responsible
for a rich energy dependence of the spin texture which in turn will be shown to impact the
behaviour of the transport coefficients [169, 170]. For brevity of notation, we assume e, l > 0 in
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the remainder of this Chapter.

The real-space bare R/A single-particle Green’s function (a = A, R ⌘ �, +) is

Ga
0(x, t) = ⌥ı

D
0|T

h
Y0(0, 0), Y†

0(x, t)
i
|0
E

q(±t), (3.9)

where T is the time-ordering operator, q(.) is the Heaviside step function, h0|...|0i is the quantum
average over the many-body (noninteracting) ground state, and Y†

0, Y0 are field operators for
the disordered-free part of the Hamiltonian H0 = HD + HR in Eq. (3.3). Fourier transforming
Eq. (3.9) in energy and momentum domains we obtain

Ga
0k(e) =

ˆ
dx
ˆ

dt eı(e+ıa0+)te�ı kxGa
0(x, t) =

1
e� H0k + ıa0+ , (3.10)

where
H0k = v s · k + l(s ⇥ s)z , (3.11)

is the momentum representation of the bare Hamiltonian. Explicit calculation of Ga
0k requires to

define the projectors Pµnk = |FµnkihFµnk| onto the eigenstates of Eq. (3.6), which are found as

Pµnk =
1

4 cosh vµ

n
cosh vµ s0s0 + n sinh vµ szsz + n sis0 k̂i + µ n (s0sx sin fk + s0sy cos fk)

(3.12)

+ µ (en vµ cos 2fk + e�n vµ
sxsy � sysx

2
)� µ en vµ sin 2fk

sxsx � sysy

2

o
, (3.13)

and summation over repeated index i = (x, y) is implied. In terms of the projectors, the mo-
mentum propagators are now given as

Ga
0k(e) = Â

µ,n=±1

Pµnk

e� eµnk + ı a 0+ , (3.14)

with the full calculation reported in Appendix B.

Disorder effects

Including disorder, the propagator in Eq. (3.9) is generalised to

Ga(x, x0; t� t0) = ⌥ı
D

0|T

h
Y(x, t), Y†(x0, t0)

i
|0
E

q(±t⌥ t0). (3.15)

A first Fourier transform in the energy domain yields

Ga(x, x0; e) = hx0|
1

[Ga
0(e)]�1 �V

|xi , (3.16)

where Ga
0(e) = (e + ıvs · r + l (s ⇥ s) · ẑ ± ı0+)�1 is the Green’s function of free 2D Dirac–

Rashba fermions introduced above. In the presence of disorder randomly distributed across
the material, translation invariance is broken and the Green’s function depends on both x, x0.
After the disorder average procedure over all possible impurity configurations, as discussed in
Sec. 2, translational invariance is restored and the averaged Green’s function only depends on
the difference x � x0: Ga(x � x0, e) = Ga(x, x0; e). The latter—whose diagrammatic representa-
tion is reported in Fig. 2.1(a)—is in fact the central quantity in our approach. Its momentum
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representation is

G
a
k(e) =

1
[Ga

0k(e)]�1 � Sa
k(e)

, (3.17)

where

Sa
k(e) =

ˆ
d(x� x0) e�ık(x�x0)

hx0|V
1

1� Ga
0(e)V

|xi , (3.18)

is the disordered averaged self-energy within the noncrossing approximation. For illustration
purposes, let us consider for the moment short-range spin-transparent (scalar) impurities2, e.g.
vacancies [cf. Eq. (2.3)]

V(x) = u0

Ni

Â
i

d(x� xi) , (3.19)

where u0—with units [u0] = Energy⇥ Area—parameterises the scattering strength of the im-
purities. In this case, the associated self-energy is k-independent, Sa

k(e) ⌘ Sa(e), and hence we
drop this index in what follows. To account for the characteristic resonant (unitary) scattering
regime of graphene with relaxation time t µ e [160,171,172], we will adopt a T-matrix approach
by evaluating the self-energy Sa(e) at all orders in V. We obtain

Sa(e) = ni
u0

1� u0 ga
0(e)

+ O(n2
i ) = niTa(e) + O(n2

i ) , (3.20)

where ni is the impurity areal density and Ta(e) is the single-impurity T-matrix. Note that
neglecting multiple impurity scattering diagrams µ O(n2

i ) is justified in the diffusive regime
with kFl ⇠ et � 1, i.e., away from the Dirac point [158]. We have also introduced

ga
0(e) = ga

0,0(e)g0 + ga
0,zz(e) gzz + ga

0,r(e) gr , (3.21)

as the momentum integrated Green’s function of the clean system [cf. Eq. (3.14)]

ga
0(e) =

1
W Â

k
Ga

0k(e) , (3.22)

and where3

g0 = s0s0 , (3.23)

gzz = szsz , (3.24)

gr = (s ⇥ s) · ẑ . (3.25)

Explicit calculation yields

ga
0,0(e) = �

1
8pv2 [e (LII(e) + aıp qII(e)) + l (LI(e) + aıp qI(e))] , (3.26)

ga
0,zz(e) = �

l

8pv2 (LI(e) + aıp qI(e)) , (3.27)

ga
0,r(e) = +

e

16pv2 (LI(e) + aıp qI(e)) . (3.28)

2We will present a generalisation including intervalley and spin-dependent scattering potentials (in some cases) in
the following Chapters.

3We are treating here the single-valley problem. When generalising the following matrix structures to include the
valley SU(2) DOF we have: g0 = t0s0s0, gzz = t0szsz , gr = tz (s ⇥ s) · ẑ .
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In the above, qI(II)(e) = q(e + 2l)⌥ q(e� 2l) selects the energy regime (regime I, II in Fig. 3.2)
and

LI(II)(e) = ln
����

L2

e(e + 2l)

����⌥ ln
����

L2

e(e� 2l)

���� , (3.29)

with L denoting the ultraviolet cutoff of the low-energy theory [160].

The self-energy simplifies in two important limiting cases: (i) weak Gaussian disorder (|u0|⌧

|ga
0|
�1) and (ii) unitary disorder (u0 ! ±•). In the weak-Gaussian scattering regime, it suffices

to only take into account the ’rainbow’ diagram with two impurity lines in the Dyson expansion;
see Fig. (2.1). For scalar disorder this approximation is tantamount to assuming that the disorder
potential satisfies white-noise statistics introduced above [cf. Eqs. (2.15)-(2.16)] [136]

hV(x)i = 0 , (3.30)

hV(x)V(x0)i = niu2
0 d(x� x0) . (3.31)

In this case we have
Sa(e)|Gauss. ⌘ Sa

G(e) = niu2
0 ga

0(e) . (3.32)

The real part of the self-energy provides a parametrically small renormalisation of the band
structure (see discussion below) and a shift of the chemical potential, which can be safely neg-
lected in the diffusive regime of interest [169]. We thus find

SR/A
G (e) = ⌥ı ni(h0(e)g0 + hr(e) gr + hzz(e) gzz) , (3.33)

where the functions h0, hr, hzz, are proportional to the imaginary parts of Eqs. (3.26)-(3.28), have
different forms depending on the Fermi level position. In the following it will be convenient to
express those quantities in terms of the quasiparticle broadening outside the pseudogap

1
2t(e)

⌘ nih0(e)|e>2l. (3.34)

Explicitly, considering Eqs. (3.26)-(3.28) and Eq. (3.32), for e > 2l we have

nih0(e) = ni u2
0

e

4v2 =
1

2t(e)
, (3.35)

nihzz(e) = 0 , (3.36)

nihr(e) = 0 , (3.37)

whereas for 0 < e < 2l we find

nih0(e) =
niu2

0
8v2 (e + l) =

1
4t

(1 +
l

e
) , (3.38)

nihzz(e) =
niu2

0
8v2 l =

1
4t(e)

l

e
, (3.39)

nihr(e) = �
1
2

niu2
0

8v2 e = �
1

8t(e)
. (3.40)

Within the full the T-matrix approximation, considering again Eqs. (3.26)-(3.28) and Eq. (3.20)
we can still formally write Sa(e) as Eq. (3.33), with (we omit the energy dependence to allow an
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easier readability)

h0, hzz =
u0
2

Im

2

64
1

1� u0

⇣
g+

0,0 + g+
0,zz

⌘ ±

1� u0

⇣
g+

0,0 � g+
0,zz

⌘

h
1� u0

⇣
g+

0,0 � g+
0,zz

⌘i2
�

⇣
2u0 g+

0,r

⌘2

3

75 , (3.41)

and

hr = Im

2

64
u0g+

0,rh
1� u0

⇣
g+

0,0 � g+
0,zz

⌘i2
�

⇣
2u0 g+

0,r

⌘2

3

75 . (3.42)

Particularly important is the unitary limit of strong scattering u0 ! • (e.g. as given from
vacancies). In regime II and at large Fermi energy one still finds a scalar self-energy (hzz ' 0 '
hr) where t(e) is given by

1
2t(e)

����
TMA,u0!•

=
ni
e

4pv2

p2 + L2
II(e)

. (3.43)

Once the self-energy has been obtained it is possible to explicitly calculate the disorder-averaged
Green’s function in Eq. (3.17). To this end, we note that in both the Gaussian and T-matrix ap-
proximation Eqs. (3.32),(3.20), the self-energy acquires an additional matrix structure gzz which
is not included in the original model Eq. (3.3). To obtain the disorder-averaged propagators
explicitly it is convenient to define an effective model [169]

Heff = H0 +
ˆ

dx Y†
0(x)lzzgzzY0(x) , (3.44)

and calculate the associated bare Green’s functions similarly to what has been presented above.
The connection to the disorder-averaged propagators is realised by means of an analytic con-
tinuation procedure, as shown in Appendix B.

Scattering cross section in the minimal Dirac-Rashba model: absence of skewness

A crucial feature of the minimal C6v Dirac-Rashba model is the absence of skewness in the
impurity cross sections. In other words, scattering probabilities possess left-right symmetry at
all orders in the impurity potential associated with Eq. (3.19). This implies that skew scattering
is not realised in this class of systems.

To see this, an easier yet significant evaluation of the scattering cross section can be done
in regime I—we take positive energies n = 1, with simply-connected Fermi surface, hence no
scattering between Fermi surfaces with different chirality is allowed. The Fermi golden rule,
Eq. (2.4) for the states (µ, n) = (�1, 1) is written as

Wkk0 ⌘W(f) = 2pni|hF�1,1,k0 |TR
|F�1,1,ki|

2 d(e�1,1k � e�1,1k0), (3.45)

where f = fk0 � fk. Here it is sufficient to keep terms up to second order in u0

TR =
u0

1� u0gR
0
' u0 + u0gR

0 u0 + O(u3
0) . (3.46)
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In the C6v model, using the eigenstates of Eq. (3.6), we find

W(f) = 2pni|TR
f |

2 d(e�1,1k � e�1,1k0) , (3.47)

|TR
f |

2 = |2pni [(u0 + h0)T0 + hzzTzz + hrTr] |
2 , (3.48)

with

T0,zz =
l cos f + e

2 (cos f ± 1)

e + l
, (3.49)

Tr =
�e

e + l
, (3.50)

and the parameters h0, hr, hzz as reported in Eqs. (3.38)-(3.40). At lowest order in u0 we have

W(f) = 2pni


u2

0
e(1 + cos f) + 2l cos f

4(e + l)2 + u3
0 f (cos(f))

�
, (3.51)

where f (cos f) is a cumbersome function of e, l. The important result is the evenness of W as
a function of f: W(f) = W(�f), i.e. the cross section is left-right symmetric, as we wanted to
demonstrate. This result stems from the fact that scalar impurities preserve left-right symmetry.
We remind that this result holds at all order in the impurity potential strength.

The generalised Dirac-Rashba model: from C6v to C3v

Bare model

We now focus on the C3v model. In broken sublattice-symmetry conditions, the bare Hamiltonian
in Eq. (3.1) has to be supplemented by sublattice-resolved intrinsic SO terms lA,B

zz , plus an orbital
mass D. Re-instating here for convenience the valley index, the associated Hamiltonian density
reads

H0,k = k (v s · p + l (s ⇥ s) · ẑ + Dsz) +
(sz + ks0)sz

2
lA

zz +
(sz � ks0)sz

2
lB

zz . (3.52)

It is convenient to define here the following parameters

lA
zz ± lB

zz
2

= {lzz, lsv} . (3.53)

Whereas the average of lA
zz, lB

zz yields the intrinsic SO coupling—compatible already with C6v

symmetry, a non-vanishing difference between them encodes the broken sublattice symmetry,
with the associated term commonly referred to as spin-valley interaction. Making use of these
newly-defined parameters, Eq. (3.1) takes the following form

H0,k = k (v s · p + l (s ⇥ s) · ẑ + D sz + lsvsz) + lzzszsz . (3.54)

The intrinsic-like SO coupling lzz [cf. Eq. (1.22)] however is typically very small in graphene-
based heterostructures of interest for this thesis and can therefore be ignored here [122].
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Figure 3.3: Evolution of the 2D Dirac-Rashba band structure in the C3v model. A band gap is only opened
when the Rashba interaction is combined with any of the other terms in Eq. (3.54).

The spectrum associated with Eq. (3.54), in the case lzz = 0, admits a close form given by

enckk = n
q

v2k2 + D2
c(k) , (3.55)

D2
c(k) = D2 + l2

sv + 2l2 + 2c
q

(l2 � Dlsv)2 + v2k2(l2 + l2
sv) , (3.56)

where we recall that c = ±1 is the spin helicity index encountered before for anti-clockwise
and clockwise-rotating in-plane spin textures respectively4. A typical band structure for the
Hamiltonian Eq. (3.54) is reported in Fig. 3.3. A band gap can only be opened if the Rashba SOC
is in combination with any of the other terms in Eq. (3.54). The Rashba pseudogap at k = 0 is
easily computed as

2l̃ = min{|D + lsv|,
q

4l2 + (D� lsv)2}, (3.57)

while the bottom of the spin majority conduction band is

em =
|l(D + lsv)|p

l2 + l2
sv

. (3.58)

For energies em < e < 2l̃ the spectrum develops a small “Mexican hat” feature [122]. In Fig.
3.3 we show the evolution of the spectrum for finite Rashba effect as one turns on the proximity
couplings D, lsv. We note that the energy spectrum is gapless in the following particular cases:
(i) l = 0 and |lsv| > |D| and (ii) lsv = �D.

The breaking of sublattice symmetry dramatically impacts the spin texture. With either lsv 6=

0 or D 6=0 an out-of-plane component is allowed [170]

hsikck = c $(k) (k̂⇥ ẑ) + mz
kc(k)ẑ . (3.59)

The first term describes the spin winding generated by the Rashba effect, cf. Eq. (4.37) and
Fig. (3.2), while the second is its out-of-plane tilting due to broken sublattice symmetry (see

4The relation c = n µ where µ is the index used previously in Eq. (3.5) is readily obtained by taking the limit
D, lsv ! 0,
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Figure 3.4: Spin texture of the c = �1 band in the C3v model along the path k = (k, 0). The Fermi velocity
is taken as v = 106m/s. (a) The in-plane texture of the minimal C6v model is only mildly affected by
the introduction of the spin-valley and the mass term. (b) On the other hand, the breaking of sublattice
symmetry give rise to an out-of-plane spin component, typically very large in the vicinity of the Dirac
point.

Fig. 3.4).
The full form of the bare Green’s function for this model is reported in Appendix (B).

Disorder effects

Let us consider the introduction of scalar disorder in Eq. (3.54). Interestingly, the matrix struc-
tures associated with different terms appearing in Eq. (3.54) form a closed Clifford algebra, so
that we do not need to consider any effective model–contrary to what done in the C6v case, see
Eq. (3.44)—to write down the disordered averaged Green’s function. It suffices then to perform
directly the analytical continuation of Eq. (B.13) as

G
a
k(e, l, lsv, D, lzz) = Ga

0k(e + ı ni a h0, l� ı ni a hr, lsv � ı ni a hsv, D� ı ni a hD, lzz � ı ni a hzz) ,
(3.60)

where we have denoted with hV the component of the self-energy associated to each of the para-
meters of the Hamiltonian, V being an index for any matrix structure in Eq. (3.54). Concretely, in
the full 3⇥ SU(2) representation: gV = {g0, gr, gzz, gsv, gD} with gsv = tz sz gD = tz sz. To have
a concrete visualisation, in the Gaussian approximation we have

hV = �niu2
0Im

|tr[gR
0 gV]|

|tr[g2
V ]|

, (3.61)

gR
0 being the retarded momentum-integrated propagator for this model (see Appendix D).

The presence of additional structures in the propagators of the C3v model with respect to
the simpler Dirac-Rashba case reflects the activation of skewness, i.e. left-right asymmetry upon
impurity scattering, modifying the result of Eq. (3.51). This hints to the establishment of non-
zero transverse responses (e.g. Hall and/or SHEs). We will analyse this problem in greater detail
in the following Chapters, where we start the presentation of our results concerning transport in
Dirac-Rashba systems.

For completeness, we want to conclude this Chapter by examining a further effect of disorder,
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<latexit sha1_base64="uJZ1rgoKpKlcf2vJ/YThkYWTE7Y=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklEUG8FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aDi1b/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eDwQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocCW+Hoduq3nlBpnsh7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzUPO9Vqm7NnYEsE68gVSjQ6FW+uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAiflbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPDp2QU6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqLrIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEy/Jn2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYbMo2BG/x5WXiX9Rual7TrdYvizRKcAwncAYeXEEd7qABPjBAeIZXeHMenRfn3fmYt644xcwR/IHz+QPas4xx</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="uJZ1rgoKpKlcf2vJ/YThkYWTE7Y=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklEUG8FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aDi1b/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eDwQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocCW+Hoduq3nlBpnsh7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzUPO9Vqm7NnYEsE68gVSjQ6FW+uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAiflbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPDp2QU6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqLrIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEy/Jn2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYbMo2BG/x5WXiX9Rual7TrdYvizRKcAwncAYeXEEd7qABPjBAeIZXeHMenRfn3fmYt644xcwR/IHz+QPas4xx</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="k5fPkdaDn8Mbouceg63xrCwZPqA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0i8qLeiF48VjS20oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePKh49R9589+4bXPQ6oOBx3szzMyLMikMet6XU1lZXVvfqG7WtrZ3dvfq+wcPJs014wFLZao7ETVcCsUDFCh5J9OcJpHk7Wh8PfPbj1wbkap7nGQ8TOhQiVgwila6c123X294rjcH+Uv8kjSgRKtf/+wNUpYnXCGT1Jiu72UYFlSjYJJPa73c8IyyMR3yrqWKJtyExfzUKTmxyoDEqbalkMzVnxMFTYyZJJHtTCiOzLI3E//zujnGF2EhVJYjV2yxKM4lwZTM/iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbTo1G4K//PJfEpy5l65/6zWaV2UaVTiCYzgFH86hCTfQggAYDOEJXuDVkc6z8+a8L1orTjlzCL/gfHwDuOeM8g==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="iDxxWlBmywcjceWiDlvh5iBNHAI=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6kEoePHYgrGFNpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwcVr/4lb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwlRwbVz321lZXVvf2Cxtlbd3dvf2KweHDzrJFEOfJSJR7ZBqFFyib7gR2E4V0jgU2ApHt1O/9YRK80Tem3GKQUwHkkecUWOl5k2vUnVr7gxkmXgFqUKBRq/y1e0nLItRGiao1h3PTU2QU2U4EzgpdzONKWUjOsCOpZLGqIN8duiEnFqlT6JE2ZKGzNTfEzmNtR7Hoe2MqRnqRW8q/ud1MhNdBTmXaWZQsvmiKBPEJGT6NelzhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxIFWXGZlO2IXiLLy8T/7x2XfOabrV+UaRRgmM4gTPw4BLqcAcN8IEBwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HvHXFKWaO4A+czx/16YyD</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="k5fPkdaDn8Mbouceg63xrCwZPqA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0i8qLeiF48VjS20oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePKh49R9589+4bXPQ6oOBx3szzMyLMikMet6XU1lZXVvfqG7WtrZ3dvfq+wcPJs014wFLZao7ETVcCsUDFCh5J9OcJpHk7Wh8PfPbj1wbkap7nGQ8TOhQiVgwila6c123X294rjcH+Uv8kjSgRKtf/+wNUpYnXCGT1Jiu72UYFlSjYJJPa73c8IyyMR3yrqWKJtyExfzUKTmxyoDEqbalkMzVnxMFTYyZJJHtTCiOzLI3E//zujnGF2EhVJYjV2yxKM4lwZTM/iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbTo1G4K//PJfEpy5l65/6zWaV2UaVTiCYzgFH86hCTfQggAYDOEJXuDVkc6z8+a8L1orTjlzCL/gfHwDuOeM8g==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="uJZ1rgoKpKlcf2vJ/YThkYWTE7Y=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklEUG8FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aDi1b/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eDwQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocCW+Hoduq3nlBpnsh7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzUPO9Vqm7NnYEsE68gVSjQ6FW+uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAiflbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPDp2QU6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqLrIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEy/Jn2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYbMo2BG/x5WXiX9Rual7TrdYvizRKcAwncAYeXEEd7qABPjBAeIZXeHMenRfn3fmYt644xcwR/IHz+QPas4xx</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="uJZ1rgoKpKlcf2vJ/YThkYWTE7Y=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklEUG8FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aDi1b/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eDwQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocCW+Hoduq3nlBpnsh7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzUPO9Vqm7NnYEsE68gVSjQ6FW+uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAiflbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPDp2QU6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqLrIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEy/Jn2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYbMo2BG/x5WXiX9Rual7TrdYvizRKcAwncAYeXEEd7qABPjBAeIZXeHMenRfn3fmYt644xcwR/IHz+QPas4xx</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="iDxxWlBmywcjceWiDlvh5iBNHAI=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6kEoePHYgrGFNpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwcVr/4lb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwlRwbVz321lZXVvf2Cxtlbd3dvf2KweHDzrJFEOfJSJR7ZBqFFyib7gR2E4V0jgU2ApHt1O/9YRK80Tem3GKQUwHkkecUWOl5k2vUnVr7gxkmXgFqUKBRq/y1e0nLItRGiao1h3PTU2QU2U4EzgpdzONKWUjOsCOpZLGqIN8duiEnFqlT6JE2ZKGzNTfEzmNtR7Hoe2MqRnqRW8q/ud1MhNdBTmXaWZQsvmiKBPEJGT6NelzhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxIFWXGZlO2IXiLLy8T/7x2XfOabrV+UaRRgmM4gTPw4BLqcAcN8IEBwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HvHXFKWaO4A+czx/16YyD</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="k5fPkdaDn8Mbouceg63xrCwZPqA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0i8qLeiF48VjS20oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePKh49R9589+4bXPQ6oOBx3szzMyLMikMet6XU1lZXVvfqG7WtrZ3dvfq+wcPJs014wFLZao7ETVcCsUDFCh5J9OcJpHk7Wh8PfPbj1wbkap7nGQ8TOhQiVgwila6c123X294rjcH+Uv8kjSgRKtf/+wNUpYnXCGT1Jiu72UYFlSjYJJPa73c8IyyMR3yrqWKJtyExfzUKTmxyoDEqbalkMzVnxMFTYyZJJHtTCiOzLI3E//zujnGF2EhVJYjV2yxKM4lwZTM/iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbTo1G4K//PJfEpy5l65/6zWaV2UaVTiCYzgFH86hCTfQggAYDOEJXuDVkc6z8+a8L1orTjlzCL/gfHwDuOeM8g==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="uJZ1rgoKpKlcf2vJ/YThkYWTE7Y=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklEUG8FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aDi1b/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eDwQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocCW+Hoduq3nlBpnsh7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzUPO9Vqm7NnYEsE68gVSjQ6FW+uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAiflbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPDp2QU6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqLrIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEy/Jn2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYbMo2BG/x5WXiX9Rual7TrdYvizRKcAwncAYeXEEd7qABPjBAeIZXeHMenRfn3fmYt644xcwR/IHz+QPas4xx</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="uJZ1rgoKpKlcf2vJ/YThkYWTE7Y=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklEUG8FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aDi1b/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eDwQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocCW+Hoduq3nlBpnsh7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzUPO9Vqm7NnYEsE68gVSjQ6FW+uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAiflbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPDp2QU6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqLrIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEy/Jn2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYbMo2BG/x5WXiX9Rual7TrdYvizRKcAwncAYeXEEd7qABPjBAeIZXeHMenRfn3fmYt644xcwR/IHz+QPas4xx</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="uJZ1rgoKpKlcf2vJ/YThkYWTE7Y=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklEUG8FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aDi1b/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eDwQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocCW+Hoduq3nlBpnsh7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzUPO9Vqm7NnYEsE68gVSjQ6FW+uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAiflbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPDp2QU6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqLrIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEy/Jn2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYbMo2BG/x5WXiX9Rual7TrdYvizRKcAwncAYeXEEd7qABPjBAeIZXeHMenRfn3fmYt644xcwR/IHz+QPas4xx</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="iDxxWlBmywcjceWiDlvh5iBNHAI=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6kEoePHYgrGFNpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwcVr/4lb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwlRwbVz321lZXVvf2Cxtlbd3dvf2KweHDzrJFEOfJSJR7ZBqFFyib7gR2E4V0jgU2ApHt1O/9YRK80Tem3GKQUwHkkecUWOl5k2vUnVr7gxkmXgFqUKBRq/y1e0nLItRGiao1h3PTU2QU2U4EzgpdzONKWUjOsCOpZLGqIN8duiEnFqlT6JE2ZKGzNTfEzmNtR7Hoe2MqRnqRW8q/ud1MhNdBTmXaWZQsvmiKBPEJGT6NelzhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxIFWXGZlO2IXiLLy8T/7x2XfOabrV+UaRRgmM4gTPw4BLqcAcN8IEBwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HvHXFKWaO4A+czx/16YyD</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="uJZ1rgoKpKlcf2vJ/YThkYWTE7Y=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklEUG8FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aDi1b/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eDwQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocCW+Hoduq3nlBpnsh7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzUPO9Vqm7NnYEsE68gVSjQ6FW+uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAiflbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPDp2QU6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqLrIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEy/Jn2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYbMo2BG/x5WXiX9Rual7TrdYvizRKcAwncAYeXEEd7qABPjBAeIZXeHMenRfn3fmYt644xcwR/IHz+QPas4xx</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="uJZ1rgoKpKlcf2vJ/YThkYWTE7Y=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklEUG8FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aDi1b/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eDwQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocCW+Hoduq3nlBpnsh7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzUPO9Vqm7NnYEsE68gVSjQ6FW+uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAiflbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPDp2QU6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqLrIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEy/Jn2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYbMo2BG/x5WXiX9Rual7TrdYvizRKcAwncAYeXEEd7qABPjBAeIZXeHMenRfn3fmYt644xcwR/IHz+QPas4xx</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="uJZ1rgoKpKlcf2vJ/YThkYWTE7Y=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklEUG8FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aDi1b/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eDwQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocCW+Hoduq3nlBpnsh7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzUPO9Vqm7NnYEsE68gVSjQ6FW+uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAiflbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPDp2QU6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqLrIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEy/Jn2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYbMo2BG/x5WXiX9Rual7TrdYvizRKcAwncAYeXEEd7qABPjBAeIZXeHMenRfn3fmYt644xcwR/IHz+QPas4xx</latexit>

⌃SCTM
<latexit sha1_base64="8mc5gOqRSPqatDMygGWtX6eHLyE=">AAAB/3icbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xtirY2CwGIVXYtdEymMZGiOQKSYizk0kyZGZ3mTkrhjWFT+A72FgoYmvrI9j5Nk4uhSb+MPDxn3M4Z34/Elyj635bS8srq2vrqY305tb2zq69t1/VYawoq9BQhKruE80ED1gFOQpWjxQj0hes5g8K43rtlinNw6CMw4i1JOkFvMspQWO17cNmifckaSdNZHeoZFIqlK9Go7adcXPuRM4ieDPI5LOfjzcAUGzbX81OSGPJAqSCaN3w3AhbCVHIqWCjdDPWLCJ0QHqsYTAgkulWMrl/5JwYp+N0Q2VegM7E/T2REKn1UPqmUxLs6/na2Pyv1oixe95KeBDFyAI6XdSNhYOhMw7D6XDFKIqhAUIVN7c6tE8UoWgiS5sQvPkvL0L1NOcZvjZpXMBUKTiCY8iCB2eQh0soQgUo3MMTvMCr9WA9W2/W+7R1yZrNHMAfWR8/QieYbw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gDxqhX3r0Ce1rE0l3BYocb8ltZg=">AAAB/3icbZC7SgNBFIZn4y3G26pgY7MYhFRh10bLYBobIZIrZJcwO5kkQ2Z2l5mzYli38Al8BxsLRWxt9Q3sfBB7J5dCE38Y+PjPOZwzvx9xpsC2v4zM0vLK6lp2PbexubW9Y+7uNVQYS0LrJOShbPlYUc4CWgcGnLYiSbHwOW36w/K43rymUrEwqMEoop7A/YD1GMGgrY554FZZX+BO4gK9ASmSarl2maYdM28X7YmsRXBmkC8V3u/dwvdHpWN+ut2QxIIGQDhWqu3YEXgJlsAIp2nOjRWNMBniPm1rDLCgyksm96fWsXa6Vi+U+gVgTdzfEwkWSo2ErzsFhoGar43N/2rtGHpnXsKCKAYakOmiXswtCK1xGFaXSUqAjzRgIpm+1SIDLDEBHVlOh+DMf3kRGidFR/OVTuMcTZVFh+gIFZCDTlEJXaAKqiOCbtEDekLPxp3xaLwYr9PWjDGb2Ud/ZLz9AL2Kmks=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gDxqhX3r0Ce1rE0l3BYocb8ltZg=">AAAB/3icbZC7SgNBFIZn4y3G26pgY7MYhFRh10bLYBobIZIrZJcwO5kkQ2Z2l5mzYli38Al8BxsLRWxt9Q3sfBB7J5dCE38Y+PjPOZwzvx9xpsC2v4zM0vLK6lp2PbexubW9Y+7uNVQYS0LrJOShbPlYUc4CWgcGnLYiSbHwOW36w/K43rymUrEwqMEoop7A/YD1GMGgrY554FZZX+BO4gK9ASmSarl2maYdM28X7YmsRXBmkC8V3u/dwvdHpWN+ut2QxIIGQDhWqu3YEXgJlsAIp2nOjRWNMBniPm1rDLCgyksm96fWsXa6Vi+U+gVgTdzfEwkWSo2ErzsFhoGar43N/2rtGHpnXsKCKAYakOmiXswtCK1xGFaXSUqAjzRgIpm+1SIDLDEBHVlOh+DMf3kRGidFR/OVTuMcTZVFh+gIFZCDTlEJXaAKqiOCbtEDekLPxp3xaLwYr9PWjDGb2Ud/ZLz9AL2Kmks=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZfQOQCyQXXtvo9MCXqmZFW2vBNU=">AAAB/3icbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RQU3boJFcFUSN7osduNGqPQKTQiT6aQdOpOEmROxxCx8FTcuFHHra7jzbZy2WWjrDwMf/zmHc+YPEs4U2Pa3sbK6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u2bB4cdFaeS0DaJeSx7AVaUs4i2gQGnvURSLAJOu8G4Pq1376lULI5aMEmoJ/AwYiEjGLTlm8dukw0F9jMX6ANIkTXrrds8982KXbVnspbBKaCCCjV888sdxCQVNALCsVJ9x07Ay7AERjjNy26qaILJGA9pX2OEBVVeNrs/t860M7DCWOoXgTVzf09kWCg1EYHuFBhGarE2Nf+r9VMIr7yMRUkKNCLzRWHKLYitaRjWgElKgE80YCKZvtUiIywxAR1ZWYfgLH55GToXVUfznV2pXRdxlNAJOkXnyEGXqIZuUAO1EUGP6Bm9ojfjyXgx3o2PeeuKUcwcoT8yPn8AbNeWVg==</latexit>

Figure 3.5: The self-consistent BA and T-matrix self-energies are diagrammatically obtained from SG, ST

respectively in Fig. 2.2 by replacing the bare internal propagators (green lines) with renormalised propagators
(black lines). This generates the series of diagrams after the second equalities in the equations for SSCBAand
SSCTM.

as anticipated above [see discussion after Eq. (2.36)], i.e. a renormalisation of the band structure
by the real part of the self-energy. This can be easily understood by looking at the form of the
renormalised Green’s function (2.36), which we rewrite here

G
a(e) =

1
(Ga

0(e))�1 � Sa(e)
=

1
e� H0 � ReSa(e)⌥ ı ImSa(e)

(3.62)

=
1

e� H̃0 ⌥ ı ImSa(e)
, (3.63)

where we have defined H̃0 = H0 + ReSa. In our presentation above, with the self-energy treated
at Gaussian or T-matrix level, we have ignored this effect. To justify this, for simplicity, let us
return for a moment to the C6v pure Rashba model and look at the renormalisation of the Rashba
strength for energies e > 2l > 0 (regime II). In the Gaussian approximation Sa = niu2

0ga
0, it is

found as [cf. Eq. (3.28)]

dl

l
= �

1
l

Re
tr[Sagr]

tr[g2
r ]

=
niu2

0
16pv2

e

l
ln
����

L2

e(e + 2l)

���� ' 1.8⇥ 10�3 , (3.64)

where we have used typical experimental values for the parameters ni = 10�12cm�2, u0 = 1 eV⇥
nm2, l = 0.1e = 0.01 eV. An estimate according to the T-matrix scheme yields the same order of
magnitude for dl. A similar argument applies for the other parameters de, dlzz. Therefore, in
the dilute limit of our interest, we conclude the renormalisation of the band structure is safely
negligible.

The self-energy however, can be treated according to more refined schemes. For instance, a
first improvement with respect to the simple Gaussian-BA is the self-consistent Born approxima-
tion (SCBA) where one considers the series of interpenetrating rainbow diagrams to all orders,
see Fig. 3.5 [173]. Similarly, one can adopt a self-consistent T-matrix (SCTM) approach, second
equation in Fig. 3.5. In both cases, how sizable is in principle this disorder-induced effect is a
question far from being obvious.
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Figure 3.6: Band structure of the C3v model with lsv = 3l = 30 meV and D = lzz = 0 meV, in the
bare case (solid black curves) and renormalised by disorder (dashed red), for scattering strength u0 =

(1, 10) eV⇥nm2, respectively in panel (a) and (b). The impurity concentration is chosen as ni = 10�12cm�2.

To give a concrete example, let us perform a calculation in the C3v model within the SCTM
scheme. According to this prescription, the set of self-consistent equations associated with the
diagrammatic representation in Fig. 3.5 is

Sa
SCTM = niT(Sa

SCTM) = ni
u0

1� u0ga
SC(Sa

SCTM)
, (3.65)

ga
eff(Sa

SCTM) = ga(ẽSCTM, l̃SCTM, l̃SCTM
sv , D̃SCTM, l̃SCTM

zz ) . (3.66)

Above, the notation with superscript SCTM indicates renormalisation by the self-consistent
Sa

SCTM, i.e.
ẽSCTM

⌘ e + [de + ı a h0]SCTM , (3.67)

and similarly for the other parameters. We illustrate in Fig. 3.6 the result for ni = 10�12cm�2,
lsv = 3l = 30 meV, D = lzz = 0 meV and for the two choices of scattering strength u0 =

(1, 10) eV⇥ nm2. The band renormalisation becomes more prominent for increasing disorder
strength.
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Chapter 4

Spin Hall effect and Inverse Spin
Galvanic Effect in the Dirac-Rashba
model

Overview

In this Chapter we start our study of SO-related transport phenomena in 2D Dirac systems. We
thus present a detailed theoretical analysis of the SHE and the ISGE in the minimal Dirac–Rashba
model, in the presence of disorder and external perturbations.

First, we unveil a set of exact symmetry relations, i.e the WIs, that impose strong constraints
on the spin dynamics of Dirac fermions subject to SO fields. In the minimal 2D Dirac-Rashba
model, the existence of a covariant conservation law for the spin current—stemming from the
SU(2) gauge invariance of the Hamiltonian—allows us to obtain the analytic form of the two-
particle spin-current vertex function directly from the self-energy of the Dirac fermions. From
that, we show that the spin Hall conductivity in the minimal model [Eq. (3.3)] is zero in the
presence of an arbitrary dilute concentration of scalar nonmagnetic impurities, irrespective of
the position of the Fermi level. The closeness to the Rashba 2DEG case—for which the SHE is
also absent—in this respect (see Refs. [174–178]) is remarkable but far from being trivial, as we
discuss below.

On the upside, while spin Hall currents are not supported, a robust current-driven spin po-
larisation, i.e. the ISGE (see Sec. 1) can establish in this particular system. We show the efficiency
of the CSC achieves the maximum attainable value, i.e. unity (in units of the charge conductivity)
in the regime with only one populated subband. Remarkably, at high electronic density where
both bands with opposite helicity are occupied, the efficiency decays only algebraically with the
Fermi energy, therefore staying sizable in a large window of experimentally accessible energies.
Finally, we also show that the giant ISGE predicted for graphene with Rashba SO coupling is
robust against disorder strength.

Spin Hall effect in the Dirac-Rashba model

We have remarked how, in 2D systems with broken mirror symmetry, the Rashba interaction
HR mixes orbital states with opposite spins, leading to spin-split bands with counter-rotating
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(a) (b)

ε

Figure 4.1: Schematic of the splitting of electronic states due to Rashba effect in a 2DEG (a) and graphene
(b). The Fermi surface consists of two branches in a 2DEG. In graphene, for energies in the Rashba pseudo-
gap |e| < 2|l| the Fermi surface is simply connected. Arrows indicate the type of splitting.

spin textures [165] (see also Fig. 3.2). For the 2DEG it has been demonstrated how the very
helical nature of these states enforces a vanishing SHE in the presence of (scalar) impurity scat-
tering [174–178]. Yet, a non-zero SHE in the 2DEG model can be achieved by extrinsic skew scat-
tering mechanisms, in the presence of SO-active impurities or of terms breaking time-reversal
symmetry (e.g., by magnetic impurities) [179–181].

Given the universality of the Rashba effect (also observed in ultra-thin metals [182, 183],
quantum wells [184, 185] and surfaces of TIs [186–188]), it is of the utmost importance to under-
stand whether the absence of SHE is a general property of nonmagnetic surfaces with broken
inversion symmetry, or rather a peculiarity of the 2DEG. The interfacial enhancement of SO
coupling in graphene has been recently demonstrated [123–125,128,189,190], making it a prom-
ising model system to explore this fundamental question. The departure from the standard
Rashba effect in a 2DEG can be readily appreciated for a minimal model of graphene subject to
z ! �z asymmetric SO coupling, as discussed in Chapter 3. In the long-wavelength limit, the
relevant SO Rashba interaction for Dirac particles is obtained from the 2DEG form Eq. (1.15) by
replacing momentum with pseudospin operator p ! s in HR [99, 191], see also Eq. (3.1). This
model possesses two noteworthy features. First, in contrast to the 2DEG case, the band splitting
occurs along the energy axis (Fig. 4.1). Secondly, the Dirac helical spin texture is momentum de-
pendent, i.e., |hsi| is not conserved [191] [see Eq. (3.8)]. Moreover, the Dirac-Rashba Hamiltonian
admits a straightforward generalisation by adding further interactions preserving the inherent
SU(2) spin structure (cf. Chapter 3), such as a spin–valley coupling [see Eq. (3.54)]. Such unique
features make the Dirac–Rashba model an ideal testbed to re-examine the absence of SHE in
interfaces with spin-split states.

A parenthesis: spin Hall effect in the Rashba 2DEG

The suppression of SHE in 2DEGs subject to uniform Rashba interactions occurs in the pres-
ence of an arbitrary small concentration of scalar impurities. Formally, the disorder corrections
resulting from the resummation of ladder diagrams exactly cancel the “clean” spin Hall con-
ductivity [174–178, 192]. In Ref. [177] it was shown that this puzzling cancellation has its origin
in the existence of a covariant conservation law for the spin current. For example, the spin-y
component satisfies

∂t Jy
0 (x, t) + ∂i Jy

i (x, t) = �2 l2DEG m Jz
y(x, t), (4.1)
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where Ja
0 (a = x, y, z) is the spin density, Ja

i is the pure spin current flowing in the i = x, y dir-
ection (see below), m is the effective electron mass, and l2DEG is the 2DEG Rashba parameter.
The main difference with respect to the charge continuity equation Eq. (1.13) originates from the
non-Abelian nature of spin, which results in the additional contribution on its RHS. Eq. (4.1) sug-
gests that in the steady state of a homogeneous system, Jz

y is zero irrespective of the underlying
relaxation mechanism. Below we show that a similar covariant conservation law exists for Dirac
materials and discuss its consequences.

Conservation laws I: clean system

A peculiarity of Dirac theories is the possible existence of quantum anomalies due to the joint
effect of an infinite Dirac sea of filled electron states and an external field [88,193]. Let us consider
the minimal coupling of the 2D Dirac-Rashba model to a U(1) gauge field Aµ ⌘ (A0, Ai)

H
min

0,k = Y†
0,k

n
k
h
v si (�ı∂i � Ai)� A0 + l (s ⇥ s)z

io
Y0,k . (4.2)

To simplify the presentation we have taken the valley index as k = +1 and will omit it hereafter,
including a valley degeneracy factor gv = 2 when required. We use the compact notation
∂µ ⌘ (∂t, ∂i) with summation over dummy indices. The Dirac spin and charge currents are,
respectively

Ja
µ(x) = Y†

0(x) J
a

µ /2 Y0(x) = Y†
0(x) savµ/2 Y0(x) , (4.3)

Jµ(x) = Y†
0(x)vµY0(x) , (4.4)

where vµ ⌘ (1, v s) and x ⌘ (t, x). The Heisenberg equation of motion for the spin density reads

∂t Ja
0 = ı[H min

0 , Ja
0 ] , (4.5)

which after some algebra becomes

∂µ Ja
µ(x) = �

2l

v
ea

bc ebl Jc
l (x) + ı

ˆ
dy[Ja

0(x), Jµ(y)]Aµ(y), (4.6)

where ebl (ea
bc) is the Levi-Civita symbol of second (third) rank. The term on the LHS and the first

on the RHS result from the commutator of Ja
0 respectively with the kinetic and the Rashba term,

and give a contribution identical to the one found in the 2DEG upon identification of m! 1/v,
c.f. Eq. (4.1). Both terms can be combined as the covariant derivative Dµ

DµO
a = ∂µO

a + 2 ea
bc A

b
µO

c , (4.7)

where the SU(2) gauge field due to the homogeneous Rashba interaction is Aa
0 = 0, Aa

i =

� l/v eai. Without the last term on the RHS, Eq. (4.6) would take the form of a SU(2) covariant
conservation law for the spin density Dµ Jµ = 0. The current commutator in the last term
(Schwinger term) defines the anomaly. However, a careful analysis shows that this commutator
is identically zero [169], as we show in detail in Appendix C. We thus find

Dµ Ja
µ(x) = 0 . (4.8)
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Eq. (4.6), and hence Eq. (4.8), states that in the steady state (∂µ = 0) the spin Hall current must
vanish, in agreement with the argument in Ref. [177].

Let us now try to derive the same result by direct diagrammatic inspection. Fixing, e.g., the
y direction for the flowing of the spin current (z polarised) we need to evaluate

Jz
y

���
clean

= sz
yx

���
clean

Ex ⌘ sSH|clean Ex . (4.9)

The calculation of spin Hall response (type I and II), is obtained from Eqs. (2.31)-(2.32) upon
replacement vi ! J z

y = v szsy/2, i.e.

sSH(e)|clean = sI
SH(e)

���
clean

+ sI I
SH(e)

���
clean

, (4.10)

sI
SH(e)

���
clean

=
1

4pW
Tr
h
J

z
y (GR(e)� GA(e))vxGA(e)� J

z
y GR(e)vx(GR(e)� GA(e))

i
, (4.11)

sI I
SH(e)

���
clean

=
1

4pW

ˆ +•

�•
de0 f (e0) Tr

h
J

z
y GR(e0)vx(∂e0GR(e0))� J

z
y (∂e0GR(e0))vxGR(e0) + h.c.

i
,

(4.12)

where vx = v sx. In the clean limit GR/A ! GR/A
0k , where the clean propagators of the 2D Dirac

Rashba model are reported in Eq. (3.14). We find

Jz
y =

✓
�

e

16pl


2l + e

e + l
+ q(e� 2l)

2l� e

e� l

�◆
Ex 6= 0 , (4.13)

in agreement with Ref. [194]. Here we assumed e, l > 0. Eq. (4.13) seems to contradict the
result of Eq. (4.8). However the contradiction is only apparent, and it is resolved by recalling
that, without a relaxation mechanism, there is no true stationary state, which does not allow,
therefore, to consider the limit ∂µ = 0 of Eq. (4.8). In the following we show that Eq. (4.13)
misses important physics related to scattering-induced relaxation that leads to sSH = 0.

Conservation laws II: disorder effects

Broadly speaking, the Fermi surface contribution to sSH (type I) is dominated by incoherent mul-
tiple scattering off impurities, which can be viewed as a series of skew scattering and side jump
events [153, 158, 159, 195]. To determine how such effects change the naive picture presented
above, we consider the full disordered Hamiltonian [cf. Eq. (3.3)], by adding to the bare Dirac-
Rashba Hamiltonian the random scalar potential V(x), which we will assume to be Gaussian
distributed with zero mean, as discussed above, Eqs. (2.15)-(2.16). This approximation is accur-
ate in the limit of weak potential scattering provided cross sections are right–left symmetric, as
it is the case for the pure Rashba model [see Eq. (3.51)]. We note that short-range impurities lead
to scattering potentials that are off-diagonal in both sublattice and valley spaces. The intervalley
scattering (with matrix structure µ tx,y) produced by such disorder affects the charge conduct-
ivity sxx [196], but it does not change the covariant conservation law for the spin current, as the
commutator of tx,y with any of the spin operators is zero.

From a diagrammatic viewpoint, disorder enters the evaluation of the response functions
both in the propagators (as a self-energy) and the interaction vertex [155], see Chapter 2. These
two quantities are not independent of each other but they are related by the WIs [88, 193]. Here
we will show that the non-Abelian WIs associated to the spin current vertex completely determ-
ines the spin current Jz

y in the DC limit and therefore it can be used to directly evaluate the spin
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Hall conductivity. To see this, consider the three-legged spin vertex function [cf. Eq. (2.48)]

Ly
µ(x, x0, x00) = hT Jy

µ(x) Y(x0) Y†(x00)i . (4.14)

Above the fermionic fields create/annihilate states associated to the full Hamiltonian H = H0 +

V. To obtain the WIs we take the spacetime derivative with respect to x, i.e. ∂
µ
(x)Ly

µ. Making
explicit the form of the time-ordering operator, one finds

∂
µ
(x)Ly

µ = ∂
µ
(x)

n
q(t� t0)q(t0 � t00)hJy

µ(x)Y(x0)Y†(x00)i+ ...permutations...
o

(4.15)

= d(t� t0)q(t0 � t00)hJy
0 (x)Y(x0)Y†(x00)i+ ... + hT ∂

µ
(x) Jy

µ(x)Y(x0)Y†(x00)i . (4.16)

At this point one can make use of the conservation law for Jy
µ Eq. (4.6) and of the fermionic anti-

commutation rules. Identifying the single-particle Green’s function as G(x, x0) = �ıhT Y(x)Y(x0)i
(cf. Eq. (3.15)), after a few lines of calculation we arrive at

∂µLy
µ(x, x0, x00) =

ı
2
⇥
G(x0, x) sad(x� x00)� saG(x, x00)d(x� x0)

⇤
� 2eyabA

b
µLc

µyb(x, x0, x00) .
(4.17)

We can now move to frequency-momentum space considering (qx = q0t� q · x)

Ly
µ(x, x0, x00) =

ˆ
dk
ˆ

dq e�ı(k+q/2)(x0�x)e�ı(k�q/2)(x�x00)Ly
µ(k, q), (4.18)

in terms of which the WIs reads

qµLy
µ = G(k + q/2)

sy

2
+

sy

2
G(k� q/2)� 2ı

l

v
Lc

µ . (4.19)

The connection to the diagrammatic calculation is made by making explicit the form of the
three-legged function in terms of the truncated vertices Ga

µ, which are nothing but the vertices
appearing in the response functions [155]

La
µ(k, q) = G(k + q/2)Ga

µ(k, q)G(k� q/2) . (4.20)

Performing the q! 0 limit and analytical continuation k0 ± q0/2! w ± ı0+, we obtain

qµGy
µ(k, 0) =

1
2


sy
⇣

GA
k

⌘�1
�

⇣
GR

k

⌘�1
sy
�
� 2ı

l

v
J

z
y , (4.21)

where we have identified the spin Hall vertex Gz
y ⌘ J z

y . Note the latter equation includes the
effect of disorder to all orders. At this stage, we can easily perform disorder average h...idis to
both sides [Eq. (2.17)], and considering the formal definition of the disordered averaged Green’s
functions Ga

k(e) = [e� H0k � Sa(e)]�1, we finally obtain the uniform DC (q! 0) limit

J̃
z

y = ı
v

4l

n
[sy, H̃0]� + ı [sy, Im SR]+

o
, (4.22)

where ± stands for the (anti-)commutator, H̃0 = H0 + Re S is the bare Hamiltonian renormalised
by the real part of the self-energy, and J̃ z

y = hJ z
y idis is the renormalised spin Hall vertex. We see

that owing to the non-Abelian nature of the WIs, Eq. (4.19) completely determines the effective
spin Hall current vertex in the minimal model.

The obtained result provides an exact relation between the spin Hall current vertex and the
self-energy, and as such it is independent of the particular approximation scheme used to evalu-
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ate disorder effects. Let us adopt here the Gaussian approximation; using the expression of the
self-energy in Eqs. (3.35)-(3.40) we arrive at

J̃
z

y (e) =
v
2
⇥

8
>>><

>>>:

sysz �
1

2lt s0sy , e > 2l

sysz �
1

4l t

⇣
1 + l

e

⌘
s0sy

+ 1
8lt sxs0 + 1

4p tl szsx. , e  2l

(4.23)

In both cases e Q 2l, the first term is just the bare spin current vertex Jz
y = v

2 sysz. For e > 2l, the
second term, generated by the disorder, is the bare spin density vertex s0sy/2 without the factor
�v/2 l t. The parameter lt, in fact, plays a fundamental role in determining the importance
of disorder. At first sight one could be tempted to think that within the weak disorder limit
(e t � 1) and for strong SO coupling (l t � 1), all disorder corrections can be neglected.
However, it turns out that the spin polarisation response is of order l t (see below), whereas
the bare spin current response, due to the first term in Eq. (4.23) is of order (l t)0. Hence, the
two terms in the first line of Eq. (4.23) are of the same order irrespective of the disorder strength.
Similar considerations apply also for e < 2l.

Ward identities

Using Eq. (4.23), we evaluate the Fermi surface contribution [cf. Eq. (4.11)]

sI
SH(e) =

ˆ
dk

(2p)2 tr
h
J̃

z
y (e) G

R
k (e) vx G

A
k (e)

i
(4.24)

= s̄SH(e) + s̄SG(e) + s̄xx(e) + s̄zx(e) , (4.25)

where vx = v sxs0 is the bare charge current vertex. Moreover, s̄SH, s̄SG, s̄xx, and s̄zx are the
conductivity “bubbles” corresponding to the various terms in Eq. (4.23), respectively, a spin Hall
(sysz), spin galvanic (s0sy), longitudinal (sxs0) and “staggered” (szsx) conductivities. Outside
the pseudogap, where the Fermi surface splits into two branches (Fig. 4.1), we find s̄xx = s̄zx = 0
and s̄SH = �s̄SG, where

s̄SH(e) = �
1

8p

✓
e2

e2 � l2 �
1

1 + 4 l2 t2

◆
, (4.26)

and thus the type I contribution to the spin Hall conductivity is zero, sI
SH = 0. This result

deserves a few comments: First, in the l t � 1 limit, one recovers Eq. (4.13). Second, the
“empty bubble” spin Hall conductivity (s̄SH) is precisely counteracted by the corresponding
“empty bubble” for spin density-charge current response function (s̄SG). This indicates that the
absence of SHE is linked to the onset of a current-induced, in-plane spin polarisation, i.e. the
ISGE, as we demonstrate in the following sections. The remaining (type II) contribution [cf.
Eq. (4.12)]

sII
SH(e) = �

1
2p

ˆ
dk

(2p)2

ˆ 0

�•
dk0 Re tr

h
[∂k0G

R
k (e)] J z

y G
R
k (e) vx � G

R
k (e) J

z
y [∂k0G

R
k (e)] vx

i
,

(4.27)
accounts for processes away from the Fermi surface, as we have discussed in Eq. (2.32). Explicit
evaluation shows that sII

SH = 0 and thus sSH = sI
SH + sII

SH is zero, in agreement with our earlier
argument, see Eqs. (4.1)-(4.6). Interestingly, in the 2DEG–Rashba model, the type II term is only
zero in the formal limit et ! • and can attain large values for l t ⇡ 1 [197]. The exact vanishing
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of the off-Fermi surface contribution in this regime e > 2l is a unique feature of the Dirac theory.
We now move gears to the regime e < 2l, where only one subband is occupied. We note that this
regime has no analogy in the 2DEG model, for which the Fermi surface always consists of two
disconnected rings (Fig. 4.1), except for the intersection point between the spin-split bands. The
mechanism leading to sSH = 0 is thus far from obvious. To investigate this issue, we evaluate
the Fermi surface contribution making use of the WIs [see Eq. (4.23)] and the type II contribution
using Eq. (4.27). After a lengthy calculation, we find for both contributions

sI
SH(e) =

e

16pl
, sII

SH(e) = �sI
SH(e) . (4.28)

so that sSH = 0. Note that since sI
SH is of order 1, we can evaluate the type II contribution

[Eq. (4.27)] directly in the absence of disorder. The suppression of the SHE in the regime 0 <

e  2l therefore results from a compensation between scattering corrections to the “clean” spin
Hall conductivity and off-Fermi surface processes.

Diagrammatic evaluation

We now show the consistency of our results with a standard diagrammatic evaluation. To ac-
count also for other electric-field dependent out-of-equilibrium responses (e.g. charge conduct-
ivity), it is convenient to consider the renormalised charge current vertex instead of the spin Hall
current one. The renormalised charge current vertex satisfies the following BS coupled equations
(see Fig. 2.3)

ṽx,µa = v dµx da0 + Ynblc
µard Inblc ṽrd

x , (4.29)

Ynblc
µard = tr

⇥
sµ sa sn sb sr sd sl sc

⇤
, (4.30)

Inblc =
ni u2

0
4

ˆ
dk

(2p)2 G
R
k,nb(e) G

A
k,lc(e). (4.31)

In principle, I spans the entire Clifford Algebra generated by sµ ⌦ sa. However, not all matrix
elements contribute to the renormalisation of the charge vertex. It is convenient to consider
the effect of a single impurity density insertion, i.e. solving Eq. (4.29) by replacing ṽx ! vx

on the RHS. The corresponding solution v̄x is found of the form: v̄x = dvx0 sx s0 + dvyz sy sz +

dv0y s0 sy + dvzx sz sx, with dvij some non-zero matrix elements. This result suggests the form of
the ansatz for ṽx to use in Eq. (4.29)

ṽx = ṽx0 sx s0 + ṽyz sy sz + ṽ0y s0 sy + ṽzx sz sx . (4.32)

Since no new matrix element is generated in this procedure, the ansatz closes the system. There-
fore, in addition to the renormalised charge vertex ṽx0

x , we find that disorder induces an effective
spin Hall (ṽyz

x ), spin galvanic (ṽ0y
x ) and “staggered” (ṽzx

x ) interaction. Their explicit form reads
(for e > 2l): ṽx0

x = 2 v, ṽ0y
x = �2 v(l/e), ṽzx

x = 0 and ṽyz
x = 0. In order to evaluate the spin Hall

conductivity we use now Eq. (4.25), with the ladder series now included in the charge vertex
(i.e. J̃ z

y ! J z
y and vx ! ṽx). Using Eq. (4.29), it is now easy to relate the renormalised vertex
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directly to the spin Hall and Drude conductivity

sSH =
1

2p

 
2 v

ni u2
0

!
ṽyz

x = 0, (4.33)

sxx =
1

2p

 
4 v

ni u2
0

!
(ṽx0

x � v) =
2 e t

p
. (4.34)

We mentioned earlier that higher-order scattering contributions to the self-energy (and ladder
series) could generate important corrections. This happens when impurities in the system lead
to skew scattering. In the 2DEG, it is well known that skew scattering is absent (unless other
ingredients, such as SO-active impurities are considered), and we demonstrated in Section 3 that
is also the case for Dirac fermions. The absence of skewness has in fact an intuitive explanation:
the spin of Rashba eigenstates is locked in-plane, so that in a given scattering event quasiparticles
cannot distinguish left and right. We verified this by means of the self-consistent diagrammatic
approach introduced in Ref. [159] at T-matrix level, together with the WIs [Eq. (4.22)].

We note in passing that random spatial fluctuations in the Rashba coupling (e.g., due to
corrugations or impurities) can provide an alternative source of SHE [198, 199]. This can be
understood by introducing a space-dependent part to the SU(2) gauge field

Aa
i ! Aa

i + dAa
i (x) , (4.35)

which generates an additional term in the spin equation of motion1, i.e.

∂µ Ja
µ(x) = ea

bc[A
b
µ + dAb

µ(x)]Jc
µ(x). (4.36)

In the equation above, one still needs to perform disorder average. Should it be non-vanishing,
such an additional term hea

bc dAb
µ(x) Jc

µ(x)idis sets the steady-state value of the spin Hall current.

Inverse spin Galvanic effect in the Dirac-Rashba model

In the search for novel spintronic materials, the role of the ISGE (see Sec. 1), together with its
Onsager reciprocal—the SGE—is gaining strength. Experimental detection of both effects has
been recently reported in spin-split 2DEGs formed in Bi/Ag and LaAlO3/SrTiO3 and TI a-
Sn thin films [42–44]. For what concerns graphene, the enhancement of non-equilibrium spin
polarisation has been proposed in ferromagnetic TMDs and magnetically-doped TI/graphene
[200, 201].

In this Section we study the occurrence of this effect in the Dirac-Rashba model.

Semiclassical analysis

The starting point is the Dirac-Rashba Hamiltonian of Eq. (3.3), with the spectrum shown in
Fig. 3.2. Similarly to what was done above, we focus on positive energies e > 0. The spin texture
associated with each band, reads [cf. Eq. (3.8)]

hsiak = �c $(k) (k̂⇥ ẑ) , (4.37)

1Note here operators are meant in the presence of disorder, associated with field operators Y†, Y.
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Figure 4.2: (a) Tangential winding of spin texture in regimes I and II (cf. Fig. 3.2). (b) Ratio between the
static spin–charge susceptibility and charge conductivity (in units of 2v) [thick line (Born limit); dashed line
(strong scattering limit, u0 ! •)].

where a ⌘ (kc) and c = ±1 is the spin-helicity index. The latter equation describes spin
winding generated by the Rashba effect [Fig. 4.2(a)], with the spin texture being fully in-plane
[191].

The entanglement between spin and sublattice DOFs generates a nontrivial k-dependence in
the spin texture, $(k) coinciding with the band velocity (in units of v)

$ (k) =
vk

p
l2 + v2k2

=
vc=�1,k

v
, (4.38)

vak = ∂keak , (4.39)

The low-energies regime e < 2l [regime I, Fig. 4.2(b-c)] is particularly interesting: here electronic
states at a given k have well-defined spin helicity. This feature is reminiscent of spin–momentum
locking in topologically protected surface states [166], which suggests that this system supports
robust CSC.

The efficiency of CSC can be demonstrated using a simple SC argument, i.e. within the
BTE formalism presented in Sec. 2 [cf. Eq. (2.11)]. Under a DC electric field, say ~E = E x̂, the
ŷ-polarised spin density in the steady state reads [cf. Eq. (2.12)]

hSyi = Â
a

ˆ
dk

(2p)2
1
2
hsyiak d fak , (4.40)

where d fak is the deviation of the quasiparticle distribution function with respect to equilibrium.
In general, an ansatz to d fak can be given in terms of two terms, respectively parallel and
perpendicular to the applied electric field [171]. Owing to the tangential winding of the in-plane
spin texture however, only the longitudinal component of the quasiparticle distribution function
d f kak ⌘ ga(k) k̂ · k̂x contributes to the integral. At zero temperature one can write

ga(k) = �Evak t⇤ak d(eak � e), (4.41)

where t⇤ak is the longitudinal transport time. For energies inside the Rashba pseudogap (regime
I), one easily finds

hSyiI = �
E

4p
$(kF) kFt⇤ = �

E

4p

vF
v

kFt⇤ (4.42)
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where kF is the Fermi momentum and t⇤ = t⇤(k�)kF
. The charge current density,

hJxi = �v Â
a

ˆ
dk

(2p)2 hsxiak d fak , (4.43)

can be computed following identical steps. We obtain

hJxiI =
E

2p
vF kF t⇤ , (4.44)

where vF = |vc=�1,k|. We thus find hSyiI = �hJxiI/(2v). Figure 4.2 (d) shows the ratio of
hSyi/hJxi in the linear response regime computed according to the Kubo formula, confirming
the linear proportionality hSyiI µ hJxiI in regime I. The well-defined spin winding direction
in regime I, responsible for the SC form of the non-equilibrium spin polarisation [Eq. (4.42)],
automatically implies a large ISGE in the dilute limit. As we show later, in the regime |e| > 2l

the CSC tends to diminish due to opposite contributions from the two bands with counter-
rotating spin textures (see Fig. 4.2). However we will show below that the efficiency only exhibits
an algebraic decay law with the Fermi energy, enabling a remarkably robust ISGE in typical
experimental conditions.

Quantum treatment

To evaluate the full energy dependence of the ISGE, we generalise the self-consistent diagram-
matic approach developed in Ref. [159], to incorporate SO coupling non-perturbatively at all
orders, and solving the BS equations for the renormalised vertex in T-matrix ladder approxim-
ation. This will provide us with exact results in the limit e t ⇠ kFvFt⇤ � 1. The leading-order
and zero-temperature spin density–charge current response function we are interested in (A/R
sectors of type I contribution) reads as a modification of the spin Hall response in Eq. (4.11) with
J z

y ! Sy = sy/2, i.e.

cyx (w = 0) =
1

2pW
hTr
h
Sy GR Jx GA

i
idis . (4.45)

For practical purposes, we consider the model of short-range scalar impurities, Eq. (3.19), used
above. This choice will enable us to establish key analytical results across weak (Born) and strong
(unitary) scattering regimes by treating disorder at T-matrix level.

The self-energy is given by [cf. Eq. (3.20)]

Sa = ni Ta =
1

u�1
0 � ga

0
, (4.46)

where ga
0 is given by Eq. (3.22). Neglecting the real part of Sa which can be shown not to enter

the leading order response, we can formally write Eq. (3.33) as

S± = ⌥ıni (h0g0 + hzz gzz + hr gr) , (4.47)

with the explicit form of the parameters in the latter equation reported in Eqs. (3.41)-(3.42). The
rich matrix structure in Eq. (4.47) stems from the chiral (pseudospin) character of quasiparticles.
In contrast, in the 2DEG with Rashba SO interaction, the self-energy due to spin-independent
impurities is a scalar function across all regimes [202]. We take the disorder averaged Green’s
functions consistently with the T-matrix approximation, as obtained previously, with the associ-
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ated analytical continuation prescription (see Eq. (B.5)). The last step consists of evaluating the
vertex corrections. The renormalised charge current vertex satisfies the following BS equation

ṽx = vx + ni

ˆ
dk

(2p)2

n
TR

G
R
k ṽx G

A
k TA

o
. (4.48)

The infinite set of noncrossing diagrams generated by the T-matrix ladder describes incoherent
multiple scattering events at all orders in the scattering strength u0 (Fig. 2.4), yielding an accur-
ate description of SO-coupled transport phenomena in the dilute regime [159]. Exploring the
properties of the Clifford algebra, one can show that the nonzero vertex components have a one-
to-one correspondence to their associated non-equilibrium response functions [170], similarly to
what was presented in the Gaussian approximation Eqs. (4.33)-(4.34). This allows us to express
cyx in terms of the spin density component only, ṽ0y

x , i.e., cyx = Fs(u0) ṽ0y
x , where

ṽ0y
x = �

v
e

e2 (e + 2l) + q(e� 2l)
�
8l3 � e3�

e2 + 4l2 + #L. (4.49)

Here, #L is a weak correction logarithmic in the ultraviolet cutoff L set by the inverse of the
lattice scale [160]. Finally, Fs(u0) is a complicated function, which in the Gaussian and unitary
scattering limits takes the form

Fs(u0) =
1

2pni
⇥

8
><

>:

4
u2

0
, |gR

0 u0|⌧ 1
⇣

e
2pv2 ln

��� L2

e
p

e2�4l2

���
⌘2

, |u0|! •
(4.50)

respectively.
Analogously, we can determine the expression for the charge conductivity sxx = Fc(u0)ṽx0

x ,
with ṽx0

x . We can finally write the CSC rate as

2v|cyx|

sxx
= q(2l� e) +

2l

e
g(u0, e) q(e� 2l) , (4.51)

where g(u0, e = 2l) = 1 and deviates only slightly from this value when u0 is large and for
e > 2l [see Fig. 4.2(d)]. The central result Eq. (4.51) puts our earlier SC argument on firm
grounds, and shows that the CSC is slightly affected by the disorder strength outside the Rashba
pseudogap.

Impact of random spin–orbit coupling

We finally comment on the rippling of the graphene surface and imperfections which can cause
local variations in the Rashba pseudogap [203–205]. Inhomogeneities in the SO energy scales can
be important even in samples with strong interfacial effect [190]. We analyse here the impact of
random Rashba fields on the CSC efficiency. In graphene without proximity SO, random Rashba
fields lead to current-driven spin polarisation via asymmetric spin precession [172]. In graphene
on TMDs, small fluctuations in the Rashba coupling (|l(x)� l| ⌧ l) cannot disturb the spin
helicity of eigenstates. This directly implies that the CSC rate in regime I remains unaffected. To
investigate the impact of random SO coupling in regime II, we model it as short-range disorder
potential with Rashba matrix structure:

VRRF (x) = urgr
N

Â
i=1

d (x� xi) , (4.52)
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Figure 4.3: Comparison between pure scalar (u0) and pure Rashba disorder (ur). We set l = 10 meV. While
in the weak scattering limit the results coincide, Rashba impurities manifest their impact more clearly in the
unitary limit. However, even in this case, the impact is very small and the spin susceptibility is dominated
by the uniform Rashba term.

Neglecting its real part, the self-energy Sa preserves the structure of Eq. (3.33)

SR,A(e) = ⌥ı ni (h0(e)g0 + hzz(e) gzz + hr(e) gr) , (4.53)

with the specific form of the parameters (e > 0)

8
<

:
h0(e) = �hr(e) = u2

r
2v2 e , hr(e) = 0 , e > 2l

h0(e) = �hr(e) = �h3(e) = u2
r

4v2 e , e  2l
. (4.54)

We find that at leading order in the impurity areal density, Eq. (4.51) still holds with a slightly
different functional form for g (ur, e) . In Fig. 4.3 we plot the ratio |cyx|/sxx for Rashba-like and
scalar impurities. As considered above, the CSC ratio in the two cases is virtually identical in
the Born scattering regime. This confirms that as long as the proximity effect is well developed
in the band structure of graphene, the CSC mechanism is robust against random fluctuations in
the energy scales of the model.

Conservation laws: connection of the large inverse spin Galvanic
effect to the vanishing spin Hall effect

To conclude this Chapter, we would like to highlight the connection of the vanishing SHE in the
Dirac-Rashba systems to the large ISGE. We show that they have a common stem in the SU(2)-
conservation laws of the model we have discussed in this Chapter. To simplify the presentation
here we restrict our focus to the Gaussian case, although a similar result can be obtained within
the T-matrix approach, following the same steps.

Let us revisit the conservation law (equation of motion) Eq. (4.6), which here we rewrite
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directly for the homogeneous case

∂tSy =
2l

v
Jz
y . (4.55)

Also we make use of Eq. (4.33), which relates the spin Hall response directly to the associ-
ated component of the renormalised charge vertex, and the corresponding equation for out-of-
equilibrium spin polarisation

Jz
y = sSHEx =

1
2p

 
2 v

ni u2
0

!
ṽyz

x Ex , (4.56)

Sy = cyxEx =
1

2p

 
2

ni u2
0

!
ṽ0y

x Ex (4.57)

Considering the BS equation in the Gaussian approximation for ṽx Eq. (4.29), by defining Mµard ⌘

Ynblc
µard Inblc, we have

ṽyz
x = Myzrdṽrd

x = Myzx0ṽx0
x + Myz0yṽ0y

x + +Myzyzṽyz
x + +Myzzxṽzx

x . (4.58)

We can now neglect the terms proportional to ṽyz
x , ṽzx

x as the associated coefficient can be shown,
by direct inspection, to contribute at next order in the parameter e t � 1 [169]. Therefore we
have

ṽyz
x = Myzx0ṽx0

x + Myz0yṽ0y
x , (4.59)

which substituted in Eq. (4.56) gives

Jz
y =

1
2p

2 v
ni u2

0
(Myzx0ṽx0

x + Myz0yṽ0y
x )Ex (4.60)

=
1

2p

2 v
ni u2

0
Myzx0ṽx0

x Ex + vMyz0ySy , (4.61)

where we have exploited Eq. (4.57). From the latter equation we have

Sy =
1

2pv
2

ni u2
0

1
Myz0y

(vṽx0
x Ex � Jz

y) . (4.62)

The first term in the latter equation, which contains ṽx0
x is the part proportional to Jx = sxxEx [see

Eq. (4.34)]. Given that (in the correct units) the spin signal—being obtained by means of the CSC
mechanism—cannot exceed the charge current, it follows from Eq. (4.62) that Jz

y � 0. The optimal
out-of-equilibrium spin polarisation along ŷ is obtained then when Jz

y = 0. We conclude that the
two effects (the SHE and the ISGE) in this model are mutually determined: the vanishing SHE
implies the largest possible ISGE.

Conclusions

In this Chapter we have studied the response to weak external perturbations of honeycomb
layers described by the C6v point group symmetry. By means of a diagrammatic approach for
the charge conductivity and the spin susceptibility in the presence of dilute disorder, we have
demonstrated how the resulting steady state in response to externally applied electric fields, is
characterised by the absence of the SHE and the production of a robust ISGE. We have unveiled
the underlying SU(2) conservation laws of the theory, showing how the out-of-equilibrium phe-
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nomena mentioned above can be understood within the framework of these exact symmetry
relations.

The formalisms developed here sets the basis for the study of more realistic systems of hon-
eycomb layers with broken sublattice symmetry (C3v point symmetry group), which we tackle
in the following Chapters of this thesis.
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Chapter 5

Microscopic Theory of Spin
Diffusion in Dirac Rashba Materials

Overview

In the previous Chapter we have introduced the theory of SO-coupled transport in graphene
with uniform Rashba SO coupling, focusing on the nonequilibrium phenomena in the DC limit.
To recapitulate, it was shown that disorder-induced corrections exactly balance the intrinsic
generation of a spin Hall current1 hJSHiE = 0, where E is the external DC electric field [169].
The vanishing of the SHE in the pure Rashba model was connected to the establishment of a
robust nonequilibrium in-plane spin polarisation hSiE 6= 0 with S?E , i.e. the large ISGE [170].
In this Chapter we develop a time-dependent framework to unveil how the steady state of the 2D
Dirac-Rashba model described in the previous Chapter is reached, and capturing in particular
charge-to-spin interconversion rates and SRTs.

This topic is of particular interest in the light of recent developments in graphene/TMD het-
erostructures. Understanding the microscopic origin and the magnitude of the SRTs in such
materials is clearly a problem of central importance; however the breaking of inversion sym-
metry in honeycomb layers couples different SU(2) subspaces [spin and sublattice, see Eq. (3.1)],
making the determination of the SRTs a challenging task. In fact, the identification of the main
source of the relatively fast spin relaxation in graphene samples with high-mobility has been a
controversial puzzle for many years [206]. Hanle precession measurements found a large spread
in ts from tens of picoseconds up to a few nanoseconds [75, 207–216] (see also Fig. 5.1), reflect-
ing the different sample preparation and device fabrication methods. On the other hand early
theoretical estimates hinted at ultra-long spin lifetime in graphene (ts ⇡ 1–100 µs), mainly due
to weak hyperfine interactions and intrinsic SO coupling [218]. To resolve this discrepancy, the-
oretical studies have explored a number of possible spin relaxation sources, including magnetic
impurities, SO-active adatoms, ripples and other substrate effects [105, 219–225]. Numerical ap-
proaches have provided further insight into the relaxation mechanisms, enriching the scenario
to include the impact of electron-hole puddles and pseudospin-spin coherence near the Dirac
point [226, 227].

Extending previous theoretical descriptions of spin relaxation based on SC approximations
[228, 229], we derive here the coupled spin-charge drift-diffusion equations for nonmagnetic
disorder and generic homogeneous perturbations by means of the diagrammatic technique for

1The statement is true for spin-independent disorder.
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Figure 5.1: In-plane SRT t
k

s , spin-diffusion coefficient Ds and spin-relaxation length l
k

s in pristine graphene,
obtained from the spin precession measurements (Hanle) in Ref. [217]. The SRT is found at room temper-
ature ~0.1� 0.5 ns, with a characteristic V-shape as a function of the gate potential, with a minimum at the
Dirac point VCNP (Figure from Ref. [217]).

disordered electrons. Such a FQM treatment able to capture self-consistently CSC effects and
SRTs in graphene induced by both uniform and random SO coupling, is still overdue. We note
that a similar approach has been adopted very recently in the context of 2DEGs with both Rashba
and Dresselhaus interactions [45], where it was shown perfect agreement between the Kubo dia-
grammatic formalism and the Keldysh theory [230]. Here, we focus on the C6v 2D Dirac-Rashba
model Eq. (3.1), as being a paradigmatic model for studies of spin relaxation in graphene. We
extend the standard quantum diagrammatic formalism to accommodate the enlarged 2 (spin) ⌦
2 (pseudospin) Clifford structure of the 2D Dirac–Rashba model. This leads to a 16-dimensional
diffuson operator in the absence of intervalley scattering. We find that the typical DP relation
connecting the SRT and the momentum lifetime in the weak SO coupling regime, that is ts µ t�1

for lt ⌧ 1 holds at all orders in the scattering potential strength. In particular, we provide the
analytical expression of ts in the unitary limit of very strong potential scattering. We finally
show that the meaning and interpretation of our results for the SRTs can be also clarified by the
SU(2) covariant conservation laws inherent to the diagrammatic structure.

Microscopic linear response theory for spin relaxation

General formalism

Our starting point is the Dirac-Rashba Hamiltonian of Eq. (3.1) supplemented by a impurity
potential of the form Eq. (3.19). The corresponding bare (disorder-averaged) Green’s functions
Ga

0k (Ga
k) are reported in Eq. (3.14) [and full disordered form in (B.12)].

Let us consider a generic external perturbation of the type

Hext
ab (x, t) = �JabAab(x, t) , (5.1)
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where Jab µ sasb (a, b = 0, i) is the current density operator (a = x, y) or density operator
(a = 0, z) and Aab is a generalised vector potential [169]. We will consider in detail two important
cases: (i) an electric field perturbation e.g., Hext

x0 (x, t) = �vsxs0 Ax(x, t) and (ii) a spin density
fluctuation Hext

0i (x, t) = � 1
2 s0siBi(x, t). The induced spin polarisation density

Si(x, t) =
1
2
hY†(x, t) s0si Y(x, t)i , (5.2)

is evaluated within the framework of the linear response theory. This approach has been applied
to derive charge–spin diffusion equations describing spin dynamics and magnetoelectric effects
in 2DEGs [45, 231, 232]. As shown below, a suitable extension of this approach to accommodate
the enlarged (spin ⌦ pseudospin) Clifford algebra gab = sasb will allow us to obtain a rigorous
microscopic theory of diffusive transport and spin relaxation for 2D Dirac materials.

The linear response of the i-component of the spin polarisation vector at zero temperature
reads as

Si(x, t) = �
ˆ

dx0
ˆ •

�•
dt0 ci,ab(x� x0, t� t0) ∂t0Aab(x0, t0) , (5.3)

where ci,ab(x� x0, t� t0) is the generalised spin susceptibility associated to the external perturb-
ation i.e., an electric field Ex(x, t) = �∂t Ax(x, t) or a ’spin injection field’ fi(x, t) = �∂tBi(x, t)
[233]. Expressing the response function in Fourier space, in the long-wavelength limit q! 0 we
have the type of structure for the response function encountered before [cf. Eq. (4.45)]

ci,ab(0, w) =
c
2

lim
q!0

ˆ
d(x� x0)

(2p)2 e�ı(x�x0)q
h
Tr
D

g0i GR(x, x0; e + w) gab GA(x0, x; e)
E

dis

i
, (5.4)

where c = v (c = 1/2) for a electric (spin injection) field and Tr is the trace over all DOFs. ci,ab

above describes the spin dynamics generated by uniform perturbation. The SRTs are encoded
in the singularities of this response function. As we show below, owning to the unique Dirac
structure of the theory, this response function already contains all the information about CSC
and SRTs, differently from the 2DEG where charge/spin coupling can only be captured for
q 6= 0 [231,232]. This motivates our choice to consider uniform perturbations from the outset, as
we discuss in greater detail below. Note that terms involving products of Green’s functions on
the same sector (RR and AA) are smaller by a factor of (et)�1 and thus can be safely neglected
[see discussion after Eq. (2.32)].

The disorder average in Eq. (5.4) is evaluated by means of the diagrammatic technique in-
troduced in Chapter 2 (Fig. 5.2, cf. Figs. 2.3-2.4). For brevity of notation, we first present the
formalism within the Gaussian approximation for the self-energy, Eqs. (3.35)-(3.40). In Sec. 5, we
provide the connection with the full T-matrix result. We point out that we will restrict our focus
here to diffusive systems with weak SO coupling lt ⌧ 1 and e� l.

A summation of noncrossing two-particle (ladder) diagrams leads to the type of formula
used before, with renormalised Green’s functions and a dressed vertex

c
(NC)
i,ab (0, w) =

k

2 Â
k

tr
n

g0i G
R
k (e + w) g̃ab(w) G

A
k (e)

o
, (5.5)

where tr is the trace over internal DOF (spin and sublattice). The dressed vertex g̃ab satisfies the
BS equation

g̃ab(w) = gab +
4

2ptN0
Â
k

G
R
k (e + w) g̃ab(w) G

A
k (e) , (5.6)

where N0 ⌘ e/pv2 (for the T-matrix extension see Eq. (5.40) and text therein). Projecting onto
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.2: Diagrammatic technique for evaluation of generalised spin susceptibilities (cf. Figs. 2.3-2.4). (a)
Two-particle ladder diagram. (b) BS equation for the vertex renormalisation. (c) Skeleton expansion of
the ladder diagram in terms of an infinite series of two-particle, noncrossing diagrams. Full (open) square
denotes a T(T†) matrix insertion.

the elements of the Clifford algebra

g̃ab$V(w) =
1
4

tr[g̃ab(w) s$sV] , (5.7)

we recast the BS equation into the form

g̃ab$V(w) = da$dbV + Â
µ,n=0,x,y,z

Mµn$V(w)g̃abµn(w) , (5.8)

where
Mµn$V(w) =

1
2ptN0

Â
k

tr
h
G

R
k (e + w)gµnG

A
k (e)g$V

i
. (5.9)

Introducing the 16-dimensional vectors

g̃ab(w) = (g̃ab00(w), ..., g̃abzz(w))t , (5.10)

gab = (0, 0, ...., gabab, ..., 0)t , (5.11)

a more compact matrix form for Eq. (5.6) is given in terms of the diffuson operator D�1 as

D
�1g̃ab(w) ⌘ (116⇥16 �Mt(w))g̃ab(w) = gab . (5.12)

The spin relaxation rates are simply identified as the poles of the generalised susceptibility in the
complex w-plane. The determination of the SRTs is thus reduced to the analysis of the behaviour
of D�1 = D�1(w) [136].

The formal result Eq. (5.12) deserves a few comments. Firstly, D�1 spans in principle the
entire Clifford algebra, which physically encodes the coupled dynamics of spin and other ob-
servables associated with the elements gab. However, by exploiting symmetries, D�1 can be
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reduced into block diagonal form, such that only some observables are coupled to the spin po-
larisation along the three spatial directions. Secondly, a distinct feature of Dirac systems is that
spin densities are coupled to charge currents even in the case (considered here) of spatially uni-
form external perturbations q=0. The linear Dirac dispersion of graphene is reflected in the form
of the charge current Ji = v si and spin current J a

i = v sisa/2 vertices, which do not depend ex-
plicitly on momentum; by virtue of that they can be directly identified (apart from constants) as
elements of the Clifford algebra. Therefore all the relevant information about coupling between
currents and densities is built-in to the 16⇥ 16 diffusion operator Eq. (5.12) in our formalism.
This will allows us to obtain a unified description of both nonequilibrium spin dynamics and
relativistic transport phenomena within our q=0 formalism. We analyse the implications below.

The coupling of the electrons’ spin to currents or other observables in the long wavelength
limit also suggests two equivalent scenarios to study spin relaxation. The first natural choice is to
consider spin injection and investigate the relaxation of the spin density profile (density–density
response); alternatively, one can probe the spin response indirectly by exciting an observable
coupled to the spin density through D�1. For instance, as we have already seen, one can drive a
charge current via application of an electric field to obtain a in-plane spin polarisation of carriers
(ISGE). In that case, the information about the in-plane SRTs is readily accessible by examining
how the steady state (Edelstein) polarisation is achieved (density–current response).

Before moving on, let us remind that within the Gaussian approximation, a useful relation
can be derived connecting the generalised susceptibility Eq. (5.5) and the renormalised vertex

c(NC)
i,ab (0, w) =

c
2G Â

µn
Mµn0i(w)g̃abµn(w) =

c
2G
�
g̃ab0i(w)� da0dbi

�
, (5.13)

where G ⌘ (2ptN0)�1 and we have used Eq. (5.8). The above equation states the spin response
can be solely obtained from the associated component of the renormalised vertex g̃ab0i. A similar
relation holds for other response functions, see Eqs. (4.33)-(4.34). Therefore Eq. (5.13) and similar
relations allow one to identify the components of a renormalised vertex with the associated
observables, and will turn useful in the following.

In Eq. (4.32) we made explicit the structure of the renormalised charge vertex, chosen along x̂,
which—beyond the expected velocity renormalisation—was found to have nonzero components
along additional matrix structures. Those additional terms encode all the possible responses of
the system to the application of an electric field along x̂, such as the ISGE (associated to matrix
structure s0sy ⌘ g0y). Due to Onsager reciprocity, one expects a similar structure to Eq. (4.32) for
the renormalised spin density vertex along ŷ: g̃0y/2, which guarantees that inverse CSC phenom-
ena are also captured, e.g. the direct SGE Sy ! Jx. The different couplings amongst the various
operator associated to physical observables can be in fact captured by exploring symmetry ar-
guments. We want to show this here, generalising the discussion to all spin polarisations Sx,y,z.
The model of Eq. (3.1) is invariant under the group C•v, which is an emergent symmetry of
the continuum (long-wavelength) theory. As rotations in the continuum do not describe the
sublattice symmetry A $ B of the graphene system, a representation O for the relevant set of
discrete operations has to be considered. Relevant to us are C2, the rotation of p around the
ẑ-axis exchanging sublattice (and valleys), and Rx, the reflection over the x̂-axis. We have

O(C2) = txsz , (5.14)

O(Rx) = tzsxsyrx, (5.15)

with rx : (x, y) ! (x,�y) and we recall ti=x,y,z are Pauli matrices acting on the valley DOF. We
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also make use of isospin rotations Lx,y,z [173, 234]

Lx,y = tx,ysz , (5.16)

Lz = tz . (5.17)

For scalar disorder, as no additional matrix structures are generated compared to the ordered
case, it suffices to examine the form of the clean-system susceptibility at w = 0

cRA,clean
i,ab ⌘

1
4

Tr
h
g0i GR

0 (e) gab GA
0 (e)

i
. (5.18)

For any of the symmetries S listed above, we have S�1GR/A
0 S = GR/A

0 , and inserting resolutions
of the identity in the form S†S into Eq. (5.18) we find

cRA,clean
i,ab =

pab p0i

4
Tr
h
g0i GR

0 (e)gab GA
0 (e)

i
= pab p0i cRA,clean

i,ab , (5.19)

where pab(p0i) = ±1 is the parity of gab(g0i) under S . From this result, we see that a nonzero
response requires the operator gab to have the same parity of the spin vertex under the action of
any of S . The allowed couplings and parities under S are shown in the Tab. 5.1. As anticipated
above, the in-plane components Sx(y) are coupled to orthogonal charge currents sy(x), as well as
spin Hall currents gxz(gyz) and staggered magnetisations gzy(gzx) [169, 170]. The out-of-plane
component Sz is instead coupled to a mass term sz and in-plane spin currents gxx, gyy.

Polarisation C2 Rx Lx,y,z Couplings
Sx -1 -1 +1 sy, gxz, gzy
Sy -1 +1 +1 sx, gyz, gzx
Sz +1 -1 +1 sz, gxx, gyy

Table 5.1: Table summarising the allowed couplings to the spin polarisation in the 2D Dirac–Rashba model
with nonmagnetic scalar disorder.

Diffusive equations and spin relaxation times

In the following, we choose to consider the in-plane spin response to an AC electric field Hext
k

=

�vsi Ai(w) = �(iw)�1vsiEi(w), i = x, y. This choice, as discussed above, is equivalent to
considering in-plane spin injection, but has the advantage to allow for a unified description
of spin dynamics and charge-spin interconversion, e.g. to capture the ISGE or other similar
effects [36, 235]. For the out-of-plane spin dynamics, we take a spin-density perturbation Hext

?
=

1
2 szBz(w) (see Tab. 5.1).

In-plane spin dynamics

Without loss of generality, let us consider the dynamics of the ŷ polarization. According to
Tab. 5.1, sy is coupled to three operators: sx, sysz and szsx. However, leading terms in the (et)�1

expansion are only contained in the sy/sx sub-block. Hence, to capture the SRTs it suffices to
restrict the focus to this 2⇥ 2 algebra. As anticipated above, we consider here the response to an
AC electric field Ex(w), associated with the vertex cgx0 = vsx ⌘ vx (details of the calculation and
the full form of the 4⇥ 4 diffuson operator are reported in Ref. [236]). To capture purely diffusive
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processes, we expand D�1(w) in the low-frequency and small SO coupling limits, wt ⌧ 1 and
lt ⌧ 1, respectively. In this regime, Eq. (5.12) is written then as

 
1
2 (1� ıwt) l

e Gs(1 + 3ıwt)
l
e Gs(1 + 3ıwt) Gs � ıwt

! 
g̃x0x0

g̃x00y

!
=

 
1
0

!
, (5.20)

where Gs = t/ts = 2l2t. In light of the previous discussion below Eq. (5.13), ṽx0 and ṽ0y are
connected by a linear transformation to the steady-state charge current and the spin polarisation.

Off-diagonal elements of Eq. (5.20) carry in relation to diagonal ones an extra order of small-
ness l/e, suggesting spin and charge to be weakly coupled in this limit. Their inclusion however
encodes charge-to-spin interconversion and it is essential to get a correct physical description.
The eigenvalues �ıw± of the matrix in Eq. (5.20) are found as

�ıw+ '
1
t

✓
1 + 16

G3
s

e2t

◆
, (5.21)

�ıw� '
1
ts

✓
1�

G3
s

e2t

◆
, (5.22)

and can be associated with charge current and SRTs, respectively. We see then the SRT can be
identified as the mass (w = 0) term of the spin-spin part of the diffuson

1
ts
⌘

1

t
k

s
' 1�M0y0y(w = 0) ' 2l2t . (5.23)

Inverting Eq. (5.20), we find

g̃x0x0 '
1
t

2
�ıw + 1

t

, (5.24)

g̃x00y ' 2
l

e

1
t

Gs

�ıw + Gs
t

, (5.25)

from which, by using Eq. (5.13) and the corresponding relation for the charge-current component,
upon Fourier transform, to derive the diffusive equation of motion for coupled charge-spin
dynamics as

∂t Jx(t) = �
1

2t
(Jx(t)� J0

x(t)) , (5.26)

∂tSy(t) = �
1

t
k

s
(Sy(t)� S0

y(t)) , (5.27)

where J0
x(t) ⌘ 2v2Ex(t)/G and S0

y(t) ⌘ �lEx(t)/ea. Note that charge current relaxation is
regulated by the transport time ttr ⌘ 2t, indicating the absence of backscattering for scalar
impurities [237, 238].

Out-of-plane spin dynamics

For the out-of-plane spin dynamics we consider the renormalised vertex cg̃0z = 1
2 s̃z. The off

diagonal components of the associated 4⇥ 4 diffuson block contains sub-leading terms in the
(et)�1 expansion [236], such that the out-of-plane SRTs can be calculated similarly to Eq. (5.23)
as

1
t?s
' 1�M0z0z(w) ' 4l2t . (5.28)
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The generalisation of the equations of motion Eqs. (5.26),(5.27) in this case is written as

∂tSz(t) = �
1

t?s
(Sz(t)� S0

z(t)) , (5.29)

where S0
z(t) = Ḃz(t)/4G is the effect of the external perturbation (spin-injection field). The

in-plane and out-of-plane SRTs are in the following relation

1

t
k

s
=

1
2

1
t?s

, (5.30)

which is nothing but the well-known DP ratio for 2DEGs [231]. The above result has also been ob-
tained for graphene within the time-dependent perturbation theory for the density matrix [228].
The agreement between graphene and the Rashba 2DEG results is expected at high electronic
density e� l.

Obtaining the spin relaxation times from the conservation laws
in the DC limit

In this section, we demonstrate how the SRTs we have obtained above can be equivalently extrac-
ted in the static limit w = 0. This remarkable result is rooted in the conservation laws associated
to the disordered Dirac–Rashba Hamiltonian Eq. (4.8) [169]. Let us re-write here the Heisenberg
equation of motion for the spin polarisation

∂tSi = ı[H, Si] =
2l

v
el j ec

li Jc
j , (5.31)

where el j, ec
li are the second and third rank Levi-Civita tensors and Jc

j = hJ c
j i is the ĵ-component

of the pure spin current (with polarisation ”c”). As before, we consider an electric field applied
along the x̂ direction. We find

∂tSy =
2l

v
Jz
y , (5.32)

where Jz
y is identified as the spin Hall current according to the chosen geometry. The spin Hall

current is written in response to the electric field

Jz
y = sz

yxEx , (5.33)

where sz
yx is the DC spin Hall conductivity calculated according to Eq. (5.5) with g̃0y ! vg̃yz. As

for now no assumption has been made for the self-energy approximation associated to the scalar
impurities field. Let us start from the more transparent Gaussian case. Using the corresponding
version of Eq. (5.13) for sz

yx [i.e. Eq. (4.33)], together with Eq. (5.8) we have

sz
yx =

v2

2a
g̃x0yz =

v2

2G

�
Mx0yzg̃x0x0 + M0yyzg̃x00y

�
. (5.34)

In the latter we have neglected the terms Myzyz and Mzxyz which, as said above, provide higher
order corrections in the (et)�1 expansion. Multiplying both sides of Eq. (5.34) by the electric
field Ex, and using Sy = cy,x0 Ex together with Eq. (5.13), we find

Jz
y =

v2

2a
Mx0yzg̃x0x0 Ex + v M0yyzSy . (5.35)
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Despite the Dirac character of fermions, the steady-state case of the continuity equation Eq. 5.31
imposes the latter spin Hall current to vanish, analogously to the 2DEG case [169]. This implies
the establishment of the out-of-equilibrium value for the spin polarization as

S0
y =�

g̃x0x0
2 G v

Mx0yz

M0yyz
Ex . (5.36)

Evaluating the above quantities explicitly g̃x0x0 = 2, Mx0yz/M0yyz = l/e and we recover the
ISGE obtained in Ref. [170]. Using Eq. (5.32) we finally arrive at

Jz
y = v M0yyz

⇣
Sy � S0

y

⌘
, (5.37)

and therefore
∂tSy ⌘ �

1

t
k

s

⇣
Sy � S0

y

⌘
, (5.38)

where we have identified the SRT

1

t
k

s
= �2l M0yyz = 2l2t , (5.39)

in perfect accordance with the result obtained above, Eq. (5.23). The bubble M0yyz is therefore
what completely determines the in-plane spin relaxation.

We now ask how the above result is modified when treating the self-energy within the T-
matrix approximation. The BS equation Eq. (5.6) now reads

g̃x0(e) = gx0 + ni Â
k

TR(e) G
R
k (e) g̃x0(e) G

A
k (e) TA(e) , (5.40)

where TR/A(e) is the single-impurity T-matrix in the R/A sectors introduced in Eq. (3.20). Pro-
jecting onto the Clifford algebra, similarly to Eq. (5.8), we have

g̃x0$V = dx$d0V + Â
µnzx=0,x,y,z

Y$Vzx Nµnzx g̃x0µn , (5.41)

where we have defined

Nµnzx =
ni
4 Â

k
tr (GR

k gµn G
A
k gzx) , (5.42)

Y$Vzx =
1
4

tr[TA g$V TR gzx ] . (5.43)

Recasting Eq. (5.41) in vector notation, in the same spirit of Eq. (5.12), we have

g̃x0 = gx0 + Y Ntg̃x0 , (5.44)

and consequently
Y�1(g̃x0 � gx0) = Ntg̃x0 . (5.45)

The latter equation allows again to find a connection with the observables. For example, the
generalisation of Eq. (5.13) is written as

cy,x0 =
2v
ni

Â
µn

Nµn0yg̃x0µn =
2v
ni

Â
µn

Y�1
0yµng̃x0µn . (5.46)
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The spin Hall conductivity instead is found as

sz
yx =

2v2

ni
Â
µn

Y�1
yzµng̃x0µn . (5.47)

Differently to the Gaussian case, where we were able to relate the response of an observable
uniquely to the associated component of the renormalised vertex, in the T-matrix limit in prin-
ciple all components of g̃x0 would contribute, each of them with weight given by Y�1. In the
limiting case of unitary limit u0 ! •, where limu0!• TR/A = � 1

gR/A
0

, we find a simplification
as

Y�1
$Vzx = |gR

0,0|
2d$zdVx . (5.48)

This implies that for Eq.(5.47) a relation similar to the Gaussian case is obtained

Jz
y = sz

yxEx =
2v2

ni
|gR

0,0|
2g̃x0yz Ex =

2v2

ni
Nx0yzg̃x0x0Ex + v N00yz|gR

0,0|
�2Sy , (5.49)

where we have restricted our focus again to the dominant subspace sx/sy. After standard al-
gebra, we arrive at

∂tSy =
2l

v
sz

yxEx =
2l

v
v N0yyz(Sy � S0

y) , (5.50)

and the SRT defined as

1

t
k

s
= 2l |gR

0,0|
�2N00yz = 2l

1
e2

16p2v4

p2 + L2
II

N00yz = 2l2t , (5.51)

where we have used the definition of t in the unitary limit, Eq. (3.43). We conclude that the
formal expression connecting ts and t (the DP relation) is the same as that found in the Gaussian
limit for the self-energy. However, given the different dependence of t on the Fermi level in the
two approximations—cf. Eq. (3.35) and Eq. (3.43)—one has

t(e)

t
k

s (e)
=

8
>><

>>:

2l2

e2

✓
2v2

niu2
0

◆2
Gaussian,

e2 l2

2

✓
p2+L2

II
4p2niv2

◆2
Unitary.

(5.52)

The SRT associated to the out-of-plane component can be derived along the same lines. The
relevant Heisenberg equation now reads

∂tSz = �
2l

v
(Jx

x + Jy
y ) , (5.53)

and a similar reasoning that lead to Eq, (5.39), allows us to conclude

1
t?s

= 2l(M0zxx + M0zyy) = 4l2t , (5.54)

in the Gaussian limit, and a similar relation for the unitary limit.
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Figure 5.3: DP in-plane SRT calculated according different schemes for the self-energy: SCBA (red line),
Gaussian (blue line) and unitary limit (green line). The most important feature obtained within the SCBA is
a strong renormalisation of t

k

s in the vicinity of the Dirac point, reflecting a disorder-induced finite density
of states in that region. In the plot l = 1 meV and G = 60 meV.

Discussion

Here, we discuss the range of validity of the DP relation obtained in Eq. (5.52) within the Gaus-
sian and unitary limits of potential scattering. The energy dependence of the spin lifetime for
fixed impurity concentration is shown in Fig. 5.3. Away from the Dirac point, within the Gaus-
sian approximation, the spin lifetime increases linearly since t µ e�1 (see Eq. (3.35)). In the
unitary limit, instead, one has a linear dependence t µ e (see Eq. (3.43)), leading to vanishing
spin lifetime at high electron doping. On the other hand, near the Dirac point, the noncrossing
approximation breaks down. It is not surprising that the spin lifetime dependences near the
Dirac point are found to be nonphysical as e! 0 (see Fig. 5.1). Here we are mostly interested in
the diffusive regime away from the Dirac point et � 1, thus neglecting interference effects that
can correct the standard DP relation [227, 239, 240]. As discussed in Chapter 3, an important re-
finement is possible within the noncrossing formalism used here by evaluating the O(n2

i ) terms
in Eq. (3.43). Such higher-order terms encode the strong renormalisation of the single-particle
propagators by incoherent multiple scattering approaching the Dirac point. To show this, it suf-
fices to resum the infinite class of ’rainbow’ diagrams, i.e. the SCBA (see Fig. 3.5). The SCBA
self-energy is given by the solution of the following self-consistent equation [173]

1
2t

����
SCBA

= �=SSCBA(e) = �=


ni

4pv2 (e� SSCBA(e)) ln
✓

�L2

(e� SSCBA(e))2

◆�
. (5.55)

In Fig. 5.3 we show that the SCBA provides a physical (finite, nonzero) ts approaching the
Dirac point. To obtain a representative curve, we take l = 1 meV and we choose the im-
purity density and the scattering strength such that the SCBA nonperturbative energy scale
G = L e�2pv2/(niu2

0) [173] is a few tens meV. The in-plane SRT is then found to lie in the range 50-
100 ps. The magnitude of t

k

s is compatible with previous reports where the (uniform or random)
Rashba SO coupling is treated by SC or numerical approaches [227, 228], see also Fig. 5.1.

Finally we comment briefly on the apparently different asymptotic behaviour of the SCBA vs
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the BA result (respectively red and blue solid lines in Fig. 5.3 ). The SCBA and the BA provides
the same result only for |e| � G [173]. For our choice of G = 60 meV, it can be shown by direct
inspection that an agreement is restored for energies e ⇠ 103 meV.

Conclusions

In this Chapter, we laid out the foundations of a general microscopic theory of coupled charge/spin
transport and spin dynamics in the diffusive limit of 2D Dirac systems subject to SO inter-
actions. Our work represents the logical extension of the previously-developed diagrammatic
treatments [231, 232] to all orders in the scattering potential, for disordered electron systems
with an enlarged pseudospin ⌦ spin Clifford algebra [169,170]. We applied the formalism to the
paradigmatic case of 2D Dirac fermions with Rashba SO coupling considering the purely diffus-
ive regime lt ⌧ 1 ⌧ et. We demonstrated how the DP relation between momentum and spin
lifetime t µ t�1

s holds in both the Gaussian (weak short-range scatterers) and the unitary (strong
short-range scatterers) limits, despite the drastically different energy dependence of the mo-
mentum scattering times t = t(e) in the two regimes. We derived the same result both by direct
diagrammatic resummation (in the noncrossing approximation) and by exploiting the conserva-
tion laws of the theory in the zero-frequency limit. Under the diffusive regime lt ⌧ 1 ⌧ et it
is not possible to study the dynamics in the region of Fermi energies comparable to the Rashba
pseudogap region e ⇠ 2l, which is predicted to display interesting out-of-equilibrium phenom-
ena, as we have shown in Chapter 4. The strong spin-momentum locking peculiar of this regime
lets us infer a modification of the relation between ts and t towards the Elliot-Yafet type ts µ t.
Our theory sets the stage to study the spin dynamics in that regime. This topic has become
of renewed great interest due to recent progresses in graphene-based heterostructures, where
Hanle precession experiments in oblique fields have been recognised as a viable tool to estimate
the induced large SO effects [241–243]. We tackle this topic in greater detail in the following
Chapter.
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Chapter 6

Spin-orbit Effects in Realistic
Systems: Graphene–Transition Metal
Dichalcogenide Heterostructures

Overview

In Chapter 4 we have analysed theoretically the SHE and ISGE in the pure 2D Dirac-Rashba
model. The vanishing SHE and the robust ISGE were shown to originate from the underlying
SU(2) covariant spin-conservation laws of the theory. We also suggested how this result can be
understood in terms of the spin texture of electron bands, where, for spin lying completely in
plane, the SHE (ISGE) is suppressed (enhanced).

Although the Dirac-Rashba model represents an excellent testbed to study SO effects for
Dirac fermions, it relies on the assumption of unbroken sublattice symmetry (point group sym-
metry C6v, see discussion in Chapter 3). This approximation fails to capture many graphene-on-
a-substrate systems, including graphene/TMD hybrids of our interest. To capture the physics
of this wider class of honeycomb-layered materials, a description beyond the pure Dirac-Rashba
model is required.

In this Chapter we re-examine the SHE and ISGE in the full C3v model representative of
graphene/TMD bilayers. We demonstrate that a finite spin Hall conductivity is restored in the
presence of a spin–valley interaction, which endows the bands with a finite component of out-
of-plane spin polarisation. More generally, by making use of the WIs, we provide a systematic
way to predict the emergence of the SHE in this class of Dirac-Rashba systems of experimental
relevance. As for the ISGE, we generalise our previous results in Sec. 4 by introducing a proper
figure of merit to quantify the CSC efficiency, taking into account the momentum-dependence
of the spin texture. We show that the giant ISGE predicted in the pure Rashba model is robust
upon the introduction of additional proximity-induced interactions and remains large at room
temperature.

Finally we study the nonequilibrium spin dynamics. A time-dependent perturbative treat-
ment is employed to derive the spin Bloch equations governing the spin dynamics at high elec-
tronic density e � lSOC for arbitrary ratio lSOC/h, where h µ t�1 is the disorder-induced
quasiparticle broadening and lSOC is the largest amongst the present SO energy scales. Rich
scenarios are predicted, depending on a delicate competition between interface-induced Rashba
and spin–valley interactions. We study the spin anisotropy ratio of out-of-plane to in-plane spin
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lifetimes z = t?s /t
k

s . Different formulas for z are obtained in the motional-narrowing regime
of weak SO coupling (lSOC ⌧ h), and for well-resolved SO coupling (lSOC & h), which can be
useful to model spin transport in ultra-clean vdW heterostructures.

Spin Hall Effect in graphene on transition metal dichalcogenides

In the pure Dirac-Rashba model, the Heisenberg equation for the spin density along y reads (cf.
Eq. 4.55)

∂tSy =
2l

v
Jz
y . (6.1)

The latter equation implies that the spin Hall current is vanishing in the steady state ∂t = 0, as
dictated by the SU(2) covariant conservation laws of the theory. Note that Eq. 6.1 to be physically
realised, i.e. for the steady state to be reached, a relaxation mechanism—e.g. scattering from
impurities—is necessary.

We explore here the possibility to induce a SHE in Dirac-Rashba systems. Note that if an ad-
ditional addend were present in Eq. 6.1, a finite spin Hall current would be restored in the steady
state, cf. for a similar situation Eq. (4.36) valid in the presence of a random Rashba interaction.
We demonstrate that this situation is actually the case for graphene/TMD heterostructures. To
see this, we briefly review the derivation of the SU(2) conservation laws in the pure Dirac-
Rashba model from a different perspective, and then extend the reasoning to the C3v case with
Hamiltonian Eq. (3.54). We work in the valley k = 1 and omit the valley index for simplicity of
the presentation.

The starting point is Eq. (4.2), which we recast in a more compact and general form

H
min

0 = Y†
0

⇣
v si (�ı ∂i �Ai � Ai)�A0 � A0

⌘
Y0. (6.2)

Here µ = (0, x, y), and summation over repeated indices i = (x, y) is implicit. We also have

Aµ = Â
a={x,y,z}

A
a
µsa . (6.3)

In the spirit of Eq. (6.2), disordered Dirac fermions can be seen as minimally coupled to both the
conventional electromagnetic 3D vector potential Aµ = (A0, A) and to a SU(2) gauge field Aµ.
The pure Rashba-model is obtained by setting

A
y
x = �A

x
y = l/v , (6.4)

and all the other components equal to zero. The action S associated with the Hamiltonian
Eq. (6.2) reads

S =
ˆ

dt [
ˆ

dx Y†
0(x) (ı∂t �H

min
0 (x)) Y0(x)] (6.5)

=
ˆ

dx Y†
0(x) [ı ∂t + vsi(ı ∂i + Ai + Ai) + A0 + A0] Y0(x) . (6.6)

In the Noether sense, a conservation law for the theory can be derived by considering the sta-
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tionarity of S under infinitesimal SU(2) gauge transformation [cf. Eq. (2.46)]

U = e
ı
2 Âa qa(x)sa . (6.7)

At linear order in qa(x) and ∂µqa(x), the non-Abelian nature of the rotation produces the follow-
ing transformation rules for the fermionic spinors and the SU(2) gauge fields [88]

Y0 ! Y00 = UY0 ' Y0 + dY0 = Y0 +
ı
2 Â

a
qa(x)sa , (6.8)

Aµ ! A0µ = U Aµ U
�1 + (∂µU )U�1 (6.9)

= Aµ + dAµ = Aµ +
ı
2 Â

a
[qasa,Aµ] + Â

a
[∂µqa(x)]sa . (6.10)

The total variation of the action is given by

DS = Â
µ

"
dS

dY0
dY0 +

dS
d(∂µY0)

d(∂µY0) +
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dY†
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d(∂µY†

0)
d(∂µY†

0) + Â
a

dS
dAa

µ
dAa

µ

#
. (6.11)

By making use of Eqs. (6.8)-(6.10) and the Euler-Lagrange equations for the action Eq. (6.5), after
few lines of calculations we find

DS = Â
µ

Â
a

DSa = Â
µ

Â
a

∂µ

⇣
qa ja

µ

⌘
+ Ja

µ

(
∂µqa +

ı
4

tr

"
sa[Â

b
qbsb,Aµ]

#)
(6.12)

= Â
µ

Â
a

n
∂µ ja

µ + ı [Aµ, Jµ]a
o

qa + (ja
µ + Ja

µ)∂µqa , (6.13)

with

ja
µ =

ı
2

dS
d(∂µY)

saY , (6.14)

Ja
µ =

dS
dAa

µ
, (6.15)

Jµ =
1
2 Â

a
Ja
µsa . (6.16)

For DS to vanish for arbitrary variation of qa, ∂µqa, the following conditions must hold true [162]

ja
µ = �Ja

µ , (6.17)

Dµ Jµ ⌘ ∂µ Jµ � ı[Aµ, Jµ] = 0 . (6.18)

Note the the Noether current ja
µ is connected to the physical current Ja

µ simply by a minus sign.
Eq. (6.18) is exactly the generalisation of the covariant conservation law for the spin-current
found in Eq. (4.6), which can be more easily seen by expanding it into its components

∂t Ja
0 + ∂i Ja

i + 2eabc(Ab
0 Jc

0 + A
b
i Jc

i ) = 0 . (6.19)

For the pure Rashba case, identifying the spin density Ja
0 ⌘ Sa, given Eq. (6.4) one recovers

Eq. (6.1). However, from Eq. (6.19) more general conclusion can be drawn. In particular, the
spin valley term present in the C3v model Eq. (3.54) induces a non-zero component of the gauge
SU(2) potential

A
z
0 = lsvsz . (6.20)
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Considering Eq. (6.19) then, the following conservation law is found

∂tSy =
2l

v
Jz
y � 2lsv Sx , (6.21)

which implies that in the steady state

Jz
y = v

lsv
l

Sx . (6.22)

Notice at the opposite valley k = �1, the sign of the RHS of the last equation is reversed due
to the spin-valley coupling, so that ultimately the spin Hall current is proportional to the valley-
filtered spin polarisation along x̂ [169]. Keeping our convention for the orientation of the electric
field (E k x̂), such a term can be observed in principle, due to the spin-momentum locking,
upon transverse shifting of the Fermi surface in response to the applied E , i.e. in the presence of
skew scattering. In terms of the WIs for the truncated vertex Ga

µ, a similar procedure leading us
to Eq. (4.21) gives

qµGy
µ(k, 0) =

1
2


sy
⇣

GA
k

⌘�1
�

⇣
GR

k

⌘�1
sy
�
� 2ı

l

v
J

z
y + 2ılsvGx

0 . (6.23)

Disorder is not yet included in the treatment. Considering scalar impurities [Eq. (2.3)] however
only requires performing disorder average of both sides of Eq. (6.23), which results into the
following relation between the renormalised spin Hall vertex and the “staggered” spin-x vertex

J̃
z

y = v
lsv
l

G̃x
0 + ı

v
4l

n
[sy, H̃]� + ı [sy, Im SR]+

o
. (6.24)

In the presence of a spin-valley term then, the WI does not fully determine the spin Hall vertex.
However the exact symmetry relation Eq. (6.24)—and obviously its analogy for the associated
response functions Eq. (6.22), represents a strong constraint for the observables under considera-
tions in realistic models. In particular, Eq. (6.24) is expected to hold for the C3v model Eq. (6.29).
In fact lzz is neglected due to its smallness as explained before [122], and the additional orbital
mass D does not enter at all the conservation law for spin polarisation Sy, which we can easily
understand by noting that [Sy, D tzsz] = 0 .

Diagrammatic calculation of the spin Hall effect

We now perform a direct diagrammatic calculation of the spin Hall current. Let us focus on the
leading-order sI

SH contribution

sI
SH(e) =

ˆ
dk

(2p)2 tr
h
J

z
y G

R
k (e) ṽx G

A
k (e)

i
. (6.25)

The matrix Mµard ⌘ Ynblc
µard Inblc entering the BS equation for the renormalised charge vertex [cf.

Eq. (4.29)]
ṽx,µa = v dµx da0 + Ynblc

µard Inblc ṽrd
x , (6.26)

acquires now four extra additional non-vanishing components

µa = {x0, 0y, yz, zx, 0x, y0, zy, xz} , (6.27)
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Figure 6.1: The black dashed line sSH = 0 represents the result obtained in the pure Dirac-Rashba model
(see Chapter 4). When a spin-valley coupling is introduced in the model, the associated spin conservation
laws impose the emergence of a non-vanishing SHE. In the plot, for l = 2lsv = 20 meV we report the
obtained result for the Fermi surface contribution (sI

SH) for different value of the scalar-disorder strength
u0. The impurity concentration is set as ni = 1012 cm�2.

where the first four were already non-zero in the C6v pure Dirac-Rashba case, whereas the last
four are a consequence of broken sublattice symmetry. Because of the higher dimensionality
of Mµard, inverting Eq. (6.26) and hence an analytical expression for the spin Hall current, is
a difficult task. Nevertheless we can obtain simple analytical results in some particular case.
Neglecting D for a while, we find the spin Hall conductivity reads, for energy above the Rashba
pseudogap e > 2l̃ [cf. Eq. (3.57)] and in the weak scattering limit |u0gR

0 |⌧ 1 as

sI
SH(e > 2l̃) =

1
niu2

0

4el4lsv(l� lsv)(l + lsv)2

[e2lsv(e� lsv)2 + l2(e4 + 3lsv)]2
. (6.28)

Note here sI
SH µ n�1

i , which is signature of the dominant (SC) contribution in the dilute limit we
are interested in. sI I

SH [Eq. (4.27)] only provides corrections O(1) which we can therefore neglect,
yielding sSH ⌘ sI

SH. In Fig. 6.1 we report a plot of the sI
SH across all energy regimes.

In accordance to the arguments above based on the conservation laws, we have hence con-
firmed by direct calculation the non-vanishing SHE in generalised Dirac-Rashba systems.

Our findings for the C3v model constitute an important step towards a unified theory of
spin and charge dynamics for Dirac-Rashba materials in generic non-stationary conditions.
Real-space methodologies for evaluation of transverse conductivities have been recently pro-
posed [244, 245], which can help to tackle more complex scenarios. The exact symmetry rela-
tions presented here provide a stringent test for real-space numerical approaches, for which the
achievable energy resolutions still represent a major limiting factor.

Inverse spin Galvanic effect

One intuitive reason behind the large CSC presented in Chapter 4 was the peculiar spin-momentum
locking configuration of Rashba states: spins lying completely in the plane maximise the conver-
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of the “naive” CSC efficiency in the presence/absence of a spin-valley term. The
plot is produced by considering the definition of Eq. (6.30). The efficiency inside the Rashba pseudogap
attains a value larger than 1 (for lsv = 10 meV), due to a faster decrease of the band velocity with respect
to the spin polarisation Sy. This motivates our alternative definition of the CSC efficiency with respect to
Eq. (6.30).

sion of an externally-driven charge current upon displacement of the Fermi surface within the
2D plane (see Fig. 4.2). On the other hand, we have seen that as soon as other terms beyond the
Rashba SO interaction enter the full C3v Hamiltonian Eq. (3.1), reading in k-space as

H0k = v tzs · k + l tz (s ⇥ s) · ẑ + lsvtzsz + lzzszsz + Dtzsz , (6.29)

electrons’ spins are tilted out-of-the-plane (see Fig. 3.4). This leads to a finite SHE as we have
seen above. What is the picture for the CSC ISGE efficiency of the Rashba model? In this section
we discuss this issue.

The result obtained in Chapter 4, where the CSC was found for the minimal Rashba model
as [cf. Eq. (4.51)]

g(e) ⌘

����
2 v cyx(e)

sxx(e)

���� = q(2l� e) +
2l

e
g(u0, e) q(e� 2l) , (6.30)

where g is a function interpolating between the weak (g = 1) and strong (g > 1) scattering case.
In particular in regime I, the following relations hold true [cf. Eqs. (4.42),(4.44)]

hSyiI = cyxE = �
E

4p
$(kF) kFt⇤ , (6.31)

hJxiI = sxxE =
E

2p
vF kF t⇤ , (6.32)

which result in the first term on the RHS of Eq. (6.30). t⇤ is the transport time calculated at the
Fermi wavevector, as defined in Eq. (4.41). The definition of g as for Eq. (6.30) deserves some
comments. Firstly, at the Dirac point k = 0 where the spin texture is not established yet, the CSC
should vanish accordingly. Secondly, when introducing additional terms in the Hamiltonian,
the band velocity close to the Dirac point tends to zero faster than cyx, producing g > 1, which
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Figure 6.3: Main: Fermi energy dependence of the ISGE efficiency at selected values of D for l = 15 meV
and lsv = 0. The x-axis is rescaled as xe = |e� e0|/

��2l̃� e0
�� for clarity. Insets: (a) g as function of chemical

potential (µ) at selected temperatures for a prototypical heterostructure with l = 10 meV, lsv = D = 0
(Ref. [125]); kBT⇤ = 25 meV (room temperature). (b) Variation of g with lsv for a Fermi energy slightly
below (above) the Rashba pseudogap’s edge [e± = 2l̃ ⇥ (1.0 ± 0.1)] for D = l/2 and l = 15 meV. All
calculations performed in the weak scattering limit.

is counterintuitive for a measure of the CSC efficiency (see Fig. 6.2). An alternative and more
appropriate figure of merit must then be sought.

Generally speaking, the CSC is expected to be larger in regime I, as the detrimental contri-
bution of the higher energy-band due to its counter-rotating spin texture is inhibited. Therefore
it is easier to define a proper figure of merit by analysing this energy range. Here the CSC is
only limited by the electronic mobility, i.e., |hSyi|I ⇡ hJxiI/(2vF) µ (kFt⇤) E . This suggests that
g ⌘ |$| = |hSyi|/(2vFhJxi) is the proper figure of merit in regime I. Generalising Eq. (4.38)
by including D, lsv interactions in the Hamiltonian—we neglect the intrinsic SO coupling lzz,
typically very small in graphene on TMDs [122]—cf. discussion after Eq. (3.54)—we have

$ (k) =
vklq

(Dlsv � l2)2 + v2k2 (l2 + l2
sv)

. (6.33)

For the pure Rashba model we find the efficiency is nearly saturated

gmax = max
e2I

|$(k(e))| = 2
p

2/3 ⇡ 0.94. (6.34)

Note |$(k = 0)| = 0, so that our figure of merit correctly takes into account the shrinking of the
Fermi surface and the vanishing of the associated spin texture. In regime II, both spin helicities
c = ±1 contribute to the non-equilibrium spin density, resulting into a decay of the CSC rate.
Here the figure of merit is not uniquely defined. To analyse this regime, we define g heuristically,
satisfying: (i) 0  g  1 for all parameters, (ii) g decays for e � 2l̃ due to collapsing of spin-
split Fermi rings and (iii) g is continuous across the Rashba pseudogap. Since the band velocity
saturates quickly to its upper bound (= v), we use its value at the Rashba pseudogap edge as
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representative for the regime II, which leads us to the following definition

g(e) =
2|cyx(e)|

sxx(e)
⇥

8
<

:
vF(e) , e < 2l̃

vF(2l̃) , e � 2l̃
. (6.35)

where vF(e) ⌘ |vc=�(k(e))|. Consistently with the rate derived for the minimal model [Eq. (4.51)],
the asymptotic behaviour of g is of power-law type, and thus the CSC remains robust in the ac-
cessible range of electronic densities. We show our results in Fig. 6.3. In realistic graphene/TMD
heterostructures, D and lsv can be comparable to the Rashba coupling [122], leading to major
modifications in the band structure. Our thorough analysis, summarised in Fig. 6.3, shows that
the ISGE remains robust. For instance, for |lsv| ⌧ l, |D|, the k-dependence of the in-plane spin
texture is virtually unaffected [Eq. ((6.33))]. Thus, according to the SC results the CSC efficiency
should be high at the Rashba pseudogap edge. This is confirmed by a numerical inversion of
the BS equations in the full model. The figure of merit g plotted in Fig. 6.3 reaches its predicted
optimal value [Eq. (6.34)]. When the spin–valley coupling is significant, the in-plane spin texture
shrinks, however the CSC efficiency remains sizable [Fig. 6.3(b)].

Temperature dependence

A relevant question is how much efficiency is lost due to thermal fluctuations. Figure 6.3(a)
shows the CSC figure of merit at selected temperatures in the weak scattering limit, calculated
by employing the following definition

g(µ, T) =

´ +•
�• de ∂ f (e,µ,T)

∂e 2|cyx(e, T = 0)|
⇥
q(|e|� 2l̃)vF(2l̃) + q(2l̃� |e|)vF(e)

⇤

´ +•
�• de ∂ f (e,µ,T)

∂e sxx(e, T = 0)
, (6.36)

where f (e, µ, T) = {1 + exp [(e� µ)/kBT]}�1 is the Fermi–Dirac distribution function.
Since the T = 0 ratio decays slowly in regime II, the smearing caused by thermal activation is

ineffective, allowing a giant ISGE at room temperature, e.g., groom ⇡ 0.3 for a chemical potential
µ ⇡ 5l ⇡ 50 meV.

Microscopic theory of spin relaxation in graphene on transition
metal dichalcogenides

Having presented a comprehensive framework concerning the steady-state response of graphene
on TMD hybrids, in this Section we want to tackle the time-dependent dynamics of electrons’
spin. Allowing for an easier analytical treatment, we consider here the highly-doped regime
e � lSOC, where lSOC is any of the SO interactions present in the Hamiltonian. How does
the presence of multiple SO terms affect the dynamics of spins? An interesting competition is
expected to establish between the in-plane Rashba SO coupling, which directly couples to the
velocity of electrons, hence acting as a Lorentz pseudomagnetic field [169], and the spin-valley
SO coupling, which conversely couples to the out-of-plane spin components Sz, being in other
words a Zeeman-like pseudomagnetic field. In fact, interface-induced Rashba and spin-valley
interactions in graphene/TMD bilayers can in principle be large as tens of meV [125]. For this
reason, the spin dynamics associated to in-plane and out-of-the-plane channels in samples with
sizable l, lsv is set by distinct time scales. Such a possible anisotropy of the spin dynamics can be
quantified by the spin relaxation time anisotropy (SRTA) ratio, z = t?s /t

k

s . The SRTA in graphene
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<latexit sha1_base64="xjzZLVBaP2HPa6Wspv8QlyZQR/Q=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisYD+gCWWz3bZLd5OwOxFL6N/w4kERr/4Zb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkgNlyLiLRQoeTfRnKpQ8k44uZ37nUeujYijB5wmPFB0FImhYBSt5Fd95E+oVcZml/1yxa25C5B14uWkAjma/fKXP4hZqniETFJjep6bYJBRjYJJPiv5qeEJZRM64j1LI6q4CbLFzTNyYZUBGcbaVoRkof6eyKgyZqpC26kojs2qNxf/83opDm+CTERJijxiy0XDVBKMyTwAMhCaM5RTSyjTwt5K2JhqytDGVLIheKsvr5P2Vc1za959vdKo53EU4QzOoQoeXEMD7qAJLWCQwDO8wpuTOi/Ou/OxbC04+cwp/IHz+QPws5GQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xjzZLVBaP2HPa6Wspv8QlyZQR/Q=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisYD+gCWWz3bZLd5OwOxFL6N/w4kERr/4Zb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkgNlyLiLRQoeTfRnKpQ8k44uZ37nUeujYijB5wmPFB0FImhYBSt5Fd95E+oVcZml/1yxa25C5B14uWkAjma/fKXP4hZqniETFJjep6bYJBRjYJJPiv5qeEJZRM64j1LI6q4CbLFzTNyYZUBGcbaVoRkof6eyKgyZqpC26kojs2qNxf/83opDm+CTERJijxiy0XDVBKMyTwAMhCaM5RTSyjTwt5K2JhqytDGVLIheKsvr5P2Vc1za959vdKo53EU4QzOoQoeXEMD7qAJLWCQwDO8wpuTOi/Ou/OxbC04+cwp/IHz+QPws5GQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xjzZLVBaP2HPa6Wspv8QlyZQR/Q=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisYD+gCWWz3bZLd5OwOxFL6N/w4kERr/4Zb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkgNlyLiLRQoeTfRnKpQ8k44uZ37nUeujYijB5wmPFB0FImhYBSt5Fd95E+oVcZml/1yxa25C5B14uWkAjma/fKXP4hZqniETFJjep6bYJBRjYJJPiv5qeEJZRM64j1LI6q4CbLFzTNyYZUBGcbaVoRkof6eyKgyZqpC26kojs2qNxf/83opDm+CTERJijxiy0XDVBKMyTwAMhCaM5RTSyjTwt5K2JhqytDGVLIheKsvr5P2Vc1za959vdKo53EU4QzOoQoeXEMD7qAJLWCQwDO8wpuTOi/Ou/OxbC04+cwp/IHz+QPws5GQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xjzZLVBaP2HPa6Wspv8QlyZQR/Q=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisYD+gCWWz3bZLd5OwOxFL6N/w4kERr/4Zb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkgNlyLiLRQoeTfRnKpQ8k44uZ37nUeujYijB5wmPFB0FImhYBSt5Fd95E+oVcZml/1yxa25C5B14uWkAjma/fKXP4hZqniETFJjep6bYJBRjYJJPiv5qeEJZRM64j1LI6q4CbLFzTNyYZUBGcbaVoRkof6eyKgyZqpC26kojs2qNxf/83opDm+CTERJijxiy0XDVBKMyTwAMhCaM5RTSyjTwt5K2JhqytDGVLIheKsvr5P2Vc1za959vdKo53EU4QzOoQoeXEMD7qAJLWCQwDO8wpuTOi/Ou/OxbC04+cwp/IHz+QPws5GQ</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Jj7CyuKbLk4xtFnusJFnQN15nNs=">AAAB+nicbVA9T8MwFHTKVylfoYwsFhUSU5WwQLdKLIxFIrRSE1WO46RWHSeyXxBV1L/CwgCIlV/Cxr/BbTNAy0mWTnf39J4vzAXX4DjfVm1jc2t7p77b2Ns/ODyyj5sPOisUZR7NRKYGIdFMcMk84CDYIFeMpKFg/XByM/f7j0xpnsl7mOYsSEkiecwpASON7KYvTDgi2AdSYD9JsDuyW07bWQCvE7ciLVShN7K//CijRcokUEG0HrpODkFJFHAq2KzhF5rlhE5IwoaGSpIyHZSL22f43CgRjjNlngS8UH9PlCTVepqGJpkSGOtVby7+5w0LiK+Dksu8ACbpclFcCAwZnheBI64YBTE1hFDFza2YjokiFExdDVOCu/rldeJdtjtt985pdTtVG3V0is7QBXLRFeqiW9RDHqLoCT2jV/RmzawX6936WEZrVjVzgv7A+vwB/2GTRA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="+e8qg3ctFmyYOpeda8ovBXdUBB0=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pftS7dDBbBVUncaHcFNy4rGFtoQplMJu3QyYOZG7GE/oobFypu/RJ3/o3TNgttPTBwOOdc7p0TZFJotO1vq7KxubW9U92t7e0fHB7VjxsPOs0V4y5LZar6AdVcioS7KFDyfqY4jQPJe8HkZu73HrnSIk3ucZpxP6ajRESCUTTSsN7wpAmHlHhIc+JJSZxhvWm37AXIOnFK0oQS3WH9ywtTlsc8QSap1gPHztAvqELBJJ/VvFzzjLIJHfGBoQmNufaLxe0zcm6UkESpMi9BslB/TxQ01noaByYZUxzrVW8u/ucNcoyu/UIkWY48YctFUS4JpmReBAmF4gzl1BDKlDC3EjamijI0ddVMCc7ql9eJe9lqt5w7u9lpl21U4RTO4AIcuIIO3EIXXGDwBM/wCm/WzHqx3q2PZbRilTMn8AfW5w8Op5NO</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="sKZ4sWuHl7v2ea9Oe10xJVdylCI=">AAACDXicbZDNSsNAFIUn9a/Wv6hLN4NVcCElKYJuhKIblxVsLTQxTKa37dDJJMxMhBL6Am58FTcuFHHr3p1v47SNoK0HBg7fvZc794QJZ0o7zpdVWFhcWl4prpbW1jc2t+ztnaaKU0mhQWMey1ZIFHAmoKGZ5tBKJJAo5HAbDi7H9dt7kIrF4kYPE/Aj0hOsyyjRBgX2gadJepd5CchkFKjzqnf8Q4gknAM3NLDLTsWZCM8bNzdllKse2J9eJ6ZpBEJTTpRqu06i/YxIzSiHUclLFSSEDkgP2sYKEoHys8k1I3xoSAd3Y2me0HhCf09kJFJqGIWmMyK6r2ZrY/hfrZ3q7pmfMZGkGgSdLuqmHOsYj6PBHSaBaj40hlDJzF8x7ZsUqDYBlkwI7uzJ86ZZrbhOxb0+Kdcu8jiKaA/toyPkolNUQ1eojhqIogf0hF7Qq/VoPVtv1vu0tWDlM7voj6yPb2RHnGI=</latexit>

(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="EFT8S9JIxLqd8Kh+118bFRhF1F4=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisYD+gCWWz3bZLd5OwOxFL6N/w4kERr/4Zb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkgNlyLiLRQoeTfRnKpQ8k44uZ37nUeujYijB5wmPFB0FImhYBSt5Fd95E+oVUZnl/1yxa25C5B14uWkAjma/fKXP4hZqniETFJjep6bYJBRjYJJPiv5qeEJZRM64j1LI6q4CbLFzTNyYZUBGcbaVoRkof6eyKgyZqpC26kojs2qNxf/83opDm+CTERJijxiy0XDVBKMyTwAMhCaM5RTSyjTwt5K2JhqytDGVLIheKsvr5P2Vc1za959vdKo53EU4QzOoQoeXEMD7qAJLWCQwDO8wpuTOi/Ou/OxbC04+cwp/IHz+QPtp5GO</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EFT8S9JIxLqd8Kh+118bFRhF1F4=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisYD+gCWWz3bZLd5OwOxFL6N/w4kERr/4Zb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkgNlyLiLRQoeTfRnKpQ8k44uZ37nUeujYijB5wmPFB0FImhYBSt5Fd95E+oVUZnl/1yxa25C5B14uWkAjma/fKXP4hZqniETFJjep6bYJBRjYJJPiv5qeEJZRM64j1LI6q4CbLFzTNyYZUBGcbaVoRkof6eyKgyZqpC26kojs2qNxf/83opDm+CTERJijxiy0XDVBKMyTwAMhCaM5RTSyjTwt5K2JhqytDGVLIheKsvr5P2Vc1za959vdKo53EU4QzOoQoeXEMD7qAJLWCQwDO8wpuTOi/Ou/OxbC04+cwp/IHz+QPtp5GO</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EFT8S9JIxLqd8Kh+118bFRhF1F4=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisYD+gCWWz3bZLd5OwOxFL6N/w4kERr/4Zb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkgNlyLiLRQoeTfRnKpQ8k44uZ37nUeujYijB5wmPFB0FImhYBSt5Fd95E+oVUZnl/1yxa25C5B14uWkAjma/fKXP4hZqniETFJjep6bYJBRjYJJPiv5qeEJZRM64j1LI6q4CbLFzTNyYZUBGcbaVoRkof6eyKgyZqpC26kojs2qNxf/83opDm+CTERJijxiy0XDVBKMyTwAMhCaM5RTSyjTwt5K2JhqytDGVLIheKsvr5P2Vc1za959vdKo53EU4QzOoQoeXEMD7qAJLWCQwDO8wpuTOi/Ou/OxbC04+cwp/IHz+QPtp5GO</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EFT8S9JIxLqd8Kh+118bFRhF1F4=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisYD+gCWWz3bZLd5OwOxFL6N/w4kERr/4Zb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkgNlyLiLRQoeTfRnKpQ8k44uZ37nUeujYijB5wmPFB0FImhYBSt5Fd95E+oVUZnl/1yxa25C5B14uWkAjma/fKXP4hZqniETFJjep6bYJBRjYJJPiv5qeEJZRM64j1LI6q4CbLFzTNyYZUBGcbaVoRkof6eyKgyZqpC26kojs2qNxf/83opDm+CTERJijxiy0XDVBKMyTwAMhCaM5RTSyjTwt5K2JhqytDGVLIheKsvr5P2Vc1za959vdKo53EU4QzOoQoeXEMD7qAJLWCQwDO8wpuTOi/Ou/OxbC04+cwp/IHz+QPtp5GO</latexit>

k
<latexit sha1_base64="aiCkcTqnawm90qDkw+hfsp4ocq8=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF+8A2lMl00g6dTMLMjVBC/8KNC0Xc+jfu/BsnbRbaemDgcM69zLknSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHFtRKwecJpwP6IjJULBKFrpsR9RHAdhNpkNqjW37s5BVolXkBoUaA6qX/1hzNKIK2SSGtPz3AT9jGoUTPJZpZ8anlA2oSPes1TRiBs/myeekTOrDEkYa/sUkrn6eyOjkTHTKLCTeUKz7OXif14vxfDaz4RKUuSKLT4KU0kwJvn5ZCg0ZyinllCmhc1K2JhqytCWVLEleMsnr5L2Rd1z6979Za1xU9RRhhM4hXPw4AoacAdNaAEDBc/wCm+OcV6cd+djMVpyip1j+APn8wfpeJEP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aiCkcTqnawm90qDkw+hfsp4ocq8=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF+8A2lMl00g6dTMLMjVBC/8KNC0Xc+jfu/BsnbRbaemDgcM69zLknSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHFtRKwecJpwP6IjJULBKFrpsR9RHAdhNpkNqjW37s5BVolXkBoUaA6qX/1hzNKIK2SSGtPz3AT9jGoUTPJZpZ8anlA2oSPes1TRiBs/myeekTOrDEkYa/sUkrn6eyOjkTHTKLCTeUKz7OXif14vxfDaz4RKUuSKLT4KU0kwJvn5ZCg0ZyinllCmhc1K2JhqytCWVLEleMsnr5L2Rd1z6979Za1xU9RRhhM4hXPw4AoacAdNaAEDBc/wCm+OcV6cd+djMVpyip1j+APn8wfpeJEP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aiCkcTqnawm90qDkw+hfsp4ocq8=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF+8A2lMl00g6dTMLMjVBC/8KNC0Xc+jfu/BsnbRbaemDgcM69zLknSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHFtRKwecJpwP6IjJULBKFrpsR9RHAdhNpkNqjW37s5BVolXkBoUaA6qX/1hzNKIK2SSGtPz3AT9jGoUTPJZpZ8anlA2oSPes1TRiBs/myeekTOrDEkYa/sUkrn6eyOjkTHTKLCTeUKz7OXif14vxfDaz4RKUuSKLT4KU0kwJvn5ZCg0ZyinllCmhc1K2JhqytCWVLEleMsnr5L2Rd1z6979Za1xU9RRhhM4hXPw4AoacAdNaAEDBc/wCm+OcV6cd+djMVpyip1j+APn8wfpeJEP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aiCkcTqnawm90qDkw+hfsp4ocq8=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF+8A2lMl00g6dTMLMjVBC/8KNC0Xc+jfu/BsnbRbaemDgcM69zLknSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHFtRKwecJpwP6IjJULBKFrpsR9RHAdhNpkNqjW37s5BVolXkBoUaA6qX/1hzNKIK2SSGtPz3AT9jGoUTPJZpZ8anlA2oSPes1TRiBs/myeekTOrDEkYa/sUkrn6eyOjkTHTKLCTeUKz7OXif14vxfDaz4RKUuSKLT4KU0kwJvn5ZCg0ZyinllCmhc1K2JhqytCWVLEleMsnr5L2Rd1z6979Za1xU9RRhhM4hXPw4AoacAdNaAEDBc/wCm+OcV6cd+djMVpyip1j+APn8wfpeJEP</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="5RfL6+E/31ULXtaOV55i4C+to4o=">AAACHnicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXwSBEkDAjih5DvAheopgFkhh6OjVJk56F7hoxDPMlXvwVLx4UETzp39hZFE180PD6vSqq6jmh4Aot69NIzc0vLC6llzMrq2vrG9nNraoKIsmgwgIRyLpDFQjuQwU5CqiHEqjnCKg5/bOhX7sFqXjgX+MghJZHuz53OaOopXb2uOlR7DluXEpu4ibCHUovLl0lSfvnB66bJPnvun5ycLHfzuasgjWCOUvsCcmRCcrt7HuzE7DIAx+ZoEo1bCvEVkwlciYgyTQjBSFlfdqFhqY+9UC14tF5ibmnlY7pBlI/H82R+rsjpp5SA8/RlcMl1bQ3FP/zGhG6p62Y+2GE4LPxIDcSJgbmMCuzwyUwFANNKJNc72qyHpWUoU40o0Owp0+eJdXDgm0V7MujXLE0iSNNdsguyRObnJAiOSdlUiGM3JNH8kxejAfjyXg13salKWPSs03+wPj4AtrxpCA=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="/aUonStaTewmuvdVBFn16keX4d8=">AAACE3icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubxSBEi7ArgpYhNoJNBPOAJIbZyd1kyOyDmbvBsOw/2PgrNhaK2NrY+TfOJkE08cDAmXPuZeYcJxRcoWV9GZml5ZXVtex6bmNza3snv7tXV0EkGdRYIALZdKgCwX2oIUcBzVAC9RwBDWd4mfqNEUjFA/8WxyF0PNr3ucsZRS118ydtj+LAceNKche3Ee5RerEaJUn35waumyTF6+NuvmCVrAnMRWLPSIHMUO3mP9u9gEUe+MgEVaplWyF2YiqRMwFJrh0pCCkb0j60NPWpB6oTTzIl5pFWeqYbSH18NCfq742YekqNPUdPpgnUvJeK/3mtCN2LTsz9MELw2fQhNxImBmZakNnjEhiKsSaUSa7/arIBlZShrjGnS7DnIy+S+mnJtkr2zVmhXJnVkSUH5JAUiU3OSZlckSqpEUYeyBN5Ia/Go/FsvBnv09GMMdvZJ39gfHwDVMKfqg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="QoXj1Kd7zOzs3tb3RCwLR5rv+FY=">AAACJXicbVBNS8NAEN34bf2qevQSLIKClEQEPXiQehG8VLG20LRls520S3eTsDsRS8if8eJf8eLBIoIn/4rbWkWrDxbevjfDzDw/Flyj47xZU9Mzs3PzC4u5peWV1bX8+saNjhLFoMIiEamaTzUIHkIFOQqoxQqo9AVU/d7Z0K/egtI8Cq+xH0ND0k7IA84oGqmVP/Ekxa4fpKWsmXoId6hkWrrKstb3D4Igy3a/6nrZ/kXTixWXsNfKF5yiM4L9l7hjUiBjlFv5gdeOWCIhRCao1nXXibGRUoWcCchyXqIhpqxHO1A3NKQSdCMdXZnZO0Zp20GkzAvRHqk/O1Iqte5L31QOd9WT3lD8z6snGBw3Uh7GCULIPgcFibAxsoeR2W2ugKHoG0KZ4mZXm3WpogxNsDkTgjt58l9yc1B0naJ7eVg4LY3jWCBbZJvsEpcckVNyTsqkQhi5J4/kmQysB+vJerFeP0unrHHPJvkF6/0DzwCnPQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="PLmZlaNE8VVomgYmw7zThw1Mr0Y=">AAACGnicbVBNSwMxFMzW7/pV9ehlsQj1UnZF0GOpF8GLgrWFbluy6ds2NNldkrfFsuzv8OJf8eJBEW/ixX9jWoto60BgMvMeyYwfC67RcT6t3MLi0vLK6lp+fWNza7uws3uro0QxqLFIRKrhUw2Ch1BDjgIasQIqfQF1f3A+9utDUJpH4Q2OYmhJ2gt5wBlFI3UKricp9v0grWbt1EO4QyVTPcyyzs8NgiDLSpdtL1ZcwlGnUHTKzgT2PHGnpEimuOoU3r1uxBIJITJBtW66ToytlCrkTECW9xINMWUD2oOmoSGVoFvpJFpmHxqlaweRMidEe6L+3kip1HokfTM5DqJnvbH4n9dMMDhrpTyME4SQfT8UJMLGyB73ZHe5AoZiZAhlipu/2qxPFWVo2sybEtzZyPPk9rjsOmX3+qRYqU7rWCX75ICUiEtOSYVckCtSI4zck0fyTF6sB+vJerXevkdz1nRnj/yB9fEFK/+ixw==</latexit>

k
<latexit sha1_base64="aiCkcTqnawm90qDkw+hfsp4ocq8=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF+8A2lMl00g6dTMLMjVBC/8KNC0Xc+jfu/BsnbRbaemDgcM69zLknSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHFtRKwecJpwP6IjJULBKFrpsR9RHAdhNpkNqjW37s5BVolXkBoUaA6qX/1hzNKIK2SSGtPz3AT9jGoUTPJZpZ8anlA2oSPes1TRiBs/myeekTOrDEkYa/sUkrn6eyOjkTHTKLCTeUKz7OXif14vxfDaz4RKUuSKLT4KU0kwJvn5ZCg0ZyinllCmhc1K2JhqytCWVLEleMsnr5L2Rd1z6979Za1xU9RRhhM4hXPw4AoacAdNaAEDBc/wCm+OcV6cd+djMVpyip1j+APn8wfpeJEP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aiCkcTqnawm90qDkw+hfsp4ocq8=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF+8A2lMl00g6dTMLMjVBC/8KNC0Xc+jfu/BsnbRbaemDgcM69zLknSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHFtRKwecJpwP6IjJULBKFrpsR9RHAdhNpkNqjW37s5BVolXkBoUaA6qX/1hzNKIK2SSGtPz3AT9jGoUTPJZpZ8anlA2oSPes1TRiBs/myeekTOrDEkYa/sUkrn6eyOjkTHTKLCTeUKz7OXif14vxfDaz4RKUuSKLT4KU0kwJvn5ZCg0ZyinllCmhc1K2JhqytCWVLEleMsnr5L2Rd1z6979Za1xU9RRhhM4hXPw4AoacAdNaAEDBc/wCm+OcV6cd+djMVpyip1j+APn8wfpeJEP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aiCkcTqnawm90qDkw+hfsp4ocq8=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF+8A2lMl00g6dTMLMjVBC/8KNC0Xc+jfu/BsnbRbaemDgcM69zLknSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHFtRKwecJpwP6IjJULBKFrpsR9RHAdhNpkNqjW37s5BVolXkBoUaA6qX/1hzNKIK2SSGtPz3AT9jGoUTPJZpZ8anlA2oSPes1TRiBs/myeekTOrDEkYa/sUkrn6eyOjkTHTKLCTeUKz7OXif14vxfDaz4RKUuSKLT4KU0kwJvn5ZCg0ZyinllCmhc1K2JhqytCWVLEleMsnr5L2Rd1z6979Za1xU9RRhhM4hXPw4AoacAdNaAEDBc/wCm+OcV6cd+djMVpyip1j+APn8wfpeJEP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aiCkcTqnawm90qDkw+hfsp4ocq8=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF+8A2lMl00g6dTMLMjVBC/8KNC0Xc+jfu/BsnbRbaemDgcM69zLknSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHFtRKwecJpwP6IjJULBKFrpsR9RHAdhNpkNqjW37s5BVolXkBoUaA6qX/1hzNKIK2SSGtPz3AT9jGoUTPJZpZ8anlA2oSPes1TRiBs/myeekTOrDEkYa/sUkrn6eyOjkTHTKLCTeUKz7OXif14vxfDaz4RKUuSKLT4KU0kwJvn5ZCg0ZyinllCmhc1K2JhqytCWVLEleMsnr5L2Rd1z6979Za1xU9RRhhM4hXPw4AoacAdNaAEDBc/wCm+OcV6cd+djMVpyip1j+APn8wfpeJEP</latexit>
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Figure 6.4: Spin relaxation in the C3v model. (a) The Rashba pseudomagnetic field BBR
eff is always orthogonal

to the direction of motion k̂ and lies in the plane. On the other hand the spin-valley pseudomagnetic field
Bsv

eff (independent of k) has opposite signs in inequivalent valleys: Bsv
eff(k) = �Bsv

eff(k̄), where k = �k̄ =

(K, K0). Spin relaxation regimes: (b) in the pure Rashba model (lsv = 0) spin lifetimes satisfy t?s = t
k

s /2
for lt ⌧ 1; (c) the relation is reversed in the strong SO coupling limit lt � 1 where t?s = 2t

k

s . This
picture is affected by the spin-valley coupling and intervalley scattering, as discussed in the main text [cf.
Eqs. (6.86)-(6.91)]

on TMD monolayers has been found to attain giant values on the order of z ⇠ 10� 100 [241,242],
testifying to the important role played by the spin-valley SO coupling. A simple SRTA model has
been proposed in Ref. [246], which assumes that the electronic motion of bare quasiparticles is
affected by a weak SO field with a precession axis randomly changing due to scattering events.
This framework provides the dependence of z on two important dimensionless parameters,
lsv/l and t/tiv, where tiv is the sample-specific intervalley correlation time [243]. However, the
formalism presented there is limited to the weak SO coupling regime, lSOCt ⌧ 1 with lSOC =

max{|l|, |lsv|}, whereas ultra-clean samples can display strong SO coupling on the order of (or
larger than) the disorder broadening [125,126,247]. Meanwhile, the development of a microscopic
approach capable of providing an intuitive, unified description of spin relaxation processes for
arbitrary values of lSOCt and lSOCtiv would be highly desirable. Here, we address this problem
by means of the single-particle density matrix formalism. We obtain a set of coupled spin
Bloch equations governing the spin dynamics in the effective C3v Hamiltonian in the presence of
common sources of intravalley and intervalley disorder. The treatment employed here is strictly
valid in the SC transport regime of experimental relevance, |e|� lSOC. However, the qualitative
features of the different spin relaxation regimes predicted here are also expected to manifest
at low electronic densities. Rich scenarios are shown to emerge, from simple exponentially-
decaying spin polarisation density to fast damped modes, depending on the relative magnitude
of the main energy scales of the problem: l, lsv, 1/t and 1/tiv. Finally, we derive analytic
expressions for the SRTA ratio z in both weak SO coupling regime (compatible with Ref. [243])
and the strong SO coupling regime of ultra-clean samples (lSOCt & 1/2).
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Formalism: spin Bloch equations

It is convenient to perform our treatment in the highly-doped regime. In this limit, we can
rewrite the C3v Hamiltonian Eq. (3.54), supplemented with generic disorder V(x), by separating
the bare graphene part to the uniform SO part VSO

H =
ˆ

dx Y†(x) [tz v s · p + VSO + V(x) ] Y(x) . (6.37)

The starting point of our approach is the quantum Liouville equation for the single-particle
density matrix operator [147–150, 248]

∂r

∂t
+ ı[ H0 + VSO + V, r ] = 0 . (6.38)

As said above, the interaction V describes uncorrelated disorder

V(x) = Vintra(x) + Vinter(x) , (6.39)

= Â
a=0,z

Â
b=0,x,y,z

[t0sauab(x)]s0 + Â
a=x,y

Â
b=0,x,y

[tasbuab(x)]s0 , (6.40)

with Gaussian (white-noise) statistics1

huab(x)ua0b0(x0)idis = u2
ab daa0 dbb0 d(x� x0) . (6.41)

All types of non-magnetic disorder are included in V(x). Interactions µ s0,z describe on-site
potentials and terms µ sx,y encode fluctuations in the hopping between neighbouring sites (e.g.,
due to adatoms and ripples) [173]. The terms in the second addend [Eq. (6.40)] mix states on
inequivalent valleys leading to a finite intervalley scattering time.

In order to derive the general spin Bloch equations governing the spin dynamics for high
electronic density, we follow closely the treatment by Culcer and Winkler [147,148]. The first step
is to project Eq. (6.38) onto plane-wave eigenstates of the unperturbed graphene Hamiltonian,
namely (see Appendix A)

hx|ksksi =
1
p

2
eik·x

|ki ⌦

 
k s e�ıfk/2

eıfk/2

!
⌦ |si , (6.42)

where k, s, s = ±1 are indices for valley, sublattice and spin DOFs, respectively. The free
graphene eigenvalues read as esks

k = svk, where k = |k|. r is then a matrix of dimension
23 = 8, whose matrix elements are written as rVV0

kk0 = hk0V0|r|kVi and V = {s, k, s} is a short-
hand for the set of quantum indices (we use a similar notation for V). VSO has non-zero matrix
elements between conduction and valence states leading to interband transitions. However, we
focus here on the large Fermi energy regime e/lSOC � 1, where interband coherence effects are
strongly suppressed2. In what follows, we take hk0s0|r|ksi = dss0rkk0 and fix the Fermi level in
the conduction band, dropping the sublattice index (s = 1) from the expressions.

Following Refs. [147, 148], we write rkk0 = fkkdkk0 + gkk0 , where for gkk0 it is assumed
k 6= k0. We neglect valley coherence, hk0|r|ki = dkk0 , since typical valley-coherence times are

1To simplify the notation here, we omit the explicit dependence on the impurities areal density ni , rescaling the
scattering potential strength as u2 ! u2/ni [cf. Eq. (2.16)].

2Since the spin-valley interaction is proportional to the identity matrix in sublattice space s0, it cannot mediate
interband transitions. Thus, strictly speaking, it suffices to consider e/|l|� 1 to neglect interband effects.
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much shorter than the relevant spin-precession and relaxation timescales [249]. We have

∂ fk
∂t

+ ı[H0 + VSO, f ]kk = �ı[V, g]kk , (6.43)

∂gkk0

∂t
+ ı[H0 + VSO, g]kk0 = �ı[V, g]kk0 . (6.44)

We are ultimately interested in the diagonal part fkk, as the spin observables are defined as

S =
1
2

Tr[r · s] =
1
2 Â

k,k
tr[ f k

kk · s] =
1
2 Â

k,k
Sk

k . (6.45)

We hence solve Eq. (6.44) and substitute the solution into the RHS of Eq. (6.43), which gives the
collision integral. After a somewhat lengthy but straightforward calculation, where Eqs. (6.43)-
and (6.44) are expressed in the interaction picture and the evolution operator is expanded to
second order in V, one arrives at the following equation for the spin components

∂tSk
k + Lk

kSk
k = �p Â

k0k0
d(ek � ek0) hSk

k Vkk0
kk0 V

k0k
k0k + Vkk0

kk0 V
k0k
k0k Sk

k � 2 Vkk0
kk0 S

k0
k0 V

k0k
k0kidis , (6.46)

with a Larmor precession term

Lk
k = 2

0

B@
0 �klsv l cos fk

klsv 0 l sin fk

�l cos fk �l sin fk 0

1

CA . (6.47)

A comment is in order. Central to our derivation of the quantum kinetic equation is the
assumption of Gaussian disorder. Strictly speaking, the latter is equivalent to the first BA [236]
and thus it neglects (i) skew scattering (allowed in the C3v model [169], albeit suppressed in
the limit e/lSOC � 1 [53]) and (ii) modifications to the energy dependence of the collision
integral for realistic (non-Gaussian) disorder with typical momentum scattering time t(e) µ e

(as opposed to t(e) µ e�1 for Gaussian disorder) [250].

Importantly, the collision integral [RHS of Eq. (6.46)] retains its form at all orders in the
Born series, with V formally replaced by the single-impurity T-matrix [172]. For this reason, our
final expressions for the spin lifetimes (written in terms of transport scattering times, see below)
remain accurate for general types of non-magnetic static disorder.

Next, we use the quantum kinetic equation [Eq. (6.46)] to obtain the Bloch equations gov-
erning the spin dynamics. Firstly, we separate the collision integral I[Sk

k] into intravalley and
intervalley parts, k0 = {k, k̄} = {k,�k}. For uncorrelated matrix disorder [Eq. (6.41)], we find

h|Vkk
kk0 |

2
idis = Â

p=±

h
ũ2

p + (u2
p � ũ2

p)Fp
kk0

i
, (6.48)

h|Vkk̄
kk0 |

2
idis = Â

p=±

h
w̃2

p + (w2
p � w̃2

p)Fp
kk0

i
, (6.49)
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where F±

kk0 = cos2[(fk ± fk0)/2] and

u2
+ = u2

0x + u2
zx , u2

� = u2
00 + u2

z0 , (6.50)

ũ2
+ = u2

0y + u2
zy , ũ2

� = u2
0z + u2

zz , (6.51)

w2
+ = u2

xx + u2
yx , w2

� = u2
x0 + u2

y0 , (6.52)

w̃2
+ = u2

xy + u2
yy , w̃2

� = u2
xz + u2

yz . (6.53)

Since Gaussian disorder preserves parity F±

kk0 = F±

k0k, the dynamics of spin polarisation density
is governed by only three microscopic relaxation rates, which are simple functions of the dis-
order couplings (see Appendix D). To illustrate the various spin relaxation regimes, it suffices
to consider a pair of couplings leading to a finite intervalley scattering time. Without loss of
generality, we choose

u ⌘ u� =
q

u2
00 + u2

z0 , (6.54)

w ⌘ w� =
q

u2
x0 + u2

y0 . (6.55)

Within the subset of disorder couplings, we can recast the collision integral into the form

Iintra[Sk
k] = �2p u2 Â

k0
Fkk0(Sk

k � Sk
k0) Dkk0 , (6.56)

Iinter[Sk
k] = �2p w2 Â

k0
(1� Fkk0) (Sk

k � Sk̄
k0) Dkk0 , (6.57)

where Dkk0 ⌘ d(ek� ek0). To solve the coupled system of 6 equations (3 polarisation ⇥ 2 valleys),
Eq. (6.46), we expand Sˇ

k in cylindric harmonics

Sk
k =

•

Â
m=�•

Sk,m
k eı m fk . (6.58)

Substituting Eq. (6.58) into Eq. (6.46), and retaining only the lowest-order harmonics m = 0, ±1,
we finally obtain (see Appendix D for details)

∂tS0
x = �

2r2

t
(S0

x � S̄0
x)� 2lsvS0

y + l Â
m=±1

Sm
z , (6.59)

∂tS0
y = �

2r2

t
(S0

y � S̄0
y) + 2lsvS0

x + ıl Â
m=±1

mSm
z , (6.60)

∂tS0
z = �

2r2

t
(S0

z � S̄0
z)� l Â

m=±1

⇣
Sm

x + ımSm
y

⌘
, (6.61)

and

∂tS±1
x = lS0

z � 2lsvS±1
y � h(S±1

x , S̄±1
x ) , (6.62)

∂tS±1
y = ⌥ılS0

z + 2lsvS±1
x � h(S±1

y , S̄±1
y ) , (6.63)

∂tS±1
z = �l(S0

x ⌥ ıS0
y)� h(S±1

z , S̄±1
z ) , (6.64)

where
h(S±1

i , S̄±1
i ) =

1
t
[(1 + 2r2)S±1

i + r2S̄±1
i ] , (6.65)

with (Sk=±1,m
k )i ⌘ (Sm

i , S̄m
i ). We have introduced the ratio of intervalley to intravalley disorder
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couplings
r = w/u , (6.66)

and3

t = (u2e/4v2)�1 , (6.67)

tiv = t/3r2 , (6.68)

the intravalley and intervalley transport scattering times, respectively. The spin Bloch equations
[Eqs. (6.59)-(6.64)] and the corresponding expressions for the barred component at k = �1, ob-
tained by the formal replacement S ! S̄ and lsv ! �lsv, are the central result of this section.
These equations highlight the crucial role played by intervalley scattering (r > 0); first term on
the RHS of Eqs. (6.59)-(6.61) for m = 0 and last two terms inside brackets in Eq. (6.65) for m = ±1.
The spin Bloch equations for the full disorder model have the same structure as Eqs. (6.59)-(6.64)
with an additional intervalley relaxation rate. The remaining couplings (u+, w+, ũ± and w̃±) are
found to (i) renormalise the total t and tiv and (ii) open an additional intervalley channel. For
brevity, in what follows we assume l, lsv > 0.

Results

We are primarily interested in the zeroth harmonics of the various spin components, which
according to Eq. (6.45) completely determine the spin density observables 4. Below, we derive
closed formulas for the time dependence of the spin polarisation density in two limiting cases,
l� lsv and l⌧ lsv.

Intravalley scattering only: w = 0

The calculations are carried out explicitly for the out-of-plane component Sz ⌘ S0
z + S̄0

z . The spin
Bloch equations are recast in the following form

0

B@
∂t l 0
�4l ∂t + 1

t 2lsv

0 �2lsv ∂t + 1
t

1

CA

0

B@
Sz

y
z

1

CA =

0

B@
0
0
0

1

CA , (6.69)

where we introduced the following admixtures of in-plane spin harmonics

y = Â
m=±1

(Sm
x + S̄m

x ) + ı m (Sm
y + S̄m

y ) , (6.70)

z = Â
m=±1

(Sm
y + S̄m

y )� ı m (Sm
x + S̄m

x ) . (6.71)

The eigenfunctions can be written as

0

B@
Sz(t)
y(t)
z(t)

1

CA =
3

Â
i=1

ci’iewi t , (6.72)

3Note that t is defined with an extra factor of 2 with respect to Eq. (3.35) derived within Kubo formalism. This is an
artefact of limiting our ansatz to a finite number of harmonics. The physics described in the following is not affected by
this choice.

4Harmonics with m = ±1 contain information about spin currents, which couple to the spin density in Eqs. (6.59)-
(6.64) via the Rashba interaction.
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where wi are the the solution of the algebraic equation

w3 +
2
t

w2 +


4(l2 + l2

sv) +
1
t2

�
w +

4l2

t
= 0 , (6.73)

and ji are the corresponding eigenvectors. The coefficients ci are determined by imposing the
Cauchy boundary conditions S0

z(t = 0) = 1/2, y(t = 0) = z(t = 0) = 0. The analytical solution
to Eq. (6.73) is rather cumbersome. It is more transparent instead to find a solution perturbatively
by expanding

w = w(0) + b w(1) + b2w(2) + O(b3) , (6.74)

where b = lsv/l (b = l/lsv) representing the case of dominant Rashba (spin-valley) interac-
tion. We find

Sz(t) =
1
4 Â

s=±1

 
1�

sp
1� c2

z

!
e�wst , for l� lsv , (6.75)

where cz = 4lt and

ws =
(1 + s

p
1� c2

z)
2t

 
1�

l2
sv

2l2
c2

z

c2
z � 1 + s

p
1� c2

z

!
. (6.76)

In the particular case lsv = 0, we obtain ws = 1/t?s with

t?s = (4l2t)�1, (6.77)

which is the familiar DP relation [236]. In this regime, the spin relaxation is governed by mo-
tional narrowing, yielding its characteristic dependence ts µ t�1 [150, 246]. On the other hand,
for well-resolved SO coupling, the electron’s spin completes full Larmor precession cycles in
between scattering events, which induces spin-memory loss with a characteristic law ts ⇡ 2t

(see Fig. 6.4 and discussion below) [251–253].

Combining the two limiting cases, we have

Sz(t)|l�lsv
=

1
2

8
<

:
exp[�4 l 2t t (1� 4l2

svt2)] , lt ⌧ 1

e�t/2t cos(2 l t(1 + l2
sv/l2)) , lt � 1

(6.78)

The damped oscillatory mode appears when l ? 1/2t similarly to non-chiral 2DEGs subject to
strong Rashba effect [251–253]. For the in-plane component, we find

Sx(t)|l�lsv
=

1
2

8
>>><

>>>:

cos (2lsvt)⇥

exp[�2 l 2t t(1� 4l2
svt2)] , lt ⌧ 1 ,

cos (lt)2 e�
t
t , lt � 1 .

(6.79)

where the solution in the strong SO coupling limit includes the higher-order harmonics m = ±2
[see Eq. (6.58)]. In samples with dominant spin–valley SO coupling (lsv � l), we find instead

Sz(t)|lsv�l =
1
2

exp

�

4l2t t
1 + 4l2

svt2

�
, (6.80)
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which provides the asymptotic behaviour

Sz(t)|lsv�l =
1
2

8
><

>:

exp[�4 l 2t t(1� 4l2
svt2)] , lsvt ⌧ 1 ,

e
�

t
t

l2

l2
sv , lsvt � 1 .

(6.81)

For the in-plane component, we have

Sx(t)|lsv�l =
1
2

8
>>>><

>>>>:

cos (2lsvt)⇥

exp[�2 l 2t t(1� 4l2
svt2)] , lsvt ⌧ 1

cos
h
2lsvt

⇣
1 + l2

l2
sv

⌘i
e
�

t
2t

l2

l2
sv , lsvt � 1

(6.82)

with the transition between overdamped and damped oscillatory modes occurring for lsv & 1/t.

These results deserve some comments. For strong Rashba interaction (lsv ⌧ 1/t ⌧ l),
second line of Eqs. (6.78) and (6.79), the spin polarisation density includes an oscillatory com-
ponent. Note, however, that only in-plane spins experience spin-valley–modulated precession,
with small frequency w = 2lsv ⌧ l in this particular regime; see Eq. (6.79), first line. The
lack of spin-valley-driven precession for out-of-plane spins can be understood from simple com-
mutator algebra, ∂tSz µ ı[Hsv, Sz] = 0. In the limiting case of strong spin-valley interaction
(l ⌧ 1/t ⌧ lsv), this reflects in a purely decaying (overdamped) mode for Sz—second line of
Eq. (6.81)—and underdamped behaviour for Sx with a large frequency w = 2lsv � l; second
line of (6.82). As we show in the following section, the spin dynamics in clean samples with long
tiv display similar behaviour (see Fig. 6.5). In systems with l � lsv, 1/t, the spin lifetimes are
given by t

k

s = t and t?s = 2t. Here, a single scattering event suffices to randomise the electron’s
spin. The faster decay rate of in-plane spin polarisation component indicates the dominant role
of |m| = 2 contributions in the harmonic expansion Eq. (6.58), yielding a SRTA ratio z = 2. For
dominant spin–valley interaction (lsv � l), the spin lifetime is extremely long and, as such,
in-plane spins can precess coherently. As pointed out in Ref. [243], this behaviour is dramat-
ically changed when intervalley scattering is included in the picture (see below). For weak SO
coupling, namely, l ⌧ lsv ⌧ 1/t and lsv ⌧ l ⌧ 1/t, the spin dynamics is of the DP type
i.e., ts µ t�1, as reported in the first lines of Eqs. (6.78)-(6.79) and (6.81)-(6.82). In the former
case, the spin-valley interaction leads to a correction of order µ l2

sv/l2 to the well-known DP
spin relaxation law of Rashba models [228, 236, 246]. In the weak SO coupling regime (for finite
l), the spin lifetimes satisfy the standard ratio, z ' 1/2. On the other hand, the limiting case
of vanishingly small Rashba interaction l ⌧ lsv ⌧ 1/t is very different in this respect. The
valley-Zeeman-like interaction does not couple to electrons’ velocity and, at a given valley, its
direction is fixed (±ẑ). Thus, in this case, no randomisation of the precession axis can occur and
the spin relaxation is efficiently suppressed as l! 0. Yet, a small Rashba interaction is sufficient
to relax the spins via motional narrowing, as reported in our equations.

From these results, the SRTA ratio for intravalley disorder is readily obtained

z|tiv!• =

8
<

:
2 , lt � {1, lsvt}

1/2 , all other cases
. (6.83)

In samples with strong Rashba interaction l� lsv, 1/t, the quantum kinetic theory predicts
a SRTA ratio, z = 2. This difference with respect to the standard DP regime, z = 1/2, stems
from the distinct role of the SU(2) gauge field in the two cases lt ⌧ 1 and lt � 1. It can be
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readily verified by inspecting Eq. (6.47) that the precession period for in-plane and out-of-plane
spins must satisfy T? = Tk/2 across all regimes. In the spin motional-narrowing limit (random
dynamics) mentioned above, with lt ⌧ 1, the faster precession of out-of-plane spins reflects in
a different step of the random walk dj? = 2djk, hence t?s = t

k

s /2 [Fig. 6.4(b)]. On the other
hand, for lt � 1, spins relax on the timescale of a single-impurity scattering event. Here, the
in-plane spin dynamics is driven by the higher-order harmonics Sk,±2

x and the inverse relation is
found t?s = 2t

k

s .

Intervalley scattering case: w 6= 0

Atomically-sharp defects lead to finite intervalley scattering time even in the cleanest samples
[125]. Thus, the inclusion of intervalley processes in the collision integral [Eq. (6.46)] is crucial to
understand the spin dynamics in realistic conditions. A similar procedure as outlined in Sec. 6
yields the spin Bloch equations

0

B@
∂t l 0
�4l ∂t + 1

t+
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0 �2lsv ∂t + 1
t�

1

CA

0

B@
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1

CA =

0

B@
0
0
0

1

CA , (6.84)

with
1

t±

=
1
t

+
1
3
⇥

2 ± 1
tiv

. (6.85)

We obtain the following asymptotic solutions for the out-of-plane spin polarisation density

Sz(t)|l�lsv
=

1
2

8
<

:
exp[�4 l2 t+ t (1� 4l2

svt+t�)] , lt ⌧ 1 ,

cos
h
2l
⇣

1 + l2
sv

l2

⌘
t
i

e�t/2t+ , lt � 1 .
(6.86)

and

Sz(t)|l⌧lsv
=

1
2

8
><

>:

exp[�4 l2 t+ t(1� 4l2
svt+t�)] , lsvt ⌧ 1 ,

e
�

t
t�

l2

l2
sv , lsvt � 1 .

(6.87)

Note that as we are interested in the SRTA, in the small SO coupling cases lSOCt ⌧ 1 we also
took the limit lSOCtiv ⌧ 1, where one can ignore the oscillating factors cos(2lsvt) reported in
the previous section, Eqs. (6.79) and (6.82). Considering the in-plane components, we reduce
the set of coupled equations [Eqs. (6.59)-(6.64)] to only two independent equations coupling
Sx = S0

x + S̄0
x and S̃y = S0

y � S̄0
y ,

 
∂2

t + 2l2 + ∂t
t+

2lsv(∂t + 1
t+

)

�2lsv(∂t + 1
t�

) ∂2
t + 2l̃2 + ∂t

t + 5
3

∂t
tiv

! 
Sx

S̃y

!
=

 
0
0

!
, (6.88)

where we have defined

2l̃2 = 2l2 +
4
3

1
tiv

1
t�

. (6.89)

Solving Eq. (6.88) with the usual boundary conditions i.e., Sx(t = 0) = 1/2 and all the other
functions being zero at the initial time, we find
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Figure 6.5: Spin dynamics for strong proximity-induced SO coupling (lSOCt � 1) in the presence of
intervalley scattering. For dominant Rashba-type SO coupling (a), the spin dynamics display characteristic
fast oscillations with lifetime set by the momentum scattering timescale, as discussed in the main text and
illustrated in Fig. 6.4. For dominant spin-valley-type SO coupling (b) the out-of-plane component is weakly
sensitive to the value of tiv. This is expected to hold in the highly-doped regime e � lsv, as discussed in
the main text. In (a) the traces Sx are calculated including higher-order harmonics up to m = ±2.

Sx(t)|l�lsv
=

1
2

8
>>>>>><

>>>>>>:

exp[�(2l2t+ + 3l2
svtiv)t] , lt ⌧ 1 ,

exp[�(1/2t+ + 3l2
svtiv)t]⇥

⇥ cos(lt)2 , lt � 1 ,

(6.90)

and

Sx(t)|l⌧lsv
=

1
2

8
>>>><

>>>>:

exp[�(2l2t+ + 3l2
svtiv)t] , lsvt ⌧ 1 ,

cos (2lsvt) e
�

✓
l2

2l2
sv

1
t + 2

3
1

tiv

◆
t
, lsvt � 1 .

(6.91)

In Figs. 6.5 and 6.6, we show representative examples of the spin polarisation dynamics in the
strong and weak SO coupling limits, respectively, according to our results.

Spin relaxation time anisotropy

The spin Bloch equations, Eqs. (6.59)-(6.64)—showing a crossover between overdamped (weak
SO coupling) and oscillating damped modes (strong SO coupling)—are the most important res-
ult of this section. We now discuss in more detail how the SRTA evolves from weak interface-
induced SO coupling (lSOCt ⌧ 1) to well-resolved SO coupling (lSOCt & 1). We focus on the
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Figure 6.6: Spin dynamics for weak proximity-induced SO coupling (lSOCt ⌧ 1) in the presence of inter-
valley scattering, for lsv ⌧ l (l⌧ lsv) [panel (a), (b) respectively]. In (b), the in-plane spin polarisation is
more sensitive to the value of tiv, whereas out-of-plane spins are virtually unaffected by a finite tiv. This is
consistent with the findings in Ref. [243].
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>>>>>>>>>:
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�
, lt, lsvt ⌧ 1 ,

2 + O(l2
sv/l2) , lt � 1� lsvt ,
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1+3 tiv

t

h
2l2

sv
l2 + 3
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tiv
t

i
, lsvt � 1� lt .

(6.92)

For the sake of clarity, we note that the first line in the expression for z is obtained by considering
the first line of Eq. (6.91) [or equivalently Eq. (6.90)] together with the first line of Eq. (6.86) (or
Eq. (6.87)). The second line of Eq. (6.92) is obtained using the second lines of Eq. (6.90) and
Eq. (6.86). Finally the third line of Eq. (6.92) is a result of the second lines of Eq. (6.91) and
Eq. (6.87).

The first important observation concerns the strong Rashba case with lt � 1 � lsvt,
which can in principle be achieved in clean graphene-based heterostructures, where also the
lattice mismatch is sizable enough to produce lsv ⇡ 0. Contrary to the other two presented
cases [first and third lines of Eq. (6.92)], in this limit a direct estimation of tiv/t or lsv/l from
spin precession measurements alone is not possible. Hence, whenever z ⇡ 2 is measured, the
extraction of other parameters from spin precession data should be considered unfeasible.

We focus in the following on the two more interesting cases lt, lsvt ⌧ 1 and lsvt �

1 � lt. For the weak SO coupling case [first line of Eq. (6.92)] we report a visualisation of the
obtained result in terms of contour lines for fixed z, see Fig. 6.7(a). Our results in this limit are
in good qualitative agreement with the toy model of fluctuating spins put forward in Ref. [243],
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Figure 6.7: Traces of fixed SRTA for weak (a) and strong (b) proximity-induced SO coupling, Eq. (6.92).
(a) The inset shows a comparison with the spin white-noise model in Ref. [243] for z = 10. (b) Traces of
fixed SRTA in the strong SO coupling regime, Eq. (6.92), third line. The typical ratio tiv/t ⇠ 25 [254] is
compatible with a broad range of SO couplings in the interval lsv/l = 14� 80 depending on the measured
SRTA ratio.
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sv
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, (Ref. [26]) , (6.93)

z =
1
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+
1
4

l2
sv
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⇣
3 +

tiv
t

⌘
, (this work). (6.94)

where, for simplicity, we identified the ratio of intervalley to intravalley correlation time in
Ref. [243] with the ratio tiv/t. The inset of Fig. 6.7(a) shows a detailed comparison for the
case z = 10. Following the experiment in Ref. [242] (z = 11), assuming lsv/l ⇠ 0.67 for
graphene/MoSe2 [122], a tiv/t = 30 is obtained, which for t = 0.076 ps gives tiv = 2.2 ps
(against tiv = 1.7 ps following Ref. [243]). These estimates (obtained from modelling of spin
precession data) agree qualitatively well with typical relaxation times extracted from magneto-
transport measurements [125, 254]. We would like to point out that our Eq. (6.94) (and similarly
Eq. (6.93)) gives a divergent SRTA in the limit of absence of intervalley scattering tiv ! •, at
first glance contradicting Eq. (6.83). The dilemma is solved by noticing that Eq. (6.94) is strictly
valid for lsvt ⇠ lsvtiv ⌧ 1. This particular case corresponds to the physical situation where
the out-of-plane component of the “SO coupling field” is randomised on a time scale tiv (recall
that Hk

sv = �Hk̄
sv). This activates a dominant motional-narrowing channel for the in-plane spin

component, which strongly impacts the spin dynamics as shown in Fig. 6.6.

A careful analysis of the crossover to the strong lsv regime allows one to conclude that the
transition between the motional-narrowing (DP) regime lsvtiv ⌧ 1 and the fast (oscillating)
relaxation regime with lsvtiv � 1 is achieved for lsvtiv ' 1/3, assuming l ⌧ lsv. We briefly
discuss the experimental conditions for which the strong spin-valley case of Eq. (6.92) (third line)
may be relevant. For instance, in Ref. [255], the authors estimate lsv = 0.96 meV ⇠ 32 l, with
t ⇠ 12 ps for a graphene/WS2 heterostructure. Assuming a SRTA ratio z = 11 (see above)
and using Eq. (6.93) from Ref. [243] (or, equivalently, first line in Eq. (6.92)) one would obtain
an unphysical result tiv/t ' 0.01 < 1. The usage of Eq. (6.92) in the limit of strong spin-valley
coupling then is required. Using this relation, we estimate tiv/t ⇡ 70, which would suggest a
dominant role of intravalley processes in the experiment of Ref. [255].
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Conclusions

In this Chapter, we have presented a unified theory of spin and charge dynamics for 2D Dirac
materials with strong proximity-induced SO coupling in generic nonstationary conditions; in
particular we focused on the class of systems described by the point symmetry group C3v.

Combining an evaluation of the associated WIs and explicit diagrammatic calculation, we
have shown how the SHE, absent in the C6v case, is restored in the presence of an out-of-
plane component of the spin texture associated with the electronic bands. Being the WIs exact
symmetry relations, they also provide a stringent test for real-space numerical approaches, for
which the achievable energy resolutions still represent a major limiting factor.

Furthermore, we have introduced a proper figure of merit for the CSC associated with the
ISGE, and shown it attains values close to unity at the minority spin band edge. The effect
is robust against nonmagnetic disorder and remains large at room temperature. The ISGE is
only limited by the electronic mobility, and thus it is expected to achieve unprecedentedly large
values in ultraclean samples.

Finally we discussed the spin dynamics in the highly-doped regime of large Fermi energy,
where the only role of the “SO coupling field” is to induce Larmor precession. We have de-
voted particular attention to the SRTA z = t?s /t

k

s , which is an experimentally accessible figure
of merit [217]. The theoretical results reported in Ref. [243] for weak SO coupling are qualit-
atively reproduced by our microscopic theory. On the other hand, in ultra-clean samples with
strong SO coupling on the order of (or larger than) the disorder-induced quasiparticle broaden-
ing, our microscopic theory uncovers a qualitatively different spin relaxation picture. Here, the
spin polarisation density undergoes fast damped oscillations with spin lifetime set by the time
scale of momentum scattering. If the Rashba interaction dominates (l � lsv, 1/t), our theory
predicts t?s /t

k

s = 2. For samples with dominant spin-valley interaction (lsv � l, 1/t), the
spin relaxation anisotropy acquires a strong dependence on the relevant intravalley and inter-
valley scattering times. We note in passing that to incorporate the SO coupling at low electronic
densities, a possibility is to adopt the self-consistent quantum diagrammatic formalism for 2D
Dirac fermions recently presented in Chapter 5. This problem will be investigated in future
publications.
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Chapter 7

Magnetic Dirac Fermions with
Spin–Orbit Interactions: Anomalous
Hall and Magnetic Spin Hall Effect
in 2D Dirac Materials

Overview

Ferromagnetic order in 2D crystals is of great significance for fundamental studies and applica-
tions in spintronics. Recent experiments have revealed that intrinsic ferromagnetism occurs in 2D
crystals of Cr2Ge2Te6 [256] and CrI3 [257], while graphene and group-VI dichalcogenide mono-
layers acquire large exchange splitting when integrated with nanomagnets [128, 129, 258–262].
Different from bulk compounds, the electronic states of atomically thin layers can be dramatic-
ally affected by short-range magnetic interactions, opening up a new arena for studies of emer-
gent spin-dependent phenomena [100, 263–266]. In this regard, graphene and other 2D Dirac
materials with multiple internal DOFs offer particularly promising perspectives.

The AHE recently observed in graphene/YIG heterostructures indicates that the interface-
induced MEC is accompanied by sizable Rashba effect [123, 129]. The breaking of inversion
symmetry in a honeycomb layer couples different SU(2) subspaces (spin and sublattice) [191]
and can drive the ferromagnetic 2D Dirac system through a topological phase transition to a
Chern insulator when the chemical potential is tuned inside the gap [100, 267]. This system is
predicted to exhibit the QAH effect, with transverse conductivity sAH = 2 e2/h [52, 130, 131].
However, much less is known about the nonquantised regime at finite carrier density. The latter
is the current experimental accessible regime [128, 129]. Beyond the nonquantised part of the
intrinsic contribution, the presence of a Fermi surface makes the transverse (anomalous Hall)
conductivity depend nontrivially on spin-dependent scattering due to pseudospin-spin coupling
[159, 171, 172, 268]. Moreover, in ultraclean heterostructures, the MEC and SO coupling energy
scales can easily reach the disorder-induced broadening [122, 123, 269], thus questioning the use
of standard approaches where the SO coupling is treated as a weak perturbation.

In this Chapter we report an accurate theoretical study of charge and spin transport in mag-
netised 2D Dirac systems by treating the effects of strong MEC and SO coupling nonperturbatively
in the presence of dilute random impurities. Our theory is valid for both weak (Born) and strong
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(unitary) potential scattering and accounts for intervalley processes from point defects. We find
that the out-of-plane component of the noncollinear spin texture Sµnk [where we recall that
n(µ) = ±1 is associated to pseudospin (spin) chirality], see Fig. 7.1, activates a robust skew scat-
tering mechanism, which determines the behaviour of leading Fermi surface contributions to
the transverse transport coefficients. We predict that the k modulation of the spin polarisation
manifests into a ubiquitous change of sign in the charge Hall conductivity as the Fermi level ap-
proaches the majority spin band edge, which, as we argue below, is a forerunner of the elusive
QAH effect [128,129,258]. Second, we predict that scattered electron waves with opposite polar-
isation (e.g., from within the ’Mexican hat’ with Sz

k±
? 0; Fig. 7.1) have different transverse cross

section leading to net spin Hall current in the bulk [30]. Such a magnetic spin Hall effect (MSHE)
in a 2D Dirac system with broken time reversal symmetry can be seen as the reciprocal of the
ISHE discovered recently in ferromagnets [270–272]. The common stem of AHE and MSHE im-
plies the change of sign reveals likewise in the spin Hall response, unveiling the possibility of
reversing the spin accumulation at the sample boundaries by gate voltage. Remarkably, the sign-change
feature is found to be preserved when adding the Berry curvature-dependent contributions to
the AHE and MSHE over a wide range of parameters in samples with high mobility.

Model

The low-energy Hamiltonian of graphene with proximity-induced Rashba and MEC interaction
reads [in the basis used in Eq. (3.3)]

H =
ˆ

dx Y†(x){v tz s · p + d sz + l tz
�
sxsy � sysx

�
+ V(x)}Y(x) , (7.1)

where d is the MEC energy scale, and all the other parameters have been defined previously [see
e.g. Eq. (3.3)]. This model describes magnetised graphene with C6v point group symmetry and
can be easily extended to other ferromagnetic 2D materials, such as MoTe2/EuO [273–275]. We
consider (nonmagnetic) matrix disorder with

V(x) =
N1

Â
i=1

(u01 + uxtx) d(x� xi) ⌘ V

N1

Â
i=1

d(x� xi) , (7.2)

where {xi}i=1...Ni are random impurity positions and u0(x) parameterises the intravalley (inter-
valley) scattering strength [171, 196]. This choice allows us to interpolate between “smooth”
potentials in clean samples (|ux|⌧ |u0|) and the “sharp defect” limit of enhanced backscattering
processes (ux ⇡ u0). The energy-momentum dispersion relation associated to the clean system
H0 = H �V(x) reads

eµnk = n
q

v2k2 + M2
µ (k) , (7.3)

where Mµ(k) =

r
2l2 + d2 + 2µ

q
l4 + v2k2(l2 + d2) is the SO coupling mass and k = |k| is

the wavevector measured from a Dirac point. Indices {µ, n} = ±1 define the spin winding
direction and the carrier polarity (Fig. 7.1). In the absence of SO coupling, the Dirac cones are
shifted vertically, resulting in mixed electron–hole states near the Dirac point. For l 6= 0, d = 0
(no MEC), the spectrum admits a spin-gap or pseudogap region, within which the spin and
momentum of quasiparticles are locked at right angles (Rashba spin texture) [170, 191]. The
combination of SO coupling and MEC opens a gap and splits the Dirac spectrum into 3 branches:
regions I and III, defined by |ld|/

p
l2 + d2

⌘ eI < |e| < eII = |d| and |e| >
p

4l2 + d2
⌘ eIII;
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Figure 7.1: (a-c) Energy bands and spin texture in systems with (a) MEC (b) SO coupling and (c) MEC and
SO coupling. For visualisation purposes, the bands are plotted along k̂x (spins lie only in the yz plane). (d)
Band classification using band (ring) index µ = ±1 (c = ±1).

those energy regimes are characterised by a non-simply connected Fermi surface allowing for
scattering between states with different Fermi momenta; and region II, eII < |e| < eIII, with only
one band intersecting the Fermi level. For brevity, all functions are projected onto valley tz = 1
(K point). The Bloch eigenstates read as

Y0µnk (x) ⌘ F0µnkeık·x =

0

BBBBBB@

e�ıfk

ı (eµn�d)2
�v2k2

2 v k l
eµn�d

vk

ı (eµn�d)2
�v2k2

2 l(eµn+d)
eıfk

1

CCCCCCA
eık·x , (7.4)

where fk is the wavevector polar angle. The noncoplanar spin texture in momentum space these
states are associated with, highlights the competition between different interactions: while the
Rashba effect favours in-plane alignment, the exchange interaction tilts the spins out of the plane,
leading to a noncoplanar band polarisation [Fig. 7.1 (c)]. The pronounced effects of symmetry
breaking on the spin texture has been highlighted in other systems, e.g. surface states of Bi thin
films [276]. We underline here its impact on relativistic transport: as shown below, the out-of-
plane spin texture Sz,µnk ⌘

1
2 hsziµnk modulates intrinsic and extrinsic transport contributions;

even if the electronic states are not fully spin polarised, it will prove useful to refer to effective
spin-up (Sz > 0) and spin-down (Sz < 0) states. We focus on positive energies, e > 0, and also
l, d > 0, thus fixing n = 1 and omitting this index from the expressions.
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Transverse charge- and spin-current responses: solving the Boltzmann
transport equations for the dominant extrinsic contribution

Spin texture-driven skew scattering

To assess the dominant extrinsic transport contributions in the metallic regime (e > eI), we
solve the BTEs for a spatially homogeneous system. The formalism allows for the inclusion of a
nonquantised magnetic field and, more importantly, for a transparent physical interpretation of
the scattering processes. The BTEs read as

∂t fkc � e (E + v⇥B) ·rk fkc = 2pni Â
c0=±1

ˆ
Sd2k0

(2p)2

✓
fk0

c0
Tk0

c0
kc
� fkcTkck0

c0

◆
d(ekc � ek0

c0
) ,

(7.5)
where fkc = f 0

kc
+ d fkc is the sum of the Fermi-Dirac distribution function and d fkc , the de-

viation from equilibrium. Moreover, E ,B are external DC fields and S is the area. The RHS
is the collision term describing single impurity scattering and ni is the impurity areal density.
Subscripts c, c0 = ±1 are ring indices for the outer/inner Fermi surfaces associated with Fermi
momenta

k± =

q
e2 + d2 ±

p
e2l2 + (e2 � l2)d2

v
, (7.6)

see Fig. 7.1(d). Accounting for possible scattering resonances due to the Dirac spectrum [171],
transition rates are evaluated by means of the T-matrix approach i.e. the transition rate [Fermi
golden rule, see Eq. (2.4)]

Wkc ,k0
c0

= 2pni Tkck0
c0

d(ekc � ek0
c0

) = 2pni

���hk0c0 |T
R
|kci

���
2

d(ekc � ek0
c0

) , (7.7)

TR =
V

1� gR
0 V

, (7.8)

where TR is the retarded single-impurity T-matrix [cf. Eq. (3.20)]. Also gR
0 =

´
d2k/(4p2) (e�

H0k + ı 0+)�1 is the retarded momentum integrated propagator [see Eq. (3.22)]. In regime II,
only intra-ring processes are allowed, whereas in regime I and III, one needs to take into account
inter-ring transitions (see Fig. 7.2). We start by considering ux = 0, for which electrons undergo
intra- and inter-ring scattering processes in the same valley (see Fig. 7.2). Exploiting the Fermi
surface isotropy, and momentarily setting B = 0, the exact solution to the linearised BTEs
(rk fkc ! rk f 0

kc
) is [171]

d fkc = �e

 
∂ f 0

kc

∂e

!
vkc ·

⇣
t
k

c E + t?c ẑ⇥ E
⌘

, (7.9)

with vkc = rkec(k). In the above, tV
c = tV

c(e, l, d, u0, ni) are the longitudinal (V =k) and
transverse (V =?) transport times given by

tk = �2
⇣

L̂ + ÛL̂�1Û
⌘�1

1 , (7.10)

t? = L̂�1Û tk , (7.11)
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Figure 7.2: Graphic visualisation of the different impurity scattering processes in this model for the different
Fermi energy e regimes (I, II and III; see main text). Also we report graphically the different relaxation rates
L±

c , U±
c mentioned in the main text. Colored dots are to be identified with the indices c. When a generic

scattering amplitude (grey segment connecting yellow and green dots) is integrated over the angle, it
gives rise to different components of Gcc0 depending to which trigonometric function it is contracted with.
Combinations of the various components yield the different relaxation rates.

where tV = (tV
c, tV

c̄)t, L̂ = ((L�c , L+
c )t, (L�c̄ ,�L+

c̄ )t), 1 = (1, 0)t and c̄ ⌘ �c (Û is obtained
from L̂ via the substitution L±

c ! U⌥c ). The kernels L±
c and U±

c are cumbersome functions
of symmetric and skew cross sections defined by Gcc0 = ni

2p

´
Sd2k0 Tk0

c0
kc

{1, cos f, sin f}
t with

f = fk0 � fk. We report the details of the calculation in Appendix E. Considering the two
valleys, the general solution involves 16 cross sections. The exact form of the kernels is essential
to correctly determine the energy dependence of the conductivity tensor. As shown in Appendix
E, including a magnetic field B = B ẑ only requires the substitution Gsin

cc ! Gsin
cc + wc, where

wc = kcv�1
c B is the cyclotron frequency associated with the ring states.

At T = 0, accounting for the valley degeneracy, we obtain the transverse response functions

sc,s
?

(B, e) =
�e
h Â

c=±1
kc(e) hJc,s(e)ic t?c (e, B) , (7.12)

where hJc,s(e)ic = �e h{1, sz/2} s · |ẑ ⇥ Ê |ic denotes the equilibrium transverse charge (spin)
current of plane-wave states in the c ring. The skew cross sections (and hence t?c ) are found
to be nonzero (except for isolated points) and thus, in the dilute regime, one has sc,s

?
µ n�1

i ,
which is a signature of skew scattering [158]. As discussed below [cf. Fig. 7.3(a)], the energy
dependence of the skew cross sections is very marked, reflecting the out-of-plane spin texture of
conducting electrons. For simplicity, in what follows, we work at saturation field B � Bsat such
that the transverse responses coincide with their “anomalous” parts, that is, sAH(SH)(Bsat, e)

��
d
'

s?(0, e)|dsat
, where dsat = d(Mz(Bsat)) and Mz is the magnetisation.

The change of sign

Focusing on the regime l . d, we show how, approaching low carrier density, electrons under-
going spin-conserving and spin-flip scattering processes determine a change of sign in sc,s

?
. Let
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Figure 7.3: Energy dependence of AHE and MSHE. (a) sc,s
?

(e) is the result of the competing effective spin
Lorentz forces as discussed in the main text [see also Fig. (7.1)(e)]. The change of sign is more prominent for
large SO coupling. (b) sc

?
(ne) where ne = p{k2

+ � k2
�, k2

+, k2
+ + k2

�}, respectively, in regions I, II, and III.
(c) While less evident in the unitary limit, the change of sign is robust across all scattering regimes. d = 30
meV, l0 = d/3, u0 = 1 eV · nm2, ux = 0 and n0 = 1012cm�2.

us consider for simplicity the charge transverse response sc
?
⌘ s? and rewrite Eq. (7.12) in the

following form

s? =
e2

h Â
c=±1

kcvct?c . (7.13)

Clearly, the peculiar sign-change must result from the energy dependence of transverse scatter-
ing times t?c . In Fig. 7.4 we show a comparison between the two t?c where inter-ring transition
are neglected. Both t?c change sign, although |t?+ | > |t?� |. The outer ring is also associated with
a larger density of states N+ > N� , where Nc = kc|2pvkc

|�1, as displayed in Fig. 7.4(b). The
larger t?+ and N?+ as compared to their c = �1 counterparts suggest to focus our discussion
concerning the change of sign of s? on k+ ! k+ transitions, i.e. scattering transition happening
in the outer ring c = 1. In addition, the out-of-plane spin polarisation Sz also changes sign
within the c = 1 ring, as displayed in Fig. 7.4(c) and (d).

Having demonstrated the dominant role played by intra-ring c=1 processes, we now discuss
the physical picture behind the sign-change in s? as the Fermi level approaches the spin majority
band edge. The transverse relaxation time, in the absence of a magnetic field, is given by

t?+ =
Gsin

++

(G0
++ � Gcos

++)2 + (Gsin
++)2 , (7.14)

and hence the change of sign of t?+ is controlled by the antisymmetric part of T++(f) =

|hk0+|TR
|k+i|

2. The single-impurity T-matrix can be decomposed according to the following
form

TR = TR
0 g0 + TR

zzgzz + TR
z sz + TR

msz + TR
r gr , (7.15)

where we remind the matrix structures g in our notation have the form g0 ⌘ t0s0s0, gzz =
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Figure 7.4: (a) Transverse scattering time in two cases of interest l ? d, where the larger and smaller energy
scales are, respectively, 10 and 30 meV. The change of sign is clearer for t?+ . (b) Also the density of states
of the outer ring is generally larger (here l > d). (c) Finally it is shown the sign change in the out-of-plane
spin polarisation happens within the ring c = 1. Parameters: u0 = 0.36 eV·nm�2 and ni = 1012 cm�2.

szsz, gr = tz (s ⇥ s)z. Importantly, all terms are associated with diagonal matrices in spin space,
except the “Rashba term” Trgr. The latter is indeed what connects orthogonal spin states. Hence,
the resulting terms in Gsin

++ lead hence to effective spin-flip (Rashba term) and spin-conserving (all
others) Lorentz forces. The change of sign can in fact be explained in terms of those two effective
forces.

For the sake of illustration, we assume weak scatterers |g0u0| ⌧ 1, also restricting the focus
of the analysis to intra-ring transitions within the outer ring: k+ ! k0+ as mentioned above.
A first scenario for the change of sign is as follows. First, we note that as k is increased from
k = 0, electron states in the lower band µ = �1 progressively change their spin orientation
from effective spin-up to -down states (see Fig. 7.1). Starting from eI, varying e instead, it can
be verified that the same occurs within the outer ring, such that by tuning e one can switch
between states with opposite spin polarisation. As effective up/down states are associated with
an opposite effective spin Lorentz force (i.e., skew cross sections with opposite signs), this also
means conducting electrons can be selectively deflected towards opposite boundaries of the
system. The associated anomalous Hall voltage and MSHE spin accumulation will then display
the characteristic change of sign [Fig. 7.3(a)].

A second scenario involves the spin-flip force and does not require changing the polarisation
of carriers. Instead, what changes when varying e is the ratio of spin-flip to elastic skew cross
sections. This also produces a change of sign as depicted in Fig. 7.1(e); the fate of the transverse
conductivity will depend ultimately on the competition between the two effective spin Lorentz
forces. In Fig. 7.5 we plot the modulus square of T++(f) as a function of the scattering angle
and for different values of the Fermi energy e lying in region I or II. We also picked two exem-
plifying cases l, d = {10, 30} meV. The spin-conserving force is generally shown to be larger in
magnitude.

The change of sign in sc,s
?

is a persistent feature as long as SO coupling and MEC are compar-
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Figure 7.5: Competition of the effective spin-conserving and the spin-flip Lorentz forces. Depending on the
Fermi-energy position (taken between regime I and II) different curves (in different colours) are obtained
for two relevant cases l, d = {10, 30} meV. The spin-conserving force (dotted lines) is generally larger
in magnitude with respect to the spin-flip one (solid lines) Parameters: u0 = 0.036 eV nm�2 and ni =

1012 cm�2.

able [Fig. 7.3(a)]. In that case, the noncollinear spin texture is well developed, such that, on one
hand, it is possible to interchange between effective spin-up and -down states ”S” = ” ", # ” =

�”S̄” using a gate voltage, and, on the other, both spin-conserving h”S”|V(x)|”S”i and spin-flip
h”S̄”|V(x)|”S”i scattering matrix elements are non-zero. Asymptotically, e� d, l, the AH signal
must vanish due to the opposite spin orientation of electron states belonging to µ = ±1 bands,
which produce vanishing small total magnetisation Sz(e) = Âc Szc ⌧ 1. In comparison, the
staggered field experienced by charge carriers Sstag

z (e) = Âc cSzc has slower asymptotic decay
(for l . d), implying that the MSHE is more robust than the AHE.

The robustness of the change of sign is to be tested against numerous factors. First, the
system realises the QAH effect provided the gap remains robust against disorder, sc

?
(e < eI) =

2e2/h, ss
?
(e < eI) = 0. In the metallic regime, the Berry curvature of occupied states also

provides a (nonquantised) intrinsic contribution to the transverse conductivity, which can affect
the change of sign. We discuss this point below.

Next, consider that in the strong scattering limit, |g0u0|� 1, the rate of inter-ring transitions
increases and the one-ring scenario presented above might break down. However, as shown in
Fig. 7.3(c) the change of sign is still visible. In real samples, structural defects and short-range
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impurities, such as hydrocarbons [277], induce scattering between inequivalent valleys, thereby
opening the backscattering channel [196]. In fact, spin precession measurements in graphene
with interface-induced SO coupling indicate that the in-plane spin dynamics is sensitive to in-
tervalley scattering [241–243]. To determine the impact of intervalley processes on DC transport,
we solved the BTEs for arbitrary ratio ux/u0. Fig. 7.3(c) shows the AH conductivity for selected
values of ux (dashed lines). sc

?
is strongly impacted showing a 50% reduction when intra- and

intervalley scattering processes are equally likely (ux = u0). However, the sign change in s?,
approaching the majority spin band edge e ⇡ eII is still clearly visible.

Our thorough numerical analysis in the strong SO coupling regime provides an estimation
for e0 defined as s?(e0) = 0,

e0 = a eI + b eIII , (7.16)

with a ' 0.3–0.4 and b ' 0.6–0.8. This relation shows that knowledge of d (e.g., from the
Curie temperature [128]) allows one to estimate the SO coupling strength directly from the
gate voltage dependence of the anomalous Hall resistance. The values s? ⇡ 0.1� 1 (e2/h) are
compatible with the measurements in Refs. [123, 129], for a reasonable choice of parameters,
0  l, d  30 meV in the dirty regime with ni = 1012 cm2 and u0 ⇠ (0.1, 1) eV · nm2. In high
mobility samples, our theory predicts that the robust skew scattering contribution with s? µ n�1

i
results in much larger values s? ⇡ 10� 100 (e2/h).

Intrinsic contribution to the anomalous Hall effect

As discussed above, the system under consideration can be classified from a topological stand-
point as a QAH insulator. In our unified picture of transport in magnetised graphene, it is a
important point to address the calculation of the quantised part of the anomalous Hall response,
and consequently of the transition from the nonquantised to the quantised regime.

Previous studies—where the topological nature of the model was also firstly pointed out
[100]—tackled the problem numerically, also with a focus in the regime d � l. Below we go
beyond this limitation performing an exact analytic evaluation of the intrinsic anomalous Hall
conductivity.

Berry-curvature calculation

Starting from the chiral eigenstates of Eq. (7.4), we obtain the Berry curvature of the bands as

Wn
k = (rk ⇥An

k)z , (7.17)

where An
k = �ıhnk|rk|nki and n ⌘ (µ, n) is a combined band index; we choose to assign the

label n in descending order, starting from the band of highest energy. Therefore our convention is
such that n, µ = ±(1, 1) ! n = ±2 and n, µ = ±(1,�1) ! n = ±1. The transverse conductivity
is obtained via integration of the Berry curvatures [278–281]

sint
?

= Â
n

Â
k

Wn
k f 0

kn
. (7.18)

Note that Ân Wn
k = 0 and Âk Ân<0 Wn

k = 2e2/h, which is the case when e is tuned into the gap,
with (according to our notation) bands n = �2,�1 filled: f 0

kn
= 1 6= 0 , if n < 0. Working in

radial components, we find the relevant Berry-connections A�1
k ,A�2

k only contains the angular
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Figure 7.6: Intrinsic contribution and total anomalous Hall conductivity. (a) The Berry curvatures of hole
bands n = �1,�2. Note that Wn=�1(k) develops additional “hot spots” as SO coupling is increased. (b)
The total stot

?
= s

?
+ sint
?

at selected values of l; same legend as in (a). (b) Adding the intrinsic contribution
(inset) to s? leaves the estimate for e0 [Eq. (7.16)] virtually unaffected. Parameters: u0 = 10 eV·nm2,
ni = 1012 cm�2 and d = 30 meV.

components:

⇣
An=�1,2

k

⌘

f
= ±

l2d
�
d4 + 2l2(2v2k2 ± 3Sk + 3l2) + d2(3v2k2 ± 3Sk + 4l2)

�

�
S2

k (v2k2 + 2Sk + d2 + 2l2)
�3/2 , (7.19)

with
Sk =

q
l4 + v2k2(l2 + d2) . (7.20)

The result is plotted in the inset of Fig. 7.6(b), while Fig. 7.6(a) shows the opposite-in-sign Berry
curvatures for the bands n = �1,�2. We point out that this result can be equivalently obtained
from the clean limit of the Kubo–Streda formula [53].

Similarly to the situation presented for the extrinsic contribution, we find the intrinsic term
also presents a peculiar change of sign under the same condition l > lc ⇡ d/6 [see Fig. 7.3
(a)], where lc is a critical value for the Rashba strength. The effect in this case is ascribed to the
profile of the Berry curvatures; in particular, in the electron sector the change of sign happens
for e = ẽ0 solution of the self-consistent equation

I1|
k+
k� (ẽ0) + qẽ0,eII I1|

k+
0 (ẽ0) + qẽ0,eIII I2|

k�
0 (ẽ0) = �

2e2

h
, (7.21)

where Ii|
b
a (e) ⌘

´ b(e)
a(e) dk k Wi

k and qea ,eb = q (ea � eb) is the Heaviside step function. In Fig. 7.6(b)
we show the total anomalous Hall conductivity, given by stot

?
= sint

?
+ sc
?

. Remarkably, we find
ẽ0 ' e0, such that our estimate for the AHE reversal energy (e0) in Eq. (7.16) is still accurate
when adding all contributions [cf. Fig. 7.6(b) and inset]. This robust energy dependence in the
AHE/MSHE transverse response functions connects the skew scattering mechanism, unveiled
in this work, to the intrinsic properties of magnetised 2D Dirac bands.
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Figure 7.7: Effect of thermal fluctuations and intervalley scattering. (a) Change of sign in s? is distinguish-
able for T . Troom/2, where Troom = 300 K. (b) In the less favourable scenario (ux = u0), the transport
times tk,?(e) are reduced by a factor ⇡ 2. Parameters: u0 = 3.6 eV·nm�2 and n = 1012 cm�2.

Thermal and quantum effects

We analyse the impact of thermal fluctuations on the change of sign. The finite temperature
transverse response is obtained from

sT
?
(µ) = �

ˆ +•

�•
de

✓
∂ f 0(e, µ, T)

∂e

◆
sT=0
?

(e) , (7.22)

where sT=0
?

(e) is the zero-temperature response and f 0(e, µ, T) = (1 + Exp [(e� µ) /kBT])�1.
Fig. 7.7 shows the temperature dependence of the anomalous Hall conductivity for typical para-
meters. The characteristic change of sign is visible up to temperatures T ⇡ Troom/2. Another
possible factor impacting the validity of the change of sign is the contribution of quantum (an-
omalous) processes to the transverse transport coefficients. We analyse here the role of the
quantum side-jump contribution [134], showing it provides a small correction to the transverse
response in clean samples with kFl � 1. The side-jump contribution Qyx is obtained by isolating
the impurity concentration-independent term

sI
yx =

Syx

ni
+ Qyx + O(ni) . (7.23)

Within the rigorous diagrammatic formalism, this requires the calculation of the ladder series
for the renormalised vertex (see Fig. 2.4). In Fig. 7.8 we plot the ratio Syx/niQyx at selected SO
coupling values in a system with high mobility. The results show that the side-jump contribution
is only sizable in a very narrow energy window, i.e. ~1-10% of the distance between the Rashba
edge eIII and the bottom of the skyrmionic band eI. The side-jump part rapidly decays to
zero, in the diffusive regime with kFl � 1, thus justifying our approximation in the main text
sI

yx ' Syx/ni. We note that the anomalous term Qyx also receives contributions from the so-
called Y and X diagrams encoding quantum coherent skew scattering not evaluated here (see
[159] for more details).
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Figure 7.8: Ratio of the side-jump and skew scattering contribution to sI
yx in high mobility samples. The

side-jump contribution is negligible away from the Dirac point kFl � 1. Parameters: l =10 meV (red line)
and l = 40 meV (blue line), d = 30 meV, u0 = 1 eV nm�2 and ni = 1010 cm�2.

Conclusions

In this Chapter we have outlined a unified theory—incorporating extrinsic and intrinsic contri-
butions on equal footing—to describe the occurrence of the AHE, and the MSHE, in 2D Dirac
systems with pseudospin-spin coupling. We identified a peculiar change of sign of the trans-
verse responses as functions of the Fermi energy, which is connected to the peculiar skyrmionic
spin texture of magnetised Dirac bands. The change of sign is more clearly visible at low tem-
perature in systems with high mobility, but is robust against thermal and quantum effects, and
hence can serve on-going experimental efforts, as a mean to estimate the size of the transferred
Rashba SOC to the carbon layer simply from Hall measurements, but also as a precursor of the
exotic QAH phase in these systems. In fact, predictions of rich electronic phases in 2D Dirac
systems [99, 100, 282] have triggered numerous efforts aimed to realise topological fermions in
graphene heterostructures. Our work presented in this Chapter is extremely relevant to guide
such efforts and opens new perspective in the context of transport phenomena in 2D Dirac
heterostructures with broken time reversal symmetry.
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Conclusions

2D Dirac systems are emerging as strong contenders for the next generation of spintronics
devices. Their unique electronic properties (e.g., large spin diffusion length in graphene and
spin-valley coupling in semiconducting TMDs) can be further enhanced by proximity to other
2D layered compounds, making them ideal playgrounds to harness the electrons’ spin for ap-
plications. From a fundamental viewpoint, the multiple spin-like [SU(2)] DOFs in 2D honeycomb
layers (pseudospin, spin and valley) offer unprecedented possibilities to explore unconventional
spin dynamics and novel microscopic mechanisms for interconversion of charge and spin cur-
rents.

In this thesis we have studied coupled charge/spin dynamics in 2D honeycomb layers with
strong proximity-induced interactions in the presence of static disorder (e.g., due to impurities).
By combining a FQM approach, based on the diagrammatic expansion of the linear response
functions to weak external perturbations, and SC transport theory generalised for 2D Dirac
fermions, we have developed a unified theoretical framework, obtaining a number of major
results.

First, we have developed a quantum theory of SO-coupled transport in graphene with Rashba
spin–orbit interaction, arising from interfacial breaking of inversion symmetry about the 2D
plane, and described by the C6v point group of the honeycomb lattice. For this class of systems,
we have concluded that CSC via the SHE is completely suppressed in the presence of an arbitrary
small concentration of nonmagnetic impurities, but at the same time it is robustly enabled via
the ISGE. Intuitively, this result can be understood in terms of the peculiar spin texture of Dirac–
Rashba states. The locking of spin and momentum at right angles, while leading to a robust
ISGE, implies that the transverse (skew) scattering cross section is vanishing. This absence of
skew scattering in the C6v model hints at the vanishing of SHE. We have confirmed this simple,
yet remarkable result by direct calculation and by means of WIs underlying the SU(2) invariance
of the model. Here, the WIs for the four-point vertex function entirely fix the out-of-equilibrium
spin response of the system.

We have extended our quantum diagrammatic analysis of the C6v model to finite frequency.
Equations of motion for spin observables have been obtained in the diffusive regime with large
mean free path between impurity-scattering events, allowing for the determination of the in-
plane and out-of-plane SRTs and charge-to-spin interconversion rates.

We examined a wider class of C3v-invariant Hamiltonians, lacking sublattice symmetry (e.g.,
due the proximity to polyatomic 2D layers, such as TMDs). A relevant example of materials
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falling under this class of models is represented by graphene on TMDs. Using our unified
framework, we have discovered that a finite SHE emerges in these systems, due to ‘transfer’ of
spin-valley coupling to the band structure of graphene, which leads to the out-of-plane tilting
of the spin texture. Remarkably, the robust ISGE found in the C6v model is only mildly affected
by the introduction of additional terms in the Hamiltonian, being also robust against thermal
fluctuations. We hence demonstrated that this particular CSC effect is potentially observable
over a large window of parameters. Our results were confirmed by direct evaluation of the WIs
in the C3v model.

We have studied the spin dynamics of the C3v model, focusing on the highly-doped regime
where the Fermi energy is much larger than any of the present proximity-induced couplings.
We have shown that the evolution of the spin polarisation vector as a function of time reveals a
delicate competition between the Rashba and the spin-valley SO interactions. We derived ana-
lytic formulas for the SRTA in the motional narrowing (strong SO coupling) regime, where the
disorder-induced broadening of electron states at the Fermi level is much larger (much smaller)
than the spin splitting. Our results can be useful for Hanle precession experiments in oblique
magnetic field, where the SRTA is used to estimate the magnitude of proximity-induced interac-
tions.

Finally, we have explored the physics of 2D Dirac systems with strong SO interaction and
MEC. Combining the SC Boltzmann and the FQM formalism, we have provided the first unified
charge transport theory of magnetised 2D Dirac fermions, with intrinsic and extrinsic mech-
anisms considered on an equal footing and at all orders in the proximity-induced interactions.
Motivated by recent experimental results in graphene/YIG heterostructures, we studied the
crossover between the AHE and the QAH effect, predicted to take place in such systems. We
identified a robust change of sign of the transverse responses—linked to the skyrmionic-like spin
texture of the electronic bands in momentum space, which is a smoking gun of successful trans-
fer of both SO and MEC to the carbon layer. The change of sign allows for an estimation of the
proximity-induced SO coupling, but more importantly is a precursor of the quantum anomalous
Hall effect.

Our results are of the utmost importance to interpret current experimental efforts in graphene-
based vdW heterostructures, which have already successfully shown transport fingerprints of
strong proximity-induced SO interactions, by using magneto-transport and spin precession meas-
urements. On the other hand, our unified theoretical framework allows one to predict the real-
isation of relativistic transport phenomena—such as the emergence of the SHE in graphene on
TMDs—elucidating the link between the equilibrium and nonequilibrium properties of 2D Dirac
systems, which can also help to design novel platforms with on-demand characteristics.

We want to conclude by mentioning future perspectives and possible extensions of the
work presented in this thesis. A first possible extension concerns the derivation of coupled
charge/spin diffusion equations beyond the assumption of large Fermi energy (highly-doped
regime). The strong entanglement of spin and orbital DOFs in this regime makes this task
particularly challenging. Spin dynamics is expected to be strongly affected by such an entangle-
ment, especially in ultra-clean samples, with spin relaxation length pushed towards its theoret-
ical lower bound, where electrons’ spin relaxes upon single impurity scattering (ultra-fast spin
relaxation).
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We have assessed here the impact of random SO fields only marginally. However, this aspect
deserves to be explored in more detail. Random interactions in 2D materials, studied by SC
methods, have been recently associated with a novel CSC effect dubbed anisotropic spin precession
(C. Huang et al., 2017). While this effect shares similarities with the ISGE studied in this thesis,
describing its competition/interplay with ISGE and SHE within a self-consistent fully-quantum
mechanical formalism remains an open problem.
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Appendix A

The Tight-Binding Low-Energy
Model of Graphene

Graphene is a 2D allotrope of carbon, with atoms arranged in a honeycomb-lattice config-
uration [Fig. A.1(a.1)]. This structure stems from the sp2 hybridisation of the electron orbit-

als of carbon producing three new orbitals: |sp2
1i = 1p

3
|2si +

q
2
3 |2pyi; |sp2

2,3i = ±
1p
3
|2si +

q
2
3

⇣
1
2 |2pyi±

p
3

2 |2pxi
⌘

. In the binding process, three out of four valence electrons per carbon
atom are involved in the formation of a strongly covalent s-bond, determining the energetic
stability and the elastic properties of graphene. The remaining electron is involved a p-bond.
While s-electrons form bands far away from the Fermi energy, p-electrons are responsible for
the electronic properties at low energies [70].

The honeycomb structure can be seen as a bipartite lattice (sublattices A and B) spanned by
the basis vectors

a1 =
p

3a x̂, a2 =

p
3

2
a
⇣

x̂ +
p

3ŷ
⌘

, (A.1)

with a ' 0.142 nm. The inequality of the two sublattices is readily seen by looking at the position
of the nearest neighbours for two inequivalent sites: while, say, a site on the A sublattice has
nearest neighbours in the north, south-east and south-west directions, a site on the B sublattice
has them in the south, north-east and north-west directions [see Fig. A.1(a.1)]. The reciprocal
Bravais lattice [Fig. A.1(a.2)] is spanned by the vectors:

a⇤1 =
2p
p

3a

✓
x̂�

ŷ
p

3

◆
, a⇤2 =

4p

3a
ŷ . (A.2)

The corners of the Brillouin zone consist of inequivalent K and K0 = �K (Dirac points), explicitly:

± K = ±
4p

3
p

3a
x̂ . (A.3)

To study the low-energy properties of graphene we take into account a tight-binding model for
the p-electrons [283]. Restricting our focus to nearest-neighbours interaction only, the Hamilto-
nian reads

HG = �t Â
hi,ji

⇣
a†

i bj + h.c.
⌘

, (A.4)

where a†
i (ai) and b†

i (bi) creates (annihilates) a electron on a site i belonging to the A or the
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Figure A.1: Lattice structure and band dispersion of bare graphene. (a) The honeycomb structure with
penetrating inequivalent Bravais lattices made up of A, B carbon atoms (red and blue respectively). (b) In
reciprocal space, two inequivalent corners K, K0 appear, with the low-energy physics of this material being
descried by excitations around those points. (c) Visualisation of graphene band structure, where the linear
dispersion (Dirac cone) in the vicinity of K, K0 can be recognised.

B sublattice respectively, while t ' 2.7 eV is the nearest-neighbours hopping-integral energy
between inequivalent sites1. Expressing the creation-annihilation operators into their Fourier
components

(ai, bi) =
1p

NA,B
Â
q

e�ıqri (aq, bq) , (A.5)

with NA + NB = N is the total number of carbon atoms in the lattice, and substituting Eq. (A.5)
into Eq. (A.4), we get

HG = �t Â
q

Â
a=1,2,3

e�ıqda a†
qbq + h.c. = Â

q
F?

q a†
qbq + h.c. , (A.6)

with
Fq = �t Â

a=1,2,3
eıqda , (A.7)

and [see Fig. A.1(a.1)]

d1 = �
a
2
(
p

3, 1) , (A.8)

d2 =
a
2
(
p

3,�1) , (A.9)

d3 = a(0, 1) . (A.10)

We can compact the notation by writing

HG = Â
q

(a†
q b†

q)

 
0 F?

q

Fq 0

! 
aq

bq

!
, (A.11)

from which, by analysing the Schrödinger equation, the dispersion relation is found as

eq = ±|Fq| = s t
s

3 + Â
a 6=b

cos[q · (da � db)] , (A.12)

where s = ±1 is a band index denoting the positive and negative branch of the spectrum re-

1The on-site energy is conventionally set to zero, as it only contributes with an energy offset in the spectrum.
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spectively. One can verify eK,K0 = 0. We can hence derive a low-energy continuum Hamiltonian
describing excitations around these point. Note

F±k ⌘ F±K+q = �t

"
�ı kya + ı

e⌥ı2p/3

2

⇣
�
p

3 kxa + kya
⌘

+ ı
e±ı2p/3

2
(
p

3 kxa + kya) + O(k2)

#

(A.13)

'
3ta
2

(±kx + ıky) , (A.14)

where we have retained only linear terms in momentum. We arrive at

HG,k = h̄v

0

BBBB@

0 kx � ıky 0 0
kx + ıky 0 0 0

0 0 0 �kx � ıky

0 0 �kx + ıky 0

1

CCCCA
, (A.15)

acting on the spinor Yk = (YKAk, YKBk, YK0Ak, YK0Bk)t. Therefore we see in the low-energy
continuum model, sublattices (A, B) and valleys (K, K0) are treated as SU(2) DOFs similar to
electrons’ spin. Being HG diagonal in the valley DOF, we introduce a valley index k = ±1 for
the K, K0 valley respectively, writing

HG,kk = h̄ v (k sxkx + syky) , (A.16)

with s = (sx, sy) being x, y Pauli matrices associated the sublattice two-fold space and with the
Fermi velocity of graphene v = 3at/2h̄ ' 106 m/s. The respective eigenvalues are obtainable by
expanding Eq. (A.12) around band edges

eskk = s v h̄|k| , (A.17)

so that a linear dispersion for massless particles is obtained. The Hamiltonian Eq. (A.16) takes a
more compact form by rotating it to the so-called magic basis2 Yk = (YKAk, YKBk, YK0Bk, YK0Ak)t,
which swaps sublattices A, B at K0. In matrix form we have

HG,k = h̄ v tz ⌦ s · k , (A.18)

where t are introduced as Pauli matrix for the valley DOF. The Bloch eigenstates associated to
Eq. (A.18) read as

Ykssk(x) =
eık·x
p

2

 
k s

eıfk

!
⌦ |ki ⌦ |si , (A.19)

where s =", #⌘ ±1 denotes real spin and fk = \(k̂x, k). Note the eigenvectors are spin degen-
erate as real spin is absent from Eq. (A.18).

Spin–orbit interaction in Dirac materials

We now discuss the inclusion of the SO interaction in 2D honeycomb layers following the ap-
proach in Ref. [284]. The starting point is the SO Hamiltonian in Eq. (1.7). As discussed in

2When including the spin DOF, one has the 23 =8-dimensional spinor Yk with components {YVk} where V a short-
hand notation for the set of indices k, s = ±1 and s =", #.
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Chapter 1, the possible spin-dependent hoppings according to Eq. (1.7) can be obtained by lever-
aging time-reversal (in the magic basis) Q = ı txsxsyC, where C is the complex conjugation, and
the lattice symmetry point group. On-site spin-dependent terms change sign under Q and hence
are not generated by the SO Hamiltonian HSOC. Restricting the attention to nearest- and next
nearest-neighbour hoppings, on general grounds we can write

HSOC = Â
hi,.ji

a†
i XAB

ij bj + Â
hhi,jii

a†
i XAA

ij aj + b†
i XBB

ij bj , (A.20)

where XSS0
ij are 2 ⇥ 2 matrices in spin space denoting hopping from sublattice S ! S0 and

ai, a†
i , bi, b†

i are meant as spinors. Omitting sublattice superscripts for simplicity, one can expand
Xij onto the Pauli matrices

Xij = wx
ijsx + w

y
ijsy + wz

ijsz . (A.21)

Imposing time reversal invariance Xij = Q�1XijQ leads to the constraints wa
ij = �(wa

ij)
⇤, a =

x, y, z. This implies that spin-conserving hoppings mediated by the SO interaction are purely
imaginary.

Let us now consider directly the most general case of our interest, i.e. the C3v point symmetry
group [see also Fig. 3.1(c)]

C3v = {E, Rz
±p/3, 3Syz

v } , (A.22)

where E is the identity, Rz
±p/3 are rotations of angles ±p/3 about the ẑ-axis and 3Syz

v represent
3 vertical reflections with mirror plane passing through the vertices of the honeycomb lattice. By
imposing these symmetries, one finds the most general SO Hamiltonian as

HC3v
SOC =

ı
3
p

3 Â
hhi,jii

nij(lsc
A a†

i szaj � lsc
B b†

i szbj) +
2ı
3 Â
hi,ji

l [a†(s⇥ dij)zbj + (b ! a)] (A.23)

+
2ı

3
p

3 Â
hhi,jii

[l
s f
A a†

i (s⇥ dij)zaj + l
s f
B b†

i (s⇥ dij)zbj] . (A.24)

Above, dij is the unit vector connecting the line segment between sites i, j and nij = ±1 for

(anti)clockwise hopping. This Hamiltonian admits both spin-flipping (l
s f
A,B) and spin-conserving

(lsc
A,B) hoppings between nearest neighbours. The spin-conserving part is a fingerprint of 2D

materials. The term proportional to l is the Bychkov-Rashba SO coupling due to the breaking
of mirror symmetry about the 2D plane.

To derive to continuum-limit form of Eqs. (3.52)-(3.54), similarly to what done above, we can
switch to Fourier space and expand around the low-energy points K, K0. It can be shown that
one arrives at the form reported in Eq. (3.52).
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Appendix B

Details on the electronic properties
of 2D Dirac-Rashba models

C6v model

The momentum propagators of the minimal 2D Dirac-Rashba model, presented in Chapter 3
read as

Ga
0k(e) = Â

µ,n=±1

Pµnk

e� eµnk + ı a 0+ (B.1)

= �
1
2 Â

µ=±1
La

0µ

h
(l + µe)g0 + v µ tz s · k�

e

2
gr + v (s⇥ k)z + lgzz + dM2fk

i
, (B.2)

where, expressing the formula in the full 8⇥ 8 representation (i.e. re-instating the valley quantum
DOF), g0 ⌘ t0s0s0 is the 8⇥ 8 identity matrix, gzz = szsz, gr = tz (s ⇥ s)z we have

LA(R)
0µ =

µ

v2k2 � e2 � 2µle ± ı 0+sign(e� µl)
, (B.3)

dM2fk = �
1
2
(e + 2µl) tz

⇥
(sysy � sxsx) sin 2fk + (sxsy + sysx) cos 2fk

⇤
, (B.4)

and fk is the angle formed by the wavevector with k̂x.
The disorder-averaged Green’s functions in the presence of scalar impurities, as described in

Chapter 3 are obtained in two steps. First, we calculate the bare Green’s functions Ga,eff
0k of the

effective model in Eq. (3.44)

Ga,eff
0k (e, l, lzz) =�

1
2 Â

µ=±1
La,efff

0µ


(l + µe)g0 + v µ tz s · k�

e� lzz
2

gr + v (s⇥ k)z (B.5)

+(l + µ lzz)gzz + dMeff
2fk

i
, (B.6)

with
LA(R),eff

0µ =
µ

v2k2 � (e� lzz)(e + lzz ± 2l)
, (B.7)

dMeff
2fk

= �
1
2
(e + lzz + 2µl)tz

⇥
(sysy � sxsx) sin 2fk + (sxsy + sysx) cos 2fk

⇤
. (B.8)
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Then, the connection to the disordered averaged propagators of the original C3v Dirac-Rashba
model is obtained by performing an analytical continuation of the parameters in Eq. (B.5)

e! ea = e + ı a ni h0, (B.9)

l! la = l� ı a n hr, (B.10)

lzz ! la
zz = ı a n hzz , (B.11)

i.e.
G

a
k(e, l) = Ga,eff

0k (e + ı a ni h0, l� ı a n hr,�ı a n hzz) (B.12)

where we have neglected the associated real parts as they are not important in determining the
leading-order terms of the transport coefficients we are interested in.

C3v model

To write the bare and disorder-averaged propagators associated to Eq. (3.54) we adopt a similar
strategy leading us to Eqs. (3.14),(B.12). First, the bare propagators can be found as

Ga
0k =�

1
2 Â

z=±1
La

0µ [( f0 + ze)g0 + v z tzs · k� frgr+ (B.13)

v l

2G̃
(e� lzz + tzsz (D + lsv)) (s⇥ k)z

+( fzz + z lzz)gzz + ( fsv � zlsv)tzsz + (zD + f0z)tzsz � v (lzzD + elsv) s · ksz + dM2fk

i
,

with

dM2fk = �
1
2
( fM + 2zl)tz

⇥
(sysy � sxsx) sin 2fk + (sxsy + sysx) cos 2fk

⇤
, (B.14)

and

f0 = e(l2 + l2
sv) + lzz(Dlsv � l2) , (B.15)

fr =
l

2G̃
[(D + lsv)2

� (e� lzz)
2 , (B.16)

fzz =
e(l2 � lsvD)� lzz(l2 + D2)

2G̃
, (B.17)

fsv =
l2(D + lsv)� e(Dlzz + elsv)

2G̃
, (B.18)

f0z =
l2(D + lsv)� lzz(Dlzz + elsv)

2G̃
, (B.19)

fM =
l
�
e2 + l2

sv � l2
zz � D2�

2G̃
, (B.20)

G̃ =
q

l2[(e� lzz)2 � (D + lsv)2] + (lzzD + elsv)2 (B.21)

La
0± =

h
v2k2
�

⇣
e2 + l2

sv � l2
zz � D2

± 2G̃
⌘

+ ı a 0
i�1

. (B.22)

Due to the fact that the matrix structures in Eq. (3.52) form a closed Clifford algebra, contrarily
to what was done for the minimal model, no effective Hamiltonian is required for the disorder-
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averaged propagators, simply obtained by performing analytical continuation

G
a
k(e, l, lsv, D, lzz) = Ga

0k(e + ı ni a h0, l� ı ni a hr, lsv � ı ni a hsv, D� ı ni a hD, lzz � ı ni a hzz) .
(B.23)
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Appendix C

Vanishing of the Anomalous
Commutator in the 2D Dirac-Rashba
Model

Here we show that the anomalous commutator introduced in Eq. (4.6)

C =
ˆ

dy[Ja
0(x), Jµ(y)]Aµ(y) , (C.1)

due to the joint effect of an infinite Dirac sea of filled electron states and an external field is
identically zero.

Using the definition of the spin and current densities Eqs. (4.3)-(4.4), we can manipulate the
commutator as:

⇥
Ja
0(x), Jµ(y)

⇤
=

1
2

h
Y†

0(x) s0 sa Y0(x), Y†
0(y)sµ Y0(y)

i
(C.2)

=
1
2

⇣
Y†

0(x) s0 sa

n
Y0(x), Y†

0(y)
o

sµ Y0(y) (C.3)

�Y†
0(y) sµ

n
Y†

0(x), Y0(y)
o

s0 sa Y0(x) (C.4)

� Y†
0(y) sµ

n
Y†

0(x), Y0(y)
o

s0 sa Y0(x)
⌘

(C.5)

=
1
2

⇣
Y†

0(x) sa sµ Y0(y)d(x� y)�Y†
0(y) sµ sa Y0(x) d(y� x)

⌘
. (C.6)

At equal position, the above object is in principle singular as we are effectively subtracting two
infinite quantities [88]. In order to be sure that this term is zero, we need first to regularise
it and then evaluate it explicitly. As a regularisation scheme we choose point splitting with
two infinitesimal quantities h and h0 [88] and use the normal ordering definition A B = : A B :
+ hA Bi

⇥
Ja
0(x), Jµ(y)

⇤
= lim

h,h0!0

1
2

⇣
: Y†

0(x + h) sa sµ Y0(y� h0) : d(x� y� h� h0) (C.7)

� : Y†
0(y + h0) sµ sa Y0(x� h) : d(y� x� h� h0) (C.8)

+ hY†
0(x + h) sa sµ Y0(y� h0)i d(x� y� h� h0) (C.9)

� hY†
0(y + h0) sµ sa Y0(x� h)i d(y� x� h� h0)

⌘
(C.10)
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where the expectation value is taken with respect to the filled Dirac sea. Since the normal
ordered terms are finite, we can now take their difference and so we are left with the expectation
values only. Let us now fix a = y and choose the gauge such as E = ∂t A0

1. It is also convenient
to move to momentum and imaginary frequency space, from which we arrive at the Matsubara
sum [q = (ıwm, q) and p = (ınn, p)]

h[Jy
0 (q), J0(�q)]i = �

1
kBT Â

n

ˆ
d2 p

(2p)2

n
Gy

0p+q(ıwm + ınn)� Gy
0p(ınn)

o
, (C.11)

where Gp
0p = tr[G0ps0sy/4]. At this point we can safely shift the momentum in the first Green’s

function as p + q ! p to obtain the cancellation. A longer but equivalent way consists in
performing the integrals explicitly. In this case it is easy to see that the second integrand (Green’s
function not depending on q) is zero after angular average, whereas for the first integrand, one
can expand for small q and perform the integral explicitly, finding again zero.

1It can be checked explicitly that this choice does not affect the final result.
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Appendix D

Details on the Derivation of the
Spin-Bloch Equations

Simple scattering model

The collision integral [Eq. (D.1)] is diagonal in valley space, hkk|I|k0k̄i = 0, which was justified
in the main text,

∂tSk
k|scatt = hkk|I|kki ⌘ I[Sk

k] (D.1)

= �p Â
k0k0

d(ek � ek0) hSk
k Vkk0

kk0 U
k0k
k0k + Vkk0

kk0 V
k0k
k0k Sk

k � 2 Vkk0
kk0 S

k0
k0 V

k0k
k0kidis . (D.2)

Intervalley processes are still taken into account internally to the collision integral, i.e. by con-
sidering transitions of the type K ! K0 ! K where electrons initially at K(K0) are scattered at
K0(K) and then scattered back to K(K0). Inserting the disorder correlator

h|Vkk0
kk0 |

2
idis = u2 dkk0 cos2 q + w2dkk̄0 sin2 q , (D.3)

q ⌘
fk0 � fk

2
, (D.4)

into Eq. (D.1) gives Eqs. (6.56)-(6.57) in main text. Using the notation in the main text and the
relation

2p u2
ˆ •

0

dk0

2p
k0d(ek � ek0) =

u2e

v2 ⌘
4
t

, (D.5)

where the intravalley transport time t has been defined, yields, after simple algebra

Iintra =�
4
t Â

m
eı mfk

ˆ 2p

0

dfk0

2p
cos2

✓
fk � fk0

2

◆ 
1� e�ı 2m

⇣ fk�fk0
2

⌘�
Sm

i (D.6)

=�
4
t Â

m
eı m fk Sm

i

ˆ 2p

0

dq

2p
cos2 q (1� cos 2 m q) (D.7)

⌘� Â
m 6=0

eı m fk
Sm

i
tA

m
, (D.8)

with
1

tA
m

=
4
t

ˆ 2p

0

dq

2p
cos2 q [1� cos(2 m q)] . (D.9)
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The intervalley part reads

Iinter =�
4
t

r2

(

Â
m

eı m fk

ˆ 2p

0

dfk0

2p
sin2

✓
fk � fk0

2

◆ 
Sm

i � S̄m
i e�ı 2m

⇣ fk�fk0
2

⌘�)
(D.10)

=�
4
t

r2

 

Â
m

eı m fk
Sm

i
2
� S̄m

i

ˆ 2p

0

dq

2p
sin2 q cos 2 m q

!
(D.11)

=� r2 Â
m

eı m fk

✓
2Sm

i
t
�

S̄m
i

tB
m

◆
, (D.12)

with
1

tB
m

=
4
t

ˆ 2p

0

dq

2p
sin2 q cos(2 m q) . (D.13)

It is instructive to consider the system without SO coupling, for which the various harmonics are
decoupled

∂tSm
i = �

✓
1

tA
m

+
2r2

t

◆
Sm

i +
r2

tB
m

S̄m
i , (D.14)

∂tS̄m
i = �

✓
1

tA
m

+
2r2

t

◆
S̄m

i +
r2

tB
m

Sm
i , (D.15)

and the corresponding expression at K0, obtainable by S! S̄. Solving these equations, we obtain

 
Sm

i (t)
S̄m

i (t)

!
= e
�( 1

tAm
+2r2 t

t )

0

@
cosh

⇣
t r2

tB
m

⌘
sinh

⇣
t r2

tB
m

⌘

sinh
⇣

t r2

tB
m

⌘
cosh

⇣
t r2

tB
m

⌘

1

A .

 
Sm

i (0)

S̄m
i (0)

!
. (D.16)

For m = 0, we have tA
0 ! • and tB

0 ! t/2, so that the solution for the total spin polarization
is found as Si(t) = S0

i (t) + S̄0
i (t) = Si(t = 0), which is simply a statement of spin conservation.

Note that the uniform oscillation (zeroth harmonic) of the Fermi surface is associated with the
charge density. Restoring SO coupling, and defining tA

±1 = t = �tB
±1 we find Eqs. (6.59)-(6.64)

of the main text for the harmonics m = 0, ±1.

General nonmagnetic disorder

The correlator for generic non-magnetic disorder reads as

h|Ukk0
kk0 |

2
idis = Â

p=±

h⇣
u2

p dkk0 + w̃2
pdkk̄0

⌘
cos2 qp +

⇣
w2

pdkk̄0 + ũ2
p dkk0

⌘
sin2 qp

i
, (D.17)

q± ⌘
fk0 ± fk

2
. (D.18)

It is convenient to define the relaxation rates [see main text, Eqs. (6.50)-(6.53)],

1
t

p
u

=
u2

pe

4v2 ,
1

t
p
ũ

=
ũ2

pe

4v2 ,
1

t
p
w

=
w2

pe

4v2 ,
1

t
p
w̃

=
w̃2

pe

4v2 . (D.19)
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Following the same steps as in Appendix A, we find

Iintra = �4 Â
m

eı mfk

ˆ 2p

0

dfk0

2p

✓
1

t�u
cos2 q� +

1
t+

u
cos2 q+ +

1
t�ũ

sin2q� +
1

t�ũ
sin2q+

◆
(D.20)

⇥

⇣
1� e�ı 2m q�

⌘
Sm

i (D.21)

= � Â
m 6=0

eı m fk
Sm

i
tKK

+

✓
1

t+
u
�

1
t+

ũ

◆⇣
e5ıfk S1

i + e�5ıfk S�1
i

⌘
, (D.22)

where

1
tKK

=
1

t�u
+

3
t�ũ

+
2

t+
u

+
2

t+
ũ

. (D.23)

The intervalley part of the collision integral reads

Iinter = �4 Â
m

eı mfk

ˆ 2p

0

dfk0

2p

✓
1

t�w̃
cos2 q� +

1
t+

w̃
cos2 q+ +

1
t�w

sin2q� +
1

t+
w

sin2q+

◆
(D.24)

⇥

⇣
Sm

i � S̄m
i e�ı 2m q�

⌘
(D.25)

= �Â
m

eı m fk

✓
Sm

i
tKK0

+
S̄m

i
tiv

m

◆
�

✓
1

t+
w
�

1
t+

w̃

◆⇣
e�3ıfk S1

i + e3ıfk S�1
i

⌘
, (D.26)

where

1
tKK0

= 2
✓

1
t�w

+
1

t�w̃
+

1
t+

w
+

1
t+

w̃

◆
,

1
tiv

0
=

1
tKK0

,
1

tiv
±1

=
1

t�w
�

1
t�w̃

. (D.27)

The general Bloch equations are thus obtained from Eqs. (6.59)-(6.64) in main text via the fol-
lowing mapping

2r2

t
!

1
tKK0

, h(S±

i , S̄±

i )!

✓
1

tKK
+

1
tKK0

◆
S±1

i +

✓
1

t�w
�

1
t�w̃

◆
S̄±1

i . (D.28)
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Appendix E

Magnetised Graphene: Details on
the Solution of the Boltzmann
Transport Equations

In what follows, we derive the analytical form of the nonequilibrium distribution function for
intravalley scattering potentials. For brevity, we work at fixed Fermi energy, e > 0. The scattering
probability is given by

Wkc ,k0
c0

= 2pni Tkck0
c0

d(ekc � ek0
c0

) = 2pni

���hk0c0 |T|kci

���
2

d(ekc � ek0
c0

) , (E.1)

where all the quantities appearing in the last equation are defined in the main text. Throughout
this Appendix, we also employ the short-hand notation (dk) = d2k/4p2. The wavefunctions are
expressed in the basis:

(A"K, A#K, B"K, B#K, B"K0, B#K0, A"K0, A#K0)t . (E.2)

Exact solution in zero magnetic field

Without loss of generality, we take the electric field oriented along the x̂ direction. In the steady
state of the linear response regime, the left-hand side of the BTEs [Eq. (7.5)] reads as

� E ·rk f 0
kc

= �E · vkc

 
∂ f 0

kc

∂e

!
= �Vv |E | vkc

cos fk

 
∂ f 0

kc

∂e

!
, (E.3)

where vkc
is the band velocity of the c Fermi ring and Vv is its sign, cos fk = kx/k and f 0

kc
=

(1 + Exp[(ekc � e)/kBT])�1. To solve the BTEs, we make use of the ansatz [cf. Eq. (7.9)]

d fkc = �

 
∂ f 0

kc

∂e

!⇣
t
k

cE + t?c ẑ⇥ E
⌘

· vkc (E.4)

= �Vv E

 
∂ f 0

kc

∂e

!
vkc

⇣
t
k

c cos fkc + t?c sin fkc

⌘
. (E.5)
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In regime II, only intra-ring processes are allowed, whereas in regime I and III, one needs to take
into account inter-ring transitions. For fixed index c, we separate intra-ring (cc) and inter-ring
(cc̄) processes

S
h

fkc

i
= Sintra

h
fkc

i
+ Sinter

h
fkc

i
, (E.6)

Sintra
h

fkc

i
= �

ˆ
(d2k0)

⇣
fkc Wkc ,k0c

� fk0c
Wk0c ,kc

⌘
, (E.7)

Sinter
h

fkc

i
= �

ˆ
(d2k0)

⇣
fkc Wkc ,k0c̄

� fk0c̄
Wkc̄ ,k0c

⌘
. (E.8)

The different scattering probabilities are

Wkc ,k0c
= 2pni d(ekc�ek0c

) Tcc(f) , (E.9)

Wkc ,k0c̄
= 2pni d(ekc�ek0 c̄) Tcc̄(f) , (E.10)

Wk0c ,kc
= 2pni d(ek0c�

ekc) Tcc(�f) , (E.11)

Wk0c̄ ,kc
= 2pni d(ek0c̄�

ekc) Tc̄c(�f) . (E.12)

It will be useful in the following to work with the symmetric and antisymmetric components

Tcc0 (±f) = T
s

cc0 ± T
a

cc0 , (E.13)

along with the trigonometric relations

cos (a + b) = cos a cos b� sin a sin b , (E.14)

sin (a + b) = sin a cos b + sin b cos a , (E.15)

to recast Eq. (E.4) into the form

fk0c
= �Vv E vkc

∂ f 0
k0c

∂e

h
cos fkc

⇣
t
k

c cos f + t?c sin f
⌘

+ sin fkc

⇣
t?c cos f� t

k

c sin f
⌘i

. (E.16)

The intra-ring integrals now reduce to

Iintra
1 ⌘

ˆ
(d2k0) fkc Wkc ,k0c

= 2pni fkc N(ekc)
ˆ

df

2p
Tcc (f) , (E.17)

Iintra
2 ⌘

ˆ
(d2k0) fk0c

Wk0c ,kc
(E.18)

= 2pni Fc vkc
N(ekc)

⇢
c1,kc

ˆ
df

2p
cos f Tcc (�f) + c2,kc

ˆ
df

2p
sin f Tcc (�f)

�
, (E.19)

where N(ek) = 1
2p

k
vk

is the density of states and

{c1,kØ , c2,kc} = {cos fkc t
k

c + sin fkc t?c , cos fkc t?c � sin fkc t
k

c} , and Fc = �Vv E

∂ f 0
kc

∂e
.

(E.20)
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The inter-ring integrals are obtained via the a similar procedure. In the following, we define
(t
k

c , t
k

c̄) = (tk, t̄k) and equally for t?c , vc, N(ekc
), Fc. The full scattering operator is thus

Sintra
h

fkc

i
=� 2pni Fc N v


cos fkc

✓
tk
ˆ

df

2p
T

s
cc � tk

ˆ
df

2p
cos f T

s
cc � t?

ˆ
df

2p
sin f T

a
cc

◆

(E.21)

+ sin fkc

✓
t?
ˆ

df

2p
T

s
cc � t?

ˆ
df

2p
cos fT

s
cc + tk

ˆ
df

2p
sin fT

a
cc

◆�
(E.22)

Sinter
h

fkc

i
=� 2pniFc v


cos fkc

✓
tk N

ˆ
df

2p
T

s
cc̄ � t̄k N̄

v̄
v

ˆ
df

2p
cos fT

a
c̄c � t̄? N̄

v̄
v

ˆ
df

2p
sin f T

a
c̄c

◆

(E.23)

� sin fkc

✓
t? N

ˆ
df

2p
T

s
cc̄ � t̄? N̄

v̄
v

ˆ
df

2p
cos fT

s
c̄c + t̄kN̄

v̄
v

ˆ
df

2p
sin fT

a
c̄c

◆�
.

(E.24)

Equating the coefficients of cos fk, sin fk on the LHS and RHS of the linearized BTEs, we obtain
for the steady state:

�1 = tk
⇣

G0
cc � Gcos

cc + G0
cc̄

⌘
+ t? Gsin

cc � t̄k
v̄
v

Gcos
c̄c + t̄?

v̄
v

Gsin
c̄c , (E.25)

0 = t?
⇣

G0
cc � Gcos

cc + G0
cc̄

⌘
� tk Gsin

cc � t̄?
v̄
v

Gcos
c̄c � t̄k

v̄
v

Gsin
c̄c , (E.26)

where, as defined already in the main text,

G(0,cos,sin)
cc̄ = 2pni Nc

ˆ
df

2p
{1, cos f, sin f}

⇣
T

s
cc̄(f) + T

a
cc̄(f)

⌘
. (E.27)

The system of equations can now be closed considering the respective equations for the other
channel c̄, i.e.,

�1 = t̄k
⇣

G0
c̄c̄ � Gcos

c̄c̄ + G0
c̄c

⌘
+ t̄? Gsin

c̄c̄ � tk
v
v̄

Gcos
cc̄ + t?

v
v̄

Gsin
cc̄ , (E.28)

0 = t̄?
⇣

G0
c̄c̄ � Gcos

c̄c̄ + G0
c̄c

⌘
� t̄k Gsin

c̄c̄ � t?
v
v̄

Gcos
cc̄ � tk

v
v̄

Gsin
cc̄ . (E.29)

The four equations above can be manipulated by summing and subtracting them to identify
some common coefficient:

�2 = tkL� + t̄kL̄� + t?U+ + t̄?Ū+ , (E.30)

0 = tkL+ � t̄kL̄+ + t?U� � t̄?Ū� , (E.31)

0 = t?L� + t̄?L̄� � tkU+ � t̄kŪ+ , (E.32)

0 = t?L+ � t̄?L̄+ � tkU� + t̄kŪ� , (E.33)

or in matrix form
0

BBBB@

L� L̄� U+ Ū+

L+ �L̄+ U� �Ū�
�U+ �Ū+ L� L̄�
�U� Ū� L+ �L̄+

1

CCCCA

0

BBBB@

tk

t̄k

t?

t̄?

1

CCCCA
=

0

BBBB@

�2
0
0
0

1

CCCCA
(E.34)

()

 
L̂ Û
�Û L̂

! 
tk

t?

!
=� 2

 
1
0

!
, (E.35)
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where we have defined

L± = G0
cc � Gcos

cc + G0
cc̄ ±

v
v̄

Gcos
cc̄ , (E.36)

U± = Gsin
cc ±

v
v̄

Gsin
cc̄ , (E.37)

and analogously for their barred version, obtained from the last two equations by replacing

c! c̄. In our compact notation we have
⇣

tk, t?
⌘t

= (tk, t̄k, t?, t̄?)t , and (1, 0)t = (1, 0, 0, 0)t.
Together with the corresponding system at K0 valley we thus identify 16 relaxation rates.

The formal solution of the linear system Eq. (E.35) gives

tk = �2
⇣

L̂ + ÛL̂�1Û
⌘�1

1 , (E.38)

t? = L̂�1Ûtk , (E.39)

as reported in Eq. (6) of the main text.

Finite magnetic field

In the presence of an external magnetic field, the LHS of the BTEs reads as

k̇ ·rk fkc = � (E + vk ⇥B) ·rk

⇣
f 0
kc

+ d fkc

⌘
. (E.40)

In the linear response regime, the contraction with the electric field only selects the equilibrium
part f 0

kc
, as seen above. On the other hand, the contraction with the magnetic field selects the

non-equilibrium part since
(vk ⇥B) · vk = 0 . (E.41)

It is thus convenient to use the following generalised ansatz:

d fkc = vkc

⇣
t
k

c cos fk + t?c sin fk

⌘
. (E.42)

In evaluating the term rkd fkc , we use the relations between cartesian and polar derivates

∂

∂kx
= cos fk

∂

∂k
�

sin fk
k

∂

∂fk
, (E.43)

∂

∂ky
= sin fk

∂

∂k
+

cos fk
k

∂

∂fk
. (E.44)

We thus have (omitting the index c in the intermediate steps)

(vk ⇥B) ·rkd fk = eabcva
kBb ∂c

h
vk

⇣
tk cos fk + t? sin fk

⌘i
, (E.45)

where eabc is the Levi-Civita symbol. Expanding the derivatives (and using ∂ki ! ∂i for brevity),
we obtain

1. ∂x

h
vk

⇣
tk cos fk + t?c sin fk

⌘i
= cos2 fk ∂k

⇣
vktk

⌘
+ cos fk sin fk∂k

⇣
vkt?

⌘
+

+ tk vk ∂x cos fk + t?vk ∂x sin fk , (E.46)

2. ∂y

h
vk

⇣
tk cos fk + t?c sin fk

⌘i
= sin fk cos fk ∂k

⇣
vktk

⌘
+ sin2 fk ∂y

⇣
vkt?

⌘
+

+ tkvk ∂y cos fk + t?vk ∂y sin fk , (E.47)
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where we assumed an isotropic Fermi surface k k v. These expressions, using Eqs. (E.43)-(E.44),
can be rewritten as

1. cos2 fk ∂k

⇣
vktk

⌘
+ cos fk sin fk ∂k

⇣
vkt?

⌘
+ vk

tk

k
sin2 fk � vk

t?

k
sin fk cos fk , (E.48)

2. sin fk cos fk ∂k

⇣
vktk

⌘
+ sin2 fk ∂k

⇣
vkt?

⌘
� vk

tk

k
sin fk cos fk + vk

t?

k
cos2 fk . (E.49)

Taking a perpendicular magnetic field B = B ẑ, one obtains after standard algebraic manipula-
tions

⇣
vkc ⇥B

⌘
·rkd fkc = vkc wc

B

⇣
t
k

c sin fkc � t?c cos fkc

⌘
, (E.50)

where we reinstated the index c and defined the cyclotronic frequency of the c-ring

wc
B

=
vkc

kc
B . (E.51)

It is clear from Eq. (E.28)-(E.29), that wc
B

can be reabsorbed in the definition of the skew cross
sections:

Gsin
cc ! Gsin

cc + wc
B , (E.52)

to which the trivial generalisation of Eqs. (E.35) follows. Note however, due to the slight dif-
ferent ansatz we have used, the column of the know terms �2(1, 0)t has to be generalised to
�2Fc (1, 0)t.
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Nomenclature

2DEG Two-dimensional electron gas

BA Born approximation

BS Bethe Salpeter

BTE Boltzmann transport equation

CSC Charge-to-spin conversion

DOF Degree of freedom

DP Dyakonov-Perel

FQM Fully quantum mechanical

ISGE Inverse spin-Galvanic effect

ISHE Inverse spin Hall effect

LHS Left-hand side

MEC Magnetic exchange coupling

MSHE Magnetic spin Hall effect

QAH Quantum anomalous Hall

QSH Quantum spin Hall

R/A Retarded/Advanced

RHS Right-hand side

SC Semiclassical

SCBA Self-consistent Born approximation

SCTM Self-consistent T-matrix

SGE Spin Galvanic effect

SHE Spin Hall effect

SO Spin-orbit

SOT Spin orbit torque

SRT Spin-relaxation time
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SRTA Spin-relaxation time anisotropy

STT Spin transfer torque

TI Topological insulators

TMD Transition metal dichalcogenide

vdW Van der Waals

WI Ward identity
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